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NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS
PME GUIDE INSTRUCTIONS

FOR INSERTING THE TEXT INTO BINDER

The text of the draft Guide and a hard cover binder
for housing it are enclosed. To insert the text into
the binder, please follow the instructions below.

)

Insert in the frqnt pocket of the binder one Copy of the
brochure entitled "An.Introduction to Planning, Management
and Evaluation: RealiAing,PIC Potential ".

2. Insert the title.page through page iii in front of the
first tab entitled, "Introduction".

3. Each major section and substage of the Guide should be
inserted behind the colored tabs. Dark orange ,tabs
indicate Guide sections, light orange tabs are used,to .

separate stages (A-H) of Section III.

4. To assemble the bider, insert the following pages
'behind the tabs*as specified below:

/ Behind This Tab

Introduction

Who Should Use This Guide

How to Use This Guide

I. .'PIC planning, .Management and
,gvaluation

II. The PME,PE.pcess

III. Applying the PME ProceA

A. Assess Local Needs

B. Define PIC Strategy

OS Establish PIC Program Scope

D. Develop Program Operations Plan

E. Develop Management Plan

F. Develop Evaluation Plan

G. Monitor Program

H. Evaluate Results

Insert These Pages

v- vi

111-217 - 141-254

111-255

111-313 711-338

If1-339 111-379
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FOREWORD /

This Planning, Management and Evaluation (PME) Guide has

been developed by the NatronAl Alliance of BuSiness as part of

its program.ot management assistance for Private Industry Coun-
.

cils.. The Guide is intended to be a tool which a PIC can use to

improve its capability to plan, manage,
,and evaluate the programs which it
administers

establish locally defined business-
oriented performance standards for
Title VII programs.

The Guide' and the planning, management and evaluation

process which it presents are being field tested in this fiso61

year, with ten PICs:
I

The Bostoh Private Industry Council, Inc.
The Industry Council of Gteater Cincinnati, Inc.
The Missouri Barl-acT of State Priva,pe Industry 2.

Council
The Private Industry Council of Atlanta, Inc.

e- The Broward Private Industry Council (Fla.)
The Private Industry Council of the Lehigh
Valley (Pa.)

The Buffalo,and Erie Private Industry Council
The Private Industry Council, 'Job for Fall

River (Mass.)
The New York Balance of State Private Industry

Council, Inc..
The Dlaware Private Industry Council

Based upon that field ,test, the process and the'Guide "ill be

revised, refined, and then packaged in final form for national

dissemination,

The Guide can also be useful to Prime Sponsors as they

administer programs under other titles of the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act (CETA). It has been directed to

,PICs and PSIP because PICs have been assigned a unique role to

involve l,usiness in public employment and training programs.
.

i
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In so doing they must

chart their own special course and that of
business in the community

involve the business community so that it
can take an active part in local programs,
not only by serving on the PIC but, also by pro-
viding other resources to 'complement Pleose
publicly provided

of embark on many new activities, often diffi-
cult to measure, which shou.ldbe undertaken
with care to assure that their purpose is

1 -clear and their results Car be assessed

identify ways to assist all publicly-funded
employment and'training programs to provide
oppc unities in the private sector.

To assume these res nsibilities, the PIC needs to understand

thoroughly what the Prime Sponsor and others NV accomplished

and are trying to do, and hat business needs and what it can do. to

help. The PIC must the be able to determine if the steps it took

to meet these needs were essful. With such respons±bilities,.

NAB is convinced that PICs must have an adequate PME process.

Finally, NAB believes that the private sector Can be parr

*titularly helpful to PICs and Prime Sponsors in. establishing

PME systems. Therefore, NAB has directd this initial effort

to PSIP where,business is generally most involved,but hopes that

prime sponsors will also find it useful for other programs.

The Guide is being distributed now in working draf form/

so that all the PICs across the country can use it as an aid..

and reference to facilitate their planning and system develop-
,

ment efforts for Fiscal Year 1982. r

.r
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INTRODUCTION

The following are principal assumptions underlying the

development of thiS

PICs have had to 'devote a majority of
their time and energy to gettilig
themselves organized, establishing
their administrative structure and
designing and implementing their initial,
programs. As'a consequence, few PICs
have.had the time to initiate comprehen-.
sive and systematic planning, management,
and evaluation (PME).efforts.

The planning, management, and evaluation
which has taken place is that required
under the law. Plans and reports have
primarily. been external -ori rated docu-
ments prepared' in. order cure funds
and account for program act vities and
expenditures,.

There is a wealth of information regarding,
PME systems as they relate to employment
and training'programs. However, much of
this information is written'or fdrmated
in such a manner that it has been either
inaccessible to'the "average" reader, or
difficult to translate into specific terms
fo'r 'application within the local setting.
This has seriously restricted the utiliza-
tion of more rigorous or sophisticated
PME approaches for ensuring effective
and accountable program operations.

Many of the individuals who have PME re-
sponsibilitieswithin a tkIC 1411 have had
little or no) for experience in imple-
menting PME systems.

This Guide addresses all of the foregoing assumptions.

It is wr\itten as a primer., It assumes little pre-existing

knowledgt of PME on the part of the reader. The Guide attempts

to detail1, in a complete and clear manner, all the basic

steps to be taken, questions Ito be answbred, and inormatilon

toit)e con idered in implementing a planning,,management and

evaluatio system within a Private Industry CounCil.



.

The Guide does not spell out in detail or espouse one

apkcific PME system. Rather, it provides a logical framework

and thinking process which any PIC can use to design an inter-

nally-oriented PME system which is most appropriate and effec-
-

tive given its ownsituation and needs. 1

The Guide is intended for PICs regardle°ss of size or

structure. Each should apply the prdcess tp the extent its

resources allow.

4
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WHO SHOULD USE THIS GUIDE

This Guide is int)nded for all PICs regardless

of thrir organizational nature or present developmental

status. The Guide has been designed so that it can be,

used by any PIC to-eview) enhance, or establish its

approach to planning, management, and evaldation.

The Guide'is directed primarily at those staff who

yin have the major 'responsibilities for designing and

implementing a PME process within a P,IC. However, it

should also piOve of value to Council members'in'gaining

an understanding pf PME as'it relates to the PIC, and in

making decisions regarding, their roles, responsibilities,

and involvement in.theirj3IC's PME process. Sections I ,

and II of the Chide ehould be especially useful in this

regard.
. .

Finally, hopefully', the Guide will be of benefit to

anyone who works on improving a PIC's planning, management

and evaluation process.

str
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How TO USE THIS GUIDE

This Guide has been developed so that it can'be sited

independently,,or with assistance, to implement a 517s.6ematic

aiSproaN to planning, management, and evaluation. The Guide

consist5of five major sections, a Glossary and an Appendix.

SeCtion I df the Guide'discusses PlC PME
' in general and pr75 a self-assessment

,checklist which can be used evalUate
the present status'of the PIC's PME

.1

A approach

Sedtion II provides a general 'orientation
and introduction to the Pn process

4

Sectio n III detai4 the specifIc phases
and steps in the rocess and furnishes
information and echniques which can be
employed in app ying thesteps in the
process

Section IV c tains various aides which
can be used in establishing the PME system
within'a PIC. ,

Section V has been set aside,tohouse
important documents related to the PIC'S
PME system

The Glossary of Terms contains the defini-
tions of those coaVepts and terms which are
central to the PME process

'The Appendix c4es'additional material which
can be referred to in order,to facilitate the
development and refinement of the PIC's PME
system..

If your.needs are to establish or substantially modify

your PIC's present PME process, itis
-
recommended that you

carefully read Section's I-III in order answering all que.stions

and reviewing all information. This should provide the knolk-: '

ledge as d experience -base necessary to employ the aids presented

in Section IV, or suitable alternatives, in the proCess of

designing your PIc ' s PME approach.

ix
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_II, on the other hand; you are satisfied with your

present process, then two optional uses are suggested:

r

1. Use the self-assessment test presented
on pp.I78, 9 to decide which areas to'read
in the Guide and were to concentrate
your improvement efforts.

2. Read.those pctions 'of the 'alide which
are of interest, to you no*.c711Zrefet
to the Guide,on an as-needed basis. when
problems occur or questions arise.-whil
implementing yourPIC's standard PME
process.

St
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I.

PRIVA INDUSTRY COUNCIL
NING, NAGEMENT AND EVALUATION

The
o major intent of the Private Sector Initiative

Program (mip), Title VII of the Comprehensive. E'mployment

andNaining Act. (CETA) is:

to increase the involvement of the
business community in,empIoyment and
training activities

t' to increase private sector emplpyment
and 'training opportunities for CETA-
eligible.participants.

Your Private Industry Council ( ) has'been designated as

.
,he "primary vehicle," at the local level, working in con-

.,

junction with your CETA Prime,Sponsor, for achieving that

intent.

Specifically, it is expected that your P.IC will take

a leadership role in:

stiap , directing, and coordinating PSIP

assessing he needs of local industries

qt.

and,employers

dev elopriNnnovatiVe employment an
training activities and services'

I

design,i e activities to meet the
specific of the .local-bAtiness.
community*
improving existing programs and methods
for the delivery of employment and train-
ing services
P .

reviewing critically the employment and
training plans 'of the CETA,Prithe Sponsor
and others to ensure that they are
responsive to business and community 'needs

'bringIng,private-resoUrces to bear on
employment gnd training is

ft
s
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reshaping, as necessary, the local system
or network for the delivery of employment,

\ and training services

forging new linkages with government
agencies (e.g:, vocational edudatiton,
housing, public welfare) and the private
sectors to contribute.to local economic
development.

These eXpectations present an'imposiAg challenge; Establish-
..

ing'an effectllye planning, management and evaluation (PME)

.1PrOgess is a fundamental step that your PIC can take to!enable

you tomeat that challenge.

Purposes of a PME Process
144A PME process can be used to help your PIC:

develop high quality and effective programs

mAhage the performance of your PSIP

comply with federal regulations.

0

PME for - .Program Development

One of the oVerriding reasons for the existence of the

PSTP is to encourage programmatic experimentation and to pro-
/

mote changes within the existing system for the delivery of

employment and training services. In recognition of this fact

.

$
,
your-PIC has,been giv n enormous latitude and discretion tu

:forg& aprogram of s e vice and activities which is best suited

,to local needs and which has a high chance.of success.

to:'

To develop such a program, your PIC has to have a way

identify what business and community needs
are .

pinpoint existing problem areas or barriers

decide what needs- to b\done

ascertain which existing protects work and ,"
which don't

establish a comprehensive approach to pro-
gram development

create new projects to mebt presently
unfilled needs

I-2 \
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. secure feedback on those programs which
are

1111

A well-designed pmr process can serve these ends.

PME for Performance Management

A PME process also jiovides the basis for directing and

controlling' the program 1Lch your PIC decides to implement.

You can use a PME plsodess-to :

set overall goals and operational strategies

establish. Ptbgram performance standards

define management ad monitoring methods

determine corrective'action procedures

ensure aCcopntabiAity in program delivery

obtain evalliatOn data which can be used
to improve program performance.

PME for .Compliance

Finally, your PIC can wise a PME process to ensure satis-
,

factory compliancerwithfederal_regulations. The CETA

tions require that a -Prime Sponsor submit an Annual Plan which

describes: all of the ,programs it will urfertake in the upcoming

fiscal year. The Title,VII subpart of this plan must detail

the activities that will be sponsored through\your PIC.

The regulations stipulate that the subpart must consist

of a Narrative Description, Statement of Concurrence, Program

Planning Summary, and Budget.Information Summary. The contents
4 4

Of these items are described briefly below:
re.

Narrative Description includes:

goals and.objectives for Title' VII
program

analysis of sistan ce needs within
commie nit

target gr for service through
4 Title
activiti s to be-Idndertaken to achieve

objectives
system to be used to review and assess

the success of the activities
S. results and benefits to be obtained

through program (quantitative and
qualitative outcomes expected)

PIC responsibilities and procedures.

1-3
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Statement of Concurrence: documents the
Concurrence of the PIC and the Prime SponSor
with the content of the Annual Plan' subpart.

Program Plan-Summary (PPS): presents the
goals, objectiVes, and activities planned
for the program year.

Budget Information Summary (BIS): sets out
the planned budget for the program year.

Obviously, being able to prepare a plan of the type

required by-regulation necessitates that your PIC have a

wprkable PME-process in place.

Is

t
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CRITICAL PME DECISIONS

-A.

There are three fundamental decisions which will have

a substantial and significant impact on the shap.of your

PME process and the manner in which your PIC's program is

directed and operated generally. These decisions are:

What perspective or approach does your
PIC want to bring to its involvement
with the employment and training sys-
tem?

What relati4nship will your PIC have
with the CETA Prime Sponsor?

At what points will your Council be
involved in your PIC's,planning,
management and evaluation Ibrocess?

EPIC Perspective and Approach

The CETA regulations establish only broad parameters

and minimal expectations regarding a PIC in terms of its

existence-and operation. Within that context, it is up

to each PIC to define a mission and oriektation which is

4

appropriate to local circumstances and needs. Therefore,

the principal decision which your PIC must make is how

'it can best be,invOlv4 and what general approach it

wants to take to working within the local employment and

training system. That involvement can vary along a con-

tinuum from being purely advisory at one end to being an

operator of employment and training programs at the other.

Factors and characteristics which should loft taken into

account in determining the type and extent of your PIC's

involvement include:

limitations imposed by the amount of
available resources

the "perceived" status and capabilities
of the local CETA system

4

I-5
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O local economic conditions

present strength and p roductiveness
of privAte sector ties

local political conditions

I

Regardless-of the specific perspective and approach.

which your .PIC2>acts, a basic respOnsibility'of the PIC

is to ensure mat the private sector's interests are repre-

sented through the PIC, and that the PIC supports programs

which benefit both the SETA- eligible participants and the-

business' community.

.CETA
CETA- PIC Relationships

,

In order to makimize PIC eff ctiveness, -the CETA
.w

regulations re ire linkages and relationshipS between the

PIC and the P rime Sponsor. The regulations anticipate a e

' "partnership" between these two bodies in 'addressing local.

employffent and training problems. HoOtiever, as with the
(

mission and, roles of_ the RoIC,itself, the nature of those

iinkageS and that partnership is not mandated but left to
,

local discretion. As a result, another essential decision

for your PIC is to .determine what operational arrangements

t./0.5ke and hi:3w best,,,,to work wit the Prime Sponsor.

Structpral options range f om being an integral part
1

of the prime sponsorship with s area staff and facilities

.44) being a separate entity with semi =autonomous status.

Your PIC should decide which arrangeMen/t. is best; given

local needs. The important thing to ensure, regardless of

the specific methods,chosen, is that yOur PIC have cooperative )

working relationships with the Prime Sponsor.

These relationships are especially .important/when it

comes to designing and im lementing an effective PME process.g

The Wrime:Sponsor repre. nts an inval ble source of.exper-

ience, information, and assistanceywhi h your,PIC can draw

olpon both to take those steps necessary to create a process.

1



'which is Utilttarian, and to apply that proCess in such a

manner as to'produce the results desired by your PIC.

,.Council Involvement Points

The last major decisl.on which, your PIC needs to make

is to,determine at what points the Council will be involved
1111-

or will intervene in the planning, management and evaluation

process. You td to determine how and in what way the

Council wants to influence programming and operations

and then to establish a mechanism and Oocess for ensuring

that influence' on a continuous. basis. Todo this, the

Council needs to:

formally define and articulate its
role as planner, manager,.and eval-
uator

organize and develop, the capability
to fulfill that role

establish action steps and an agenda
for ensuring the accomplishment Of
that role.

As with tht decisions on PIC perspective and approach

and CETA-PIC.-relations, what your PIC decide6 to db an4

how to do it shoN4 be based upon local needs.\,;-%As a rule, 1(

however,.your Council should attempt to involve itself to

the maximum feasible extent in order to have the greatest

influence and control over plan/s, the design of programs,

and their operation. Key points of involvement or inter-

vention include:

defining the PIC's basic misss,p and ,

functions

establishing PICopeirational methods
and procedures

identifying the needs of the local
business community 1

Oentifying'and
.

selOcting occupations
/for training programs V

1-7



determining whic,h target groups tc(

serve

deciding what services or assistance
to provide to those target groups

determining what other'services or
special projects can be initiated to
generate employment opportunities
within the local community

um. e t
establishing priorities for services and
activities to be provided through the PIC

setting strategic and operational
/goals for the PtC

assessing and selecting service
deliverers

approVing the plans for operating,
mandging,and evaluating the PIC' program

monitoring and reviewing program and
contractorperformance at regular
intervals to assess effectiveness

planning and approving modifiCations
to the basic program approach as
necessary

evaf.uating program performance at the
end of the operational year to make,
replanning decisions.

YOUR'PIC'S PME PROCESS

As the foregoing discussion attests, your PIC.'iPME

process is central to program effectiveness and success,

clnd ultimately to the aohievementyf the intent of the

Private seCtor Illitiative'Program. Therefore, at this point,

prior to reading the next section of this Guide whiQh describes

a comprehensive and systeMatio approach7toyME, it might be

worthwhile to assess your PIC's present-PME process. Use the

sol

1-8
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\ scale belOw to indicate your rating of your PIC's overall .

E
. + process for PME.

\

0 6 5 4 3,' 2 -

V
1

Excel- Very Good Fair Not ,Poor

Very 11lent Good
Good

Reflecting upon your rating, list below those areas
in'which you think your present process is most in
need of improvement and describe the nature of the
improvement(s) that you feel are needed.

Planning - method for determining local
employment and training needs and for
deciding what services and projects
to initiate in response to those needs

Management - method for monitoring and
controlling program perforfnance and
taking corrective actions a& necessary
to ensure program success.

Evaluation - method for reviewing and
assessing program and contractor effec-
tiveness at conclusion of performances
period to make informed replanning

Area(s)

k

Improvement(s) Needed

$

Use your rating and analysis to fo6us your reading of
.'Section II which follows. A

1-9



II. THE PLANNING, MANAGEMENT AND EVALUATION PROCESS

4f rep

The Planning, Management and Evaluation .(PME) Process

is a systematic method which your Private Industry Council

(PIC) can employ to establish and implement its Private Sec-

tor Initiative Program. The process is designed to help,you

ask those questions and take those steps most essential for

effective PIC decision-making and program operations.

A Decision-Making Tool

Your PIC can use,the EWE process in deciding:

What local 4eeds are - the nature and dimension
of employment and training needslaithin your
community.

What your PIC wants to accomplish its purpose,
roles, and goals.

What to do the specific objectives to be
achieved and projects andm to be
sponsored through your PIC. .

How to do it the methods to be.employed in
implementing each project and your PIC's total
program.

How to support it - the relative amount of
resources (time, people, money) to be dedicated
to each area of activity.

How to control it your system for monitoring
progress and performance and taking corrective
action as necessary.

How to assess it your mechanism for evaluating
results and program accomplishments.

How to manage it,- the procedures for feeding
information back into the PIC for replanning
purposes.,



I

A Procedural Guide

The PME process is structured to allow your PIC to make

the following decisions in a logical order. The major stages

in the PME process are:

Ai Assess local Needs

B. Define.PIC Strategy

C. .Establish PIC Program Scope' 1

D. Develop Program Operations Plan

E. Develop Management Plan

F. Develop Evaluation Plan

G. Monitor Program

H. Evaluate-Results

A Managem nt Process

The'flow of the PME process is shown in the chart on

the page.

The emainder of this section discusses what your PIC

does in,eac stage of. the PME process (the steps to be taken

and 'question to be answered). Section III details how to

apply the PM process within your PIC.

II-2
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-PIC PME PROCESS FLOW CHART
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Operation
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'Purpose: To determine thecurrent'employment and training
. needs within you.; community.

Steps:

0tcomes:

1. Analyze Local Labor Market Conditions
'and Business Needs

Analyze Local Population Groups and
Service Needt -

RReview Programs and Plans of Other '
Agencies/Service Deliverers/Businesses .4

p

Accurate and comprehensive assessment of local
- economic'Scqnds

.- employment needs
- business needs
- training needs
- problem areas

employmerit and training programs
and plans
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Use:

e

or

-,

Or

The information obtained through your local
needs assessment ig used as primary refer-
ence data in designing your PIC's program
so that it is realistic, addresses those
local needs which are most pressing, and
complements the ongoing or planned activities

of others.'

tiO
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1. Analyze Local Labor MarK;Conditions
=Arid Business Needs

The overriding reasons for doing labor market analysis

-are to (1) identify potential job opportunities within

loca'l community which are appropriate 6,--r CETA'Articipants:

and. (2) pinpoint the specific needs.of local businesses and

industries sb that your PIC can develop a plan based upon

these factors.

As, a representative of the buss ss community, your' PIC

and-Zis uniquely equipped to provide r review employer-defined

labor market data for.use by the PIC'and others ±n decision-

making. Data gained through the labor market analysis can be

used for a variety of purposes, including:

selecting target jobs for training programs

designing customized training,programs to
satisfy employer defined criteria

identifying obstacles and barriers which
inhibit the effectiveness of employment
and training programs so that these impedi-
ments can be eliminated

determining services (e.g., employftnt
deyelopment, world of work orientation,
recruitment) which can be provided through,
the PIC tor meet local employer needs.

Thy importance of labor market analysis cannot be over

estimated. Although you will hear that businesses sometimes

. do not share information on their labor market expectations or

do not dp adequate forecgsting, this should not deter you from

making"every effort to collect complete information. As your- -

.programs increasingly meet business needs, you may well find

that busines#es will make greater efforts to provide you more

P complete information.

YoU can take one of two approaches to labor market

analysis. You can rely solely on existing data sources (i.e.,

that furnished, by the CETA Prime Sponsor, the Labor Market

Information Division of your State Employment Security Agency

(SESA), other governmental agencies, and universities). Or,

11-7
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you can complemqnt the available data with a local employer

survey of your own.'

Existing,data,sources will probably be sufficient to

help you determine general trends and answer many basic ques-

tions regarding local,:

labor force participation

growth pote

1
tiar by industry and occupation

'salary' ran' and quality,of occupations

'4, skill requirements necessary fOr job success
in:various occupations.

Specially - developed local employer surveys enable you

to determine a number ofadditional aspects of the local labor

market, including the:,

nature and structure of the internal labor
Market'job composition and entry level
occupations) of local firms

number and occupational characteristics.of
existing job vacancies in local labor markets

hiiing practices and policies Of local firms
p.

hourly and/or weekly wages'and annual earnings
of Workers in specific occupations

training and promotiongl policies of local
firms ,

employer attitudes toward existing employment

and training programs funded by the local CETA
Prime Sponsor and other local employment and

Straining agencits.

Your choice of how to do labor market analysis will be

determined by:

the adequacy and accuracy of the data avail-
,' able 'gyp you

the purpose you want to achieve with your

analysis

the decisions you want to be able, to make.

However, since local employer surveys' are easily dated,

expensive, timeQonsuming, and require considerable knowledge

and expertise for their proper implementation, you should take

the following stepsbefore initiating one:

.11-8
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Define the information need. What data are
needed? How Will they be used in the planning
proces? Will additional data help you to
make better decisions?

Utilize existing resources. See if you-can
get the additional data you need from tradi-
tional sources (e.g., the Prime Sponsor, the
State Employmbnt Security Agency (SESA), and
State Occupational'Inormation Coordinating
Committee (SOICC).'

Assess the survey. Make a careful assessment
of the costs of the survey, correct survey,
procedures, reliability of data to be gathered,
and possile alternatives to the survey.'

Make the decision", Reevaluate yourttal
information requirements to see if they can
be reduced, whether alternative data can
be used, and Whether certain data needs can
be dropped without adverse impact on the
planning process.

Coordinate with your .Prime Sponsor, SESA, and
SOICC. Once you decide to do aformal employer

\survey, contact your SESA and- ,SOICC to take
advantage of any related activity and to secure
.their assistance in your project.

In conclusion, labor market analysis is the cornerstone
.

for an effective PIC program. The more you can do to ensure

that your analYg-1-6 is accurate and meets yout decision-making
)

needs, the more probable it is that you,will design a program c apa-

-ble of success. In addition, by sharing the results of _your

data gathering and,analysis efforts with the Prime Spdhsor -

you can help to improve the Sponsor's capabilities in this

area.

2. Analyze, Local Population
Groups and Service Needs

The, purpose of this step is to identify those population

groups within your community who are in need of employment-and

training services and to.document the relative extent of their

11-9
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need. Just as important, thd step'involve pinpointing, as pre-

cisdly as possible, the exact impediments wild obstacles to

job success and unsubsidized employment among these groups,

You should use data contained in the Master Plan portion of

the Prime Sponsor's Comprehensive Empjoyment and Training

Plan to-edCure the information for this analysis.

Fundamental questions thatLyou Want to be able to answer

in this step are:

What is the general level of employment
and training need within the local com-
munity?'

What are the needs by population group-
(sex, age, race/ethnic group; sub-groups
tuch-as Vietnam Vets, public assistance
recipients, alcoholics)?

Are some groups mere in need than othersid

What apparently accounts for the needs
within each group?

The answers to these questions will later help your PIC

determine who it wan-t'to serve (what categories of indivi-

dualgTor groups), and what types of services it wants to provide:

3. Review Programs and Plans of Other
Agencies/Service Deliverers'/Businesses

c In this step, your ,PIC identifies all those employment

and training service deliverers within the local community and

then reviews their past perlfrmance and future plans for ser-

vice. The purpose of this step is to pinpoint:

1

gaps in the local service delivery''system

possible areas for collaboration with
other service deliverers

areas in whichiybur PIC may choose to
initiate new services or projects.

3')



Programs and plans which you should review, at a minimum,

include those of:

fOr:

the CETA-Prime Sponsor

Employment Service

educatiianalfiocational courses run by
local high schools, community coYleges,
or proprietary institutions

economic development and other employ-
ment and training initiatives sponsored
through the federal government; by the '

local government; or by private Companies
or corporations

flu

employment and training efforts under-
taken by private sector firms and busi-
ness organizations.

In reviewing the plans of others, you should be looking

timely data on target groups and Local
target group needs

projects which have a high success rate

potential service deliverers whoprovide
services efticiently,and effectivelly.

Based upon your PIC's review of others' plans >-you can

then structure your. PIC's program to complement other efforts

being undertaken at the local level. Possible courses of

action include: '/

el directing PIC programs toward target
groups and potential job opportunities
not 'being addressed, through other pro-

. grams

"piggy backing" by:using PIC funds to
eupport'programs which have a record
of demonstilated saccess

cooperating or linking up with other
. agencies to "joint venture" a project



I

(
b

I

r

t,

selecting successful basic-program ,

aesigns and modifying them as appro-
priate for iNplementation through the

PIC
.

identifying' employment and training
service areas in which there are gaps
and developing special programs to
fill those gaps

cooperating with busineses to use
facilities and/or staff to provide
training. r
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Purplte: To develop, using the data seced in the needstii

assessment and an analysis of ehe PIC's programmatic,
organizational and administrative performance over
the preceOing year, a strategic plan which.includes
goals for the upcoming year and thoseloals to be
accomplished in the longer term.

Steps: 1. Assess PIC Program Performance

2. Assets PIC Organizational and Operational
Performance

3. Establish Initial Needs Priorities

a. Define Service Needs (training and
development and employment generating)

b. Select Target Groups

c. Determine Occupational Training Priorities

4. Redefine PIC Mission and Fuwtion

5. Refine Basic Organizational and Operational
Framework

6. Formulate Goals rand Strategic Plan

3.,



tcome: A written statement which clearly articulates
your PIC's

- purpose

;4410e
- role definition
- functions"
- organizational and administrative

structure and operational procedures
- annual goals and their priorities
- long-term goals
- resource allocation

Use:

-J
11-14 3G

The strategic plan establishesbthe general
program direction And emphases for your, PIC
and furnishes the overall parameters used
to oversee and operate,,your program.
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1. Assess PIC Program Performance

This step is taken to determine how weld your PIC per-
,

formed programmatically (i.e., in terms of project or service

activities).

In reviewing program performance, you should look

your PIC at three,levels--overall, by component, and by

service deliverer or contractor--and answer four basic ques-

tions: di

How well did your PIC perform in the
aggregate - 'quantitatively (i.e., in,
terms of the numbers related to parti-
'cipants, costs, resource utilization)?

HOw well was y tot,a1 program implemented
qualitatively ( ., according to standards
set out in your plan)?

How well did each component (e.g., class-
room training, OJT, marketing, labor
market anal.ysis, economics,developmentY
perform?

What was the relative effectiveness or
performance of the service deliyerers
or contracters that you used?

At a minimum, you will want to answer these questions

by comparing the actual performance of your program) against

that which was planri'ed. Much of the aggregated quanti,:ative

data for performance vs. plan review can be retrieved easily

from three reports -- Program Status Summary, Summary of Parti-

cipant Characteristics, and Pi*riancial Status Summary which

the Prime Sponsor, must prepare quarterly and annually for.the

Department of Labor. Data for the more qualitative assessnwnt

and the review of components, and service deliverers or con-

tractors should be secured from your PIC's own monitoring sand

reporting system.

In addition, as time and funds permit, and your PIC's

decision-making needs dictate, you might want to make a

more in-depth assessment of your prOgram's effect )sli looking

t4



at areas such as. economic impact, institutional impact, atti-
.

tudinal impact, patterns of service, and cost-benefits. Some

questions your PIC might ask in these areas low.

Economic Impacts on Participants

'What do various measures of placements and
-terminations show?
What do various measures of wage gains show?
What can be said 'about the quality of jobs
devel6ped?
What can be said about the retention of
participants in the jobs they obtain?
What can be said about advancement of parti-
cipants from their first job to better jobs?

Institutional Impact of Title VII
Has the PIC stimulated new business partici-
pation in local employment and training efforts?
Has the PIC stimulated new responsiveness on the'
part of "traditional" employment and training

1/114,----

deliverers to the needs of business? -'

Is there a comprehensive planning roach
.between differct prime sponsors ip areas and
other PICs?
Has the PIC forged new linkages with local'
public or private sector economic developMent
agencies which have helpld to retain oirexpand
local businesSes, thus dreating jobs for CETA
eligible participants?

Attitudinal:Impact of Title VII
How.has the PIC program affected the attitudes
of employers toward the program, toward ,employ-
ment and training programs in general, and
toward eligible clients as potential emplgyees?
What impact has the PIC program had on the atti-
tudes and motivations of participants?

Patterns of Service
What are thkchaPacteristics of the partici-
pants being ATved? How do they compare to'
regular CETA clients, goals, and some state-

.

ment,of "universe of need"?
What are the characteristics of the businesses
being served? Where do they stand in the
overall economic structure of the area?

Cost
What reasonable cost-benefit calculations
can be made about some of the above impacts?

II-16 '),.
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Regardless of the areas you look at:and the questions

you choose to ask, your programmatic assessment should enable

you to draw conclusions which can be used in making determine- '

tions such as:

--N
performance will be highly dependent upon the quantity and

quality of the data which you have available or are able to

secure. The'important point at this time, in the evolution

of your PIC, is that you conduct some type of formal perfor-

mance assessment of programmatic outcomes to obtain a basis

for making, replanning decikions. This assessment will enable'

you to identify barriers to effective-programming. The iden-

tification of these barriers will enable you to plan for their'

elimination.

'e Were your initial planning assumptions valid?

Were your initial goals and objectives
'realistic?

.0 Were your program and projects well designed?

Was your overall programmatic thrust, or mix
of services and projects soundTT .

Had you anticipated the barriers which you
encountered?

Are thee any components to your prografl
which should be drppped? Given increased
support?

Are there any service deliverers who are
ineffective? Highly effective?

Obviously, the exactness of your assessment.of 'program

2. Assess PIC Organizational
And Operational Performance

At the same time that you're assessing your PIC's

program performance, you should determine how well your

PIC performed organizationally and operationally. The

purpime of this inquiry is to examine the Plc's basic

arrangements and methods of functioning to determine their

utility for Nure program operati-ons.

4,
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Areas that you should look at in this step inclute:

PIC Organization, PIC Operations, PIC,Procedures and Methods.

Possible guegtions that you might ask yourself in each of

these areas follow.

PIC Orqanization 4
Ara PIC -goals ,clear,-' understood, and, shared
by members?

Are the- PIC members clear on .the role they
want the Coupcil to plAy with reference to
the Private-Sector Initiative Program?'

Are the d
and betwee' PIC itaf and-members clear?

isions of responsibilities4among

Does the PIC. complete statementof
mission and function?

Is thlC9uncil stActured most effectively
and efficiently to facilitate both decision-
making and program oversight?

4

_,PIC Operations -

rs the PIC well-staffed? Are the `PIC and the
staff assigned to-or hired by it working pco-
ductively together

Is there an active core of the PIC membership"
large enough to sustain continuous decision=
making and program support activity? Can
vicangies be filled in a timeli'fashion,and
are, they filled using criteria that. help
sustain and build this core of active members?

Are PIC relations with the Prime-Sponsor good
enough to allow the PIC to have any leverage
on, the whole,'CETA system?

the PIC visible- and positively xeceived,
in the local business community'?

PIC Procedures and Methods
Does the PIC have admthistrative procedures,
and operating guidelines in place ?' 'Are they
useful and cOrrent?

Is the planning process for Title VII orderly:
and does it allow enough time' to make reasoned
decisions?

4
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Is the planRialg process structured to include
individuals .ffhd institutions whose support for
the final product is important?

Does th PIC have a sys matic method for
monitori -program perfo ance and taking'
corrective action as necessary?

& A,

e, ' ,Does the PI( lia\re a systematic plan for
-evaluating he effectiveness of each acti-
vity and its tdtal,program?

*
Is the evaluation data which is collected
sufficient in a quality for PIC'
deision-making?

Again, the baste purpose for. his analysis, as with the

analysis of program:performan6e,. is to identiff barriers to

effective performance.

"Replanning questions that you will want-to be able to

answer, based on your assessment of your PLC's organizational

and operational pekormance,

, Is theie need to rOrganize or to re-
structure the Counci?

Is there a need to clarify ,staff and/or

7
member roles and responsibilities?-

s there a needito improve staff or Couri-
1 performance either in,terws of 'work

output, reltions with one another, or
external relations? 10',

Is therea need to develop new 6i more
dietailed administrative procedures and

o operating guidelines?

Is there a need to upgrade the PIC planning,
management and'evaluation process?

, Your answers to these questions will begin the initial'

. shaping of the strategic framework through which the PIC*

will achieve its protrammatic purpose and objectiyes.

'
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3. Establish Initial Needs,Priorities

As you know, your PIC has two broad categories of

programmatic activities which it can support:

- projects
specifically directed toward CETA participants
to prepare them to secure unsubsidized employ-
ment.

g go -go 10 04044-111 -

EffOloyment Generating Services (EGS) projects,'"
or services not specifically directed toward
clients, intended and .designed to generate Fn-
,creased employment opportunities in the private
sector for the CETA participant.

This step consists of taking the data obtained in'the

needs assessment and reviewing it to establish a preliminary

ranking of'needs and priorities within those programmatic

categories. Establishing these priorities involves:

defining employment generating service

selecting target groups

determining occupations for training
programs

defining participant training and devel-
,opment.service needs.

.Defining EGS NRIeds

Under Erloyment Generating Services, your PIC has the

responsibility of:

attempting to bridge the gap betwee the
private and public sectors,

helping to create new job opportunities
for the un- and underemployed

develofing innovative alternatives to
, traditional approaches to meeting employ-

ment'and Straining needs.

To discharge these, responsibilities, your PIC needs to

luate local circumstances and conditions. By, using your

needs assessment data to answer questions, you can determine'

which needs are most important at this time, and then desjiin

the EmployMent GeneAting Services portion of your planitd

11-20 1-)
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address,these needs. Questions you might-ask yourself in

reviewing that data 'are: ,

Is there -a lacR'of awareness of PSIP?

Is there a negative impression toward
governmental employment and training
programs?

Do good job opportunities exist within the
loc environment which go unfilled because
of ack of contact between governmentally-,
spo sored programs and local busikness estab-
lishments?

Is there a need to help create jobs or to
develop the economic climate of the community?

Is there effective cooperation and communica-'
tion among those agencies which constitute
your local employment and training network?

Have goverrimentally-sponsored programs been
designed to be directly responsiVe to the
rieedsof local businesses?

What do local employers feel inhibits their
employment of the structurally unemployed?

What services can be provided to enhance
the local business'communitiestreceptivity*
toward your program?

Selecting Target Groups.

To initiate the process of setting priorities on the train-

ing and development side, your PIC sAuld select the groups who

will be your targets for both.trainingand development projects

and services. The decision of whom to serve is very much a

local option. You should take the data secured in the needs

assessment into account in making this decision.

As with occupations, you might want to establish certain

factors or considerations to look at in making your detefmina-

tion of tirget groups. Possibld factors could be:

relative overall severity of need of each
participant group

"employability" based on characteristics
(e.g.,..-ed4cation, length of unemployment)
of the members of. thg participant group

percentage of participant group being
served by other employment and training
programs

4 )4'J



particular or special needs of'subgroups
.(e.g., displaced hothemakers; ex-offenders;
alcoholics; Vietnam vets).

Determining Occupations for Training Programs"

As part of deciding
;

on y;ur PIC's training and development

agenda, you should determine,'' rom among all of those "qrowtli"

occupations (due to job turnover or job expansion) as revealed .

by your lakor market analysis; which should be priorities fo\

training programs to be sponsored through your PIC.

irk

To make this determinat. n, you should establish some

criteria that you can use to view the growth occupations

and their "suitability" 'for the participants in your program.

Possible factors for which your PIC could establish specific

criteria inc.lude:-,
4

1 total number of proActed openings for the
year

percentage of "entry - level" openinit .

projected growth rate for 5-year period

Jlourly,,starting salary
. *. \.

. promotO.ofi potential .

.t
nature of working environment and conditions

--f
.

skillOor training .requirements:
... ,

0
,..,

Defining Participant Dbrvice Needs .

in addition to dtermining'the occupations which should

be priorities for trainindWograms to be sponsored through

your P/C, at thii point, you should also indentify the prior-

ity service needs ot;thdse individuals who wiZ1 constitute the

population for your PIC s:program. In certain instance's, par-
, .f

tidipants may reiluire assistance or support in addition td'

training. For ekample, a participant may require health cAre

'or transportation assistance. In other instances, you may'find

that target group participants do not require occupational train-

ing, bUt only services such as orientation to the world of

work or placement. You can use your needs assessment data

-to male this determination. In addition; the Prime Sponsor

I
11-22'
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staff can be a valuable resource for additional insights and

advice id this area.

Once your PIC has defined its potential priority employ-

ment generating services, target grpups, occupations for train-

ing programs, and participant service needs, you have the balls

for setting your'PIC's programmatic goals.

4?'-.Redefine PIC Mission and Functions

The CETA 'Regulations spell.dut broad purposes and roles,

As follows, fz_a Private Industry. Council.

APurposes: To 'increase the involvement df the'
business' community, including small
business, minority business enter-
prises, and labor organizations in
employment'and training activities.

To increase private sector employ-
ment opportunities for economically
disadvantaged persons.

Roles: IP The PIC shall:

serve as an intermediary to assist
the local employment and training
Structure to become more responpive
to the business community.e serve as the business and industry
contact point in the local' employ-
:lent and training sy%tem, to present
he private sector's view and recom-

mendations for making prOrams moxe
responsive to local employment needs.

advise and provide direction to the
local employment and training system,
on ways to increase private sector
job placements for eligible persons.m

# Within this broad context, it is up to your PIC to

de fine its specific mission (purpose and role(s)) And'f
r---

unc-

jtions more precisely. In this step, you reexamine your

11-23
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present definition of purpose, role(s), and functions, in light

of the results of your assessments of community needs and PIC

prol*rammatic and operational performance, to determine whether

they are still approPriate or need to be modified.

Purpose

A purpose is a statement of ultimate intent and results

expected in the long term by the PIC.- Your'PIC's purpose should

flow fryrt Ile Title_ VII regulations and legislation and then be
1

adapted to express your local emphasis. Although the Title VII

regulations provide the initial mandate for your PIC, you

should lookkat the situation and needs within your community

and .thdebroaden or restrict your PIC's scope to relate to

thost specific needs (see discuSsion in Section I .on.critical

PME decisions). An example of one PIC's state4ment of purpose

follows:

To increase substantially the involvement of

the private sector in publicly-financed employ-
Ment and training programs./

To strengthen the capacity of the employment
and training system to respond to the needs of T--

both industry and the economically disadvantaged.

TO increase the access to .good jobs for- they
economically disadvantaged and structurally
unemployed.

To improtre the local'investment climate and to

increase coordination'between,employment and
training and economic development programs.

Role(s)

There is no single prescribed set of roles for a Private

Industry Council. The three basic poteptial roles for a PIC,

none of which excludes either of the others, are:

Advisor - Reviewer and consultant to local
CETA Prime Spongor in program '

planning, implementation, and
review process.

Broker - Facilitator and provider of
technical assistance Lor con-
nections between empeOyers,
the Prime Sponsor, other

11-24
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providers of employment and
training services and th.
community.

I

Operator - Designer and deliverer of direct
services either to participants,

_employers, or other agencies.

As suggested, the CETA RegulatiOns require your PIC to

. play, at least, the adVisor or consultant role in certain areas.

Your responsibility, at this point, is to clarify the additIdOlal

role(s) that your Council wants to assume, if any, with refer-

ence not only to PSIP, but to'other employment and training

activities under CETA and related programs (economic develop-

,ment, education, etc.) .

Functions
....

Eased on the role(s) that your Council selects, you should

determine the functions that you wish to perform. The primary
.

require function for the PIC is to design and develop the

Title VII program. One other required function distussed

earlier is to analyze private sector job opportunities.

EXamples of possible discretionary options as they, relate

to the three basic roles for your PIC are listed below.

r

ek Advisor
...

Identify factors which contribute to program
effectiveness

Examine the performance of CETA and the
Employment. Service

Review and comment on plans of economic
development agencies

Broker

Between indiliidual employers and publicly-funded programs:

-Disseminate CETA and PIC program information
to employers

.

Disseminate informtien on the Targeted Jobs
Tax Credit and other employment incentives

II-25
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Develop and.market model contracts

Provide assistance to employers to reduce
the administrative burden for participating
in employment and training programs

Encourage employersto develop, andto
coordinate with training agencies, job
skill requirement forecasts

Between employers (as a group) and other groups
or institutions in the community:

Coordinate Title VII programs with
other employment and training activi-
ties'

Develop linkages between school and
work

Develop linkages between employtent'
and training and economic development
programs

Operator

Programs for workers:

Provide world of wo;.k training

Provide vocational skills training

Provide entrepreneurship training

Programs fox employers:

Provide services linked to CETA
training and placement

Provide economic development and job
'creating related services

Pfograms for education/employment.and training

staff:

Promote exposure to private industry

Provideassistance in accomplishing
specific tasks

IIL26 4(;
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In conclusion, establishing yoUr NC's mission and functions

is an essential precondition for.etablishing its

programmatic, orientation and strategy;

5, Refine PIC Organizational
and Operational Framework

The PIC has a large degree of latitude in establishing

its structure, staffing,, operational procedures, and

organizational status. The purpose of this step is to re-
.

examine those basic working arrangements which have been,

established by your PIC to see if they are still viable.

Structure

The size, composition, and structure of your Council

should be dictated by local needs, interests, and the

jmission and function which your PIC establishes for itself.

Factors which you should consider i-n reexamining the nature

of your PIC include:

relationships with other CETA programs
physical requirements for meetings
manageability of PIC for staff and

chairpersons ;

workload requirements upon Council
members

representativeness cf Council in terms
of composition (Are small and minority
businesses adequately.represented?
Does the Council reflect the largest
possible' segment of community concerns,
such as schools, economic development
agencies?)

staff and services necessary to support
the PIC

the membership hould it include Chief
Executive Of ers or other management
Staff? This may/wary among PICs de-
pending on their overall rose and pro-
grams.)

II-27
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A distinct factor.mgriting Special reconsideration in

this area is the structure and design of your standard sub-

committees. PIC Subcommittees tendto be defined either

structurally---i.e., by industry: clerical, automotive;

or functionallys---i.e., by PIC purpose: executive, planning,

monitoring ancegaluation. Your PIC should look at its sub-

committees to see if they:

are dOined most appropriately given
local needs

' are useful for decision-m&king purposes
1

have proper membership

are sufficiently comprehensive in
their coverage (Do you frequently
have to create ad hoc Committees?)

Staffing

There are a variety of possibpities for staffing

PIGS, ranging frompart-time CETA staff on the one hand, to

full-time PIC-employees on the other. Your need is to deter-

mine whether the staffing mode presently being used by your

PIC is satisfactory. Other important considerations should

be whether your PIC's Staffing level is adequate, and whether

the division of labor among staff members is equitable.

Operational Procedures and Methods

Another essential area to reflect upon is your PtC's

operational procedures and methods. The assessment data

will allow you to determine %Mather your PIC's administrative

methods and processes for _discharging the PIC's.buginess and

responsibilities are adequate or whether they need to be

altered. Administrative items that you should look at include:

Council by-laws
Meeting procedures (formal and

informal process)
Selection and duties of officers
Roles and responsibilities of Council
members, staff
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As part of your determination here, you should decide

whether your PIC's process for planning, management and eval-

uation needs revision.

iOrganizational Status.)

.0ne st important concern should be your PIC's organiza-

tional status. Again, as with the other areas under this head-

ing, there is no single prescribed PIC organizational model.

Options which are possible include:

Jos

I

advisory pogition within CETA,Prime Sponsor's
system

incorporation as non - profit' organization

segment of existing business organization
(e.g., part of Chamber of Commerce, NAB)

multijurisdictional PIC covering more than
one prime sponsorship.

Your responsibility is to determine whether the present

status of your PIC enables, it to perform most effectively and

efficiently. At a minimum, you should ensure that you have a

direct and clear relationship to the Prime Sponsor, the Prime

Sponsor's advisory council,,and to the chief elected official

in your community.

The net result of this step should be that your PIC

institutes all alternative organizational and operational

arrangements necessary to eliminate those barriers which you

feel have impeded effectivd'perf rmance to date.

Lie(9

, .

6. Formulate Goals and PIC Strategic Plan

411111...

The final step in this stage is converting the results of

your as essme s and analysis, and your PIC's preliminary deci-

sions into oafs and a strategic plan. A goal is a broad un-

quantified statement of an outcome or result which your PIC

wants%to achieve. A strategic plan is a summary statement

which details all of the goals you want to accomplish in the-
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upcoming year and expresses their relative importance,_ The

plan also presents those goals which are longer term 'in nature'

and establishes some general time parameters for their accom-
.

*pfishment.

Setting Goals

There are three major areas in which your PIC can set

goals:

Employment Generating lervices

Participant Services - Training and
Development

Organizational

If you have already established priorities for the needs 'of

employers, occupations; and target groups, and' your PIC itself,

and'identified any barriers to'be overcome-or reduced, then

establishing your PIC's goals is a straightforward process

and can almost be done by formula as shown below:

Assessment Data

Employer needs .+ barriers

Goals .

Employment Generating

to overcome Services

Priority occupations +
training needs + target
groups

Target participants +
assistance needs +
barridrs to overcome

PIC internal needs +
batriers to overcorle

Participant Services/
Training and DeVelopment

Organizational

Exaffiple goals as they slate to each of the above categories

'r 1 /
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AREA NEEDS/BARRIERS COALS"

Employment
Generating
Services'

P ticipant

S ces

Tra ing and
Development

01

PIC

Organization

. Insufficient labor market
date for PIC,Ocision-making
purposes.

. Lack of knowledge in the
business community regarding
PIC programs.

. Inadequate relationship
between public and private
sector economic development
efforts.

. Large er of unfilled
cleric ,positions + high
percentage of unemployed
black and Hispanic females
between ages of 18-35.

. Lack of opportunity for up-
grading within major local
private sector industries
which employ significant.
numbers of lower salaried
individuals in entry-level
positions.

. To improve the quantity;
Quality, and decision-making
value of local labor market
information.

. To create and implement a
comprehensii.re, ongoing

marketing program for PIC
activities.

. To establish a coordinated
long-term economic develop-
ment linkage between the
public and private sectors
with the result of creating
greater job opportunities'
for economically disadvan-
taged persons.

. To enable black and Hispanic
fefkales, ages 18-35, to

secure unsubsidized clerical
jobs in the private sector.

. To institute effort with
major' employers to upgrade
employees from entry-level
jobs to positions of greater
skill.

. Inadequate understanding and
development of general work
skills and habits among
youths, 18-21.

Poor planning, management
and'evaluation process -
unclear definition of

- responsibilities and in-
adequate system design.

. To enhance the employability
of.youths, ages 18-21.

. To redesign PIC's PME
Process and assign definite
PME.responsibilities to
both staff and members.

The areas in which you set goals .and the number of goals

that you set will-be determined by the nature of your local needs.



Developing the Strategic Plan'

Setting goals, however, is riot the diffitcult part of

establiAing your PIC's strategic plan. The more demanding

task is deciding what your P/C1.s mix of goals should be and

which goals should take precedence.

This determination is truly your option. The CETA regu-

lations only stipulate the percentages of your Title WI funds

which can or have to be allocated to each category of activities:

Direct participant Services.- at least 50%

Employment generating services - up tp 30%

e Administr ive activities-- no more 'than 20%

Econo c development activities - 10% incentive
fo sponsorship . 9

'Within -those guidelines, it's up to you to determine what rela-
A

tive priorities, mix of goals, and eventual dist"ribution:of

dollars can best meet the employment and traiQing needs within

your community. Factors that should be taken into account, in

making these decisions between and among goals are:

appropriateness,to your PIC's mission

appropriateneSS to economic.conditionts

acceptability to community

obstacles to achievement

trade-offs in outcomes associated with
selectiOn of one goal over another.

I

Finally, once your PIC has reached consensus on its goals-,

.

440..

their relative priorities, and the rough percentage of the bud-
__

get-to_be allocated to each*goal, this-information should be

recorded as the PIC's strategic plan for the year.

In addition, the plan syuld list all other lon6r-term

goals which are important for your PIC and which will be

addressed in succeeding years. The portion df.the strategic-
.

plan relating to next year provides the initial substantive

parameters for the full scope of programmatic activities to

be undertaken by your PIC.
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gSTABLISH PROGRAM SCOPE

A. Atins B. larilae
Seal t--0" PIC

Diskuir Sinter/
la

V'

-Purp6se:4

Steps:

11,
Mensgemeat

RE-PLANNING FEEDBACK

E. Devolop
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Progism

Scope
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To translate the broad goa1'wid directions
set dut in the strategic plan into specific
program objectives and projects for achieving
them.

1. Define Appropriate Tactics

2. Draft PIC Program Objectives

3. Specify Project% and ,Scope

9
41 .Outcome:_

A preliminary design of, PIC's program scope
for fiscal year.

tine The program scope is used as the_pdsiS for
ructuring the program's delivery system and

s curing any additional assistance needed to
implement the PIC's program.

IL
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1. Define Appropriate Tactics

The first step toward converting your PIC's'strategic

.plan into A workable real'is defining what tactic(S)

is(are) most appropriate and should be used to accomplish

each goal that yqu have set. A tactic isia general means

or.broadly-

The rang

d activity for achieving an end.
4,

f options available to your PIC is wide.'

Again, as with your goals, these options can be broken

:down into the categories of participant ser/ices andA.
employment generating services.

Participa -Related Tactics

Major participant - related tactics include:

Classroom training (vocational) -training
conducted away from a job to provide the -
participant with specific technical know-
ledge and 'skills.necessary to perform
successfu ly in a job.

Classroo training (employabi,liti7)-train-,

ing ucted away from a job to provide
the participant with the fundamental know-
ledge, skills, abilities, and attitudes
necessary to secure and hold an unsubsidized
private rector job.

On- the -John training - training and/ super-
vision provided. ;O participants fired by

private sector, firms to enable th m to
develop all necessary occupationa skills
while employed in a productive b in the

private .seer.

ti Upgrading - skill training (either classroom

or OJT) .of indii/iduals locked in low paying
dead--end jobs to enablethem td qualify for

(

positions requiring greater

)

skill within the

same business enterprise.

AS

t
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4

Retraining -'skill training (either classroom
or OJT) in occupational skill shortage areas
to teach participants new skills distinct from
those alreadmoossessed.

6 Employment and training services - services to
enhance an individual's capabilities and oppor-
tunities for securing unsubsidized employment.
These services include but are not limited to:

- orientation to world Of work
- counseling (employment related and

teting)
- employability assessment
- job
- job search a sistance
- job refer al, nd placement
- Target s Tax Credit eligibili y

determination
vocational exploration programs

Supportive services -services to elipinate
possible barriers to successful empldyment.
Services include but are not limited to:

- health care did medical services
child care
transportation

- temporary shelter
- financiAl counseling and assistance

Employment Genatin9 TactiCs

The tactics available to yovr PIC to help create jobs under

the Employment Generating heading dare even more varied than those
tactics which are pai-ticipant-related.. Some of the-most common
Major tactics that your PIC mighthoose from include:

Labor MarketAnalysis - studies of local
businesses to identify the particular labor
market needs within the community

Marketing - activities to expand awareness,
explain benefits, and- provide assistance to
losel businesses to increase their participa-
tion in CETA programs

Economic and Community, Development -efforts
to attract, retain, and/or expand businesses
to enhance economic and community conditions
within the local area

'11-35
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Incentive ro rams - programs created to offer

or to pro (ate special benefits, such as Targeted

Jobs Tax redit, to induce private sector employ.-

ers to h re C eligible participants

Linke. e C
relations
government
munity group

on - efforts'to forge new
'sting institutions (i.e.,
e's, business groups, com-
abor unions, local planning

bodies, and Schools/colleges) to improve.
employment and training capabilities within the

local community. ,

Selecting Your, Tactics

The foregoing list of tactics for participant and

employment generating services are Meant to be instructive

and not exhaustive. These tactics are not, important 'as

ends' 1n themselves,. but only as they relate to the goals

you have set for your plc.

To a large degree, each of\your goals will imply, and

the analysis which preceded-its development will, enable

you to select a pritary tactic which will-togappropriate
e,

to your end. The two, examples below show the relation

between goals and barriers, and tactics which might be

selected in response to them.

GOAL

To enable unemployed
black or Hispanic
females, ages 18-35, to

secure unsubsidized
clerical jobs in the

private'sector

PRIMARY BARRIER

Knowledge abd skill

deficiency

APPROPRIATE TACTIC (S)

Classroom training:

vocational
clerical skills

To improve the quantity, Inadequacy,of standard Labor'arket analysis -

quality, and decision- source data local employer survey

making value of local
labor market informa-

.tion?

Your PIC should select a primary tactic to achieve each

goal that you have set. The goal plus the tactic provide the

basis*for Setting your PIC's programmatic objectiN$ and

beginning the process of Shaping yoyr PIC's total program of

activities and services.
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2. Draft PIC Program Objectives

Once you have goals and tactics related to them, you

translate this inforMation into yourPIC's program objec-'

tives for the fiscal year. Program objectives tell you

what your PIC is going to do and how well.

A program objective should be either a quantifiable,

or in someother way measurable, expreSsion of what is to

Occur specifically as a result of a program tactic. Your

PIC's program objectives help to narrow the focus of your

goals and provide the bridge between the more abstract or

conceptual s ategic planning stage and the more concrete
stage of operati planning. They also P rovide criteria

against which to measure programmatic performance at the
end of the, fiscal year.

It is useful to look at program objectives, in the two

categories described earlier: r-

Participant-related
Employment Generating Zerviies related

(EGS)

The process of setting objectives for each category is

similar, but the actual mechanics are slightly different.

Participant- Related Objectives
<7

Participant-related objectives should answer at least
o

four basic questions:

Who -.description of people -tobe served

How Many - number of people to be served

What Means - tactic (primary service or
activity. to.bd*,,provided) -

Results primary final outcome
expected.

An example of a participant-related objective based

upon a goal set earlier follows.
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Goal: To enable unemployed black or-Hispanic
**--- females, ages 18-435, to secure unsub-

sidized clerical jobs' in the private
sector.

The goal tells you:

Who: black and Hispanic females, ages 18-35

Results: unsubsidized clerical jobs in the
private sector.

The tactic, tells you:

What Means: classroom training.' \

11.

At this,point, it's up to your PIC to answer the question

of, how many in order to create a program objective. Let's

say that your Council answered that question as follows:

How Many: 7.

.Then, your PIC's program objective related to this goal

would be:

Objective: To enable, :through classrOom
training, 75 unemployed black and Hispanic
females, ages 18-35,'to secure- unsubsidized
clerical jobs in the private sector.

While the above is sufficient for a program objective,

if it choOses, your PIC can make j.ts objective even more

precise by answering other questions regarding results,

e.g., how well, at what cost, quality'of job. An ex-

panded objective incorporating an4wers t6 These questions

follows:

To enable, through Classroom training,
75 unemployed black and'Hfspanic females,
ages 18-35, to secure unsubsidized private
sector positions having an average wage
of $5.25/hx. at an average 'cost of
$1,500.00 per pafticipant.

Your PIC should make its participant-related program'

objectives as precise asp you feel they need to be for program

management purposes. The advantage of more detailed program
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objectives is that they provide clearer directionfor all plan-

ning, management, and evaluation activities to follow.

EGG- Related Objectives

Given the broader scope and somewhat lesVs tangible nature

(e!g., linkages/ improKied business relations) of Employment

Generating Services, as opposed to those activities which are

directly participant-related, it will probably be more diffi-

cult for your PIC to set objectives from goals related to them.

It is justas:pecessary and important, however.

Fortunately, setting your EGS objectives,can be as

straightfprward a process as set'cing your parti6pant-related

objectives. Your goal tells you the geLlexal end you want to

achieve and your tactic tells you What you need to do in order

tc achieve that-end-(e.g., conduct a local emoloyer.survey).

To develop an EGS-related objective, you need only to determine

"how well." To determine how well, you should answer the

fol'lo'wing questions:

(
By what time or within what time frame should
the project be completed?,

Is there a quantitative measure or value
which can be assigned to the project (e.g.,
contacts to be made, positive responses to
surveys, reports to be produced, meetings
to,be held, new jobs filled by participaris)?

Is there a qualitative value which can be
assigned, to the project (e.g., number of
acceptable errors, adherence to some-
established external criterion, complete-
ness, acceptability to the.Colihcil)?

Is there a cost-efficiency/effectiveness/
effort value which can be assigned to the
project (e.g., cost per report produced,
cost per person placed, number of staff
days to be spent on project)?

Three examples of EGS-related objectives pertaining to the goals

described earlier and answering all of.the aboye questiOns

follow:

S
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Goal: To improve the quantity, quality,
and decision-making value of local
labor market information. .

Objectives To.complete, within 6 months,
a local employer survey,of 100 selected
leading industries in order to identify
valid and reliable data An entry-level
job opportunities and sallry level of
positions at a total survey cost of no
more than $10,000.00.

Goal: To establish a cappludinated long-
term economic development linkage
between the public and the .private
sector withthe long -term, result
of creating job opportunitiet for.
economically disadvantaged persons.

Objectives: -To.create a joint dommittee
to be composed of representatives from public
sector economic development agencieszand pri-
vate sector investment firms Wich 411
develop within the next 9 months a comprehehsive
local economic.do-velopment stYategyrat cost to
benefit CETA-eligible participants. Effort will
require two person months from PIC staff.

To coordinate with the City pevelopMent
Department to ensure that 20% of construc-
tion jobs being generated on the two downtoWn
redevelopment'projects, supported primarily
through EDA and UDAC funds,are.set aside for
CETA-eligible participants.

Again, your EGS objectives need notbe this detailed.

At a minimum, however, for each EGS-related objective your

PIC should specify the end product or result it expects 4Ana

associate at least one "how well" measure (i.54, lime, quan-

tity, quality, cost) with

There are no absolute numbers of program objectives

th t ought to be set by any PIC.. The essential considera-

te should be, as noted earlier, that your PIC set at least

on objective for each goal/tactic that you intend to under-

take.
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3. Specify Projects-and Scope

The last step in the development of the preliminary

design of your PIC's program for the fiscal year is to iden-

tify those specific projects to be undertaken. Projects are

A the discrete services and activities to be sponsored through

the PIC in order to achieve its programmatic objectives.

There are three tasks involved in project specification:
Oar

Determine number and types of projects
,Define objectives and scope of each project
Allocate resources to projects

An example of a program objective for whigh you would

probably have only one project is' the EGS objective related

to labor market analysis:

Objectiv : To complete, within 6 months,
a local employer survel-, of 100 selected
leading industries in ogder to-identify
valid and reliable data on entry-level
job opportunities and salary level
positions at a total survey cost of no
more than $10,000.00.

The sole p ject to be undertaken with reference to this

objective would be ailocal employer survey.

On the other hand, there are other areas in.14ch your 40

PIC might initiate multiple projects. For example,

referring back to the pa'ticipant- related objective for

`clerical positions:

To enable, through classroom training,
75 unemployed black and Hispanic
females, ages 18-35, to secure unsub-
sidized private sector positions having
an average wage of $5.25/hr. at an
aveKage cost of $1,500.00.per partici-
pant.

44
It is possible that your PIC might want to split up this

objective into two projects or More with each project being

Operated by a different service deliverer (e.-g., community .

college; private sector proprietary institution, non-

profit community-based organization).
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As another example of a program objective which would be

met through multiple Projects,,let's look at an objective re-

lated to an example goal stated earlier in the text:

Goalf To institute a progam with major loCal
employers to upgtade employees from entry-
level jobs to positions of greater skill
and higher salaries.

4 Objective:, To institute a program with major
local employers to upgrade at least 200 employees
from entry-level jobs to posititns of greater
skills and higher salaries.

Determining Project Number and Types -.

Projects are,derived directly from programmatic objectives.

In some instances, you may have only one project per objective.

In others, you,may have as many as three or four projects. This

'fact is represented in the flow chart below which summarizes

PIC activity to this point in decision-making terms:

V

PIC Planning - Decision - Making Flow Chart
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Obviously, this objective calls fOr the designation of

a specific number of,.employees by name and participants per

employer for the upgrading program as an integral part of

' the planning process.

Setting Scope and Objectives

Once the numbAlr and type of projects for each objec-

tive are clarified,- your next taskis to establish the

specific scope and objectives for ach project. Essen-.

tially, this consists of breaking the program objectives

down and assigning specific objectives to each project.

This is done by answering the same questions posed earlier

to eAahlish your PIC's program- objectives related to

Participant and Employment Generating ServiCes.

Participant Employment Generating Services

Who? Primary Result?

How Many? How Well?

What Means? - Time?

PriMary Result?
- Quantity?
- Quality?

How Well? - 2Ost2
7

The end result of this process should be ..a clear state-

mfan't for each Iltoject of:

principal outcome immeasurable terms

1' primary service or,assistance to be delivered

other activities and services that comprise the
project.

Allocating Financial Resource;\

After all projects are thoroughly defined, your PIC's

remaining task is to allocate the financial resources

necessary to accomplish each project. As discussed earlier,

the initial decision'regarding fund allocations is made when

you develop your strategic plan. At that time, you obligate

the approximate amount of dollars tiat you want to spend to achieve

AV .

S
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each goalie' This decision is checked again when you set

oP/ your PICq'program objectives.

Now, as the final act4rior to,developing your plan
4

for opeation of the PIC's program, yOu,break out the

amount to be expended on each project in order to estimate

cost feasibility and to ensure that there are stifficient

resources to delivr'the full scope of program services

that are planned. If the.re are shortfalls either overall

or within a given area, you rebudge.t and adjust /our pro-,
. ,

gram objectives and project objectives and scope accordingly.

After this activity is completed, you are in a position to

develop your PIC's plan for program opdrations.

.0



D. tEVELOP PROGRAM OPERATIONS PLAN
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Purpose: To establish a detailed plan and procedures

for,operating your PIC's program.

Steps:

ti

Outcome:

r Use:

II

1. Structure Program Delivery System

2. ,Establish Performance Standards

3. Secure Necessary Assistance

4. Finalize and Approve Op ations Plan

A written statement which spells oat clearly
your PIC's performance standards, and4its
specific agenda and methods for addressing the
employment and training needs of the community.

The ,Program Plan serves as the primary guide and
reference for PIC program operations. Used in
conjunction sAth-your PIC's Management Plan and
Eialuation Kan, it constitutes a comprehensive
framework fot'ensuring satisfactory program imple-
mentation and performance.



1. Structure Program Delivery System

In this step, your PIC makes the decisions which are

prob ,ably most critical to its programmatic success or failure.

These decisions relate to how you. are going to deliver what you

have dearcaupon as your program for the year. Basic' consider-

ations to be factored into your decision-making at this point

include:

what parts of the Prime Sponsor delivery
system you will want to us%

how much direct control your PIC 11 want

over those projects which you spons r; what

the PICWants to operate directly an
what it wants others to provide

what the relative tradeoffs are in terms
of cost and credibility among various
types of .service delivererS.

should essential services be delivered on

a decentralized or centralized basis.

There are three primary tasks involved in structuring

the delivery system:

Designing

Developing Project Delivery Framework

Establishing Administrative Infrastructure

Project Design

The-fitt order of business in establishing your PIC's

1p delivery system is designing the projects which are to be

initiated. If your PIC has decided to run all or certain

projects itself, then a great amount of your attention and

effort mill go into this area. However,. sj,nce the majority of

PICs contract most activities at this time, basic princi-

ples and factors related to effective project design are dis-

cussed under "Step 3. Secure NecessarOkSistance" which follows. .
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40.

Project
. , ...

Project Diiivery.,FrameArrk

Re r4lesS of whether ywir PIC implements all its own

projects/ contracts'ehem, or is somewhere in between, you need

/7to establish an overall framework for coordinating and fnee-

grating y r PICis projects. Tilat'Yramework will have, two
Ni ..

aspects.-- (1 training and development or participant aEti-,
.,11,.

vities and (2) EGS activities. .

ygo

Training an&pevelopmvit (Participant) Activities

The general model for CETA parikcipant client Clow is
, 1

indjtoated im the following chart.
,.. ®

1

d

f'

G

,

I

.CETA Client Flow Mode,

Outreach/
Recruitabent

1

Intake/

Assessment

Training or
Development

of

is

4

Placement/
Termination

Follow-up
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Basic guestiOns that you can ask yourself as hey relate

to the foregoing model and your PIC's projects clude:

How will your PIC handle 'its *reach,
recruitment, intake, and assessment of
participants? T rough-a cent'ral\source?
Through each ser ice deliverer?

What prd(is200 11 be made, if any, to
meet the spediai evelopment and support
service needs of artiqipants?

Will any placement, job development, and
program term±natio activities be under-
taken?

7

, Will your'PIC;make\special arrangements
for follow-up assi tarite to program ser-
vices? Yes? No?

2

Your answers to these and other questions which you

consider important will determine the shape of the partici-
,

apt service aspects of your,PIC \s delivery system.

EGS Activities

To structure the EGS side'of your delivery system, you

. should answer questions including:

, What end products or results will 'be
produced? During what time period or
by what date?

Whit interim products will be produced?
0 By what date?

....What major activities will be accom-
plished? By what date?

* Oat are. project benchmarks? When will
they occur?

.4, P

What are the major tasks or steps neces-
sary to complete each froject? What .are
their timelines?

21
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.Answering these questions for all EGS proje s will

fenable you to develop a time-phased product /act

'schedule which tan'be used to direct the implementation

of youti PIC's EGS projects over the course of the-year.

Administrative Infrastructure

As the Itst task in developing your program delivery

syStem, your PIC should de6ign and put into place an ad- Y.

ministrative'infrastructure' whic1 complements and suppOrts,

your decisions regarding participant and EGS project d'eli-

very. To do this, you must review and/or decide:

What projects the PIC will run itself
and the staffieq required

How to direct, coord1nate, and control
all projects to'be initiated

How to evaluate the net results of your
projects

Who will be responsibleffor what.

decisions that you reach here will determine the

y -day ,administrative organization and the staffing

needs for your PIC. cmn addition, they will have an impact
s

on' your PIC's,Management and Evaluation Plans'(see Sections

E and F-following):

Establish Proga'am'Performance Standards

After you have structured your program delivery system,

your PIC's next step is to establish its, program performance

standards for thefical year. Performance standards are

4 measurable descriptions of what'constitutes a job well done

for yopr PIC.
4

Performance standards are useful in .all phases of the

PIC's.program. They

help you to target resources and
activities during the planning
process.

serve as measures ,which can be used .

on an ongoing basis to asses relative
progress_ and performance

provide a' means for making an objec-
tive assessment of PIC program performance.

4
gle

(
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If you set program objectives as described in Stage C

"Establish Program Scope," then you already have the,p,rimary

input to use in establishing your PIC's performance standards.

To make.thes e objectives into standards, ydu adjust them to re-

flect any new insights which you may have attained as a result

of structuring your delivery system of to account for changed

conditions in the local labor market or economy. These stan'"

dards will then relate directly to your PIC's goal and tactics.

They should be sufficient for program management and review

-pueposes.

In addition, at this point,you may want to:

refine the standards you have developd

create additional overall standards - this
is prqably most true for the participant
servict side of your program.

The discussion below describes various indicatoet that

can be used to develop gtandards for the participant, employ-

ment generating and administrative sides of your program.

Indicators tell you what is to be measured. They are

measurable.Yactors indicating effectiveness which relate to

a certain area of ac.tivity.. By establishing a specific

acceptable value for each Vindicator that your PIC selects,

you can create a program performance standard.

Trail-1.1r and Development (Paiticipant Service) Standards

The Department of Labor presently developing national

performance standards for application to all CETA Prime Spon-

sors. 4Indicators which have been selected as appropriate for

Titles II-B and II-D -- those CETA program components closest '

to Title-VII's in intent ,and structure -- are:

entered employment rate
e, positive termination rate

. average wage at placement
cost per entered employment
cost per posttive'termination.

Your PIC mai6 want,to establish its own standards for each of

these indicators. Additional overall participant indicators

.10



for which your PIC might develop standards or Objectives

indirect placement rate
private sector Rlacement
cost per indirect placement
total cumulative enrollment
total current enrollment
total accrued expenditures.

Examples, of partidipant-related performance standards estab-

lished by two PICs follow:

ilk

PIC A - Performance Standards for All Classroom
Training Projects

IP

Assessment Category Indicator' Standard

TERMINATION Positive'terginationRate 77.1%

Entered Employment
ita

68.0%

COSTS Cost per Positive.Termination $4,856.00

Cost per Entered Employment 5,511.00

4

RESOURCE USE Total Cumulative Enrollment 170

Total Current Enrollment 39

Total Accrued Expenditures $490,468.00

PIC B - Performance Standards for Various Projects

Projects Indicator Standard

OJT

.

Entered Employment

Satisfactory Completion and

Retention by Employer

70% .

,65%

CLASSROOM
TRAINING

Entered Employment

% Entered Employment in

Private Sector Jobs

Positive Termination

-----070%

90%

75%

PARTICIPANT
PLACEMENT

.

% of Non-Administrative Funds

10 be Expended as Trans er

4Vaysents to Participants
.

70%

minimum

.
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,Other indicators for which your PIC ,could develop stan-
,

dards 6s they relate to more specific parts of the participant

activities of your program include:

Afr Component

Outreach and Recruitment

Intake

Possible Indicator

% of eligible referrals in
relation to planned referrals

% of applicants confirmed
eligible

Vocational Exploration % of successful completers

Upgrading

etraining

Job Development

Number or % of participants
promoted

Number or ,$ of participants
securing new positions with
salary equal or greater to
previous wages

NUmber of jobs developed

-'

Employment Generating Service Standards

Indicators which your PIC might use in developing stan-

dards for employment generating services are presented below

by the major category to which they relate:

Category

Linkages

Possible Indicators
a

NumbelE,of formal or informal
agreement for loaned staff;1
use of fa ilities and other
resources

Number formal or informal
agreeme is completed with:

busi esses
- community groups
- unions
- schools
- others

Number of business schools
involved in joint training
programs with PIC

II-52
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Category

Economic and
Community
Development

Incentive.
Program

Possible Indicators

0.
Number of jobs retained (or added)
locally as a result of issuing in-
dustrial revenue bonds to companies,
about to close or, relocate.

ID, Number of new jobs created/ear-marked
forPIC participants.

Number of new jobs.filled by PIC
participants.

Number of new jobs for PIC participants
developed as a result of attracting new
business.

Number of program participants success-
ful in getting funding and training for
opening a small business. -

Number of new. small businesses estab-
lished in target neighborhoods.

Number of workers (or program partici-
pants) served by PIC-initiated trans-

, portation program.

Number of program participants who
have found permAnent employment in
PIC-initiated day care centers.

Number of program participants placed
in jobs who are also using PIC7initiated,
day care centers.

Number of employers hiring participants.

Number of participants placed through,
use of TJTC or other incentive.

Marketing TJTC positions generated through seminars
and/or direct sales efforts.

sPercentage,or number of new businesses
participating in the hiring or training
of-PIC participants.

Number of telephone and/or letter__
inquiries from employers as result of
specific advertising efforAw

11-53
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Administrative Standards

The last major area in, which your PIC might want to

f

establish p °gram performance standards is on the general

administrat on of the PIC and PSIP itself. Using indicators'

such as:

representativeness of Council
i average attendance at Council meeting

description of operating policy old
-

procedure
adequacy and accuracy of program accounting
frequency and quality of reports,

your PIC can create internal perfprmance standards which will
.

contribute to overall program effectiveness.

In conclusion', a caution is in order, as the foregoing

discussion suggests it is possible to establish performance

standards for almost everything and anything. You should not
4
attempt to set program performance standards for every area

of PIC activity. Father, your PIC should restrict its program

standards to those areas
/and indicators which you feel are key

or critical to assessing your PIC's program Rerformance.

3. Secure NecesSary_Assistance

The determination of performance standards is one of

many considerations in*deciding whether the PIC should operate

programs directly or,..-seek outside support. Obviously:your

staff and resources will help dictate the limits of your capa-

bilities, but performance standards can indicate to you

whether there are existing deliverers that can meet your

requirements, or whether other deliverers, including yourself

anusiness, should be considered. The extent to which your

PIC decides to secure outside assistance will be determined by

the basic approach that it takesto delivering services. If

your PIC needs outside assistance, the process that your PIC

should ollow to obtain that assistance is des'cribed or the

followrlg pages.
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Create List(s) of Potential Service Providers

A necessary pre-step to securing assistance is creating

a list of potential service providers for each project which
.

is tejo be contracted out. Your PIC can draw these lists, in

part, from the inventory maintained by the CETA Prime Sponsor.

The Prime Sponsor's inventory will probably consist

mainly of agencies or entities which currently provide or

have provided services to CETA. As part or your responsi-

bility to imorease the private sector's involvement in CETA

programs, you should expand the list to include businesses

and business organizationq with the capability to provide

services which are the same or similar in nature to those

desired. You should attempt to make your potential "bidders"

list(s) as complete as possible, since the list determines

what organizations will receive Requests for Proposals (RFPs)

issued by the PIC.

Develop and Issue RFPs

Your PIC should develOP and issue a Request for Proposal

for each project to be funded through the PIC but to be operated

by an external agent. The amount of detail in each RFP will

vary from project to project, depending upon the experience of

the recipients and whether or not competitive procurement are

being taken.

At a minimum, however, each RFP should consist of:

information regarding the PIC and PSIP
objectives of the project
detailed statement of the scope of work

(assistance/services) desired
lio performance measures and standards to

be used in assessing projects
performance levels of prior programs

or projects
criteria by which the RFP will be evaluated.

'(see next heading -under this step)
performance schedule ,

reporting and management requirements
description of the procurement policies

and regulations -of the PIC.

r

14,

1,4t
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Review 'and Select Service Provider

.,In order to Select a successful proposer, there are some,

general considerations which you should take into account in

reviewing each, proposal submitted in response to an RFP.

They include:

proposer's understanding o'fcscope of,work

o. sufficiency of content and work description

'organizilkonal capabilities

related experience

relative costs for delivery of services
in comparison to other proposers.

'Title VII Proposal Review'Criteria

An example of an in-depth set of proposal review criteria

developed by a PIC for a participant-related activity is pro-

vided below:

Program Impact/Outcome - Potential contribution of
the program toward the resolution of the problems
experienced by the eligible population, and the
program's potential contribution toward the attain-
ment of PIC goals.

Will the proposed program result in placements
in the private sector at a rate acceptabre to
the. PIC?

Will the.proposed program result in proportional
placement in jobs for all significant segments?

Will the proposed program facilitate and result
in retention of participants by employers after
placement?

Will the proposed training and/or services
enhance the upviard mobility and promotional

',I opportunities of participants?

Program Design - Potential success of the program
design in the attainment of the described outcomes/
impact.

Does the proposed program satisfy one 'or more
of the briteri.a for projects to be funded under
Title VII within the PIC?

11-56 78
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Does the.proposal.contain a feasible design
and rationale describing who will do what,
when, where and hon.(i.e., program activities
and participapt flow)? #

If -the cooperation of other organizations is
necessary to successfully implement the program,
does the proposal describe the coordiniition with
those other organizations?

Does-5roposal describe adequate and poten-
tially successful procedures for outreach, re-
cruitment and assessment of participants that
will ensure enrollment of significant segments
at the proposed rated?

Does the proposal adequately describe training
for occupations which are in demand and explain
how persons trained will be successfully plqced
into such jobs?

Does theeproposal adequately describe how the
offeror will provide the support necessary to
sustain participants thrdughout the training
in order to reduce attrition?

Program Cost How the following cost factors
compare with competing propotals.

Cost per participant enrolled (total program
cost divided by the pumber of participants).

Cost per placement (total program cost
divided by,the number of participants placed).

Total costs (total program costs minus income
transferred to participants).

iss Does the proposal adequately explain and
justify the costs of the program?

Management Plan Ability of the organization to
implement the proposed program and attain the stated
objectives.

Does the proposer's past relevant experience
indicate a potential for successful management
and implementation of the proposed program?

Does the proposer demonstrate success, or
reflect a potential for success in providing
the described services and/or trainin0

11-57
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Does the proposer demonstrate success, or
reflect a potential for success, in serving
the 'eligible population?

Does the management plan adequately and
feasibly describe the necessary activities,
events and timeline for successful implemen-
tation of the program?

Reviewing Current Deliverers

The CETA regulations require that your PIC give special

consideration to those current deliverers or project operators

of "demonstrated effectiveness." The concept of demonstrated

effectiveness is left open to local interpretation.

Actions which PICs have taken to give substance to the

concept include:

assessing compliance with CETA regulations

evaluating plannedvvs. actual prformance -

(15% deviation indicating potential problems)

comparing the performance-of individual vendors
in the same category (e.g., classroom training)

comparing performance of,individual vendors to
performance standards

One PIC established the following guidelines to review

the competence and projected effectiveness of existing train

ing deliverer

.
Is training entity well-established?

Does training entity have adequate facilities?

Will'it provide counseling and placement
services?1

Has the curriculum been developed with private
sector input?

Does entity have adequate accounting proeedures?

What are criteria for4sinstructors?

Will attitudinal and skill training be provided?

Will training qualify CETA participants for job
openings?

. What are procedures for placing workers 'in un-
4subsidizedtjobs?
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PICs are also in a unique position to identify-,businesses

as deliverers. Many businesses, particularly larger ones, have

excellent training facilities, staff and curricula;

Your PIC should develop and utilize its own set of

criteria to secure. the best service deliverer possible from

among those respondents to your RFP.

Negotiate and Develop Contracts

After you have identified the best proposer, you should

negotiate a contract or agreement. This process should include

clarifying any points you' have regarding the RFP or areas in .

.
Wfiich you want to see the propo al-modified. Once this pro cess

is completed, you should dev op the formal contract. To the

extent. possible, thfs contract should follow the format of the

RFP and incorporate the proposer's responses to the.RFP. The

contract should describe:

miN

Program description/design

Goals and objectives

40 Outcomes - quantitative performance standards.;
qualitative performance standards against
which to evaluate success ti

How project will fit'in with overall PIC
operations

Target groups (if training and development
agreement) .

Component design and participant flow

Contractor responsibilities Aborting
requirements, program time frames, require-
ments to agree to monitoring, auditS, etc.,
and CETA Act and regulations, additional
requirements and responsibilities as necessary

Contract payment process

Participant payment process (if training
and development agreement).

. 11-59
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4. Finalize' and Appriove ,Operatisons Plan

Having established your programr'performance Itandards,

your last responsibility prior to, actual programlmplementa- .%

tion ig to finalize and approve the PIC's program operatioris -s

.plan. The primary task here is to prepare work plans or state-
,

.ments to guide all facets of the PIC's operation and to develop

your:final detailed cost estimates. After this is accomplished,

the Council shoup approve the entire operations plan.

Develop Work Plans
0

Work plans are like.roaa maps. They provide a detailed

picture of the work to be done, procedures for doing it, and

precise_and measurable standard's of perforAnce .for each acti-
.

.vity.which is undertaken. Your PIC should develop or have work $
,

plans for all projects and major areas Of actiVity (i.e., admin-

istration, management and evaluation; partitipant*ervices,

training and, development servicesemployment generating Services)N

Work planp.'normally 'describe:
4

services to,be'provided/activities to be
:accomplished ,

planned inputs and outputs in terms of
monthly or regularly scheddled objectives

work td be performed by'individuals and
units (responsibility assignment)'.

organizational charts and job descriptions
for individuals working on protect or in
arev.

, schedule and action steps for accomplishing
work-,

administrative procgdures to be followed

.` monitoring. arrangements' including frequenc
° and 'checkpoints.'

P

Final Costs

As part of putting together yourPIC'S operational plan,

you need to,do.one more chbck on coats to be certain they are

within the permissible and planned ranges: To accomplish this,

you should:

II60
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document all final project costs as deter-
mined through contract negotiation, and
compare them to your ofiginal estimates
to note any significant differences

didsiplay all Of the line item costs of the program
to ensure thatfunds are being planned.to generate

. services at maximum levels of efficiency and
effectiveness in the areas of

041'

AdMiniseratiOn
- Alrlowances
- Wages
- Fringe Benefit's
- Training
;Services

array'costsvithin the per categbries td
ensure that all.projec coats are irivaccord-
ance with fj.nanCial-prOvisions of the Federal
Regulations:

participant- Related - at relst 50%
- EGS up to 30%

Admi istrative no more than i0%

v

ensure,th your total cost_ does not exceed"' )
. *

4111

your tots* Title VII grant allocation, unless ,,,,,,

other avai able resourCesjfederal, state, or
local public or private) have been committed

: to the program. -?

If your wafysislrevea!ls any, problems in the budget you_-

shOuld make the last minute adjustments that are necessary to
i it.

bring your to .1-program into compliance. ,-

rations Plan.:

After all individual work plans are developed and cost

estimates have Aen checked and finalized,-th1s informdtion

Ahoult be consolidated into a mat r operations plan for the

-PIC. This master operations

ment and. evaluation procedures

Manage ent and Evaluation plans into stan dard Opeiatling proce-

dures'f r ptogram operations. At a minimum, your PIC's final

operatipeplan should decribe:

A PIC PrAlgr'am Performance atandardp
)

s' PIC Administrative Structure and Organization

PIC Operat,ing Procedures 11'

ti

should incorporate the manage-
.

checkpoin s from your .PIC's

,1
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PIC Program Delivery Syst6m
A

PIC Projects .

PIC Managementitalh and Procedures

-PIC Evaluation Plan and Procedures

Baget'Allocation and'Accounting Procedures.

Once that plan is developed, your PIC Cotncil should

endorse it as a plan and prwramimpproach,that all members
.

can accept and support.

Be _prepared to Replan

Alinal )ote on your Prograin Operation Plan is that al-

though cOnsidbrable time and effort goes into creating a plan

which is as appropriate and responsive as possibl to local

needs, the plan is based upon f4tors, aSaumptilpn , and infor-1,

mation at a given point in time. The world is not static.

Chives in the ecqp y, size and needs of target groups, and

CETA funding levels, -among other things, will cause the need

for replanning.N When this need ariset, your PIC sh l do its

replanning using'the
t
same ItroceNthat you employed o develop

its original operations plan.

4

p

6
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1. Establish Managerrient Review
And Control Process

The purpose of this step is to establish specific respon-
.

ibilities and steps for management review of your PIC%s pro-

gr This involves:

iderltifyipg your PIC's operational control'
process and the basic steps required to,
monitor and control program.performan'ce

dividing responsibilities.'far-management
review and control among PIC m Mbers and
/staff.,

t

The compo ition of the Council enables you to gain the insight

of a vari ty of organizations, part ularly"business. It is

imPortari that the Council play a me ninfUl role in the manage-

ment decisions so that its uniqUe perspective can be an ongoing

part of PIC activities.

Basic Control Procedures

In order to de,termine your pIC1,s basic control procedures,

-you should ask the following questions:

-e. What information is absolute* essential
for monitoring performance and managing
the PIC's program?

.What are the sources of this information?

How can this information be coIledted?.

What procedures are necessary,for analyzing
41 the information?

4

When and in what manner should tie informa-

tion be reported? '

Who will review management reports? AL

4How will corrective actions be implemented?

Ap;wering these questions will enable you to establish

t he basic framework for your PIC's management review and con-:

trill proceSs. It willialloW you to ecide:

86.
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the amount and, type of data and information
that you need

whether data can be retrieved through exist-
ing reporting systems or Whether new forms
will have to be devised

how often you want to obtain data for manage-
ment purposes

the exact process for reviewing management
data.

a

The PIC and the Prime Sponsorohav overlappinginterests

with regard to management procedures, a you should discuss

these early when you establish your framework.

To, Mske the foregoing decisions you 1 needtto,know

the extent -and quality of the data collected by.the Prime

Sponsor and how that data is analyzed. The Prime Sponsor's

regular systeM may be useful to you and you may want to share .

resources and relevant data. Asanoth'er iossibility, the Prime
, -

Sponsor m tbe able to provide assistance o you in structur-

ing your onitoring systA0 The exact nature of your relation-
.

ship to the rime Sponsor ih this area is a critical one to

ihich your PIC should devote'considerable attention.

Management Review Responsibilities

After4ou have made your decisions regarding your opera-

tional review procesS-and the relationship to the Prime Sponsor

you will have the informatiin necessary to determine basic
4

management review responsibilities within the PIC. Questions

you-will ,need to,answer inIthis area include:

Who will hav ultim e responsibility for
administ ing the.mo it ring plan?

Who will.SupervAe monitoring?

Wh99 will Rrepare Tnitoring and management
r oits?

Who will'be in lved in the analysis of
monitoring repo s and yin the interpretatioh
of findings?

What. will the Counci ole be in the
monitoring process?

r_ a



The last question is particularly important. If your

Council is to have an active a meaningful role in the man-

agement of the PC's prog am it must be involved in monitor-

ing the program throughout thelyear and participate insdecisiorfs

concerning changei in direction.

1

2. Determine Management'Information
'and Reporting Needs

The initial step in identifying the'specific manage-

ment information an reporting needs for your.PIC is to

review the objecti;le lans, and standards for each project.

to'determine precisel What needs to be measured and re-*

ported, on oka regular basis,ifor management and monitoring'

purposes. 40

N'ot all PIC activities can or should be monitOred.14

The most efficient method for defining reporting needs is

.
to analyze each project against these criteria:

What activitibs must be measured and

reported by law?

What activities, if measured', will give
you reliable information on how the pro-

. gram is progressing?

What activities should. be monitored
because they are

- new,
- experimental,

0
1'

politically sensitive, or
expensive in terms of resource
investment?

Based upon this analysis, you can det,Frmine what ydu shcbld

monitor.
Aft' .

47
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.

Infor tion Needs,

.indicatoIrs of perforelance

the information you will n eed in
order to monitor

_the source of this information and
-the frequency' with which you-should
collect it

h cheOkligt on information

Once You have identified theareas in which you need to

,measure, the riext step is to define for each objective or

a.r.ei to be measured:

, .

3°41-formance.Indicaeors N,s

,,

t.
PecSrmAnce indicators are factors or items which

.
youi..134 can maasare, for monitoring purposes. They can ba--

-e?.thfg,quitatillie dr qualieStive in nature, and apply- to
. . ,.

0

thepIcs,itotal-pi- gran', to comp entt of the program,

,e(e.g.,00ClassroOm t ning),,or t particular projects
ti _

an,tGS aativi

.":- Example n;dicatMN awebeers cited earlipr under the

"Establish Pr,ogrdrri Perforaiance Standards ". step. To repeat

dust a few'

I3..-'
,

,
"

, 'General Inlicators: eArollment'level5;
expenditure eveiisi levels of service
to target groups; number of businesses
training 1r employing participants. _

.

PaxticLpant Effeqiivefl'as Indicators: Ili

positive'termination rates,.enterld employ-
IN.pt pqes, costs- -per participant, cost

,

per
positiv& terminatior!.

.
-

_ .

EGS Indicators: response rate to locai,
employe4 survey; number of .fobs added as a.
result 4f economic developme4-program;

'.
number 6f formal or ihformal.plannin.g
agreements. i ,. op,-

v. To establish your PIC's monitoring sysem,, you need

lop determine which-indicator ale appropriate and
.,,,,

,then to gather data regardYng performance relattve to them.
,

(

p

,
c.. tea
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Planned vs, Actual PerforlilAnce

The most common form of assessment in the employment and

training setting is a comparison of actual against planned

performance to determine thp degree to which stands ds or ob-

jectives ace being met. While in the past, these c mparisons

have often been limited to quantitative assessme , assessment

of qualitative measures' is equally important (e.g., were anti-

cipated deadlines met?). If you have selected the indicators

that you feel are most important, then. you have determined

what to focus on for measurement purposes. The important con-
_

sideation in this step is to select only those measures'and

to produce only that data which will be of immediate use in

managing and directing your PIC's program on a day-to-day basis.

.

3. Design Management Reporting System

The last step under this heading is t' design your PIC's

management reporting system. The purpose bf this step is to

ensure a system which collects and reports only that informa-

tion which'is necessary for management purposes.

Aeportjaig Requirements i,

The Department of Labors defined certain reporting
.

requirements for ,yo rIC. At this point, you have. decided i

what additioAhl data will be needed. Therefore, your.respon -'
Jr,.

si4ility i 4o design and develop those additional report formsj

(I
which wi-tf be necessary for your internal control. In develop-

ing these forms, you should ensure that they:

are easy to complete

gather tile information which is deqired

go to the appropriate people for completion.

11-68 ,r),)
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For each report which is_developed you need to specify:

purpose
contents
source of data
frequency
distribution.

Management Reporting Display and Assessment Formats

The data produced by your reporting system provides the

raw data for the management assessment of your PIC. In order

to be useful, however, that information has to be organized

into meaningful formats and analyzed within the context of your

PIC's Annual Plan. Two especially useful tools which your PIC
.

can deVelOp to permit such recording and analysis are manage-

men

)
reporting display charts and management assessment reports.'1'

I. Management Reporting Display Charts:. Management
reporting dtspIay charts-are created to permit
recording and analysis of data at the program,
component, and service deliverer or contractor
level. They present data against those perfor-
mance indicators which your PLC has determined
to be most important through its process of pro-
gram operations planning. They can be developed 1

.

to allow an easy review of trends over time within
one area, or to compare performance among prpjects.
They also serve as an early detection mechanism.
for potential problems.

Management Assessment Reports: Management assess-
ment reports take the raw information on your dis-
play charts and through analysis converts it to a
formal description on tTie status of your PC's
program, program components, and projects. Typical
management assessment reports include:

-.Descriptive Analysis of Overall Program
Performance to Date

- Component/Project Level Analysis of
Performance to Date

Descriptive Analysis'of Participant
characteristics

Assessment. of Program Responsiveness
to Identified Netieds.,

11-69
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In general, the most useful management reports provide

the following types of information:

A description*of the current status of the
component/area being reported on

Identification of performance that has
deviated from plan

Analysis of the current situation and
analysis of the cause of deviations

Identification of those areas that
require corrective action

Recommended actions.

Usually, Management Assessment Reports are Prepared guar-

terly and annually t&coincide with DOL required data. However,,

special circumstances at your PIC may indicate the peed for..more

frequent reports and/or reports that provide analyses Of infor-

mation in addition to that required by DOL. As in the other

areas of planning, management alski evaluation, you should make

the determination of what your particular local needs are and

\then design your repotting system to.meet those needs.

4

1
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F. DEVELQP EVALUATION PLAN

1. DOW.

Str legy

11. 1111

C. Establish
hoary"
Sops

RE-PLANNMG FEEDBACK

1
E. Dave lap

Maaageoseit

Flan

3

D. Develop
Prairies

Opasoisso

Pill

G. Monitor
Frowns

I

'a
t

0
r
r
e

v

A

C

t

F. Develop
Evaluation
Plan

a

Purpose:. ,To establish a detailed plan and'procedures for-
.

Ivpluating your PIC's program.
P

Steps:

Outcomes:-
An Evaluation Plan that will be:

,

1. Establish Scope and Nature o
Evaluation

2. Assign Evaluation Responsibilities.
and Establish Procedures

3.' ConSt'rUct Evaluation Research
Design

4. Create ReSearch and Data GatheTing
Instruments

feasible in terms of manpbvier
and cost;

des ed to measure. the, most
scant projects and pro-

gram areas;

9.3
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iff

Use:

or

of aiue-in future PIC planning
and ovam operations.

,

A sound, real\stic EvAluation Plan, can be .

used by your PIC to document the success or
failure of its programs and to secure
infOrmation for replanning purposes.

I

e

11-72
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1. Establish,Scope and NatuSe df "Evaluation.

An evaluation is summary in nature: Itprovides the means',

at the' conclusion of.an_entire performance period, to assess the
- + . ,

effect .of your PIC's programs and-activities. .Your PIC's evalu-

atioh can serve a number of purposes inc1udin7:

1177identifying prablems and deficiencies .

current operations

estimating the effectiveness of your pro-
gram in achieving specified results!,

. comparing alternative strategies and
tactics

refining planning assumptions
4

measuring gaps be.tween.planned-outcomes'
and results.

Most importantly, evaluation data can provide feedback on your

PIC's program planning,, operations,. and management: This data

can be used to improve future
.

programmatic pei-formance
_organization and operations
planning and management.

4

'To make yaur evaluation most useful,-it_should be planned

at the same time that your PLC's programs are being planned. In .

fact, your PIe'Sprogram operation. plan, objectives, and perfor-

mance standards 'represent the primary sources far determining

precisely what to evaluate. Thepurpose of this_step is to

review 0-lat.-plan tp identify the scope and natureof your

evaluation.

There are three priinarj types of evaluation which your

PIC can-undetake:
.

'Out.Come: asses-pMent of'perf, mance against-
erioi-mance
achievement.

.1,
- ,

.
,

standards set at beg.thning of
perTod to detertine'degree of

. .

Relative Effectiveness: comparative analysis
C of projects, tactics,' service delivered, and/

or program cOmponents to a*sCrtairi differential
benefits .and merits of each,

I
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IMpacti: measurementsito determine the extent
to. which the PIC's program has brought about
institutional than4e nd/or has, accomplished
its program goals.'

Outcome Evaluation
.

.At a minimum, your PIC will, want to evaluate outcomes
3

against those performance 'standards you Set in developifig

your program operatiohs plan. This evaluation can be done very

easily by directly contrasting actual versus p-1°4.nn&I perfollrce

for each are ih which you Set performance stand4rds.

,,AS noted earlier, on the partiCipant side df the ledger,

mucb..of the quantitative data yqu heed to pefmit this type of

assessment et the program level can be retrieved from three

reports -7 Prograth
.
Status Summary, Summary ofsPartigiPant Char-

acteristics, and Financial Statiis-Summary --.prepared quarterly.

and annually for the, Department of 'tabor.' You will need addi-
....

.

tionarteports, however, to collect participant-dttaet.the

c;mponent or Service delivery level. It Will be somewhat more

difficult to obtain data in'the EGS.ared.' However, 'it 4.s impor-
,

. tentto collet information; in these areas, and if you have set

'perforManee Standard's then you'. can deSigla a.reporting system to

collect the necessarfdata to tell you 'whether the standards

were,Iget.'
.

a An 'important point remember isi that n(Pt all of .dour
. .

PC's prOjects or s&rvices can or should be evaluated. Given

limited fispancial and labor resources, you should restrict *your
,

evaluation to those projects and program components 1..thich, in

your opibion, are most demanding of assessment. In general, as

prbject should be evaluated if it has any of the following chai->.
a ci-er st ics :

4 it is new

4 it' is ongoing and never been assessed

itis in'an area :n 'which a large investment
'of' resources and manpower has been made

it. is experimental in intent and design,

II=74
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'Relative Effectiveness Evaluation

*
for replanning purposes. D

Assessing the relative effectiveness of the component

pieces and effects of ytaur PIC's program ig. especially useful

on_relgtive e'ffecbivenessrcan

help your PIC decide what to cont
f ,.

and to decrease. .Possible areas ISfou can-lo,ok at in assessing

retative effectiveness include:

e, to stop, to increase,

similar programs (e.g., clerk typis0 run
by two different service deliverers

different programs (e.g., truck driver",
and auto body repairman)- using similar
tactics (e.g., OJT)

one program (e.g., direct placement)'in
terms of effectiveness in serving different
client groups

e ffectiveness of TJTC in increasing employer
willingness to hire CETA eligibles as opposed
to OJT or other incentives'

different tactics (e.g!, OJT vs. classroom
training) forth 'same occupation

-effectivene0NbLa strategy in serving
different clie:&qroups

value of Marketing in identifying new
jobs vs. value of economic development
efforts., ,

.

Implementing evaluations of the relative effectiveness

type would require more sophistication, additional data coiled-

tion-, and resources on. the part of your PIC than strict outcome

or result evaluation.

Impact Evaluation

Impact evaluation would require thesMost sophisticated

methodology and would undoubtedly be most difficlt for,your.

PICto implement. Participant areas your PIC might want to

look at in terms of 'impact include:

Earnings gain

, .

Private sector
jabs secured,

(PIC pafticipant group vs. ,comparison
group) ,
(PIC participant group vs. comparison
group)

, .

. Promotions .
(PIC OJT participants vs. comparison

," oiiai9ed -. comparison group)

11-75
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Other poSiptle areas which could be examined and questions

which tight be asked in terms of your PiC!s impact'include:

Institutional Impact belittle VII

Has' the PIC'stimulated new business parti-
cipation in local' employment and training
efforts?

'6. Has the PIC stimulated new responsiveness
on the part of "traditional" employment
and.training deliverers to 'the needs of
business?
Is there a comprehensive planning approach.
between PIC and the local Employment-and
Training Council?
.Has the-.PIC stimulated any areawide planning
between different prime sponsorship areas and
other PICs?

Attitudinal Impact Of Title VII

How.has the PIC program affected the atti-
tudei of employers toward the'program,
toward employment and training programs
in general, and toward eligible clients
as _potential employees?
What impact has the PIC program had on the
attitudes and motivations of partic nts?

Patterns of 'Service /'

What are the characteristics of the parti-
cipants being served as compared to'regular
CETA clients, goals, and'some statement of
"universe. of .need"--?--- 1

What are the characteristics of the-busi--
--=-nesses being served? Where do they stand

in the overall economic structure of the
area?

'Cost

What reasonable cost-benefit calculations
can be made about some of the above impacts?

The Evaluation Decision

.
Your PIC should decide what form(b) of evaluation to

implement based upon its decision-making needs. As suggested,

you should at least do 'an outcome eValuation'in those areas which

yOu consider to beof high -priority for prOgram success andliT

which xpuneed informition for replanning paposes. In' addition,

since PICs areoften engaged in as many innovative efforts

1.
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as possible,

approach with ative effectiveness and/or, impact eva uation

measures so that he vane of,these efforts can be cor ared

to more tradltiona approaches.

shoUld supplement this basic evaluation

Procedurestablish

Once.yo hate decid d on the scope and-ature of your

PIC's evaluafi% on, the next step is to Whtify the basic tasks

"-to be perfo dland assig sponsibility for their performance.

This
11)

es blis proced es for an'organized
systema o the evaluation

.determ 14rOle the Council

bselect.4. f to admAtitter the evalatation.
,

\r:
As .t.1;edev

-4.

a basic .cc nAide ation
1'

process..

If,

ment of your nagement (monitoring) plan,

here must be the quality and-scope of

the Prime'SpOnObr'S evaluation system. If,Ohat system .is

adequate,yoU,siould probably interface ith it and rely. on

it'tb collect and array the data, and 9e te the reports

that youfneepjfor evaluatieon purposeS T I reduce the

'letel offstaft effort that you.have'to put into the valuation

\-----

rion 'the other hand,_ yo'cr-f d that th\ Prime. Sponsor ' s

system is in dequate for your PIC's needs,then\-pu will have
-

to expand y r responsibilitips accordingly. ,Be) cause of the

uniqueness f many of the PIC activities,. PareicAarly EGS,

it is probable that you will need to supplement the Prime

Sponsor's gular evaluation system.to assess theseactivities.

J
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'Evaluation Review Process ,

,

, - ,

.

The next, task which your PIC should. accomplish within

this step is to establish the basic operating procedures and

working arrangements for administration of your evaluation -

efforts. These items should be specified-at the dttset of

your evaluation planning. General questions o be answered

include:

Who will'havb ultimate responsibility for
Administ ring the evaluation program?

-o Who will supervise the evalUatOr(s)?

4 Stet -prdpedtas will be devised for the
'systematid review of evaluation plans,.,
methodologies, data, and findings?

Who will be involved in the analysis of v

evaluation reports and.in.the interpre-
tation of findings?

What steps will be instituted ensure
that deadlines are observed?

Evaluaton Personnel
? In order, to determine who should be responsible for your

PIC's evaluation, you should:ansyr the folloiiiing questions:

How much enphasidwill be placed'on
evaluation at your. PIC?

What resources will be made'available
to implosent yourevaluatiOntplan?

Do any rrent sttff'members.or Prime
Sponsor staff have the capability (or -

the time) to perform- evaluation research?

Would_ it make more Tehse to hire a full-
time evaluation spebialist or employ
private contradtots on amlad hoc basis?

Is an outside evalua4 necessary to .

ensure an ob)ective-perspective?

c

, 1

Council Role .

,

. .

' ' Regardless of how 'your evaluation is done v by staff,
.- , .

the*Prime Sponsor, or an , outside , individual it is important
. ,., .

that your Council play anactiVe,rol,e in the administratiOn of

evaluation activities. Possible'options include: ,
. . a

'
'

1, :
,
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appointing a Subcommittee of'the Council,
to review and monitor all evaluation
activities

haiiing,the evaluator(s) report to the
Director,.who periodically apprises the
Couucil regarding the evaluation program
and its progress.

Whatever the role4pettled upon for your PIC, you s4uld

.begin planning for your evaluation by clarifying rolesind-re-*

spionsibilities and.determining the basic procedures related to

the administration of the evaluation.

3. Construct Evaluation Research Design

# The next step after determining the scope and'nature of

your evaluation is to construct your PIC's evaluation research

design. An evaltation research design is a.formal written

('- statementof the detailed plan for implementing your PIC's

evaluation.

Evaluation Asearch Questions

To prepare your PIC's evaluation research design, you

should ask yourself the following gu(stions:

Why is the PIC's prograM being evaluated?`

Wht are the key Objectives the PIC hopes to
accomplish?

What are the primary and secondary objectives
-(standards) of the program?

Which of these objectives (standards) are
stated in readily measurable terms?

What are\the activities' that need to be
well understood due to faCtors such as the
level of funding they require, innoVativet.
ness, etc?

What respurces are available to evaluate the
program?

11-19
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How much time is

What data andoth r

. 1 .

ermitted for the
.

evaluation?
,

information is needed?

Where does this data exist or.whgre can it
'be requested?

itiow can this information be obtained (e.g.,
numerltal reports, narrative reports 2.p°
objectives, surveys)?'

How will this information be analyzed?

How will the4findingi be'used?

What format will be required for their
Presentation?

s
*

The answers to these questions will structure the format Of

your, evaluation. This forMat should be presented'in your de-

sick! plan.

-

Evaluation Research Design Plan

"Your Pic)s formal plan for its evaluation should con-
.

si'tt,of the following sections:

.

of

Statement of Purpose: states the reasons'why
the study' is being undertaken.. Incorporates
a brief description Of the program andits
goals.

N6jectives: specifies.objeCtives and scope
for the'evaluation.

Methodology: the heart of the research design,
states exactly how the evaluation will bg per-
formed.'( Detain:

dta that will be needed;
;, chniques of data collection; and

means of data aggregatidn and analysis.
2

Instruments: describes the,types of instru-
mentsand worksheets. needed to collect and
treat the data and discusses the process by
which they will be developed.

Schedule: sets out a t imetable to govern the
peogrss of'the evaludtion. Highlights all
deadlines and due dates.

Reports: indicates the types of reports that
will reiUlt from the evaluation, includincf
their content,. format, and submission dates.

,.
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, 4. Create' Research and Data Gatheringjlnstruments

The purpose of this step is to develOp All research

anddata gathering instruments' necessary to implementyour

PIC's evaluation plan*.

Baseline Data Worksheets

If your PIC restricts its, evaluation to the outcomf

area, most of the data you need will'be easily retrievable,

either tivough'required reports generated for the.Depart7 °

ment of Labor or your PIC"s internal managemerit reporting

system. Therefore, the primary data gathering-instruments

you will have to create are baseline data worksheets. - These

worksheets are used to summarize performance against plan

or standards. A simplified version 8r a baseline data work-

sheet is presented below.

Project/ '

Area , Indicator .

Standard
or_ Plan

Actual
Performance

1

.

% of Variance
,

I

.

.

. .

I -

.

,

Other Data Gathering Tools

If, on the other hand, ypur PIC brOadths the scope of

its,evaluation, there are two comAionly,used instruments

-you might choose to ynploy:

Survey Questionnaire- an instrumeftt de=
signed to,capture opinions or attitudes
regarding aspects of'your PIC's program.
The quebtionnaire may -consist.of forced-
choice questions; scaled itdms; or some
other formof quantifiable .responses .

Interview Guide - a format which provides
a sequenced and comprehensive list of open-

.
I,

ended questions to ask in a perional intqr-
view.

4

fi
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Developing Research Instruments

TheSe. instruments' should be deSigned to' capture as

much data as posdible ip the 'simplest and most efficient

manner. In constructing them, yovhould take the following

factors into Account:

restrict tbe data collection effort to
that information required to achieve
the objectives of the evaluation

ensure that your instrument is compre-
hensive enough Tn.ssope tp answer All
questions 'which areimpOrtant to you!
evaluation,effort

, make the wording of items itimple and
nontechnical so that they can be easily
interpreted by respondents

if technical terms must be used, define i
them so that they can be understood
uniformly by both the respondent and
the data collectOr

.
1 -. .

.

. .

. design the instruments so that the
are streamlined in format and easy to
use. -,--

In addition, 'the instruments should be pretested prior

to their use in the evaluation. This will:

ensure 4 uniform understanding of
instructions, items, and response
categories;
'confirm whether or not the desired
information can be,acquired;

provide an index of the 'time required,
fd'Ir the instrument's 'use;

provide a perspective or the advis-
ability of including any "sensitive"
or controversial items; and .

provide an informed opinion regarding
the' format'ar4 appearance of the instru-
ment as well as of the sequencing of the
items on the questionnaire.
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4rx.
`:

Adhering to' these criteeda enhance the

utility of any speCiai ev a3.tiation rehearch instruments

titat.your,PIt'has to create..

-
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a

Steps:

Outcomes:
Monitoring reports which: .

do ment the PIC's progress/,
.pe formance according to plan

iceLfy.problem areas which
d

el

and corrective .action.

Corrective action plans/to be implemented
in order to solve operational problems.
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A

Use

&

I

Your PIG's program'monit planis its
' "early warning'" systeM,' It allows you to
'assess program performana.e on an ongoing
basis; and to change courses or "Methods 1;106

response to, problems. In addition, it
provides infbrmation for program evaluation.

- t

_

1
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1. Analyze Planned versus Actualerformange
.

As discussed-ear1-i4erT,the primary meanst_t6 monitor your

Plats perf?rmance is by measuring the rele6;nship-betWeen

-planned and actual performance. The purpose of this'monitor-

ing is to assess program and project activities on an ongoing

basis, so that:

0,

problems,may be*detebted*as goon as they
emerge-

A ,

sources ofTroblems-may be isolated

D' remedipl action may be instituted while
the program orproject is still in progress.

Your PIC's management reporting system will provide ie
basic information needed to review perfOrmance'against plan.

By arraying this infdrmation on your Management reporting dis-

play charts/you will. be able to-identify areas in which there

maq be problems.

4

To facilitate your review of.this information,you should

establish in advance'a cgrINfol limit. A conProl limit is'a

prespecified rhnge of tolerable variation from planned levels

or scheduled activities within which significant follow-up

monitoring or corrective action efforts will not be taken:.

Control limits enable your pIc to restrict its.corfeCtive

monitoring to those areas which are critical.

2. Initiate Corrective Monitoring.

YOur analysis of performance against plan will enable you

to pinpoint areas in which' there may be-a problem. .5owever,

your review of report data will not. indicate what ,the source, of

that problem -is. Therefore,.if'you'discover a significant devi-

toe ation'from PM', you should initiate
.
a more in-depth

Appropriate techniques, include: A

rI=87
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1

on-site monitoring = when data must be
collected from participant'or contractor
files, or when mot qualitaqvd infOr-
plation.ds desired

4

'interviews - with:participants, employerS,
or coritrapto staff to collect data which
cannot beobtainedfrofi standard source

By doing this folaow-up in problem.areas, you can dete 'ire

'whether corrective, action is necessary and secure the e- ep-

tial information for.p4Aparing a'oorreCtive action plan

To ensure that your PIC does Al effective job of follow-
,

up or corrective mcnitoring;*.you should establish a'de nite

procedurelcir doing corrective monitoring. Some Ihnts on

-implementing an effectiVe corrective monitoring process

ihclude:

mapage by exception: concentrate on thosta
areab,which appear most.problematic 7,

.

_ . .

. be systematic: in advance of your visit
develop all questions Ghat you want .to ask

talk to the project operator'first: before,
. Imi,tiating a visit contact the project open -'
ator ta find out if there might be a simple
,

.. explafigtiori for the performane dbviation

pursue a "no surprise' policy: outline the
stePs that you intend to follow, commulnicate
them to the project operator; adhere to them,
and maintain communication with the project
operator throughout the review process '.

avoid unnecessary disruptions to project
operations: try to schedule your visit(s)
so that 'they "fit" best vlith.the normal'
routine and operations of the project

re member - the plan' could be wrong: reassess
the validity of your planning assumptions,ana
standards as an integral part of every correc-
tive monitoring visit..
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3. Ensure'Necessary Corrective Action

.).f.,
.- ,.. ,, ,., '.

/

(

. There Are two essential ingredients to ensuring necessary
.

.

411r. corrective action; in those areas in which significant deficien- f '*,>
.

Opt

.% t --,

...cies.are found through Corrective monitoring. , They are '(1)

develop corrective action plans, and (2) Monitor t e implemen-

tation of those plans.
P k

/ . . .

I;-

Your corrective action.plans should ,be dev oped;to

address directly the speCific deficiencies in ea h area of
.

program operation isolated through pWormance analysts. These

plans should specify the: % .

,t .34 I
,,..problem and its source
extent .of its deviation from plan
criteria requiredafor 'improvemOnt
remedial steps to be. taken 4.,/
time frame for' improvement.

, assignment of responsibility for ;6ton.
\

You should normally'develop corrective acl n.plans,.,

following the quarterlrreview and analysis pf pr ram

, . k

performance, While performance data are generally ni-

.

tored ancanalyred on a monthly basis, it is more use L

to withfid.ld corrective action plans ufiti more time has

elapsed Preparing corrective action 131 ns on a quart
c

4

basis:

. dil, thlkinfluence of any isolated

mon berrations

proiPides a more comprehensiVe\and
r)apresentative data base from wiiich

to initiate action
.

,

allows youtake a more thoughtfUl,
analytical approach to problem remedia-

tion.

Corrective action plans should be negotiated with And iv/

approved-by PIC management and appropriate contractor or
45

project staff., The chief criterion-that you should employ

in developihg thoseplins hat they remain consistent

with overall PIC program go s, Objectives, and standards.

r .
1

p.
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V. I

ab

correctiVe action plans must be carried out effectively

and, on schedule if they are,toPtedirect and improve program

operations. Therefore, you ehould establish a special

monitoring system to provide you with feedback on the status

of the corrective action plan implementation. Such a system

involves specif(ing the:

- type of information needed
AD' schedule for implementation

- responsibilities for action...,

The format is set up so that follow-up results can be

noted month. by month within-the quarter, until all th.ree

months' activities are noted, providing 'some indication

of progress.during the quarter. ,

Your PIC's ability to monitor program and,project
$

progress and to redirect efforts as necessary, will con-,

tribute significantly to the ultimate succesis of your PSIP.

0

A,

1

11.
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Preps.
Oparetkas

H.. Etvluata
Resutts

',Purpose: No assess the effects and outcomes of the PIC's'

I?rogram:

Steps:

7

3.

Collect Data
Analyze Data
Feedback Into planning Process

$

4

Outcomes:
Elialuation findings which:

40 10 document the PIC's performance
against locally established
standards

. ?

p

identify.factors which con-^
tribute to of inhibit the success
of the' program ,

sul*tantiate the cost-effectiveness
df'the program and its components

ivresult in a clarification and
reexamination of programbbjec-

;tives and assumptions

11-91
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isolate the ;need for and nature
of any corrective action necessary
`to enhance program performance.

The evaluation findings are the primary input
for,)piannIng your PIC's program for the following

,

year. Your PIC'should use its evaluation results
tev reassess planning assumptions and program
assign principles, to determine project and
service deliverer effectiveness, to pinpoint
areasto changer and to begin to develop an
evaluation plan for next year.

4
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1. Collect Data'

The purpose of this step is to collect ill 'data which`

is necessary for evalliatibn of your PIC46rogram.- YPur.

evaluation research design will specify the data gatherihg

methodologies. The most common data collection techniques

are discussed briefly below.

Baseline Data Collection

Your PIC's internal management reporting systeit and%'

. reports prepared for the Department of Labor can be used

to secure baseline data on:

participant characteristics
types of,services provided-
'placement data
expenditure information
applicant records
participant tracking
product development and activity
accomplishment

observations and monitoring reports.

These aseiine data should be col4ected on an ongoing basis

for projects that are to be evaluated. In this way, they:

can provide leading indicators in
advance of the summary evaluation
undertaken at the conclusion of the
program

will not becomela time-consuming task
for the evaluator(s) once the formal
evaluation gets underway.

Survey Research

Survey research is a reliabl method of gtlerating data

pertaining to respondent attitudes and opinions regarding your

,PIC's performance. It can be a useful means for evaluating

both'participan and EGS activities. Sukveys can ascertain

respondent views on any subject with which they can reasonably

be expected to be familiar.

11-93
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The first consideration fi6r your PIC inconducting

survey research is designating the sample to be surveyed.

When the sample has been selected and the questionnaire

created tested, an d refidkci, your survey is ready for

implementation. A_suryey may be administered in, beveral

ways:

by mail
c OF telephone

in person
indfvidually or in a group.

A survey may also be either anonymous or identifiable.

How you conduct a survey will be dietated:by two

primary concerns:

the extent 1,f avaiAble resources, and

the need for a high response or rate
of questionnaire completion:

In most surveys, there will not be i 100% response

rate. Anticipating that some individuals will not return

a comple ed questionnaire, you must "oversample" to obtain
. :

the re ired number of i'esponaes.

Individual Interviews

Individual interviews are anothermeans.of obtaining

evaluative(ihta re arding PIC performance. These interviews

could be espeCial useful in securing information on the EGS

facets of your pro am. They provide the opportunity for

amplification ofthe respondent's views. 'A few guidelines

your PIC should'follow to enhance the prospect of a success-'

ful personal interview inbaude:

Interviews should be scheduled at the
site where the respondent feels com-
fortable

.-
.

.-./ .; No interview should require more thin
one hour

;,-.-

The interviewer should have full recall
.

) l'. of the contents of the interview guide
and be as'famillik as po'asible with
the subject, matter

.115
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.,The,interviewer should ask follow-up
. ,,quesfions that may be triggered by, a

`particUlar answer

- . 'the interviewer 'should seek confirma-,
*ion at frequent intervals during the
interview by restating his or her

. undorstanding of, particular responses

The interviewer should prepare a
formal narrative based Oh his-or her
notes soon after the interview has
been completed.

Group Interviews

As an alternative to a series of'individual interviews, '

a group interview is an inexpensille and effective method

which your PIC could employ to collect a. substantial amount

of data. The basic requirements for a group interview are:

the prospective respondents must, be roughly.
equivalent in terms of their knowledge of,
the subject matter

the respondents must bp wiping to partici-
pate openly in a group interview.

With regard to the first requirement, the'respondents

must be individuals Who, for example, participated in the same

training program or who were placed in simila rjobs. For pur-

poses of the evaluation, in other words, they must share the

same principal characterli.stics. 'The second requirement refers

to'the fact that the participants must understand the,nature

of the group interview setting and be ready to express their

r

4;

ae.

4

opinions candidly in the presence of others.

A group interview proceeds inthe following manner:

the-sob ed participants receive
an orients to the process

interview guides are distributedto
all participants

the guides 'are completed independently
by the respondents

116
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each individual then tepo
or her perceptions, as n
interview guide, to the

all responses arekrecord
by thg facilitator .

there is then a groupAt
\clarify, combine, and 'su

data.

The product of .this process is a 1

data for every item on the ilkbervi

Follow-Up Studies

Follow-up studies are a spec

or.interview. They are highly, use

. project's oLr yoUr PIC's impact of

the program, or an EGS.project ha

determine whether or not a progr

the participants or built desired

other organizations.

FolloW-up studies are best c

survey -- either by mail or dale h

.follow-up study includes:

ts his
ed on the
tire group

on newsprint

cussion to
plement the.

I -

rge body of consensual

w guide.

alized version of a survey .

ul means of assessing a

r a participant has completed

ended. Such studies can

had a continuing effect ,on

linkages with employers or
41

onducted Using some form of

one. Preparation for a

,

determining who is t. be interviewed.or
surveyed (e'.g., part cipants, employers,

4

etc.)

identifying the inf

dpveloping and pre
or interview guide

selectiffefa sample

rmation needed
%

sting questionnaire

The data are then colfected, analyzed, and'reported.

4
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2. Analyze Data
Al. ft

Al;

Data analysis, odata'treatment as it is sometimes

cslled, is the art of viewing data from'a variety of per-

spectives in Order to understand. and interpret it. Data

analysis involves:

reviewing the research findings for.
correlations, trends, commonalities,
and disparities

documenting. the relationship between
the, findings and the evaluation objec-
tives

. %

o' delieloping rationales or speculations
for findings whose explanations are
hot self-evident. %

There are four basic types of analysis that may Or

useful in evaluating your PIC's programs:

Cost-effectiveness: quantitative index
of Rerformance that relates various pro-
gram results.to cost.

,Cause and Effect Analysis: weighs all
variables to demonstrate a causal re4tion-
ship between two or more factors.

4
4

1

4N11

Comparative Analysis: focuses on relative
achievements of two or more.groups, units. .

Trend Analysis: documents changes in
levels of achievement. over time.

As these types of analyses indicate, data analysis is

much more than a mere review of numbers. It is, rather, a

systematic attempt to derive meaning from and make informed

judgments about the nature_of the program Nng researched.

Regardless of the form of analysis mOur PIC is employing,

you should attempt to answer the bapic questions:,

V;v Were the PIC's, or the project's objec-
tives achieved?

4
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A

What caused the effedit discovered in the
evaluation?

Should the components, progtams,.or activi-
ties be continued, changed or terminated?

3. ,Feedback Into Planning Process,,

One your PIC has analyzed its evaluation data,the.last

`tasks in the evaluation process are:

to prepare an evaluation report which
presents the results of the analysis

to utilize that report to log in the
review of program performance and to
plan for the upcoming year.

Evaluation Repott

Your PIC should present'its evaluation findings in an ,

evaluation report. T degree'of-formality and sophisticatj.ons'h

of that report is obvi%
\

sly a matter of local preference. `How-

, ever,,since the evaluatitn report is the official, record of the

evaluation, Taking public your activitiesAnd findings, it should

be carefully prepared. The basic secti ns which should be incor-

porated in the report, regardless of i length or format are:

Introduction -to the prOgrAm and the evaluation

0i3jectives - of the evaluation

Methodology - desighed to conduct the evaluation

Findings - based on the data collection and
analysis

Recommendations/Conclusions - based on-the
findings

Executive Summary - briefly explains the
objectives of the evaluation'and high-
lights the key findings,

Assessment and Replanning

Your PIC should;use its evaluation report and findings to:

reassess planning assumptions and program
design principled .

11-98
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determine project and service deliveret
effectiveness

pinpoint, areas for: change. .

begin to .4evelop its evaluation plan for
next year.

%,

The evaluation results will aid in determining if a parti-

cular project should be continued, changedr.sor terminated.

_Evaluation .of .4 number of projects will permit comparisons of

each to determine which activities are most effective and cost -

efficient. The results will also provide a perspective from .

which to assess the appropriateness of the PIC ' s performance

standards. In stunmaryt, ydur-P_IC_should___eniploy its evaluation.

findings judiciously' to develop a)? improved PIC,program opera-,

tions. plan for next year. ,/

,

e

a
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YOURPIC'S PME PROCESS - SELF-ASSESSMENT

Before proceeding to the next section on how

to apply the PME Process, it may be useful tiq once

again reassess your PIC's present PME approach.
40

-519

do this, complete the 'detailed checklist which follows.

Use your ratings of individuatems to focus

your reading of Section

I

121
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' Private Industry.Cdukcil

PLANNING,AiNAGEMENT AND EVALUATION APPROACH

III
SELF - ASSESSMENT

Please respond to the following questions candidly. _Circle
the number which jest reflects your opinion-iegarding'each

1. Are the purposes, goals,. and 1 12 4 5
role of the PIC clearly defined? Not Very

clear clear

2. is the division of PME roles
and responsibilities among, 1 2 3 4 5,
-PIC staff and members clear? Not Very:,

clear cleat
)

3. Are the PME roles of the PIC
and Prime Sponsor clear?

1

4

1 2 3 4 5

Not Very
clear cleat

4. Does the PqC have a well-
1 2, 3 4 5

'defined process for developing Not Well-
its annual service plan? Well- Defined

Defined

t

5. Does the PIC halve a systematic
,,

'way of obtaining local: labor 1 2 3 4 -5
.market information? .., Not lir Systematic

:

systematic

': 6. Does the PIC have a stan7',
r - dardized or objective method . 1 2 3 4 NS,' .

for reaching decigions on Not' Stan-
what activities to undertake? stan- dardized

dardized
.f.

m

7 Does the PIC establish
measureable objectives
and standards for all
actiyities.which it
undertakes?

1 2 3 4 5

Never Always

11-103
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a
8. Does the PIC deviloia detailed

work or i0pleme tation plans
t for all activities facets

of operation?

t

9.A3oes the PIC have a systematic
way .of collecting data for
program management and moni-
toring-pdrposes?

II 0 Z9-

10. Is the management system de-
signed to include indicators
which can be used to identify
areas of performance short
fall fr all, activities?

NeVer
2 3 4. 5-

Always

1 2

Not
system-
atic

1 2

Not
at
all

3 4 5

System-
atic

-\ -
,11. Are all Management reports

A easy to read and generated 0
oR a regular basis?-

12. Does 'the PIC regularly monitor
and review program performance?

13. Are l'higement reports, used to
tak6 corrective action and to
change program direction when
necessary?

Does.the PIC haffe a systematic
and valid plarrlor evaluating
the of veness of each
'activ
gram?

15. Does the: C a way ofi '.

different4ting the relative
-Jeffectiveness of its service
deliverers?

i

.. ,
ties performance
results in its

pits? .

. -.4: --'1

123

4 5

'Com-
pletely

1. 2 3 4

3 .4

1 2 , 3

Neiter

1 2

Not
at
all

5

Yes.

4 5

Always

0

3 4 5

Com-
pletely

1 2 .3 4 5

YesNo

1 2'

Never
3 .4 5

Always ,

PLANNING MANAGEMENT'
AND EVALUATION APPROACH

TOTAL SCORE

V.



APPLYING THE,PME PROCESS
1

This section ff. the Guide describes "how" you can
implement the steps in the'PME Process. The steps are organized.
according to the.flow 6f the PME Process' and presented by the
stages outlined in the preceding section.

PIC PME PROCESS FLOW CHART

A. Anus .1. DOW
Lioi to.. PIC
1.1, Swig,/

I

PME Stages

Each stage

c_

REPLANNINO F EEDIAC

E.___
tiuttuast C. Miaow

nu hovel.

C

0 ,
r

a r c
t e t
a c

hiorm
Osomm

n

Reran

H. Enron
Rork;

1is introduced, as shown on the following page, ,

by a brief statement of the purpose for the stage and a listing
cif the steps within the stage.
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SAMPLE

STAGE Al ASSESS LOCAL NEEDS

Purpose: To determine the current
41
employment and

training needs, within your community.

1. Analyze Local Labor Market Conditions

and Business Needs

2. Analyze Local Population Groups and

Service Needs

3. Review Programs and Plans of Other .

kgencies/Service Deliverers/Businesses

per

4r
PME Steps

Then, for each s

as follows:*

I

C

Listed, information is, presented

1. Introductory page which explains,step,

def'nes "key concepts," and aAlows you

to assess your PIC's present knowledge

a Acapabilities with reference to the

ptep (see example on following page).

2. Discussion pages which provide'relevant
content and outline actions to take in

applying the step.

3. At the conclusion 9f each step, refer-

ences, introducedrby the following symbil,

which may facilitate your implementa-

tion of the step.

2 1 2 5

.000111



4

V

Explanatioq of_st:and statement of

its purpose,'

Definition of cohcepts, knowledge of
which is central to impl nting the
step successfully.

17 wwwwww11".4."" c>-
;Review tile information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
capabilities with reference to this step on the scales below.

'4-

. Knowledge f_ i I i e i

. Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor
lent Avg. age Avg .

'dapabilitie's - I
1 1 i

Above wpk PoolrExcel- A- Below
lent Avg. aW Avg.

, BaseApon yqur ratings, decide whether you need to read the content,
information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the
he(:step,

The intioductory page--specifically th knowledge and
.4capabilities rating section- -has been d veloped to
enable you to expedite your reading of t material
in this section of the Guide. By assessing your need.
to know and to improve on each step, yoU can determine
whetNer, or how much attention and time.you have to

devotb to reviewing the information pertaining to that

step. .

v-



In addition, the back of each imntroductory page has-
lotpn digned so that you can take notes and. plan
st-tionii

u
that your PIC might take to implement.the

,step (see layout below).

er

. PNE PROCESS NOTES /ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTES (Pointik that are important which you want to remember)
, .4

*-
.

.
.

.

i
..

. .

.

v-

gussTioms (Items on which you are unclear or want to get additional

information)
.i'

. .

_ .

.. .

.
.

. -
_._

ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend to take to implement your

PIC's PNE process in this area)

'Steps :Resources/Persons Time Frame

.
.

..
,

.

. .

.

.
,

.

.

.

.
.

111-4
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(ASSESS LOCAL NEEDS

' Purpose:

e

To determine the current employment and
training needs within your coiwnunjty.

Steps
1. Analyze Local Labor` Market Conditions

and Business Needs

I 2. Analyze Local Population Groups and
Service Needs

3. Review ProgrTms and Plans of Other
Agencieg/Service Deliverers/Businesges

-

I

Q

111-5
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Analyze Local Labor Market.Conditi ns
.

The purpose of this step is to use labor marketAptnformation
to (1) identify potential job opportunities witllin:the local
commupity which are appropriate for CETA participants; and
(2) pinpoint thespecific needs of local businesses and indus-
tries so that your PIC can dev &lop a plan based Upon these
factors. This Step consists of analyzing the current and
projected hature of the l &al leibor market. Data to be,re-
viewed include employment trends in terms of labor force par-
ticipation; growth .poteatial by industry and occupation; and
the skill requirements necessary for job success in various
occupations.

Jig

Existing Labor Market Information: Data produced primarily
by the LMI AlvisiOn of your State Employment Security Agency
(SESA) whioh can be used to analyze-ldcal labor or market
conditions.

Labor Market Analysis: Standard procedures to be used to
analyze local' labor market in order to draw valid conclu-

. sions regarding local needs. ,

Employer Surveys: Local surveys whish a PIC can initiate
in orderto obtaibkadditional information regarding the
characteristics of the labor market and the needs of
employers.

A ,eg

au( motel edge/Capabi 1 iti es Rating 4:17.....

Review the information provided abOVe. Rate your PIC's knowledi0 and
capabilities with reference to this step on the scales below.

\
,

1
Knowledge

Capabilities

I. J 1 t 1 ,

Excel- Above Aver- Below ' Poor
lent Avg. age v Avg.

)
I - 'I

AveAver -
I

Excel- e - Below Poor
lent age ( Avg.

. ,

Bsied upon your ratings, decide wh ther you need to read the content
information on this step shich follows immediately, or proceed to the
.next step.

0

ICI -7 4
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Pi4E PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE'

NOTES (Points that are important which you want to remember)

,

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are unclear or want to get additional
information)

3

4

4.

ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend to take to implement your
P1C's PME process in this area)

Steps Resources/Persons Time Frame

z
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INTRODUCTION

Labor market information (LMI) is data on the.labor fo4cei

occupations, and job openings and hiring procedures within

your local community. You should use'thie information -

especially that on job opportunities - to help determine thd'

overall structure and content of your PIQ.s PSIP and to hetp

meet the business needs_in your, community: In this regard., you
_

can use LMI for a ,variety of purposes, including:

selecting target jobs for training pro=
g;ame 4

'designingfustomized training programs
to satisfy-locally defined criteria

.identifying obstacles and barriers which
inhibit the effectiveness of employment'
and training programs so that these,
impediments can be eliminated

determining, services (e.g., employment
development; world.of work orientation,
recruitment) which can be provided
through the PIC to meet local employer
needs

JP
instituting other 'special programs to
improve the relationship between pr }vale
Elector employers and your PIC'e progr

You can take one of two approiches t6 labor maket analysis,

You can rely solely on existing data-sources (i.e., thatifur-

nished by the LabOY`Markep Information Division of your State ,

Employment, Security Agency (SESA), the Prime Sponsor, and other

gmiernmental agencies). Or, you can complement the available

datt' with a local employer survey of your own. Regardless of,

the approach jour PIC chooses, by bringing theprivate SectOr,

perspective to bear in the analysis, you can enhance theutility

of labor market information both in your PIC's program and'in

the CETA program in general..

viaxistri4 LMI

Existing data sources will probably be sufficient to help

you determine general trends and answer many,basic questions

1:11
111-9 w
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4

regarding local

. labor force participation .

. . growth potential by industry and occupation

,e salary range and quality of occupations

e skill requirementk necessary for job suc-
cess in various occupations.

However, existing data may be inadequate to answer the questions

yo feel are most important' regarding the local labor market.

Local Employer Surveys.
N.

Local employer surveys enable you to determine a number of

additional things regardingthe local labor market, including:

nature and strUcidre of the internal labor
markee(job,compoilition and entry level
occupations) of local firms

number and occupational characteristics
of existing job vacancies in local labor

"markets

hiring practices and policies of local
firms

hourly'and/or weekly wages'andannual
earnings df workers in specific occupa-
tions

training and proM6tional policies of
local firms

1

Apfilployer attitudes toward existing employ-
ment and training programs funned by the
local CETA prime sponsbr and other local
employment and training agencies.

Your choice of how to do'labor market analysis will, be

determined by:

e the adequacy andsuccuracy of the data
available to you

the purpose you want to achieve with
your analysis

e the decisions your want to be able to make.

4i.nce local employef
/

surveys are time-c

considerable knowledge and ,expertise for thei

g and require

oper implementa-

tion you should carefully review your data before initiatingsone.
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The remainder of this section provides information on:'

.how you can secure and use existing MI;
r,

and

the considerations to be taken into account
in deciding Opon and implementing your own
-local employer survey. .

Your

:should be

A. EMPLOYING EXISTING LMI ,17

first step toward doing a Labor Market analysis

to obtain all existing data and information.

Where to Get LMI

Within the U.S. Department of Labor, the LMI network con-

sists primarily of an interagency working arrangement' between"

the Employment and Training Administration' (ETA), the Bureau

of Labor Statistics (BLS), and each Stath Employment Security

Agency (SESA).

, ETA plays a major role in planning and funding LMI activi-

ties. The SEA LMI division has the responsibility for de-

velopment and dissemination of LMI. The BLS provides thb

technical support and guidance to carry out cooperative statis-

tical programs (employment, unemployment, occupational projec-

tions,.labor turnover statistics, and employment and wage in

firms covered by theunemploymentinsurance program).

Your PIC should begin its search foi LMZ by,contacting

your Prime Sponsor to get all available data and then con-

tacting the LMI Divisidn of your SESA. Most SESA have LMI

analysts in the state office and in each district Office. Both

can provide LMI as well as other assistance. 1

As your first order of kusinesa, you should request an

LMI Directory or BkbliograOy of Sources in order to become

familiar with the ,va ty of available documents. The SESA

analysts can `al guide -you to specialized data or information

available from other ,sources. Since data are available from

many sources, the SESA analysts, as both exiericed data

I I I- 1'13.33



prodUcers and users, and because of their proXimity to your PIC, .

can often provide it only the data but also, valuable suggestions
on what data to get and how to analyze and interpret the LMI.
For ese reasons, if your PIC's data needs go beyond the scope
and r sources of your SESA's existing LMI program, you might
consid pro iding additional funding to your SESA's LMI division
for specialized resea4h and data development..

Yob should not, however, restrict your search for existing
data to Ole SESA. You should also contact the LMI
specialists in ETA's Regiondl Office and the staff in the BLS
Regional Office. Within the DOL network, there may be specialized
data or new programs of which the SESA analysts are unaware. The
ETA and BLS regional offices have access to these recent develop-
ments and can provide data to complement the existing SESA
information. #inally, you should also contact your State/.

Occup4tional Information Coordinating Committee. The SOICC
is responsible for coordinating the development of occupational
information anecan guide you to other. potential sources of
relevant data.

Hdw to Use Existing Data

How should your PIC use existing LMI data once you secure
it? Existing data is probably besesuited for identifying pOten-
tiat job openings' within the local community. To identify more
openings in a sound rnarknerlou should know the principles under-
lying the use of and the general process for using LMI data. ,

Then, you should be able to apply these principles and the

process in a.atep-by-step fashion to your local situation.

1. Principles and Process of LMI

The basic principle underlying these of LMI is that job
openings can be expected to be greatest amohg those key indus-
tries and o ations within the local community which are
experiencin large growth and replacement needs. Concepts
which you ould understand that are central here include:

industries/businesses and employers
within the local community

4

4
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occupations/various job categories
within those industries

job openings/vacancies within specific
occupations

emplOyment growth/net additions tb
the number of workers needed

replacement needs/openings caused by
workers leaving jobs.

The general process for using/Mese concepts to identify

'potential job openings within your local community is as

follows:

Identify sp ific industries within
your communi y which you think might
have epotential for job openings..

Identify specific occupations asso-
ciated with those industries.

Use growth and replacementneed data
to pinpoint specific industries and
occupations in which job openings
seem most likely.

For each potential occupation, measure
'job quality and placeMent potential
by using available.LMI on training and
education requirements? expected wage
rates, and supply of workers which
might possibly compete fbr job open-

, ings.

After you have identilied specific
suitable occupations with potential
openings, you contact local employers
in order to verify that opportunities'
do exist.

2. Steps in Labor Market Analysis

A more detailed explanation of the steps your PIC should

take to use local ,data in identifying job openings follows.

a. Identify the geographic labor market

The initial etep in the-job identificationlitQceSs involves

identifying the geographic jurisdiction of your 4PIC's local

labor market. The area of immediate interest may be your Prime
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Sponsor' jurisdiction. 7HoWelihr, you should not make your focus
too narrow. You should attempt to look at job opportunities

.

fully within the context of the geography for economic activity
that genel"stes employment - that context may beta geographic

area somewhat different from,your Prime sponsor's jurisdiction.
In identifying your PLC's geographic labor market, you'

should consider the Labor Market Area (LMA) and the Standard

Metropolitan Statistical. Area (BMA). These two areas are
based upon concepts of economic activity rather than political
boundaries. Thus, there are logical geographic building blocks
for labor market analysis. Both the LMA and SMSA are defined

by the relhtionship between place of residence and place of work
of the labor force. The primary consideration in theirdefini7
tion is the Ability of labor to'accept new.jobs without the
necessity of changing residences or incurring unreasonable

commuting distances.

To avoid fragmentedi'incomplete
4

interpretations of job

activity, as a rule, your analysis should first be conducted at
the LMA or SMSA geographic level. Then you should reduce your
focus to your local areal. -If you are uncertain about what your

PIC's geographic labor market should be, then contact the

local SESA analyst or LMI Specialist who can provide assistance

in-determining an adequate geographic jurisdictipn for
analysis.

. Identify the industry structure of employment

Having identified the geog4hic area for analysis,'your

next step is to become familiar with the industrial composition
of the area', the employment levels among industries, and the

-employers among industries. The.size of an industry and the

number of employers within an .industry can serve as an initial.

guide to key industries.

For exatple, because of labor turnover and worker separations,'

openings will occur among several industries. tf,separation .

rates are uniformly low or assumed to be at a minimal level,
,

the largest number of openings should occur within the largest

.
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4

0 ,industrial categories. Stated simply, most of the job
.

'

,, .f.-

oweningS will occur whert.most of the jobs ale located. Be-

cause
$ ,"

of the volumeof employment-in large indudtries, separa-
.

tiohs, wili,creatirge numbe of" openings. From that view,

large industries or.irndustries with large establishments might
-

r s be,cOnSidered key leading industries.
,e.,

0 From'a second perspective, however, your PIC should

understand that, in certain."ances, euraller firms generate"
more new jobs.4.T4is'is highly, 'dependent upon the 'structure and

. ,

nature of the ocal scopomy, Therefore, yout PIC should also

closely .examine the local: industrial structure -to identify
.$

industries Concentrated with several small firms to identify
........ , ,

potential leading industries. This is especiallimportarfty.
.

. .

0
'given your PlC's mandate to secure greater involvement of -

. small businesses ih solving emloymentin. ing p;$ roblems.

A.,vafiitty of available.JAI\canieueed analyze indus-

trl 1 cture. These soul:tee include the datai"..an EMploy

p 4111% went, Wages and Contributions of EMployers COved by Unerd- ,
. -. , _ ,

.ployment Insurance (ES-2A), 790 or Current Employment Statis-
. 4.; ... 0 . $ .0 IP

,I. t. cs data, or infoKmaticn fromCounty Business Patterns.
.

.

c. Analyze historical employment

After your become famIr with the struttfire of local

<.\Indust;ial employment within your PIC's area, the next step, is
.

. *

low. to .study employment trends, Specifically, it,leimportant to
. .

.
.- Jnow where growth has occurred in the past for purposed of

-. . b .

projecting continued growth trends.- To Determine this, you

select ananalysis-,-bahe and target years that seem to' best

fitthe trend.of total industrial employment over the past

five years. When, you do simple calculations to identify the

absolute and peicentage change in employment by Industry.

By exdMihing the historical trends of each industry's

employment, you Can idtntify which industries have experienced

the greatest absolute growth ok!he fAtest-rise*(percentagd

41) increase) in employment. Conversely; you can piipoint'indue-/

tries which have large numbers of employees, yet are'actually

137
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decjinirig. .(These determinations can be made using'a'table

similar to the one in Exhibit 1 on the following page,)

d. Interpret current economic conditions of area industries

Although it is necestary to see where growth has occurred

In the past; it Is equally Impottant to determine hOw those

tries have been functioning in the more recent time Reriod.

good, place to begin is with the local labor market informatipn

newsletter published' by the local SESA. The newsletter pros

vides narrative analysis of Current Employment StatistOca (CgS)

on employment and the number of Ilinagricultural wageand

salary.jobsby major . ,two -digit (SIC) industry. By comparing.

the figures for. the recent month and for the same month in the ,

a
previous year, you-can obtain an insight into how industry

employment his expanded or contracted Over the past year.-

;

- .

e. Inspeceother current data

There are other valuable datiitems-which'you'can consult

to examine recent'industrialtrends, such as labor turnover

rates and Employment Service job openings es include:

Data from the Labor Turnover Statistics (LTS)
program. though restricted to manufac-
'turing, 'ining, and communications, the LTS
.pro es information on labor turnover rates

ggh a monthly employer survey normally
incorporated into a monthly newsletter.

tS Job Bank and ESARS (Employment Security
Autpmated Reporting System) tables to iden-,
tigUourrent openings registered with the
job service by industry to determine if', .
thereis ademand for workers in those
industries. The Job Bank and ESARS indi-.

. cate how many openings are listed with the
ES, in which two-digit industrie% these
openings occur, and how many remained open
for 30 days or more. They al provide
some wage and hiring on.

f. Incorporate employment projections in the analysis

After you have examined the:current industrial structure,

and recent and historical trends by industry, you"should look,

at industry employment projections to obtain a complementary %.

/

4

-
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EXHIBIT 1

°
CHANGE IN INOkUStRIAL STRUCTURE OF EMPLOYMENT

bALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS
1972-1977

SIC Industry

Total Covered
Employment

1972 1977

Change
Employment
19-72

Number

In

1977.
c-if-t

(A) (13)
.,-

alt (C) (0) 1E)

......,.../te

(F)

Total
.

593.964
....

712.103 '1,,Y139 lo ob .. Agricuhural Services 1.248 ' 1.483 - 235 18 83
Mining
Contract Construction -

.
°

7.748
454.W

9.760
47.245 43

25 97
3 15

416.4-i Manufacturing 147.499 180 09 32 600 22 10

20 Food and Kintired Products 12.917 12,8 0 -57 -0 44

22 Textile Mill Products' 425 9 44 10 35

23 Apparel and Other Textile Goods 15.580 16 88 1.308 ''''- 8 40

24 Lumber and Wood Products 1.789 .456 667 37.28

25 Furniture and Fixtures 3.064 ,154 -910 -29 70

26 Paper 5nd Allied Products 4.542 ' 6.435 1.893 41 68

27 Printing and Publishing 10.490 12.714 2.224 21 20

28 Chemicals and Allied Products -4.484 5.620 736 15 07

29 Petroleum and Coal Products 616 573 -43 -6 98

30 Rubber and Plastic Products 2.253 2 851 598 26 54

31 Leather andLeather Products' 19* 475 276 138 69

32 Stone. Clay and Glass Products 3:7 3.718 16 0 43

33 Primary ?vista! Industry' 1,3 1 2.091 730 53 64

34
,

FabricatetIMetal Products 8, 8 10.742 2.494 30 24

35 Machinery. Except Electrical 15 22.743 7.639 50.58

36 Eleetnc andElecfronic Equipment 3 9 40.788 9.959 32 30

37 Transportation Equipment , 1 .490 10.877 -4.613 -2920"

38 :Instruments and Related Products .708 5.376 2.1568 98 52

39 Miscellaneous Mfg Industries 2,159 1.895 -264 -12 23

Transportation and Other P U 48.024 55.911 7.887 : 16 42

Wholesale Trade 64.638 70.056 5.418 8 38

Retail Trade 112.686 135.993, '23.307 20 68

...i. Finance. Insurence and Real Estate i 59.799 72,915 13,116 ` 21 93

Services 103.059 137.180 34.121 ' 33 11

1 Nonclassifiable 'Establishments ' / 4 3.461 1.461 -2.000 -57.79

/ .

Source: U.S. Department of,Corniperce. Bureau of the Census. "Table 2. Counties-Employees
Payroll and Establishments, by Industry. eounty-Business Patterns: Texas. (1972

and 1977).
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perspective. of 'the industrial structure. Empldyment projections

provide employment data by industry for a base year, a current

estimated yearoftend a target year so that it isspossible to

calculate absolute and percentage change, thereby identifying.

where the greatest amount of industrial growth is expected to
Odour. Another valuable alsource to consider is the industrial

)
Projections i,n'the Industrial Outlook Handbook. This Handbook

6

provides a ct survey of U.S. tusiness and an overview of

the developmen which will influence'theirgrowth potential. .....-

Other potential s9urces of data include employment reports by
local.cha erg.of commerce,.economic development organizations,

_ and other '1 cal private sector or governmental agencies.

g. Rankrocal industries according to their employ-
.-.. meet potential

. , After YolOwe Ampleted your ge0 neral analysis/ you should
v_

kleptify inlitigtries which hie the greatest potential for
,

employment grovith.
,

This will allow you to narrow the exten-

sive local-Pndrial structure down.to a few key leading

isty4tTA004whiCh;can be more easily analyzed. As part of this

71004 , youssuld narrow the industries even further by
,.:;- ,

idertiryin, g the specific three or four -digit (SIC code) indus-

trMlichlekeprienced groWth and are projected to continue
.-.

thel grqwkh. An. important point' to remember here. is

in an analysis of available LMI, there normally will

'limiteenum k indusities that consistently stand out as

leing,healothy with good growtli potential and a high demand for

wOrkeirs 9e ,pO growth.

It Identify local employers

'Next, you should refer to a local Directory of Manufac-

turers, a Dun and Bradstreet listingof million dollar or'
micelle firmsor a Chamber of Commerce, listing of local

businesses to get names, addresses and marketing scope'of

individual firms within those industries.' By integrating 914

or

111-114 08 .
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statistical overview of the sources of industrial employment

with'specific information on the local employment structure,

you can ideritify individuals within high priority potential .

industries whom you may wirnt to contact4is part of your local

labor market'analysis.

"i. Analyze the occupational composition of selected
inclustrj.es

After you've picked industries, you need toidentify the

occupatidhslin relative terms) that comprise the work force

for each selected industry.' The questions that need to be

4

answered concerning occupations are:

How many jobs are there in each occu-
pation within the key industries?

What occupations have the largest number
of jobs in those industries?

In whick occupations are future job
opportAitiesmost likely to otcur?

The occupational composition of employment within indus-

tries; taken from the Occupation Employment Statistics (OES) .

survey program done by SESA,will help determine which occupa-.

tions make up employment within a particular inthistry and*in

what percentages they-are distributed. Although indUstry

staffing patterns may be available.at the state level only,

it may be feasible to apply those same staffing patterns to

the local area. Staffing patterns will provide percentage

distributions of major occupational groups. By tabulating

th- ose oecupations by firms within an industry, you can iden-

tify the most commonly reported occupations within the industry.

j. Analyze-pmc ational projections

While it Should &recognized that occupational projec-,

tions have limitations, they ae invaluabAa.rin identifying
.%

`growth occupations by,yallustry. Although some states are still

using census- based projections, many states now have projections

Available from the OES, salvey programi. The OES projections are
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-derived by multiplying egtotal mployment projections fde a target
'year by industrial staffing patterns. To ascertain local
needs yoU should employ that data which is available to you.

k. Consider job quality

However, you should not restrict your analysis to only
the number of jobs potentially available within an occupation.

To facilitate the best match between workers and jobs, you

should assess the quality o f available jobs.

To accomplish this, you shoUld analyze the nature df the
job according to:

transferability of skills within that
occupation

job duties and functions
Ir..

basic biring requirements (including
ports of entry) for placement into
that occupation

pay range or average wage rate

firm-specifics training requirements
of potential employers.

Considering job quality adequately consists of two parts:

reviewing and analyzing available LMI, and gathering additional

\qualitative information through copgacts with local employers
to supplement available data.

. To assess job quality,. generally you can.consult the local

area nonseasonal, occupational shortage (hard-to-fill) listing

Or JOB-FLO dati provided by the SESk. You can isolate occupa-
tions which have transfirabre skills by,referring to the basic
duties and furictions asociaied with occupational categories

in occupational classification manuals, such as:

Dictionary of Occup ational Titles (DOT).
The DOT includes general tasks involved
in the occupation, fields, of specializa- .

tion within an occupation, and statements
"which descrike duties required of workers
in this occupation

Standard Occupatioi Classification Manual It
(SOC).
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Finally, you can employ the JOB-FLO to acquire information

41, on unfilled openings, pay range, yews of education required,

and months of experience required for employment. Whese data

are collected from job listings by employers with the.Employ-.

ment Service. Unfortuhately,' JOB-FLO publication is restricted

solely to those occupations in the local area which are listed

with the Employment Service.

To get specific information on job quality and training
.

requirements, there is no substitute for personal contact

40' with local employers: Since the majority of actual training

takes'place on the lob, by contacting the individual employer,

you can learn what types,ofraining are required to place

,workers in the ,firm's entry -level position. This information

can be used to structure PIC programs to satisfy hiring pre-
.

requisites. This greatly increases the possibility of place-
,

ment after training.

) In conclusion, existing data and sources can be extremely

4111

helpful in deciding yhat programs and services the PIC should

provide: However, personal contact always enhances the

specificity of and itotentialfeceptivity for your programs.

lr

IB. . DOING LOCAL EMPLOYER SURVEYS

Your existing LMI d a y be sufficient to help you

target your PIC's program. However, in those cases when you

,feel that there are gaps in existing data or you need to know

local needs more precisely, the best thing to d6 is to Contact

local employers personally, for job-specific information.

Through a carefully constructed and conduCted survey of local

.employers, you can secure invaluable data which your Plc can

. use, in conjunction With existing LMI to improve the planning,

design, and implementation of its total program. The discussion
4

which follows highlights information and provides guidance

related to: uses of local employer surveys; makingthe employer

.survey decision; and implementing the employer survey:

1The nature orLMI data available varies considerably from state. to state. For
example, several states do not participate in the Occupation Employment Statis-
tics (DES) survey program or in the Labor Turnover Surirey (LIS);
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Uses of Employer Surveys

You can use employer surveys to.determine a number of

things, including the:

nature and structure of the internal labor
markets of local films, including those
not rifted with the ES

number and, occupational characteristics of
existing job vacancies in local labor,markets

hiring practices and palicies of local firms

hourly and/or weekly wages an4 annual earnings
of workers in specific occupations ir

training and promotional.policte's of
local firms

4

employer attitudes toward existing employ-
ment and training programs funded by the
local CBTA Prime Sponsor and other local
employment and training agencies.

1. Internal Labor Markets and-Entry-Level Occupations

KnOwledge of the nature and structure of the internal labor

markets of local firms in potential high opportuAity job opening

areas can enable you to plan highly-focused'occupatioftally-

oriented training programs to be run by your PIC.

The jobs within a firm's internal labor market consist of

entry-level jobs which are open to persons outside the business,

and those jobs tied to internal career ladders that are filled

by the movement (promotion oritransfer) of incumbent employees.

Knowledge of the specific occupations that comprise the ports

of entry within local business establishments and their linkages

with other jobs in-ths-establishment can enable you to target

your P/C's occupational classroom training programs toward those

"entry-level" jobs which will be accbssible to successful program

graduates. In addition, foti CA use the knowledge that you gain'

regarding entry-level jobs,that pay'relatively low wages and

provide few promotional opportunities,to identify areas in which .

your PIC might implement upgrading programs. Or, ybu can.:,use

information on contracting and expanding occupations' to identify

possible targets for retraining efforts.

III-22 144,
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2. Job Openings Data

, You can use data on the quantity and the industrial and

occupational characteristics of current job openings in local'

markets for a number of diffelent program planning purposes.

Data on the number of currerr job openings by occupation can

be utilized, together with data on the numbers of ,unemployed ".'

workers by occupation, to identify occupational areas charac-

terized by current shortages in the local labor market. Some

f of these occupations could be desirable candidates foi the
.

provision of classroom training under Title VII.

iowever, not all such shortage occupations would be suitable

candidates for training. Relatively low wagesAnd adverse

working conditions may be responsible for the existence of'same

occupational shortages: Such occupationi are frequently char-
.

acterized-by high rates 'of voluntary turnover and may not pro

_vide the employment stability and earnings necessary to achieve

longer-term employment goals. .

410.

By distinguishing "less desirable" occupational shortages ,

areas, you can then design your PIC'sprogram to-concentrate

on preparing unemployed and economically disadvantaged persons

for employment in "desirable" occupations. This will enable

you to meet simultaneously the needs
1of 'private sector em- : ,

ployers and the unemployed and have a favorable net impact
.

upon reducing the level of unemployment within your community.
,

.

If your PIC cho6ses to do a job-opening type survey, it

would be/best to focus upon subsets of local industries char-

acterized by recent a e average.rates of growth in employ-

ment and by staffing pa terns' containing occupations that have

substantive skill-requirements for which training can be pro-
-4.

vided to participants in a reasonable period of time 011etirrUM of 6-8
,

months). Getting this type of dAta will enable you ta reach

training ddcisions based not on1(1, upon the availability of

--\ current job openings in an occupation, but also upon knowledge

of the ability of training programs to prepare CETA-eligible0 individuals successfully'-for such jobs with the likelihood of
* .

-...., ..

the jobs being open to graduates upon rhelr completion of the J

.,program.

111-23 145
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3. Hiring Policies and Practices

You can also design your local employir surveys to.collect

a wide variety of information on the hiring reqpirements for

'particular occupations and the sources of labor supply utilized

by various-iocal'firms in securing their needed manpower in

those same occupations. ,Knowledge of the formal education,

experience, and specific skill requirements` for particular

\occupations as well as pkrsonality traits, testScores,'licen-

sing, and other requirements of local employers secured through

such surveys can then beN0ed to determine appropriate curri-
.

culum 'content for classroom training programs, and criteria

for the selection of CETA-eligible individuals for partici-

pation in these programs.,

4. Information on hourly Wages and
Hours of Work by Occupation

One of the'key char4cteristics of occupations that should

be taken into consideration by your PIC in selecting'occupational'

areas for training are their prevailing hourly wages and weekly

hours of work. In the 1978 reauthorization of the CETA legis-

lation, Congress declared that the employment and training

services provided to participants under the Act should ulti-

'mately lead to an increase in their earned incomes and assist.

them in becoming economically self-sufficient.-

There are 'several 16cal data sources available that provide .

some information on the hourly or weekly wages of workers in

particular occupations, including SESA ESARS, Job "Bank data,

and the Bureau ofLabor.Statistics Aiea Wage.Surveys. The

available data sources on wages of workers in specific occu-

pations-tend to have a number of limitations" however, including,

their limited-occupatiohal Coverage and.,,limited degree of repre-

sentativeness. Therefore, if you cannot obtain "good",hourly

.wages and work hours-information on occupational areas in which

your PIC is- considering funding programs, you might want to de-

sign yourown survey focusedupon these areas.
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A.survey of this type should attempt to Itpture informa-

tion on the starting hourly and /or weekly wages (no previous

experience) for worker -in an occupation,, the average wages

being earned by workers in these occupations, and the maximum

wages that workers can earn in this occupation. Data on the

weekly hours of work.4n the occupation should also be collected

during the survey as well Is data on the typical employmedf7

stability of these jobi. The wage and hours data for each

occupation should be analyzed to determine the variations in

wages paid to workers among local industries and among firms

of different employment size classes within a 41.imen major in-

dustry group.

Your PIC can use the knowledge of these local interindustry

and interfirm wage and earnings differentials for given occu-

pations in guiding the development of OJT contracts for CETA-
.

eligible'individuals,and-the job placement process for gradttes

of future classroom training programs in these occupational

1111 areas.

5. Training Policies and Promotional Opportunities

Another potential focus'for an employer survey is upon

training policies and the internal motional opportunities

of local firms. Surveys of t is type should j.deally be

limited to a relatively small subset (10-20) of occupations

being considered.for training. Many firms provide post-employ-

ment or on-the-job trainingar(OJT).

By surveying the local firms, and occupations toward which ,

you intend to direct your programs, piu can ascertain the em-

ployer's perceptions of the types of skills that workers need

to, bring with thent'to the job to perform in a satisfactory

manner and information on the types of skills that they (em-
,

ployers) will impart to the workers through information arrcl,

'structured OJT. You can then design the.curricula for your

classroom training programs to address specifically the pre-

employment needs as expressed by potential employers.
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In addition, you can use this form of survey to acquire

information on the degree and nature of internal promotional

opportunities available to workers in the occupational area

in which your PIC is interested. These findings on promotion

opportunities can then be utilized,together with other in-
. forMation on hiring requirements, training policies, beginning

-- wages, and employment stability of entry-levb1.TupatiOns,in

determining those occupational areas in which to invest training

monies to achieve the long-term goals and objectives of t.h.tPIC.

6. Employment Opinions and Attitudes

Using Title VII employment generating services monies,

your PIC can support employer surveys to. solicit local firm

opinion's or attitudes on the local employment-and training

system in areas such as:

awarehess of existing CETA services

their-current;use of thoie Cervices

their interest in obtaining further
information on the availability of
CETA employment and training services

quality and effectiveness of CETA
services

, quality and effectiveness of services- k
received, in the past, provided by other
employment and training agencies, in-
cluding public vocational education
agencies and private training schools..

This information can then be utilized to provide recommen-

dations for improving the effectiveness of local CETA emplocrinene.'

land training programs and to develop an information baseon

1pcal programs of "demonstrated effectiveness".for use.in future

PIC fuhdino.

As the preceding discussion reveals, there is a

wide variety of purposes which can be achieved through

employer surveys. A single survey can be designed to achieve

several of these purposes. HoWever, some of the Purposes for

local employer surveys are in opposition toe anpther. ThUS,

J
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it is highly unlikely that your-PIC would be'able to devise one

employer survey which would accomplish the full spectrum of em-

ployer survey purposes, and answer all the questions you might

have regarding the local labor market.

0

Deck9fing Whether to Survey
.0,

While illormation gaps exist in available LMI, your PIC

should make the decision to conduct.an emploxer survey only after

careful consideration of whether ornot a survey is justified, and

whether the expected outcome can actuallybe obtained. Additional

data may be needed,'but a formal employer survey may not-be the

appropriate data collection mechanism. You should take the fol-

lowing preplanning_ steps to facilitate your decision-making on

whether to survey:

Define the information need. What data are
needed? How will they be used-in the planning
process? Will additional data, help you to
make better decisions?

Utilize existing resources. Setif you can
get the additional data you need from tradi-
tional sdurces (e.g., the State Employment
Security Agency (SESA), and State Occupa--
tional Information Coordinating Committee
(SOICC).

Assess the survey. Make a careful assess-.
ment of the 'costs of the survey, correct
survey prOpedures, reliability of data to
be gathered, and possible alternatives to
the survey;

Make the decision. Reevaluate your total
information requirements to see if they
can be reduced, whether alternative data
can be us et and whether certain data
needs can dropped without 'adverte
impact on Ole planning process.

Coordinate with your SESA and SOICC. Once
you decide to do a formal employer survey,
contact your SESA and SOICC to take-ad-
vantage of any related activity and to
secure theirassiitance in your project.

Solicit additional assistance. Seek aid from
your Prime Sponsor, local universities, and
others who might be able to help you'im
implem ting;your survey.
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Implementing an Employer Survey

If you decide that YlOur PiC needs to do an employe r survey(s) 411/

then you must take great care,t6'ensure that the-survey(s).is(are)

designed in a careful and rigorous manner and administered

efficiently. To ensu5e this end, you Should:

Think out the goal for the survey Carefully
and completely, in, advance of its design

D op thd survey instrument based upon
c cepts that are measurable and meaningful

Prepare the sample design using a compre-
hensive sample frame (all industries within the
scope of survey) and taking the objectikres
of the survey and the level of resources
available,into account

Establish effective internal management
procedures to guarantee successful
administration of the survey

Collect data and tabulate results.'

Some additional summary inforwation on the foregoing pro-

cedurescedures is rovided in the following pages.

I. Developing lour Survey Goals

The goals anlogibjectiVes which you set..for your. local survey

effort will substantially shape other major components of the

survey, particularly the sample designthe development ofthe

survey instrument, and the selection odata collection tech-

niqpes.

Two general types of goals may be established-fdr local

employer surveys:

Analytical goal - Used when the primary
purpose of the local survey is td develop
statistically reliable data for research,

A
planning and/or evaluation purposed.

Operational go Used when the primary purpose
.

of the survey is to assist in the improvement
of the ongoing administration of the local,
employment and training delivety system.-
This would include-efforts to improve the
j6b development and. placement 'performance
of the system or td-enhance the marketing

AA'

I

P of CETA services to local business estab-
lishments.
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Frequently, there is a desire to accomplish both types of
.

goals with'a single survey. Unfortunately, desig9ing a survey

that is both analytically and operationally usefdt can be quite

( difficult 'Oftentimes, the-goals of analytical 'and operational

isefulnest will be in conflict with one another. For,, example,

a survey designed to produce information. to support planning,

research and evalu tion efforts would generally be based upon

'a -P6cegooihvolving the random sel ction of:-firrtyi to_Partici='
6-

pate in
f

the survey. An'effort to market CETA services, such

4 as OJT, howefer, would
s
ideally o& argeted at a specific .set

yr. _. ,

.firms identified as most likely to be in -need of.such ser-
vices or amenable to the'provision of. such Arvices.

,

..,:-V Your PIC 's critical first'rtte in the devel4ment of a
.

local employer surVey is to.define xplicitly its set ofover
. -al-l; survey goals, In doing, ne all goals that you
. . , .

establish to ensure that they are not in onflict Ath 014 '

another. -

. -I. Developing Your Survey Concepts
-

Developidg your "survey conc6te4is the..second step

toward imp em6ffting-yomr-RIC's employer -surveys The concepts

Which you employ'itt your employer survey should be developed'

so that they will be both meaningful and measurable!

Meanin ful:- To be mesnincgful 101,both.the data analyst'as. r

well as t respondent, a survey concept must to defined in a
*

readily u derstandltele, yet rigorous and explicit.Manner. +or.

`ftexaMple, f.a survey questionnaire is developed to Ask private

sector employereftattheir "Manpodler needs" ,are, the set of

-responses: Mould likely differ quitesharply'from those that
-qv

woel0 bevrovided on the basis of a questionnaire that asked

employers to list the "number of. Tbb openings that were'imme-
. ( .

'di tel',.4ft;

given poiht in

ailable-for'occupancy by workers froM outside the

f
.

,

;,
time." -:*

- -

,
. .

The "manpower needs" concept, as_stated above, is not suffi-.

ciently nor rigorously defined. Consequent it is not likely

r\:\
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st.

. o

to,be clear to many, survey respondents exactly what ilpe of

information is being sought. As a result, tke.set of responses

. rovided by cooperating 'establishments will be based on their

Own ions of manpower needs. These notions may vary con-
,A drably among respondents.

easurable; Your employer survey concepts must also. be -

e- ea so that they are readily measurable, i.e., the survey

con pts.need to be defined in a manner that the-respondents

can h easily understand, and retrieve or secuNo the data

they request. In the case of the data requested, indivillas

in the establishments contacted (e.g., personn el officers) must''

'postess the information required to respond accurately'to the

questionnaire."' A
..

Whil4 survey concepts can generally be defined in a readily

understandable fashion, the problem of inadequate information
.

upon which to base a reasonably accurate response may still

exist.' It is typically the case:that infoimation related to

recent or curtent fitm behavior is more likely td'exist within

the responding unit than i ;formation ago'ut a firm'Aintentions

in the future. .p
-.

For example, 41 establishment may or may not possess inter-
.

naldata\that would'allow it to readily supply accurate infor7

oation on its2pastlkand'curren, levels of employment. Yet, with
r -

few exceptions,information with resp,ct.to.firms' anticipated

employment` levels at someButurd date ll-2 years) does not

readily exist.4
411P

You can enhance your surveys onsiderabLy by devising local

survey conspipts that'are comparable td aer_compatibae wits exist-

ing data sources. Therefore, to the extent possible, you should

attempt,to match yolF-concepts to the concepts and clarification

sysegM used in the state. This will allow you to do comparative

.analyses of

ployment by

your su?vey

items such as job openings by occupation and unem-

area. Finally, as an essential part of developing -

concepts, you should determine how th&data obtained

will be used by the,PIC members and staff.
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Preparing 'Your Sampling Design

Preparing your sampling design consists of: defining
your survey's scope; determining' our 'sample fraMe; deciding
upon sample size; and then selecting yoUr,sample.

Survey`Scope: Your survey scope refers to the population
of business establishments about whom you want to know some-
thing. Depending upon the goal of your survey,r scope wi ll
be either broadly- or narrowly-defined.

. -'. -For example, if your PIC wants to secure data regarding
,

theoccupational distributi n of new hires taking place within
.the.local labor markets,,t° ,scope of your survey would be

/broad and might include all nonagricultural business' es'tablish-
ments. If, qn the other hand, your PIC has already selected a
set of specifid industry-occupational job clusters that it -
believes to be suitable. for training; but only wants to Verify
their suitability, your scope woulC bd more narrow or focused.
you could "sign/your focused survey to produdena wide variety0 w!4;"ki.nformation aboul the characteristics (wages, internal

.promotional opportunitiesl, hiring remAreMents, training re-'
quirements) within those specific clusters which you have
selected.

-5
In general, brd7Aa sdope,eltployer surveys are more difficult

to co ndUct than more formed surveys.

Sampling Frame: After determining the scope of 'your em-
' ployer survey, you'next.determine a sa4ling frame, At a mini-J.J
mum, this sample frame should be capable of identifying the
name, address and' industrial classification pf the entire' set----*

.of establishments that are within the survey's scope. *Id most
comprehensive source from,Whickyou can derive sucheitablish-
ment.information i the unemployment insurance taxleiports
(Form ES -202) prove ed to your SESAby all employers. withi
the state that are c ered by the:federal and state unemployment
insurance laws.

The public availability of sampling framedata from the
ES-202, however, varies,from state to state. Some.states

. 153
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consider such Informaticano be ,confidential in nature and will

not identify 4becific eitablishmehAlwhen providing any type of.

,information to individuals outside-of the,SESA system. While
4 %

other states are unwilling to provide specifi-Cemployment data

,for.individual establishments, they will proklide PIC staff ,with

establishment listings that identify firms' names, addresses,

,inddStry classificatiOn, and - employment size classes'. There-41\

fore,'as a first step in procuring a sampling frame, you should
-- ..

contact the Research and Statistics section of the SESA to dis-
c
cuss the possibilities' of securing the ES-202 sample frame listings.

if establishment address listings from the ES-202 file are

not avallable,you should Onsider'using ex'sting industrial direc-

t
.

tbrietto determine the sampling fr,66: is important to note,

ho4ever; that the use of such diirectories day require a substan-

tial alteration in the scope of data collection efforts. Only

rarely will such directories include 'all of the business establish-
,-

mentg with selected subset of indusbcies within an area.

Conte enLy-,. if you are forced to draw your sampling ftame

from indust ial directories, both the scope of your study and the

geeralizability of yoUr findingt gill be necessarily reduced.

Becaute the directories are nOt pOmprehentive, you cannot be
(

confident that yoUr sample will accurately represent all local

firms in thedndustry-occupation under examination's -4s aresult,

it would be extremely difficult .to develop statistically, reliable

industry-wide estimations for variables such as npw hires or job

openings.

Local'industrial directories, therefore, are best'suited for

conducting surveys designed to provide insights into theactivi-.

ties of a selected get of ihdividual firms. This tiatamay poten-
. 4

tially prove quite Usefill fbr your PIC 4n developing profile of

speeific local business firths, including their intettal labor

markets, hiring policies and practicei, wage poliCies, and train-

,:

ing practices.

Sample Size; /Af6r procuring your sampling frame; the re-

maining steps are/determining the overall sample size for the

survey arid then developing methods for.seActing establishments

154



0 for inclUsiOn within'the sample. If your PIC intends to use the'4-

employer survey to produce statistically reliable estimates of

labor market variables, two general factors must be considered

in determining the aPpropriate sample size.

First, consideration must be given to the desired degree

of Confidence that you would like to have about the estimates

that ,the survey will produce. Secondly, you must consider the

amount of resources that you are willing to devoteto the sur-

vey's operation.

In'a probability based survey, is generally.true th t in-

creasing'the size of the sNzple will lead to decreasing sampling

error associated with esti ellibPeoduced by the survey. .Sampling

error can be thought of as a measure of the potential degree to

which the mean Of a given sample-may fail to truly reflect the

mean of the entire population'.

Sampling error. results frbm the fact that observations are

made on only some fraction of the population of establishments.

1111Samplang error is also influenced by'variations or differences in

the characteriitics of elements of the .population. For, example,

if your PIC wished tdbineasure new hires by opcupation within

local business establishments, 'the sample size required to. do so

*ould depend in part on the degree'to which and how such new

hires'occurred among firms:,

If all firms hired the same proportion of new workers into

similar occupations, required Sample sizes would be relatively

small, even if a high degree-of conf idence is debired. 14, how-

' ever, loc l firms tend to hire sharply different proportions of

workers in o diiperse sets of occupations, then the sample size

required to pro uce'estimates with a gikren level of confidence,

would be kelati -ly large. Thus, on the basis'of purely statis-

tical criteria, the sample size you emplo will be determined by

the amount of, swirling error that your PI 1 illing to tolerate

and by the relative, homogJfkity of the population to be studied.

A second corideration which you must also take into account

41001rdetermining a proportionate samplr size is the level of re-

iw/
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14.

sources that your PIC is willing to devote to the data collection

effort. For example, using the statistical approach discussed

above, it maybe found that a sample of 1500 establishAnts is'

required to produce an estimate With the desired d'gree of

statistical confidence.

Your PIC may be willing to spend $30,000 on its survey.

Contacts with CETA'Prime Sponsors, the SOICC, and the SESA may

reveal, however, that the likely cost of cone ct.ng such a survey
. -

' will be $30.00 per sample unit. The\total estimated cast of

sampling these 1500 units would thus be $45,000. Consequently

in order to stay within a predetermine& budget,-Ydkwould have

to reduc.e your sample size to 1000 units':

The effect of this sample reduction will be to raise the

elpected samplin ror associated with the estimate. Deve oping -

sample sizes based a rerriltic appraisal- of per unit costs'
e

and the overall s
if/
urvey budget is an appropriate method for

determining the sample size. The primary thing that you should-__

remember is that when you have to adjust sample size downward to

fit your survey ibudget,your degree' of confidence must also be

-'reduced somewhat.

Finally, if your PIC.has chosen to use employer surveys not

to deyelop statoistically reliable_estimates but'for informational

purposes, then the sample size-issue becomes primarily a matter

related to the ay.Ajj.aility of overall resources. Again, con7

= sideration should fie given to 'unit costs and 'the size of the

overall survey budget.

Sample Select n: Themanner in which you select your sample

of establishments wil depend,upon the purpose. of your survey,

i.e., Whether the local survey iS_designed to'produce statistically

reliable estimates with'a-given, degreeof, confidence or whether it

is,designed to produce information on a specific subset.of local

firms.

If the survey's overall goal is to produce statistically

reliable data, then aranclom sample selection process with a

III-34
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known probOilit, of selection is required. Random selection

simply means that, within a given population, each unit (ec9nomic

establishment) hag the same probability of being included within

the sample. It is equally. important to know the probability of

a given unit being selected (the sample ratio), since the inverse

of this particular probability will be used to make inferenceS

.about-the overallpopillation within the scope.Of the survey.

Porpexample, if a sample is designed to select one of every three

units in the population, its sampling ratio is 1:3. The inverse

of this ratio (3) becomes. the weight upon which estimates for

the entire population will be based.

If the overall goal of your local employer survey is to.

',produce information on the hiring, training,,and wage poliCies

'of local firms, Or to develop information for use in Prime Sponsor
4 program operations, such as job placement,-then random selection

of units for inclusion within the survey is'probably

. A more efficient alternative would be to target the local data

411/collection efforts upon a particular set of firms within he

local labor area.

Using existing sources, your PIC can select. firms for
e

inclusion in the survey. In this way, the sample.-can be targetedo
at-specific establishments'about whom your PIC would like to

.learn more. It is important to'remember, however, that selec-

tion of,units in this way'precludes the,development of statis-
4

tically reliable estimates for the universe of establishments.

In conclusidn, given the existing gaps in LMI, it is anticipated

that, the nonrandom approach to establishment sample' selection

. would be the one which you would employ most frequently in

meeting your PIC data needs.'

4. Establishing Your Internal Maygement System

Once you have prepared your sample design, your next respon-

sibility is to develop effective, techniques for niaPaging the data

157
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collection process internally in order to allow for the produc-

tion of timely and accurate information. Two fundamental

coiponents.for:your internal management systemkshould be a

control file and an internal schedule flow.

Control File: The basic tool used to manage a local,

employer survey is a control file. A control file is composed

of a list of sample establishments including the name, address,.

SIC industry classificaNn' code, employment level, if

available, and a unique identification number. The control

file is updated regularly alci used to monitor changes in the

response status of individual units included within the sample.

The control file is used to monitor the overall rate of

response to the survey. Based upom_infdspption contained

within-the control file, follow -up data-collectioi efforts

can be focused upon specific areas, where response rates are

relatively weak. Control files can also be.used to record

information on folloW-up activities. Space should bib pro-

, vided on such files to record the type (mail, vici*, telephone)

of follow-up undgrtilen and the date that such follow-up

contacts were made.

Schedule Flow: In addition to employing control files

to manage the flow of information between6your'PIC and the

sample of local establishments, an internal schedule flow

also needs to be developed. This schedule flow should define

a process consisting, at a minimum, of the folrowing:

A schedule checking in and acknowledging
receipt of a response.on the control file

Editing and screening procedures, involving
a review of the information provided by
respondents to insure internal cons,istency
These procedures include comparisons of con-
trol file information with response information

Follow-up contacts with establishments to
obtain additional information or to correct
inconsistencies in the information provided

15S
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Updates of the response status of establish-.
ments on the control files, (e.g., usable,
non-usable) -

File schedules for use in producing data
tabulations -at the completion of the data.
collection effort.

Ih setting up'your internal management system, you should

consult with the ESA research staff to select effective \

methods for organizing and operation. In addition, you might

want to refer to your BLS publication, OES Survey Operations

, Manual, which provides a detailed discussion on techniques

for organizing a large data collection effort.

. 5. Collecting YOur Data

--4Your data collection process w typically involve three

parts: initiation,. data collection, and follow-up.

n-

Initiation: The peCcess of initiation consists of a

set of efforts that are designecloto enlist employer estab-

lishments in the survey effort, and to identify theindividual

or individuals within the establishment who possess or have

access to the desired information.

Initiation is not intended to directly generate informa-
.

tion on.establishment behavior. Instead, its purpose is to

identify, a specific contacepersCn within the establishment,

to explain the survey's purpose, describe'the features of

tY questionnairq that will be administered as part of the

ey, and solicit the qooperation bf establishrOnts.

Generally, initiation, of this type is carried out over the

telephone prior to the dctual.data collection dffort, or

thrbugh a well-designed, presurvey letter followed by a

telephone. call.

Data Collection: Aftet initiation has been completed,

the actual process of data collection-can be undertaken. One

of three apprOaches (mail, telephone, or personal visit) can

be employed to collect the necessary information frbm employers.
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DePeAding upon the types of questions asked and the employ-

ment size distribution of `the sample of establishments, any

one or a combination of approaches may be appropriate.

If the questiOnnai;e is brief and it is believed that

the information is readily accessible tcf.respondents, then

data collection directly over.thetelephone max be most appro-

Priate. If the questionnaire is more complex, requesting,

information on a variety of topics, personal visits may be

required. Due to'the lower degree of organizational com-

plexity,within the smaller establishments, phone collection

may prove to be the most effective strategy. In conclusion,

although mail questionnaires have often-served as a standard

method for conducting establishment purveys, telephone and

personal yis4ts, at times, can serve as more effective approaches

for producing the desired information.

Follow-Up: Typically, you cart anticipate that the

initial attempt to obtain information from employers will

not produce an "adeqUate overall rate of response. In fact,

you should expect that the-bulk of the response generated by

the'survey effort will occur only.after.at least one follow-up

contact has been made. Therefore, an important part,of your

data collection process rust be a detailed plan for follow-up.

Experienge has shOwn that follow -up contacts made through

the mail are likely to prove relatively ineffective. As a

result, yOur follow-up efforts should probably consist primarily

of telephone reminders, direct collection of information over

the phone, or field visits.

6. :Tabulating the Result's of the Survey

You should start thinking through the types oftabula:-

tions desired simultaneously with the development ST your

overall survey goals: A useful step in this process is

developing hypotheticaittable'foxmat'S at the initial planning

stages of the survey. The preparatilon,of such tables will

contribute-to the clarification of a number of issues related

to the overall design of the survey and, Will aid in avoiding
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_a number of prob ems associated with producing d'esir'ed tabula-

tioop after the ata collection effort is completed.

:There are three primary types of data tabulation which

might be possible based upon the nature of your questionnaire,

representUives of your sample, comprehensiveness, and the

reliability of yOur res4nses. These tabUlations are:
_ .

probability estimates; data summation and,cross-tabulation;".

and individual industry or firm prof±les-

As noted ea nerd. structuring a sample of sufficient

size and reptese tativeness to ensure strongly reliable

probability estimates (i.e., what evidence suggeSts will

happen in the future) for factors such a9 new hire rates and

turnover roles, fight be difficult. However, if yoUr PIC hag'

been able to ovekcome this'problem, at this point, you will be

applying various/statistical techniques to establish probability,

based upon your results. These statistical treatments require.

sophistication of the user and will probably.iequire a computer

system's proceOing capability.

cross- tabulation
'7

Data summation and r 4_04eieuch less com-

plex treatment process. This type of data titatmefit simply

involves the prparation of a.humber ek tables designed to

summarize and/or-to compare the-data contained on responses

received'froM'cooperating sample establishments. For example,

if' 700 local employers reArted new hires.data by,occupation,

then the tables produced would be developed by summing the

responses by occupation across all 700 usable resources.

Other tables could be produced to break out and compare new

hires data by industry and occupation.. Such summary tables

are relatively easy to produce'and can be completed manually.
e.

Although tables of this type do not provide information about

those employers that fail to respond to the survey, they

may be capable.of providing substantial insights into the

hiring behavior of a substantial, component of the local labor

market.

161
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Finally, your PIC could choOse to tabulate your data

results to develop individual profiles on the hiring, training,

and promotion practice of local employers. Such information

organized by occupation on an individual employer basis could

serve a wide variety of counseling, planning, and job develop-
,

ment purposes within the PIt:

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a signifiCanIt amount' of space has been

devoted to this step. This is because labor market analysis

is the cornerstone for effective PIC programming. The more

that you can dO to ensure tlatbur analiftlis is accurate

and meets your decision-m ng needs, the greater the prob-

ability that yob will design a program which is responsive

to local needs 4nd thus capable of success..-

Theinfo ion presented Under this

heading has been condensed and abstracted

fiom a _recent Department of Labor publica-

tion, Jobs in the Private Sector: Use of

Labor Market Information (Nashihgton, D.C.:

U.S. Government Printing Office,' October

1980).

11,
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Analyze Local Population Groups and ServiceNeeds

The purpose of this step is to identify those population.groups
within your local.community who are rn need of employment and
training services and to document the relatiVe extent of their
need. The step involves pinpointing, as precisely as
possiblethe exact impediments and obgtacies to job success
and unsubsidized employment-among these groups.

A Ai

Prime Sponsor (PS) Comkprehensive Employment and Training
Plan (CETP): application, for financial assistance to DOL. ,

Consists of 2 parts - Master Plan and the Annual Plan.

Master Plan: long-term agreement between DOL and Prim
Sponsors. DescriMrs PS' administrative and programmatrC
arrangements of PS. -Contains demographic characteristi
which a PIC can review to assess population groups and

'their service needs.

Knowl edge/Caoalii 1 ti es Rating

Review the Information provided above. Rate yourfillIC's knowledge and
capabilities with reference to this step on the scales be;pw..

Knowledge
Excel- Above Aver- 4pe

t

low Poor
lent Avg. age AeF,Ikvg.

Capabilities I i i
,

Excel- Above Aver- B Poor
lent Avg. age .1 -Av

0

Based upon your ratings, decide whether you need to ead content 4

information on this step which follows immediately o proc to the
next step. .....,



PME PROCESS NOTES /ACTION PLANNING. PAGE

NOTES (POid is that are important which you want to remember)

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are unclear or want to get ad 'tional-

information)

ACTIONS,(Specific steps/that you intend to take to implement your

PIC's PME process in this.area)

Steps Resources/Persons

-:r

Time Frame

III-42 1 t 4
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INTRODUCTION
A 0-

.

Youf RiC's responsibility in accomplishing this step is

neither as substantial nor as printery as-'in t1 p'eding step

of lo.cal labor Market analysis. Still, it is. essential that .

your'PIC be able to secure accurate data owthe most pressing

gidUp' and services needs within the local community. Quality
u ,

data in these areas will enable you todesign and_develbp.

effective bmployment and training proje
ie.. 4

toward the- needs ..of theaun- and underemplo

your population,:

targOted directly

'segments of

Jr

Prime Sponsor's Responsibility
4 '

The major,burden.for, collecting-and analyzing population and

service needs has historically fallen upon the Prim Spalsor.' The CETA

ReguAtions require that the- Master Plan* portion of the Prime

srSponsor's CETP-furnish "a detailed description of the demo-

graphic characteristics Of the population..-.and eligible par-

tiodpants..."

To satisfy this requirement minimally', as it is interpreted.

in the Department of Labor's CETA Forms Preparation Handbook,

the Prime Sponsor "must identify the portion of th&local

resAdent population which, by virtue of employment statu's andI
income, .isIRptentially eligible for CETA programs," by com-

pleting the chart on the following page "using the bese

available estimates or data." The population groups broken

wit on _the chart, are referredto by the Department of Labor

as. "significant segments." -11"''

In addition, in thb Forms Preparation Handbook the Prime
)

Sponsdriis "...encouraged.to gAt'her more detailed information,
,.

where availabree as to the demographic characteristics of the

'eligible population, including ,characteristics data cross -Jr

tabulated by age, race, and sex..."; and, "to study locally....

4i including employment status, household status,level of
.

. ..,..
,

.
N....

16511.

0
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Total, For PS Area:

Estimated
number of
persons
potentiallyr

General eligible, for

Population CETA Programs

DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS

Male

Female
a

19 it. ,under

20.-21

22- 44

45 - 54

55 and over

Vilite (not

Hispanic)

Race/ . Black (not

Ethnic Hispanic)

-Group
Hispanic

American Indian
or

Alaskan Native'

Asian or Pacific
Islander

'10

r.

III-44
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411/ employabiliti,.handicap, veterqstatus''..as well as other

ifacorsidentified by the'Prime Sponsor."

A. REVIEWING THE MASTER PLAN

Given the foregoing requirements and directions, your

PIC's initial reference source for data regarding population

grou and their service needsOshould be,the Pride Sponsor's

Master Plan. You'should review.those parts of the Plan which

aciaFess population and me.thOds for determining priorities for*

service among the CPA -eligible popillation to determine

rexactly how locapopulationgroups (and their needs have- been

analyzed and what the specific findings hie been.

Your" purpose in reviewing4this data sho rld be to ascertain

whether it is valid,reliable, and detailed sufficiently to
$

allow you to use it in making deci ions on which target groups

he PIC should serve and what -pro ams and services to provide.
0

Criteria which you can employ in making.thiS review include:

k,

6 tim lines
com rehensiveness
anal ticalinsight
particularization,

e. problematic. insight.

Timeliness'

Obibusly, one of the necessary characteristics of

useful employment and traj.ning data is-that it be as current

as possibj.p. The CETA regukations require that the PS

indicate the soAce(s) of data used and the period of time

represented. In your review of the data contained in the

Prime Sponsor's Master Plan, you want to check both the

sources and their tide periods to make sure they are reflec-

tive of present Conditions within you?. geolg;#phic areat

Comprehensiveness, -

There are a number of sources which can.be consulted

to develop estimates ofthe populatiop' gible for CETA
$



',v

0

participation. These include:

SESA data on the number of persons un-
employed 15 weeks or more

census data on the number of persons
residi g in households having income
less t OMB poverty guidelines

local, state, and, federal data on the
number of persons receiving AFDC, or
State or local public assistance.

There are some basic problems with all of these sources of

data:

Each data base gives only a partial
.pictureof the employment and -training
nee* Aft the local community

0

The data bases for each source serve
different, purposes, are independent
of one another, and thus give very
different perspectives upon the
economic situation of locality

None of the data-bases has been de-
signed specifically to meet the needs
of local employment and training
planners.

* 4

Given these very serious limitations upon existing data

bases, you should determine in your review oflithe comprehen-

siveness of the Master1Plan whether:

more than one standard source was
employed to analyze and define popula-
tion groups and their needs

locally- generated data have been employed
to supplement existing data and to re-
fine and complete the dbscription of
the "universe of need" within the com-
munity.

If the Master Plan has been developed using several

existing data sources and introduces locally-generated data

to compensate for gaps in that information then you gen

assume that the Plan has "face" comprehensiveness (i.e.,

it is adequate in.its general assessment and'coverage of

local population needs).

4
III-45
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A.

.Arialytical Insight

The *Significant Segments" Chart which the Prime Sponsor

is required to submit as part of its Master Plan-breaks out

estimates of potentially eligible CETA partidipants into the

broad deMographic categories'of sex, age, and .rate/ethnic

group. While this information provides a helpful overview

ilk of the general situation of population groups within the com-

munity., it provides little or no specific information which.

can be -useful in, within, or across 'group comparison.

Therefore, another part of your review of the Master
. .

Plan,Should be to determine what steps havebeen taken to

extend this basic analysis in'order to facilitate decision-

making. Two n technique which are employed draw

some pterrela onships and comparisons between among

data variables are percentage relationships and

tabulations.

SS -

.

Percentage Relations: Percentage relations p

examination of severity of, need within and across population

groups, as expressed in relative numbers. A sample format

for comparing the conditions of local population groups can be

created by modifying the significant segments chart as

show/von the following page.

Ikaddition, percentage rel t. nships can be developed

to .permit 'a more in-depth or discrete look' at particular

categories. For example,

labor force participation rates by age'
group, sex, and rate/Athnicity;

unemployment rates by age group; sex;- -4'
race /ethnicity;

percent of the population inschool
and/or high school drop-out rates
by age group, sex, race(ethnicity;

percent of families with incomes
below the poverty level by ethnicity;

percent of the p§P'ulatio by ethnicity'
receiving welfare paymen s by type of
payment.

III-47 16q
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., 4.

A

v.

General

Populaktion

Estiiited
of persons
ntially

el e for
CETA programs

4

,

Percent of
CETA eligible
Participaits

Total, For PS Area:

DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS . -

1

f -

Sex
Mlle . .

Fertile (

Age

19 5 under.

20 - 21
t ..

22 - 44

45 - 54 .

.

55 Land over

.

_

.

Rage/
Ethnic
Group

,

Whi te (mot
. . ,

Black ,

Hispanic 4

Hispanic

,
.

.

American Indian
or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific
Ik landga-

.0-

*
sk

-
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Cross - tabulation: Cross-tabulation is an extremely

valuable technique for obtaining an even more precise defini-

tion of the interrelationship of factors by subgroups of

population groups. For 'example, the variables orsex, age,

and race/ethnioity can be cross - tabulated, as shown in the

;table below, te'permit clear comparison of needs within and

across groups.

Male - 19 & Under

General
PqAdaticil- Tptal

NmntxT Eligible
forCEIA

% CETA 1

Bligade

White (not
Hispanic) / -

,

Black (not
Hispanic)

.

Hispanic

Amer. InSi n or
Alaskan AT ivp
Asian or acific

e Islander

Cro -tabulatio

analyzi data ,On the

can be eveloped to p

among y number of va

level, average level o

level) which seem wort

do not have to be restricted to

Significant Segments" Chart. They

t and examine the interrelationship

iables (race/ethnicity, unemployment

edUcational achievement, low income

of investigation.

Again, as with com rehensiveness,if the Master Plan

,employs method's such as ercentage relations, cross-

tabulat4ons,I
o othother st tistical techniques 0 means of

gaining insL' t into the specific need( the local

population, then your PI. should feel cdnfident in using

the data contained therei

Partietaarization

UsiOg the demographic

eitinicfty is just one way

grobps,10 the, local commun ty. Population subgroups can also

characteristics of age, sex, race/

o assess the economic needs of population

171
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be Wined by using characteristics such as:

disabled and Vietnam-era veterans

public assistance recipients

older workers (55 years of age or
older

i ex-offenders

displaced homemakers

handicapped persons

single pareAts

individuals who lack credentials (such
as persons licking licenses, required
experience, etc.)

individuals who require basic and
remedial sills development

I

alcoholics

migrant workers:f-
g

The foregoing,'or some other population grouping, may be sig-

nificant segments--or especially high need groups--within your

-PLC's community or geographic'area. Consequently, an important

part of-your review of the Master Plan is determining whether
.

"special" population groups have been assessed.

Problematic Insight -

a The last type of data to be looked for.in the Master

Plan is data which pinpoints major obstacles or problems

(what o r why) inhibiting succdssful employment for those

population groups (who?' which are found,to be in need or

CETA-eligible. These obstacles can be defined through both

quantitative and qualitative means such &s education data; -

interviews with members of,participant groups; and contactip

with local employers. .

Just a few of the factors which might be identified'

here are:

educational level
transportation

4ftlanguage '

-tchild care'
172
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world of work /employability orientation

' skill development.

In your,review of the Master Plan, you shOuld look for tenta-

tive explanations or assumptions on the underlying nature of,'

participant group need. This definition of need shapes the

programs to be run and the type of services provided through

the Prime Sponsor. If the need definition is well-constructed,

then it should be of valpe to you in defining potential

solutions to be implemented through the PIC.

k 1

B. REQUESTING ADDITIONAL DATA

If is likely that_you will be able to obtain the popula-

tion group and service need data which your PIC needs for

planning purp6ses from the Prime Sponsor's Master Plan._

If, on the other hand, you believe some further analysis

of existing data or securing of additional data might be

beneficial to your PC's decision - making, then vouandtte Prime

Sponsor should collaborate to ensure that eider or both things are done.

The actual mechanics for accomplishing this extra

level of population group and service need analysis will

no doubt vary considerably from location to location. Your

PLC's major concern in this step, however, should 'be to

ensurafthat you have data of sufficient quant' ality
A

upon which to base your PIC's program

p.

a

<Employment and Training Administration,
cETA Forms Preparation Handlkok (Wash-
ington, D.C. : U.S .Department of Labor,
1980) .

U.S. Department of
tion 'Comprehensive
Final Rule.(Washing

4 Max 20, /980) .

C

Manpower Administration (now Employment
and Training Administration [ETA]),
Manpower Program Planning Guide (Wash-
ington, D.P.: U.S., Department of Labor,
April, 1974).

Labor,*Employtent and Training Administra-
Employment and Training Act Regulations;
ton, D.C.4 FedeWegister Vol. 45, No. 99,



Review Programs and Tlaps of Other Agencies/Service
Deliverers/Businesses

fr

The purposes of this step are to pinpoint: gaps in the
local service delivery system; possible areas for
collaboration with other service del±4erers; and areas
in w w ich your PIC may choose to initiate new services
OT ojects. ,

The step consists of identifying all Qf those programs
which potentially impact upon employment and training._
services and your PIC's program and then looking at.tficr
past performance and future plans for service4,, Programs ,
that you should review include: the CETA program, &ploy--
ment.Service programs, economic development programs, govern-
mental agency .programs, educational programs; relevant private
sector ro rams.

Prime Sponsor (PS) Annual Plan: document which Prime
Sponsor prepares annually to describe program for pro-
viding activities and services to'the'eligible popula-
tio for upcoming fiscal year and to appfy for federal,ass\tance.

. ,

Subparts: major segments of the PS' Ant;p1 Plan.

I

I(
Knok.lecgel:apabi 1 ities Rating

Review the ipfOrmation,provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
capabilities with reference to this step on'the scales below.

Knowledge
.

1 1 1 t J
ft Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor

lent Avg. age Avg,

Capabilities 1
" I 1 1 I

Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor
lent Avg. age, Avg. .

..,

Based upon your ratings, decide whether you4need to, read the content
information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the

next step'.

III-53
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!pME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTES (Points that are important which you' want to remember)

QUESTIONS (Items on -which you.ar,e unclear or want to get additional
information)

1
ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend to take to implement your

PIC's PME process in this area)

Steps Resources/Persons Time Frame

, V7 5



INTRODUCTION

The CETA regulations state that, "The PIC should consult

with the Prime Sponsor and its planning council during the

develOpment of, and shall havethe.opportunity to review and'

comment on, other Annual Plan subparts under the Act." They

also recommend that the PIC should, "to.tile extent possible,"

ensurb that its plan is consistent with, and "where possible,"

review and comment upon plan, and grant applications' related

to private sector employment and training which are submitted

to other federal agencies for funding. .

The fundamental reason \hat this, reciprocal planning re-

view_proceis is set out in the regulations is to ensure

coordination of employment and training planning at the local

level. However, you areprobably less concerned with what

those requirements mean in terms of abstract concepts such

as "coordination".and are more-concerned with what they

mean specifically in terms of what you ought to do as part
4

oryour PIC planning process:

A. MAKING OTHERS' PLANS WORK FOR YOU

Actually, the review of other agencies' or service

deliverers' plans can provide you with data, programmatic

approaches, and ideas which may be kextremely' useful in

helSing to shape your-PIC's plan.. Specifically, by review-

ing others' plans you may be able to: ,

secure timely data regarding target-
groupand local labor market need

identify programs which have a high
success rate

,

4

pinpoint potential service deliverers
who 'provide services efficiently and
effectively

/``

deteriaine who is going to do what to
-c'helpwham.

, .0 176
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S I

Based upon this

,gram to complement an

at the local level.

conditipns with41 yo

ever, possibilities"

!

directing IC programs toward
groups an "Totential job oppo
"lot being addressed through °
programs

eview, you can str

reinforce other e

How you do that wil

r employment and

uld

"piggy ba king" by using BIC
support °grams which have
demonstr ted success

cooperating or linking up wi
agencies'to "joint venture"

selectir successfla basic p
signs and modifying them as
for impliemtntation through'

identif ing employment sery
which t ere are gaps and de
progra to fill those gaps

cture

forts

vary

fining

targe
tunit
her

our PIC

being.0

accord

'communi

-"S

es

funds to
reco of

h oth r
gibj ct

ogra de-
appro iate
he PI

ce ar
elopi g speci

B. 'REVIEWING THE PRIME R'S P

Obviously, he most important p an in Wtich t

input and to review is the Prime Spo sor's Annual

Annual Plan con ists of an apOliicati n for federal

a narrative des ription of programs, Progr Plan

qBudget Informat an Summaries, and other f rms. T

is structured a follows:

A. Application_for Federal/Assistance

tral Annual Plan Natirative

ual Plan Subparts /

B. Ge

C-L. An

1

s pro-

ertaken

g to

y. How-

provide

lan. The

assistance,

ing Summaries,

e Plan'itself

C. Title II, Parts B & C:/ Training,,Act vities,
Up rading and Retraining

D. Title II, Part D: Public Service Em loy-
mtnt and Classroom Training

E. ltle IV, Youth Community'Conservat'on,
Improvement Projects

111-56 j



F. Title IV, Youth Emplqyment and Training
Programs

G. Title IV, Summ Yotth Employbent Program

H. Title VI, Publ c SeriAce EMployytept

Y. Title VII, Private.Sector InI0aiive Program_

J.' Title III, CETA National Demonstration : .

Programs

K. Administration Annual Plan Subpart

L. PlanningwCouncil Recommendations and
Governor's Comments., A

M. Required Annual Plan Forms

1. Budget Information-Sum-44y
BISBackup

is

2. CETA Program Planning Summaq'

3. Summary of Subrecipients and Cohtactors

4. CETA Monthly Schedule_ *-

V

Those portions of the IlinnuS1 Plan which are most worth

reviewing in Shaping your PIC's Annual P/fanare:'-

General Annual Plan Narrative - summarizes
,information obtained through monitoring. and
-evaluation of all programs under. the Com-
prehensive Employment and'Training Plan,
(CETP) and outlines Annual plan of'service
to target groups from significant demo-
graphld segments in the Prime Sponsor area.

Title II, Parts B, Ci and D - describes
varigus training, upgrading,, and retraining
programs to be sponsored through.the Prime

- Sponsor.

TitleIV, Youth Employment and Training Program -
details activities and services to be directed
at young persons within the community.

*
. In addition, you might find it worthwhile to revi wthe

1

narrative description in the Primypqnsor's Maste P1

The Master Plan serves as the long -term agreement'o basic

program planning and administrative matters between\the
. .

"Department of Laborpand the Prime Sponsor. It has n pre-

.

...-

established expiration. date. Once developed, it is dified,
.

.
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fi

0'

*

.

I

only as necessary.to maintain adcuracy.

The Master Plan'is a potentially important source docu-
p

ment fox your consideration as a PIC because it contains tasic

-data and information 'On:

'the geographic area,
market

overall goalf the

population, and labor

PSYprogram
11.,k

\

basiC program approaches and a escription
of arrangements to.;ensure the provision
oremployment and training services

. 0 desOriptio s of procedures and-criteria
for der deliverer selection

' v.-
mechanisms

.

m for 'coordination and linkages
with"the State: EMployment Security Agencies

. and other Federal- agencies '
lb.

(\:,
a descrffi
planning procedures and responsibilities .

, .- ,

4..
tion of the_ Prime Sponsor's

. . 4

. t
-

% a description of the Prime Sponior"
-

organizational structure,and staffing.
. ( " . - ' .

a

I '
C. REVIEWING OTHER PLANS

.

C3.

11'

it 11!
I

^46

Other agencies-w#ose pans 'should be reviewed a th
.,-

. .

stage iclude: _

Ap.
, . :

. ,,--
-.

. State Employment Security A ncy - Program
.

.
.. and Budget Plan .

Economic - Development A inistration

De attment o -Houding and Ukf3an Development'

S .1916.4111esd Administration I .

0' Community'SeviceyAdminiAtratign
..

In 'kddition, as time allows, you dhpuld attempt to rev).ew the
. ,

plans and program performance of all those state and lobal -

,. .
. it, ....

,

. governMent,agenwes which provide gervices of employment; -

.

. and -training nature within ypur local- commdhity. Finally, don't
Ir

. -

ignore liny'work tat Privatejector firms may be doing which-
,

O .
... . .

:, ,-
.111:4

`11108
f 0

I

4

-

4'
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111/

alto_might.be relevant. Given the large number of firms,
41thieNill -be difficult, bilt as you begin

.

to focus on growth
,

'occupationsy'it becothes very important to identify the kinds
-of training and'the types of fac' ities available in the

10
'1k

/private sector, You-may b able o build, on what employers
are already doing, use their staff or facilities for a

.

.nOMinal charge or forfreq,'Or follow their
.

d .
d n.

.

?

of

de

IONCLUSION o

. .In conclusion, lookingle the plans and peiformance
ncies'and serviA giiverers'willhelp you to .

ne how toconstruct your PIC program so that it fits
might easily within and can be most effective

ore

To ensure this responslveness,,tO the extent
r 'Council should be'involVad in reviewing and

_
comments and plans, of otheh..

- e

e

for your-community.

possible; the

reactift,to the

Manpower Administration (now Employment
2,..and Training Administration [ETA]Y,
Manpower Program Planni Guide - (Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Depa entct Labor,
April,1974).

U.S. Department of Labor',. Employment and
Training Administration Comprehensive
"Emplument and Training Att. Regulationv'
Final Rule (WashiigtOn, D.d.: Federal
Register Vol. 45, No'. 99, May 20,1980)..'

5 9..

Ii
VP
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B. DEFINE PIC STRATEGY

Purpose:

I

To develops using the data secured in the ,

needs.asses ent and an analysis of the PIC's
programmatic, organizational and administrative

,k performance over the preceding year,.a strategic,
I plan consisting ofgoals to be accomplished in
the upcoming year and other goals to be accom- .

plished in the long term.

*1.4- Asseas PIC Program Performances

1, Assess-PIC Organizational -and-
,r ,Operational Performance-.

r,

NI

.

3. Review Needs Asses
%

ent Findings

a. Define EGS Need

'b, Select Target Groups
.

/c. Determine OccepatiOnal
!"--Training Priorities ...,_

d. Define Participant Service

'.....01/
Needs

4. Redefine\PIC Mission and Function

.5. 'Re fine Ba c Organizational and
Operational Framework

Fortulate Go111.4 and 'Strategic Plan

) 1
.

:0
r

IIPVJr
4115f °'

lk

a-
$
J/ , s ,

- '

441*' /
l

Nr.

. ,;11
.

1

.4

r

Oc
to

ar,

W=

. .0,

:

r

4
1 '4

?it ,
41.



a

Assess PIC Program Performanbe

The purpose of 'this step is to determine how wela a plc
performed programmatically 4i.e., in terms` ,project or
service activities) so that information cqn be used in -

replanning. In this step, you look at program-Performance
at three levels--overall, by component, and by service
deliverer.. Data obtained from the PLC's evaluaio system
provides the primary inputs for accomplishing the step. .

_

4-

U.

4

Planned versus Actual Performance: measurement of ieve-
ment oicaccomplishments-against Pre-set objectives and
standards contained in annual plan:

Deficiencies or Significant Variations: areas in which,
perforttance falls signif4cantly below that planned.

Blocka,ges/Barriers: obstacles or reasons forless than
successful performance in an area.

gomponents: major specific activities, including training
and. other participant programs and employment generating
Services.

Service Deliverers: any'organizationor firth the PIguses-
(

to provide services orperform activitietr-

i( Kag;11-edgeiCanabilicies Rating
. , .i.

Review the information provided above,. Rate your,pIC's knowledge 'and
capabilities with reference* to this' step on the scales' elow.

.
. ' ° A ..

Aver-
, Knowledge

Excel- polowle, Poor

4
. 14w.. - lent Avg,,, age

is-

, Capabilities 1 1 I

Aver-
I LA'

excel- Bel Poor

''
. r ,.lent-

Above
Avg. age Av.,Alo

Based upon yout ratings/ decide ether you need to rdad, content

'inLorrmation on this step which ollows immediately r pro to the
C

.

next step.

04

, -10*
. - v e

4
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PME'PROCESS. NOTES/ACTION PINNING PAGE

NOTES (Points that are important which you want to Femember)

qr.

QU4STIONS (Items on which you ay unclear or want to .get additi nal
information)

1

'

a

ACTIONS (Spec4ic steps,that you intend to take to implement your
PIC'w,PME oc Jess in this area)

Std ,ResourceS/Persons Time .Frame!
,

I t

, .

. , 13'3
iii-r-t4 f
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A

0

INTRODUCTION

As noted,%your PIC's evalu

the information thatarill

If you have an adequate

tion system should furnish

ea; for performance review: .

m in place, that system will

picovide you with almost all of the objectiVe data thA you

need to- review y r PIC's performance, in Isuch's'wair that

relatively ea to make decisions based upon that L

review. Section F, "Develop: EvaluatiOn Plan;" describes'

how to put a comprehensive-evaluation

future user

system into place for

4

Let's suppose, however, that your PIC doesn't have

the perfect evaluation system right now. What can you do

as an interim measure to review your PIC's performance

-in a systematic manner?

First, realize that you-don't have time and it's not

necessary to look at everything. Therefore, you have to

"decide what's important to look at, wiat questions to ask,
*

what niethOdi to employ, and what measures or indictorff

to Use as means to assess performance,

. DECIDIN4,AT T9 LOOK AT

There are a variety of areas that can be looked at in

reviewing your PIC'S ogram performance. These

accomplishment and appAppriateness of
organiiatiOnal purpose and goals

delivery of program services and. other
activities (Egs)

relativelffectiveness of
,ervice delivereri

the overall impact of ,the PIC's
projects.

A

various

6 .
!

lie . 4%

include.
#
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I.

R. 'CliETE- INING THE QUESTIONS TO ASK

The area yoU Cho se to look at and theofactors you

define as i ortan'...6. 1 determine the questions that you

need to ask regarding our PIC's performance. Some possible

questions which you mi

.0114pnalysis-folloyi.

1.
t ask as.they relate to various.areas

Economic Impacts an Participants
-o-What do 1.1ario s measures of pcements and

terminatiov ow?
What do va ious-Alevsures of wage gains show?

, . F . Whop can 'be. -said About the quality of jobs
,-,.-

..:3.'I I developed?. ir

.
.

... 1' fc... . I WhatLmian be Said about the retention of
.. _. 1 ,pardEbpants in-the jobs they obtain? .

.

miip .- -;' ! -.ft _ _ _.._ . _ .., _
/ -- if . ., ip What can be hi4-id about advancementO-f-Par: r-....z -
. 4

'tiCipants froin their first job to better jobs?

e .

.
=f0ptitutival-Imgact of Title VII

, 4 '.6;Hes -t _ PiC stimulated new business partici-
,.: _paion in local employment and training efforts?_

es-
tr.*
.:Sw

,(..; ...-

4 lias.. e-PIC,stiMblated new responsiveness on

...
A rto "traditional" employment and

. ... training'deliverershe needs of business?s-.
,04:, . .,

.' ajs. ttMre a comprehensive Plann34g approach
. #, 'between PIC ar4 the,,kocal Employment and

,"e... Trining Council? .

-1. .
, pry. }Jae the PIG stimu'lated.any areawide planning

. .

4 0, 'betwten dijferent-pmime'sponsorship areas
and Ztlier PICs? _ -.

4
. .- ..

A .

.,; Attitudinal` Impact oflitiq VII
w has the Pit priN0am;affected the attitudes

, f epirSoyers toward_theilirogram, toward employ-
,-ment'and training prO/kamS in general, and

, . _tolard eligible clientt as potential employees?
'4,"%riat impact has ae!Pie'program had-on the atti7

tudes and motivtlions of participants?

--

#

ft\

__

PaCtrn,s'of Service /
What a tAtt.Fharacteristieg of the partici-

; 1?ia beingsered? How do they compare to
gulat T.E"..glients, goals, and some state-.

. -

r
What.are the characteristics of the'businesses
wing erfte,41.7_ vihere'doethey stand'in the ..

.6vera14_4econbiliicstructure of. the area? .

-..- , . .
I ,

't *

What reasonable cbst-,benefit calculations
,cali be./.ade a i.' som of the above impactt?..

.

74,

..., er- -,
, .

. ....,

nt'of "tirri.iiexse

,-* I.



C. EVALUATING PROGRAM OUTCOMPS

As-the foregoing listing suggests, the options avail-

able for a summary review of performance are numerous. At

a minimum, your
,

PIC will-probably want to answer four basic
.

questions regarding piogram outcome:
How well did your PIC perform numerically
in terms of participahtse costs, resource

Was your tOtal.program implemented
according to plan'- qualitatively?

)-

How well did each component (e.g.,
classroom traiUng, marketing, labor

amarket nalysigT per orm?'

What was the relative effective ess
or performance of the service liv-
erers'you bused?

t

Answering the questions will enable you to identify

areas in iwtlich there were performance shortfalls, and to

follow up to ascertain the reasons OplOckagelf/barriers) for

that shortfall. This level of inquiry will also enable yoti

to draw conclusions which can, be used to make basic re-
,

planning determinations such as;
.

.

Were your initial planning assumptions
valid?

...) :'Were your initial goals and objectives
.realistic? - '-

1

. Was your overall programmatic thrust, or

L
mix. ofServides and projects sound ?., - 1

e

0.4, Are there any components of Youriprograin
which should be drdpped? Given increased
'support? :

4Are there any service deliverers who are
ineffeCtive? Highly effective?

-67
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D. USING THE MOST COMMON METHOD:
PLAND- VERSUS ACTUAL PERFORMANCE

A.-"S4

There is one basic method that is used more often than

any other for outcome evaluation.- That is planned verses

actual performance.
,4

There are probably three reasons for the dominance

of this method in performance review:

'This type of review tells you how well
your program did "cqmpared to objectives
or standards that you established for
yourself at the beginning ofthe year,.

The majority of data for this form of
review can be retrieyed easily from
reports--Program Staeus Summary, Summary
of Participant Characteristics, and
Financial Status Summarywhic are pre-
pared quarterly and annually fof the
Department of Labor.

, The performance versus plan evaluation
apptoach is that traditionally used by
the Department of Labor inits assess-
ment of emplOyment and training program
performance.

al

Variance,

The concept whith is central to the quantitative measure-
...

ment --ot performance against p14 is "variance." Variance is

the proportion,expressed in a percentage, of the differenck_

between planned performance and actual performance. This

fact'is expressed in the formula below:
4

Actual-Planned
Planned

x ,1150% = Variance

F.& example, .11 the planned total enrollment for the

yea/reit your PIC's classroom traininlikprogram was 50 and the

actpal enrollment Was 30:the variance would be coluted as

III-68
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shown belovi:

J

30-50
x 100 =- variance

. 50
7P- -20

50
x 100 = -40% variance

Calculating variance allow* you to state exactly how

well your program did as'opposed to plan. 'Although there

is no,hard and fast rule, a variance of + 15% is normally 6

consideredtolerable. A variance of 25%.normally Indicates

that there may be a problem in the area in which there is a

variance.'

Goal/Objective# Attainment

*A second, concept wirich is,.key to performance versuS'

.. plan -evaluation is :goal or objective attaimment." This-

. Concept is Most useful in the measurement of less qUantita-

tive program outcomes. The concept is used to measure the

degige to which PIC objectives Itle<0 realized.

Factors 'which are norMally taken into account in looking'

at goal attainment inc],de:

e,

timeliness
quantity
quality
cost efficiency.

. ,orhe concept of goal attainment is explained furthei.

- under the next heading .on "App%lying _Performance Versus

Plan perspective,

E. APPLYING THE PERFORMANCE
VERSUS PLAN PERSPECTIVE

,-- . .

reiterate, there are fous,essentlail areas for

ex ing your PIC'S program perfottance:

Overall 'Quantitative Analysis .
.

e Overall/Component Goal Attainment Analysis
Component Review and Analysis I ,

. Service Deliverer Review and. Amalysis.



C-

f.

.

Ove all Pro ra Performance Review ,- Quantitative Analysis

fil

For parposip of a numerical assessment, the aggregate

p f imadce of the PIC can be broken into two major cate-
.

gori s: direct 'services to:participants; and other services
t.

and a tivities. ..

1. Direct Services to Participants

g ere are a variety of outcome indicators that you tan

use to look,at direct services to participants. The five

princi 1 areas in which measdremenLs of performance are

nowall made, however-, are:,

service levels by target group
.enrollment level
expenditure level
,results achieved 4t end of oervice ,

(termination;
'outcomes in relation to !cost.

Sim le formats that you can &ploy to review and analy40

performan e against plan, as deermined t ough variance tor

each of t e areas cited above, are presen ed on-the following

pages:

A

Y.
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PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: SERVICE

_
TO TARGET,GROUPS

- ,

% o Total Parttcipints-
.

% VARIANCEACTUAL PLAN

SEX

,

Male

Female
1

, .-

.

.

.

RACE
_ .

White/Non-
Hispanic

Black /Non- '

Hispanic

Amer Indian or.

Alaskan Native

Asian or,Pacific

Islander

4

- -

.

.

-,

,

AGE
1

,. ,

'

-

19 and under

20-21

22-'44

45-54

55-older

,

" ,.____

. .

.

SPECIAL
CATEGORIES:
(as defined
by PIC) :

$*

.. Handicapped

Vietnam Era

Veterans

ADC Recipients
la

Ex-Offenders

Others (list)

.

.

-

_

. ,

'

,

.
.

.

.

iir-71
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PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN; ENROLLMENT AND EXPENDITURES '. ,

(

.--

INDICATOR

RESULTS

ACTUAL , ,

PLAN % VARIANCE

. Total Cumulative Enrollment

. Total Ourrent Enrollment

. Total Accrued ExpeAbituret
,

kg-
.

.

PERFORMANCE VS: PLAN: TERMINATIONS

' e .

INDICATOR FORMULA '

---4,
RESULTS

ACTUAL PLAN % VARIANCE

. Positive Teimination
Rate

. ,Entered Employment.

Rate

. Indirect Placement
Rate

. phvate SIctor
Placement

T)t: °Pos. Term.
x 100

x 100

x 100

x 100

Total Term.e-

Tot. Ent. Emp. .

Tot. Term.
Less Trapsfers

Tot.Indir.Place. .

.

rJ
Tot. Term. -

Less' Transfers

Priv:Sec.Placel

.

Tot.Entered
Emplbyment

.

t

19j

I .
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,PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN:

, .

COSTS *

INDICATOR FORMULA

. RESULTS

ACTUAL PLAN

.

% VARIANCE

. Cost Pdr Positive'
Termination

Cost Per Entered
EMployment

. Cost Per Indirect
Placement -?Tot..1fldirMace.

Tot. Accrued Exp.' ,

1

,

l

Tot. Pos. Term.
A

Tot. Accrued Exp.
,

...

Z../

Tot. Entered Emp.
_

Tot.: Accrued Exp. 0'

.

.

4 1'.

.4

.

A

S

4.

In conclusion, measuring in the foregoing areas, using

the formats provided or substitutes mor4 appropriate for your

situation,, will give you a good picture of the overall quan-
.

titative results
,

aohieved through the direct services to par-
111

ticipanits portion of your"PW)s programs.

.

$

p

192
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2. Other Services and Xctivit±es

It's much more difficult to do a quantitative assessment

fop those services and activities which are not directly. .

participant related. It is possible, however, to do a simple

analysis of varianbe of costs for those nonparticipant ser-

vices undertaken by the-PIC. The chart beloW, or a similar

one, could be used for that purpose.,

PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: OTHER SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES
.

.

SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES-

RESULTS
ACCRUED
EXPEND. $$ BUDGETED
ACTUAL , 'PLAN % VARIANCE*

Administrative Cost -Pool,

Intake. and Assessment

. ..,
Employmentent Generating Servs

Other ',

,

.

,

*

_

,...

0,,
,

,

9
4

The more important,aspect in an analysis of these services

would be to review the ithin the context of the implementa-,

tion of your PIC's total plan.

4r

a
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Program Performance Review - Goal Attainment Measurement
.

.

Of necessity,. the process of evaluating your PIC's

success in implementing its total plan must ,be somewhat more

subjective and less quantitative than tha t which can be

accomplished iItri looking at outcomes which involve participants

directly. How er, that doesn't, mean that it is any-less

important. .In fact,' quite the contrary i true:

Given the fact that Title VII is a demonstr&tion Title

which encourages innovative and experimental programs and

administrative arrangements, and allows your PIC to devote up

to 3Q% of its budget to Employment Generating Services--which

can be non-direct in nature--the need for. additional and

different forms of evaluation beyond the strictly, quantitative

is 'critical.

However, you can devise A simplified performance vs. plan

appro ch to review performance in' these areas. The steps.

inv Ved to do this, in a retrospective fashion, would be

as follows:

1.

2.

Review the annual plan.

Listall major objectives or components
as yet unmeasured (e.g., Employment .

Generating Services; to incorporate
PIC) .

- 3. Identify"primary'activities to be
undertaken with reference to. each
area (e.g., Employment Generating
Services - marketing program; Job
Development program; Targeted Job

-Tax Credit Program).

4. Specify end results, producO, or
outcomes expected for each activity
listed (e.g., Jdb Development Pro-

.
gram: job fair - 2 days in length,
to have representatives from 100
local private septor firms, to pro-
duce .250 new,jobs for CETA-eligible ,

part,icipants; Markdting Program -
Print and distribute 3,0D0 brochures

)

194
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a

to,all local industries employing
between 500-525 individuals, emphasizing
benefits of private sector involvement
and explaining how to participate in
PIC programs).

.5. Once the foregoing steps arb accomplished,
.review each intended result in turn to
identify,whether or not the outcome was
achidved.

6. For every outcome not achieved, indicate
what was accomplished,- explain present
status, and identify %jet prevented'
achievement.

7. For every
assess t
whether
or 'exp

,p
. *

8. ,Easdd upon your ratangof each completed
outcpme'according to the criteria, assign
d performance level to the outcome:

- Greatly Exceeded Expectation, cifications
- Exceeded Expectations/Specific tions
- MetEXpectaions/Specifications
- Did Not Meet,Ekpectations/Specifi tions
- Fell Far Short of ExpectetionsfSpeci ations

utco e which-was-achieved
fihal proddet to ascertain
conformed to specifiCations
ons regarding:

droiliantity

.if

9. As,for outcomes not achieved, for those
outcomes which did'not meet expectations
or specifications, identify if possible,
,what factors might have caused less than
expected results.

1
Developing a Chart similar-to that presented on.the following.

,page will facilitate your P1C's implementation of the pdrformance

vs.. plan analysis described in the foregoing steps.

/

40.

J
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PERFORMANCE VS: PLAN: SUMMARY REVIEW FORM

OBJECTIVES/
COMPONENTS ACTIVITIES

END RESULTS, OUT-
COMES, PRODS.EXP.

ACHIEVED ASSESSMENT PERF.

LEVEL EXPLANATION
YES NO QUANT. QUAL. TIME COST

(

.

.

.

.

..

,

-K-

.7

-'

t

.

.

4

?
A

.

1

k

..

-

'

.

. .

'',,.,,f

,

4

:

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1.

.
.

.

.

.

>

.

f

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

,

.

fl-

.11
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Component Performance Review 1
4

Once you
'

have looked quantitatively and qualitatively at

'Your total program, you will probably next want to look at its

major component pieces, such as:

ClassroOm Training - Occupational Skill
Classroom Training Other
OJT
Upgrading
Retraining
Employment Generating Services

Various weighting schemes have been developed T'ahith
//

permit

-

a dilect comparisonof components to assess their relative

-effectiveness. These approaches' are,discussedin the eValua.tion,

section of this Guide and they may prove helpful td in the

long term.
4

At this juncture, however, a more pragmatic approach is to

look at yourvrogram's components by apelying the saMe qtantita-
,

tive perfarmances. plan perspective that you usda to look at

your program in the aggregate. Useful indicators again.woul be:

cumulative enrollmen compared to plahned
Capacity.

accrued expenditures ,

positive termination rates
'e. 'entered employment rate

. cost perpositiva termination
cost per entered employment

-?
ChartS which rould be employed or modified to litate'com-

,

-parati'Ve analysis of components follow.

-198
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PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: ENROLLMENT AND EXPENDITURES

COMPONENTS . 1

Classroom Trng. - Occ.

ClassroomiTrng. - Other

OJT" --\

Upgrading
i

Retraining

EGS

Other

Other

CUMULATIVE ENROLLMENT CURRENT ENROLLM NT ACCRUEO.EXPENDITURES

Actual Planned % Var. Actual Planned % Var. Actual Planned % Var.

. .
,

.

.

0'. .

.

.

.

.
. ..

A

PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: TERMINATIONS

COMPONENTS r .

Classroom Trng'. - Occ. '

Classrom Trng. - Other

OJT

Upgrading

Retrainibg

EGS.

Other

Other \

POSITIVE TERM RATER ENTERED EMP., RATE* INDIREC- PLACEMEN7

Planned

RATE*

% Var_
Actual Planned' % Var, Actual Planned Var Actual r.%

\_, -> k.

I

-
6

..

''''

6 .

6 .6

-

: .

.

-
.

- ....
, . ,

*Select indicators, based upon nattireof your progranywhich are appl/cable to co4bnents.
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PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: COSTS

COMPONENTS

Cl4ssroom Trng. -

Classrpom Trng. - Other

OJT

Upgrading

H Retraining

H. EGS

0 Other

Other

COST PER POSITIVE TERM*

.

COST PER ENTERED PP.\
.

COST PER PARTICIPANT*

Actual Planned % Var. -Actual ilanned.'7- % Var. Ki Actual. Kianned % Vaf.

'.
.

.

.

. ..

.

, iw. t
.

.

. -

, /
, . . . .

. . c ,

*Select -indicators; based upon the nature of your program, which are applicable to components;

4 .
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Service Deliverer Review
..V

The last area to look At in a summary review of per-
,

.formance is the relative performance.And'effectiveness of the .

individual service deliverers with. which you contracted..

Again, rating systems have been developed to permit a straight- -t

forward.comparison across components and service deliverers_ r

Maintaining the pekspective we have tillad np to.fhis point; how- .

ever,.the most immediately useful forp of assessment Of service

deliverers is against their plane, and then to compare. those

deliverers whic)Care providing services within the sate

ponent (e.g., OJT, or Classroom Traihins):

This compakison is most useful when you have\two providers

furnishing the same service (e.g., clerical training). But,'it

is still'of some value to identify the relativecosts and °1st.-

.comes associated 'wi.th various prograts in order to make trade-

Oefs and' reach decisions fora. future planning. Using-a.,aart
.

r

'similar to the .one on the following page would permit easy review

III
and comparison among service deliverers within a component.

.0

IV&

. .
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4

. COMPONENT: Classroom !rainin

4
4.

SERVICES DELIVERERS

,"

.

ENROLLED'*

..,c II

I TRNG. EXPENDITURES 41

'*-...

POS. TERMINATIONS ENTERED EMP.

Plan Act.. Var. Plan Act. Var. Plan Act. . Var.. Plan Act.. Var.
_

Project A
, -

.

Project B - ,

b - - 1

.Project' C
. 4$

...

tomml

1111 ,
. .

- Deliverer 1
.

.
, :40,

.

- Deliverer 2
-1. . .,-1

.

*
.

t

:
.

,

e' ..

.

_ *
.

_

, .

.

1
Another indjcator frequently used in this area is pre-ETA earnings vs...7post-CETA earnings.

)
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F.' USING PERFORMANCE REVIEW DATA FOR REPLANNING

As indicated earlier in this section, performance review

is
!
done to ascertain whether yOUr PIC perfOrmed as well as,

better, or worse than planned so that that inforMationcan

ire used in reaching informed decisions for ongoing program

planning.

By taking a summary look at your PICT-at the piogram,

components and seryice deliverer'leve14--you can pinpoint

areas of signifiNht variation and 'possible potential

problem areas.

Based upon the identification of a potential prOblem,

yofi can conduct a critical examination and collect data in

(*der to determine, what the reasons for'deviation from the plan

were. This irTformation can be used to define the.problem

as clearly as prsible and then to reach preliminary judg-

ments regarding changds that need to be made in the PIC's

planning assumptions, program scope, basic component

lapproeches, of in'service deliverers. Decisions made at

this point become primary inputs in shaping the, PIC's pro-

gram for the next fiscal year. r

CONCLUSION

.

We've concentrated most of our ittention in this step'

op the concept of performance versus plan. As noted earlier,

however, that'emot the only way to rook At program per-

formance and results.. Your responsibility is to.co sicler

the potential alternatives for PIC progrpwevaluati to,

match them up against your needs, anlithen to desig and use

the review process which is most appropriate given your

present situation. (For a discussion on the, full range of.

evaluation'a4ernatives available to yOur PIC, refer to

Stage F, Step 1, pp. 111-255 to 111-278.)

A

111-83 206
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.42

Some cautions *re in order:
. N

Don't look at.tob much: Restrict your.inquiry to those,-
'areas and,questions wh. h are most essential to assessing
overall, performance.

7

Keep yOurfssessMent framework simple: Select indicators
for which. you can easily'obtain data and methods for data
analys,is fAoich are not too complex, in design.

Plan .on how you will. use the results of the review:
Determine,-1,n advancp,' how you will follow up in order .to

. pinpoint reasons for sources of .problems. Make provisions
for iqcorpoka,tings yOpr findingsinto replanning your PIC's
program.

rr

I.Manpouier Administration (now ETA), Program..
Assessment Guide (Washington; D.C.: U.S.
Department of Labor, April; 19744.

Mayarls Office of Manpowcr, City of Chicago,
Planning and Evaluation under CETA(Wash-
ingon, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor,
Jandary 1976)...

Olympus Research, Self- Evaluation of CETA.Manpower Programs:
4 Guide for:Fr,tme Sponsors (Springfield, VA: U.S. Department.
.of Commerce, 47/5).

T,

Van Horn; 'Carl, Evaluating PSIP Ilograms and Activities: A
Guide for PIC Members and .Staff (Eagleton Inqpitute:
Rutgers, .the State University of New Jersey, 1980).

.Ohio State'UniOe'rsity A Formative Evaluation of the Private .

Sector Initiative Program (Columbds, OH: Ohio State University,
-; 1981) . ;

.1

?

.
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Review the information provided above. Rate your PLC's knowledge and
with reference to this step on the scales below.with below.

4

f

Assess PIC Organizational and
- Operational Performance

The purpose of this4step_is to determine how well your
PIC performed organizationally and operationally. This
.step is taken to examine basic arrangements and methods
of function' g to, determine their utility for future
program o ration:

dP
PIC Organization - structural arrangements anddivision of
roles and responsibilities among PIC members and staff.

PIC Operations - manner in which a PIC functions both
internally and in relation to significant others (e.g.,
Prime Spbrisor and cbmmunity) .

-PIC Prod6dures end Methdds - basic administrative processes
and gUidelinds or managing and directitig PIC's efforts.

RIC Pkiority Development Need Areas -f7key organizational
and operational areas in which a PIC needs to improve its
performance.

Knowl edgegapabi 1 1 ti es Rating

Knowledge

Capabilities I
1

1
1

e Excel- Above Aver- . Bel Poorow
lent Avg. age Avg.

I

Excel-
lent - -

1

Above Aver- Below
Avg. age Avg .

Poor

Base d upon your rkings, decide whether you need to.read the content
information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the

next step.

- 7
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PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE .

NOTES (Points that are importftnt which you want to remember)
.

QUEST ONS (Item on which you-are unclear or want to get additional
information)

it
ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend to take to implement your

PIC's PME process in this area)

Steps Resources/Persons Time Frame

S
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INTRODUCTION

Assessing your 'PIC4 organizational and operational

performance is a parallel step to assessing program per-
,

formance. This step involves two parts:

Examining Performance.

Defining Priority Developmental
Need Areas

A. EXAMINING PERFORMANCE

AB

AreasyZieet you should look at in this step include:

PIC Organization, PIC Operations, PIC Procedures and Methods.

Possible questions that /op might ask yourself in each of

these areas follow.

PIC Organization
Are PIC goals clear, understood, and'shared,
by members?

Are the PIC members clear on the role they
want\the Council to play ith reference to
the Private Sector Initia ve Program?

Are the divisions of repponsibilitie among
and between PIC staff and members cl ar?

Does the PIC have a complete statemen of
mission and function?.

Is the Council structured most effe tively
and efficiently to facilitate both decision-_

making and,program oversight?

.-

iPIC Operations
Is the PIC well-stalked? -kre the PIC and ,the
s'alff assigned to or hired by i# working pro=
ductively together?

). _.
.

.

Is there an active core of the PICmembership
large enough to sustain continuous decision =
making and program support Activity? Can.
vacancies be filled in a timely fashion, and .

are they filledusing criteria that help
sustein and build this core of active members?

'4: 111-87
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7

Ore PIC relations with the prime sponsor goo/
enough to allow the PIC,to have any leveiage
on the whole CETA system?

, Is. the PIC visible and positively received
in the 'local buginess community?

-PIC Procedures and Methods
Does the PIC have administrative procedures
and operating guidelines in place? Are they '

useful and, current?

Is the planning process for Title VII orderly
and does it allow enough.time to make reasoned
decisions?

'Is the planning processfstrfictured to include
individuals and isstitutions whose support'
for the final product is important?

Does the PIC have, 4 systematic-method. for
monitoring program performance and taking'
corrective action as necessary?

toes the-PIC have a, systematic plan for
evalu4ting the effectiveness of each
activity and its total program?'

Is the evaluation data which is collected
sufficient in quantity and quality for PIC
decision-making?

B. DEFINING PRIORITY DEVELOPMENTAL
NEED AREAS

By answering the foregoing questions, your PLC can

identify internal "barriers" to effective PIC perfo rmance

and your PICie devel4merital needs.' Needs'which you might

identifythro h this process inclUde the:

fled to reorganize or to.restructure'
the Council

need to clarify %taff and/or member
-roles and responsibi itYes

need to improve staff or Council per-
formance either in to s of work output,

o relationi with one ano er, relations
with CETA Prime Sponso , or external
relations .

64:0 2 .1
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1 ,4
need to develop new (A more.detailed
administrative procedures anti-operating
guidelines

..,

L.

.'

need to, upgrade the PIC pfanning,,.:\
management and-evaluation prOcessi,

. You can examine all of those barriers add needs which
you have identified to determine the extent to:which they
impede your PIC's performance. Then, based upon that

assessment, you can create a priority ranking of the develop-
mental needs of your PIC. Using .that-ranking,you can then
select those needs which you are going to addre'ss in terms

of instituting changes withid this fiscal year. A process
you might employ to accomplish this priority needs ranking
Is described below:

1. Develop an organizational and operational
self- assessment questionnaire, using
questions similar to those preiented
earlier, to be completed by all Council
members.

2. 'HaOeCouncil members complete the ques-
, tionnaire.independently.

3. . Tabulate responses Of CounCil members
in order to determine a ranking of
priority 'needs.

4. Havea Council meeting

- to examine results .Aii; °Nes-.

'S

tionniire, ranking;

-.to determine whether ptiority
order shouldbe changed or
Other needs should be'incltided;

- to decide what need's should
be addressed in'this fiscal
year.

,4

Create a PIC organizational and operational
developmental agenda based upon, meeting..

Completing this step enables.your !IC to begin to

1111shape the framework through which it will achieve'its pro-

grammatic purpose and objectives. Step 5 which follows

describes specifiC actions which:your PIC might take to
. ,

refine itsbasic organizational and operational framewqrk.

III-89, 2
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Van Horn, Carl, Evaluating P$IP Programs and

Activities: A Guide for PIC Members and

Staff (Eagleton I,stitute: Rutgers, the State

University of Nei,/ Jersey, 1980).
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Establish Iciitial Need Priorities

'The purpose of this step is to take the data 9btained by ligur
PIC in "Stage A. Assess Local Needs" and review it to estab-
lish a preliminary ranking of programmatic needs and priorities.
Establishing these, briorities involves:

. defining/employment generating needs;

. seleptink_target groups to receive program
serlAces;

: determining occupations fOr training pro-
,

grams)and

. defining training and development service,
needs..

Employment Generating Needs
developing'activitfes or
'otherwise improve employmen
participants.

- local needs related to
vices to create jobs or to
opportunities for CETA-fligible

Target Groups - those significant segments (e.g., youth, blacks,
welfate recipients, displaced homemakers) of the localpopula-
tion who are selected as the foci for PIC's rogxaxtning efforts.

OccupatfonWTraining Priorities - local "gr wth" occupations
selected as those for which PIC should Cleve p training programs.

Participant Service Needs - training and (development assistance
needs of the )individuals in those groups which have bee4
selected as targets for PIC's programs.'.

11( Knowledge /Capabilities Wing

Rev iew/the information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
capabilities with referesci to this step on the scales below.

Knowledge
Excel-'
lent .

1

Above
Avg.

1

Aver-
age

Below Poor
Avg. 111

Capabilities A - 1 1
t 'I

,Excel- Above 0 Aver- Below Poor
lent Ayg. age Avg:

' ,

Based upon your ratings, deoidewhethet yOu negd te, read the content
information on this step which follows ilippiately or proceed to the
next step. .

.

"4.
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PME-PROCESI.NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE
1 -ELT' 0:2/7": 27. :7727

(Points that a.cej.mportant whiCh you want to remember)

4

' :7 "W"'_1_ :74.714grielige16111211.1=1101411411.11111111nrifka

I

ct.JSTIONS (Items on which you are unclear or want to get additional
information)

ACTIONS (Speckfic steps that you intend toitake to implement' your
PIC's PME,papocess in this area)

Steps , Resomrces/Persons , Time Frame
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4 INTRODUCTION
;

,

As you know, there are two broad categories o'f programmatic

activities .wh ich ur PICqvan,support

.Training Development Projects -
pro)ects Upgciticaliy,dirftcted toward
CETA participants to prepare "them to
secure untubsidized employment.

Employment Generating Services -
projects or.services not specifically
directed at clients, intended and de-.
signed to generate increased employment
opportunities in the private sector for
the CETA participant.

S

A

In this step, your PIC establishes preliminary priorities

for both of these categories. This involves:

defining employment generating ser-
. vice needs

selecting target groups

determining occupations for training
programs

defining-participant training and
develppment service needs.

A. DEFINING EMPLOY TGENEBATING
SERVICE NE S

Under the Employment Generating Services headihti,

your PIC has the responsibility to:
y.

attempt to bridge the gap be wee
the private and public sectors

6 help to create new job opportuni-
ties for the un- and underemployed

develop innovative alternatives to
traditional approaithes to meeting
employment and training needs.

III-93
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Asking the Right Questions

To.discharge these'respohsibilities, your PIC needs to-

evaluate local circumstances andLconditiops. By using your

needs assessment data to answer questions such as the following,

you can determine which needs are mosimportant at this time. -

,

Is there a' lack of awareness of-pSIP?-
1

Is there a negative impressioft toward
governmental employment and training pro-
grams?

Do good job dpportunitie exist within the
local environment which go` unfilled because
of lack of contadt'between governmentally-
sponsored programs and local business estab-
lishments?

-. Is there aneed to hplp_create jobs or to
develop the economic climate of the cow-
munIti?

Is there effective cooperation and communica-
_tion among those agencies which constitute
your local employment and training network?

HaVe governmentally-sponsored programs been
designed to be directly responsive to the
needs pf local businesses?

What do local employers feel inhibits thqir
employmipt of the structurally unemployed?,

What services can be provided to enhance the
local business comvunities receptivity toward
your pgograms?

Identifying Priorities

- Your answers 1g the foregoing questions will identify the

areas in which there are high needs and help to determine the

design of the Employment GeneratingServices portion of your

plan. Possible general need areas and the types of needs

within these-areas which might be identified through this

III-94
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process are listed below;

Economic/Community-Development
Ta encourage local business to remain in
community.

To provide local business 'with funding/.
assistance for expansion.

To attract new businesses.(foreign and
domeitic) o community.'

1

To form new small businesses which will
employ clients as proprietors or*vis em-
ployees:

To encourage feflerallr.funded redevelopment
proiects which require jobs for targ4ted(
disadvantage-a::

To bring workers and. employers togeth2r
through community infrastructure imprtvement:

;
Linkages

To improve operational relationships with
..,rather focal, state or federal government agerx

involved in job tion abd economic development.

4111 IP

To improve coordination training/job
development efforts of PIC and other com-
munity and buiiness groups.

To combine resources of PIC and local
labor unions to provide OJT.

To bring schools and buAness together
. to'better match school prograMs and

,

business-needs. 1

<>.
Marketing .

. To .increas employment of
others through use of tax

To encourage employer use
clients. -'

diients and
credit incentive.

of PIC projects/

. TO 4quaint.employers wittigOange of PIC/
. .

CETA programs and services.:
. -s-

To-aid employers in making test use of
available PIC projects/CETA clients.

Wcsker/WorkplaCe
To. fill local emp Oyer needs by recruiting.

Alr°
and training, individuals who have.diffi-
culty'joining labor force.

,
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To give clients needed skills in 'job
hunting and work related behavior so they-
will be acceptable to local employers who
have openings'.

To match available clients with identified
needs,of local employers to create specific
jobs for partiCipants.in local
businesses.

Labor Market Analysis
To-secure better information on local labor
market and business conditions.

the- decision of which needs are most impo4ant,

you could have your Council first identify all those needs

whiCh exisWand then vote to determine a priority ranking
,

among tkose needs. Your PIC could then decide which needs

should be priorities for this fiscal year.

(

I.1

.

B. SELECTING TA RGET GRRUPS

To initiate the process of ,priority setting on the

participant or training and development side, your PIC should.
-

select'thegroups.who will be your targets 'for both training

and develqpment projects and services. 'You should do this by

taking the data secured in your needs assessment into accounts

The decision of whom to serve i very much a local option and

will.be dependent on community needs.

To assist yOur PIC in making its decisions regarding

target groups; you might wept to establish certain factors

or considerations to look-at in making your determinations.

Possible factors could bet

relative overall severity of need
of each participant groGp

"employability" based upon e4ucation,
length .of unemployment of members of
participant group

I

III-96
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pepentage of participant group being
served by other employment and training
programs

. -particular or special needs of sub-
groups (e.g., displaced homemakers;

. ex-offenders; alcoholics; Vietnam.
vets).

Establishing Priorities

The pages which follow describe an,experimental method

which one CETA Prime SPonsor, employed to select target

groups. It is presented-here not as 'an absolute way for

correctly,,determining target groups, but as one method

your PIC might Want to consider to use or to modify to

'develop a process for target group selection which Will

work for you.

1. Model Procedure

The objective of this model procedure was tb deter-)

,mine target group priorities through a process which Would:

enable a quantified assessment of
the relative needs of target groups

' allocate funds in elationship to
that need determi ation

provide for the snitoth resolution
of internal planning and Council
conflicts

assure that decisions were reached
within a specified time frame.

In this method,a target group's "priority" was defined

as the group's propqrtion in the "universe of need" (all

eligible CETA participants), in relation 'to the final funding

Proportion whic it was to receive from the total amount of

CETA funds to be expended.. High priority groups would recelve

funds in a proporti6n greater than their proportionate .

presence in the -total target group population for the CETA

program.

IL -97
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2! Applying the Process

,The general process whiCh was followed to apply this

concept was as follows:

. a. The Council members were oriented,'
tattle process of determining target'
group priorities.

The staff develope d the following
information and provided it to the
members:

- Table displaying distribution
of target group categories by
age 'and race

- Manpower's funding proportion
choices in the previous year
-for each target group

Issue papers under"the titles:

.,Handicapped persons
g persons on welfare
Spanish-speaking population

4, Veterans
.4, Blacks

Unemployed workers 45 years
of age or older.'

. p:

c. Based-upon a review of this informa-
tion,'a numerical weighting scheme
consipting of. the following scales
was applie to each target group

;

'"s

category:

Least Employ. 1

1

1.

.1

1

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

.

5 6 7

5 6
4-)

7

5.6 7

5.6 7

5 6 7

Most Em43loyable

Least Obliga. Most Obligations

In Scpool Out of School

Non-Veterans Veterans

HandiclipPed Non - Handicapped

_ _

-d. The results of,this Weightin by target
group7category were then revie ed by the'
Council in order to determine relative
degrees of need and priorities for each category.

e. This data was ten used to assign funding
percentages to each target.group.

-
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Again, this process'is not presented as the finil word

on target croup selection, but as one attempt toehelp

makeothe.selection of targdt groups more rational and

comprehensive.Wlatter which target groups your.PIC

selects, however, you will need to determine what training
.4.

and development services and prqjects to undertake to

assist them.

*
C. DETERMINING OCCUPATIONS F9R

TRAINING PROGRAMS

On the training and development side of your PIC's.
4 .

program ledger, yila should determine, from among all of

those. "growth" occupations (due to job turnover or exPan:

sion) as revealed by, /your labor market analysis, which

should be'priorities for training programs to be sponsored

through your PIC.

To make this deterMination,`you should establish some

-criteria that you' can use to review the growth occupations
e

and their "suitability" for the participants in your program.

Possible factors for which your PIC could establish specific

criteria pclude:

total number of projected Qpenings
for the year

percentage of "entry-level" openings

\c-o, projected growth rate -for a 5-year
period

Er hourly starting salary

prOmo anal potential

1

4

ure rking, environment and
conditions

skill qr training requirements.

i 222.
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Steps for Selecting raining Occupations

Steps which yo might'follow to select those occupa-

..
tiOns whiCh should be priorities for your training programs

are-listed below:
.

.

1. Review "growth" occupations-as revealed
by your PIC'llabor market.. analysis.

i-2. Remove occupations with highest and
lowest skill requirements.

. .

.10

3. Eliminate occupations not meeting
acceptable le el of wages, career poten-
tial, stability and working conditions...

4. Rate occupations with respect to size,
growth, current placement potential and
locatiOn.

a. Remove occupations which have,
conclusively poor pre- and
post training records.

b. Profile remaining occupations
as tqrentry requirements,
training content, and estimate
of training cost.

5. Recommend occupations according to
jp, target group priorities, anticipated

economic conditions, cost/earnings con;
siderations.

AW

6. Select occupatiops on the basis of existing
facilities, balanced mix of occupations,
an placement potential as it appears
at the time the list is prepared.

For the most part, the foregoing steps are self-explanatory.

However, steps 5 and 6 require some furth&r elaboration.'

Recommending Occupations: Once your PIC gets
to the point.of recommending occupations, it
is esserrO.aljo consider both the general
needs and capabilities of your target group
and the»poteqial of the jobs themselves. In
this regard, you should consider the age, edu-
cation, wok experience, and other important
'defining characteristics of your target groups.
You s,hould 'alsoipake a close second look at
the placement outlook for the period when
trainees will be'completing programs. Then,:

223
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you should eliminate any occupation:3,0ot suitable
for the target groups with priority or halxing
uncertain placement potentiak.

One way of selecting among those occuRations
which remain.is to compare expected training
costs with benefits as measured by expected
wages after placement: Based upon this
comparison, you could eliminate occupations
with costs'excessively high in relation to
expected earnings. If possible, you should.
develop standards4with cutoff ratios. in
advance to help you do this:.

Selecting Occupation's: Once yo pr PIC has
reduced occupations -to thOse which appear
to be "best" for training, you should subject
those occupations to a final round of con-
sideration related to the capabilitiestof
current trainin4 facilities and the necessity
of ,providing training that will appeil to 'a
range of participant. interests and abilities.

4 -
Indeed, planning ybur PIC's program to make'
itmost responsive to changing-conditions
may very well require the discarding of some
training facilities, the acquisition of
others, and the upgrading of others. You .

should make thode deteriinations and then
select those occupations which are most. N,
appropriate to Ybur situation.

D. DEPIIIING PARTICIPANT SERVICE NEEDS

In addition to detertining the occupations which

should be priorities for training programs to be sponsored

through your PIC, at this point, you should also identify

the priority servicetneeds of those individuals who, will

constitute the population for ydilr PIC's program. In'

certain instances, participents ma4 re ire assistance or

support in addition to training, such a :

, health care and medical
child; care ,

transportation
temporary shelter
financial counseling and 4ssistshce.

services
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1

In others, you may find th'it target group participants do not

require occupational training,'but just services such as:

orientation to world of work
counseling (employment- related and testing)
emplOyability assessment

11) job developillent-
jOb "search assistance
job referraland"placement
Target Jobs Tax Credit,- eligibility

determination
vocational exploration' programs.

You should use your needs assessment data on the barriers
0

affecting target group members to determine what needs other

than or in addition to training your target group partici-

pantts have. A simpleformat which your PIC might employ to

make the deteiminations is presented below.

Target Group ' Major Barriers Sarvice Needs

.
.

.

,

.

.
,

- 4

The results of this assessment will enable yod to deter-

mine the service needs you want to address'through your PIC's

program.

*
CONCLUSION

t

1

In conclusion, once your PIC has defined its potential

priority employment generattnglhervices, target groups, occupa-

tions for training programs, and participant service
AP,

needs, then you have the basis for setting your PIC's

grammatic goals.

- /
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ManioSower Administration (now ETA), Program
Assessment Guide (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department Of Labor, April, 1974).

Mayor's Office of Manpower, City of Chicago,
Planning and Evaluation under CETA (Wash-
ington, D:C.: US Department of Labor,
January 19.76)

U.S. Departmenkof Labor, Jobs in,the Private Sector: Use of
, Labor Market Information (Washington, D.C.: U,S. Government
I

Printing Office, October, 1980).

b
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Redefine PIC Mission and Function`i
4

The purpose af this step is to,reexamine your PIC's present
definition of its mission in light of your assessments of
co unity needs, PIC programmatic and operational performance,
and your initial, need priorities to determine whether they
are still appropriate or need to be modified: This step
involves\clarifying PIC purpose, roles, and functions.

v*

PIC -Mission and Function - basic purpgse, roles and responsi-
bilities to be accomplished by PIC. 'd

PIC Purpose - -statement ,of ultimate intent and results expected
in" the long term by PIC.

PIC Role(s) - primary approah(et)- to performing and dig-
charging PIC mission and function.

Advisor RoleoPreviewer and consultant to CETA prime sponsor.

Broker Role - facilitator for connections between and among
CETA program and others. :

Operator Role - designer anduprovider of direct services either
to participants, employers,. or other agencies.

IS it %nova edge/Capa bi 1 ties Rating

ReView the information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
capabilities with reference to tahib step on the stales below.

Knowledge N t

Excel- Above
1 - 1 1 j

lent, Avg. age 1 ' Avg.
BelowAver- Poor,

.
'Capabilities $ .1, I

1

Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor

lent Avg. age Avg.

...
Based upon yoUr ratings, decide whethes you need.to read the content
information on this step which follows immedkately on proceed to the

next step. 40

111-105
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PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTES (Points that are important which you want,to remember)

QUESTIONS (Items on which you e unclear or want to get additional
, information)

V

ti

ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend to, take to implement your
PIC's PME process in this area)

Steps Resources /Persons Time.Frame
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INTRODUCTION

The CETA Regulations spell out the following broad pur-

poses and roles fyr a Private Industry Council:

Purposes: To increase the involvement of the
business community, including small
business, minority business enter-
prises, and labor organizations in
employment and training activities.

To increase private'sectortemploy-
ment opportunities for economically
disadvantaged persons.

Roles: The PIC shall:

serve as an intermediary to assist
the local employment and training
structure to4)&come more responsive
to the business community.

serve as the busAhess and industry
contact point irr the local employ-
ment and training system, to present
the private secor's view and recom
mendations for making programs more
reitponsive to local employment needs.

advise and provide direction to the
local employment, and training system
on ways to increase private sector
job placements for eligible pertains.'

Within this broad co ext it is up to your-PIC to define its

specific mission ( rpoee and roles) and functions more pre-

cisely. The pro ess of defining purpose, role, and functions

is iterative,beginning with the definition of purpose and then

proceeding through functions. The discussion which .follows

highlights general donsiderations related to this definitional

process, and then suggests a procedure which your PIC might

employ to redefipe its mission and functions.

22,9
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A. LOOKING AT MISSION AND FUNCTIONS

T ere is a vide range. of options available :to your PIC

terms of, purpose, roles, and functions.

Purpose

A purpose is a statement of ultimate intent and r

expected in the long term by the PIC. Your PIC's purpose

should be drawn from the Title VINgegulations and legisla-

tion and then adapted to express your local emphasis.

Although the Title VII regulations provide the initial

mandate for your PIC, yOu should look at the employment and

training needs within the local community a<12ecide to

broaden or restrict your scope and purview to address those

specific needs.

1. Sample Statement of Purpose

An example of one PLC's statement of purpose follows:

To increase substantially the involvement
of the private sector in publicly-financed
employment.and training programs.

To strengthen the capacity of the employ-
-sent and training system to respond .to
the needs of both industry and the eco-
nomically disadvantaged.

To increase the access to good jobs for
the economically disadvantaged and
structurally unemployed.

To improve the local investment climate
and to increase coordination between
employment and training and economic
development programs:

qf

'III-108
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2. Principles for Statement of Purpose.

In developing yo` PIC's statement pf purpose, you

'should be aware of the following principles:

A statement of purpose should be as
clear and specific as possible':

There should be a distinct statement
for each ppiority intent or result
desired by the PIC.

V

The PICs purpose needs to be uni-
formly understood and embraced by all
Council members.

The PIC's purpose should be communi-
cated clearly to the public and private
sector.

.The purpose should be changed over time
as local conditions and needs change.

Onae you have agreed'upon your PIC's statement of purpose,

that will help, to determine the role(s) that you,want to .

play, and the specific functions pr responsibilities-that

you want to assume.

ROle(s)

There is no single predbribed set of roles for a Private

Industry Council.

1. Role Options

The three basic potential roles for a PIC, none of Which

excludes either of the others, are:

Advisor - reviewer and consultant to
flocal CETA Prime Sponsor in
program planning, implemen-
tation, and review process.

- Broker - facilitator for' connections
between and among employers,
Prime Sponsor, other providers

. of employment and training
Services, government agencies,
and the community.

IIIL109
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Operator - designer and provider of direct
services either to participants,
employers, or other agencies.

As suggested,, the CETA Regula ifts reguireydur'PIC to

0
play, at le the advisor pr co ultant role in certain

,areas. Your res nsibility, at this point, is to clarify the

additional role () that your Council wants to assume, if anyill

with reference to the PSIP and to your local employment and

training system generally:

No one role or,setsNies is inherently superior to

another. 4Zhe;imkrtant fractor for yourPIC to Consider at

this juncture isAthat
!t'

is needed and what will work within the,

local environment. Ybur overriding responsibility is to

ensure:that your role decisions:reflect the private sector's

' interehts and contribute to a moreeffective employment sop

training delivery system.

. e

AP. 2. Factors to O44idet
- .

---,Factors which'you should take into account .win making

decisiongabout what role(s) yOtir PIG'wants- to play include:

- limitations imposed by the anouat of
available resources

the-"percSived" status a abilities
of the lobal CETA system. Pos

-atatus and-strong capabilities might
lead you'to Afflume an advisory role.
Lesser status and capabilities may
indicate the need' for more extensive
involvementH

' ,local economic condition's. Poor eco-.
"nomic conditions may suggest more
active involvement. -

*. present strength and productiveness of
private sector ties

4 0

lipscal poiitiCal condition's'

:ature of CETA -PIC relations
a

,J

I -1 i3,2
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:'jurisdictional status of the PIC. A
variety of roles may be more difficult
to carry out in multijuriddictional
areas

nature and level of iiC.staffing.

Based upon.the role(s) _thht your Council selects, you

sh uld determine the functions/responsibilities that you 0

wish to perform.

a 1. BadicIlesponsibilitles

.A.list af,dandatediand-other basic responsibilities
.

'fdr.your PIC is presented .below:

I I To preparea plan for the conduct of
Title VII activities and .programs in

conjunctiontwith the Prime Sponsor

*To participate fully in the formula-
tion and'. development of the Prime
Sponsor's plan for conduct of all
other CETA, programs

To participate in and'implement,activ-'
ities authorized under,PSIP in coopera-
tion With the ,Prime Sponsor.

4

To set prioritiesto meet local business
conditionS

-.

To become a,part of 'the overall' governance
structure of.the entire prime sponsorship

To provide 9enuine,decisionLmaking
authority as representatives of the
private sector

-
To prdmote development of specialized
labor market information upon which the
PIC may make productive decisions and.
welil-thought-out plans

To offer' large and small businesses
opportunities to exert their leadership
in PIC,Irlicy and programs

,
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V

.

To sustain continuous decision-Makin4
and program support activity for
private sector initiatives

To stimplate more comprehensive planning
between the PIC and Prime Sponsor with
more responsiveness to private sector
needs

wis

2., Other Functions
. ,

Example's of possible'discret,ionary functions as they

relate to the three basicerolesjdentified earlier include:

Advisor

Identify ;factors whi ch contribute to
program effectiveness..

6 Examine the performance of CETA and the
- Employment Service.

Review and comment on plans of economic
development agencies:

Brgeter

Between individual employers and publicly-funded
programs:

Disseminate PIO.pro'gram inormatiorl
to employers.'.

Disseminate information ot the Targeted-
Jobs Tax Credit and other incentive -type
programs. .

Develop and market model contracts.

Provide assistance to employersto re-
mcluce the lidministrative burden of par-
ticipati4in employment and training
programs.

EncoUrage employers to develop, and to
coordinate with training agencies, job

,,.skill requirement forecasts.

234
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Between employers (as a group) and other groupe
or institutions in the community:

Coordid ate TitleVII programs with
other employmentand training activ-
ities.

Y

Develop linkages between school and
work.,

Deeldop linkages' between employment
and training and economic development
programs.

4
Operator

/

Programs fOr wor rs:
'I

Providwo d\o* work training. ,

e'ProNtideAvocatiodal sk\lls.iraining.

-9 ProvidtraininV-ang development and
support Service*.

ki. q o
Prof/ide.entreprneurship trining.'

I

,programs emPlo r .

Provide i nkpers fied to CETA

i ' trtAVO placement.
,:.

`' Pr OeivecopOrijic development and
job OT:Iponrelated services.

c
p $r ?

Programs f education/employment and training
` staff: ,

4

. ...' 4

.... ,
Promote primate industry.

,

Provide ailist nce4n accomplishidg,
spepific tasks.

i .

-Again, dslwitp- r9lts,.there is no preferred set of func-

tions o respoagibilities. The essential considerations

should be that A1) youi PIC performs those functions and

assuiesthose rwsponsibillties requfred given local conditions

'and' needs, and (2) that your functionS flow from and relate '\

.'direOtly:back to your:definition of purpose and roles.

4
Am
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. 4,MAKING DECISIONS

Your should employ whatever process you feel All be

most useful and expeditious to make its decisions regarding

. mission and functions,. A process which one PIC employed to

make these desions if outlined below:

a. The staff developed an information paper
entitled Roles of the Private Industry
Council.,0 This paper summarized the op-
taons available to the PIC and described
activitieswhich might be undertaken in
each role.

b. This paper was distributed to the PIC
members.

c. A, meeting was convened to discuss goals
and activities.

d. At the meeting, a summary outline of the
information paper was distributed, as
were pencils and paper. .

e. Each participating member was invited to
wrie out his/her priorities for the PIC.°

f. The priorities were then read aloud and
recorded on a flipchart..

g. A discussion followed and key points of
the discussion were also' summarized on
the flipchart.

h. After that meeting, all written responses
from members were tabulated according to
the outline of the information. paper.

i. The result from this tabulation and the
interaction from the meeting were analyzed
by staff to develop themes including:

- sketch of PIC's possible long-
term role

- possible functions to be per-
formed

- type of projects /activities
to be supported

.1-
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4.
.

. This information was fed back to`'

Csoncil at anotherteting and a
decision-was reach the PIC's
mission-and functions."

s
a

CONCLUSION-

In conclusion, redefining your PLC's general mission

and functipns is an essential precondition to establishing

its programmatic orientation and strategy.

AP.

I

a

National Alliance of Business, Roles,
Organizatipp and Programg: tasicb for the
Private Industry Council (Washington, D.C.:

+National Alliance of Business, 1981).

Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
The New Private Sector Initiative Program
(Washington, D.C.: Chamber of Commerce-of
the U.S., 1979.).

6
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1

Refine PIC Organizational and
Operatiohal Framework-

The purpose of this step is to reexamine your PIC's'basic
working arrangements to see if they are still Iliable and to
revise and refine them as necessary. Areas to look At inaldde:.
structure, staffing, operational procedures, and organizational
status.

4

Structural Issues - size and composition, membership selection
processes, and committee types for PIC. 1

Staffing Issues - arrangement for, level, nature, and division
of labor among those individuals to provide staff servicesforPIC.

Operational Issues - Council by- laws; ,meeting procedures; and
processes for determining roles and responsibilities of members
and staff, and selecting officers and assigning their duties.

Organizational Status Issues fundamental arrangementje.g.i.
position within Prime Sponsor; incorporation, part of existing
localbusiness organization) for PIC's operation.

9,
r-

0.

U Knowledge/Capabilities Rating

Review the informationitprovided above., Rate your PIC1.s knowledge and
capabilities with reference to this step,on the scales below.

Knowledge
i 1

.

I 1 . . i

Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor
lent Avg. - age Avg.

r

Capabilities 1 1 L 1 *

Excel-
lent

Above
Avg.

Aver-
agk

Below
Avg.

Poor,

Based on 'your ratings,.decide whether you'need to read the content
in man. on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the
next step.

III-117 ,
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PME PROCESS. NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTES (Points that are important which you want to remember)

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are,unclearl or want to get additional
information)

ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend to take to implemTnt your
PIC's PME process in this area)

Steps Resources/Persons Time:Frame
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INTRODUCTION'

Your PIC'has enotbous latitdde in deciding on its

methods of organization,and oPerition. In this'step, you use

the data gathered and analyzed in assessing your organiza-

tional and'operational performance to decide whether to

initiate changes. Areas in which.you might want to modify

working arrangements are:

structure
staffing -

I operational procedures
organizational status,.

A. LOOKING AT STRUCTURE

The size, composition, and structure of your Council

itself should be dictated by local needs, interests, and the

mission and functions which your PIC establishes for itself.,

.Factors which you should considei in reexamining the nature

of your Plc include:

relationships with other CETA progTams

physical requirements for meetings

manageability of PIC for staff and chairpersons

workload requirements,upon Council members

representativeness of the Council-in terms of
composiiion (Are small and minority
businesses adequately represented? Does
the Council reflect he largest possible
segment of community, concerns?)

staff and seryricest necessary to support 'the PIC.

Specific items which merit special reconsideration under the

structural heading include your Pic's: x

o' Membership Selection Process
Size and Composition of the Council
COmmittee and Su'ocommittee StruCiure

IF
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Membership Selection Process.

The Title VII legislation provides that as a PIC is -being

established, the Prime Sponsor will'appoint a chairperson mad

members'. Once the PIC is esea4lished, a chairperson from

business and industry is selected. While it is the responsi-

bility of the chief elected official to appoint members, PIC

members are often involved ia nominating new members for the

PIC. Therefore, at this point, you should examine your PICer

present process of appointing members to decide whether to

alter it. To the extent feaSible, you should attempt to forge

a supportive and cooperative relationship to co-jointly select/

recommend PIC members with the Prime Sponsor staff. In this

regard, youshould ensure that the arrangement which exists now

or is developed is one which benefits ,business, the CETA-eligible

population at large, the community, and the government.

Size and Composition'of Board
I

.'There is no ideal'PIC size. Your Council should be large

enough to be tfuly repiesentative of the private sector and

include representation from other groups'as mandated by the

Title VII legislation. One Important point to remember is

that an extremely large PIC membership is unwieldy and creates

complex organizational. problems.

, In termsopf your PIC's composition, Title VII legislation

requires that 51% of the PIC. membership come from business.

Title VII:legislatitn also addresses the participation of small

and minority businesses as well as members representing labor

unions, community -based orOhizations, edUcational institutions,

and economic development councils. You should decide the rela-

tive composition of your PIC, based upon local negas. I you

feel that "business speaks better to busirlesp,," you may want

to increase private sector representation to more than 51%,

On the other hand, basedilpon local circumstances, you may

surmise that,a broader -based representation is more important.

Another Important consider4tion'related to composition is

the type of person that your PIC wants, to*get on the board.

114124
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Options include;

heads of major corporations or organiza-
tions who can lend their prbstige and who
can influence the lOcal cpmmunity as a
whole-to participate in and support the
activitibs of the PIC

company operational managers who may offer
less influencelobut either greater. technical
expertise or' potential for direct hiring
of CETA-eligible.particiOants

small business (500-25 persons in'size)
owners who pan be enlisted txexpand the
pool of potential employment opportunities
for CETA-eligible participants

4

top level representatives from governmental
economic development agenCies or similar
private sector investment concerns who can
cooperate in sponsoring joint ventures.

FaCtors to take into account in determining the most

appropriate size and composition of your Counail include:

the size of the ,labor market area

the nature of the local business estab-
lishment the number and type of local
business organieNtions and groups'

tile nature of-the existing CETA Advisory
Council

the
accomplish

and services support. required
ato ccomplish PIC activities'

Regardless of the final size and composition of your

Board, your PIC should att4apt to have or secure individuals

in'its membership who have:

. a conviction about the purpose'and
functions of the PIC

a comm itment to the mission of the PIC

-* a willingness to devote time and effort.
to the PIC.

4
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Committee and Subcommittee Structure

Tice structure normally used to facilitate Council opera-

tions is,the use of the -committees. Standard comillittees

withEn PICs normally include:

Executive committees
Standing committees

itAd hoc committees

1. Types of Committees -

Executive Committee: Executive committees are usually

composed of,the Council officers, the chairpersons of the

standing committees and other members as prescribed in the

by-laws. The chief fpnction of the executive' committee is

1

to 01 n the work of the Council and to exact responsibility

by pr viding agenda and other guidelines for action. Another

)of

t e executive committees roles is to provide guidance to

the staff between Council meetings. Executive committees

also normally have authority to make important decisions in
O k

emergency situations. .

Standing Committees: Standing committees are established

on-a permanent basis and may be described in the PIC's by-laws.

Optional ways for your PIC to organize and structure its

standing committees are:

c Around program activities such as:

- OJT/skills training
- pre-employment training
- marketing.

Around industry groupings such as:

- construction
- manufacturing
- transportation.

Around operational or areas such as:

- plmhning
- monitoring and evaluation
7 finance
- public relations.
- persOnnel.

111-122
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Ad Hoc Committee': These committees are convened on

an as-needed basis to look at special issues or to study

c problems (e.g., corrective action situations; emergency

community situations) and to develop findings., recommenda-

tions, and appropriate alternative methods which are then

brougWto the whole Council. d'

0

0
2. Questions of Design

At this stage, your PIC shbuld look atits overall

committee structure arlt each subcommittee to see if,they are:

adequate in design;

defined most appropriately, given
local needs.;

- useful for decision-making purposes

sufficiently.comprehensive in their
coverage (Do you frequently have to
create ad hoc committees?)

3. Questions of Membership

The issue of member involvement is closly related to

; committee structure. As a result, at this pcitht you should

also reexamine the membership.of your-PIC's committees to

ensure that membership is proper. Factors to take into

account include:

the participation of as many members
as possible on one. or more sub-
comiittees

the selection of at least.'dhe indi-
vidual who has expertise or exper-
ience in' the area of the subcoMmittee

-the assignment of members to-sub-
committees in ;Mich there are motiva-
tion and interest to serve.
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Misurmnary,themosteffec.tive way for your PIC to organize

and use its committees will be determined by the character-

istics of your local community and the nature of your Council.

B. LOOKING AT STAFFING

As it is with tructure, there are a variety of possibilities

..31)1for staffing PIC , ranging from part-time CETA staff on the

one haxid, to full-time PIC employees on the other. Your need is

to determine whether thestaffing mode.presently being used by

your PIC is satisfactory. This will b e d spendent on the way you

are redefining your PI,C%e purpose, rolesAnd functions.

Important considerations here should be.whether your PIC's

staffing level is adequate,.and is the division of labor among

staff persons equitable.: The central ingredient in Chia area,

regardless of how your PIC is staffed, is to ensure that your
A

PIC has a- meaningful process for overseeing and directing Staff

performance and a: mechanism or arrangement for hiring, training,

and replacing staff as needed to promote continued competency.

C. LOOKING AT OPERATIONAL PRbCEDURES

Another essential area to reflect upon is your PIC's

operational procedures and methods. The assessment datl will '

allow you to determine whether your PfC's administrative methods

and processes.fordtscharging the PIC's busihess and responsi-

bilities are adequate or whether they need to be altered.

Administrative items that you should look at include:
+AP

Council By-Laws '

t Meeting procedures (formal and informal
process)

Selection and duties of officers

Roles and responsibilities o Council
members, staff.

,v
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.Its:: ..
... .

.
.

0,. ,.*, -
4110e. By -laws. differ depending upon local Circvmstances, but

imy usua11y contain,the-follpwing sedtions: -
* .

1

' naMe*and puitlose'of the PIC

s a destription.of the toard's organiza-,.
ti'gn,.powers and member selection

°process a
procedure's a scheduling of members

t. a duties and election of officers

ities and powers of dommittees

execulli.ve director's responsibilities

11P.
0

piocedures for amendini the by-laws.
arr'

Me4Iings should be scheduled on a regular basis depending

'onirColincil function and ne4ei. 'Pormally, PIC meetings should

be run, according to some fdz;00f°pSiliamentaryprodeclure.

.Inkorm4110.-the-meetings should be str&ctured to promote the

levels of hEtendance,at, participation during, And interaction
4hwithin them which bakes for an effective Council.

An impdrtant part 'of quaking your Pic work well is ho
Irk

w

111° you select officers: ,Therefore, you should reexamine. your
-.,

present approach to make cert.t.t.ff that lit, is selecting officers

-iii a way that is open, fair, and representative.

In addition, you should ensure that the roles and

).respOnsibilitiet of Council members and staf are/clear., In

this regard; you should have, at a minimi:

the by-laws refprred to earlier

o' org niimati onal chart for the PIC

jo description for stafflpembers

. operating' ocedures for thdkouncil

desiliption:of committees' roles and'
'respodtibilities

'listing of gommittee assignments'

rmation on *the relationships of
PIC to the Prime Sponsor, butiness*01

'A d community groups, etc.

a 4
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41*

Finally, as*part of'itd determination with'

operational procedurescayoqr PIC should examine

proces44421anning, management and evaluation

whether the prowess needs revision.

a

reference to

its present

to ascertain

- D. LOOKING AT ORGANIZATIONAL STATUS

Ono`le t important concern should be yo1r PIC's oiganiza-

tiOnal statuL Again, as with'the other areas under this
1

heading, there is no single prehdribed PIC organizational model.

s which are possible include:

advipbry position within CETA'Prime
spotor's system

*, incorporation as non-prbfit organization

--segment of existing local business
orggnization, e.g., Chamber. of Commerce,,
National Alliance of Business

multijurisdictional.IIC.coveringimore
than `one Prime Sponsaghhip: P

To a certain extentlf your organ±zatidnal status will be

directedy yoir purpose, roles, and functions. Factols which

your PIC should take into account Jh determining what your

status should be include:

What will the impact Le on PIC role and
program dctivities?"

What will the impact be on oVerall,CETA
pinpiAming?.

-0 Wirt. Will the impact be on the ability of
, the PIC to represent and fostertrivate
P-sector,involyement?

What will the impact be on the-PIC staffing
arrangements?

gif4
What will the impact be on the PIC-Pririe SpAlsor
relationship?

24
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How does the.bUsiness,community perceive
CETA?

Does the PIC want to be strictly an
advisory body or does ,it-want to operate
programs?

.Regardless of the status which you determine is correct
fol your situation, at a minimum,you should ensure tht: you
have a direct and clear relationship to the Prime Sponsor,
the Prime Sponsor's advisory council, and to the chief elected

.

'official in ydUr,community.-

CONCLUSION

The net,)result.of-this'step should. be that your PIC,
cinstitutes all alternative organizational and operational

arrangements necifary to eliminate those barriefs which
Tot feel have impeded effective performance to date.

151-

r.

Mayor's Office of Manpower, City of Chicago,
Planning an Evaluation under CETA (Wash7
ington, D.C.: U.S. "Departmentsof Labor,
January 197,6).

National Alliance of Busir4es, Roles,
Organization and Programs: Basics for the
Private Industry Council (.Washington,' D.C.:
National Alliance of Business; 1981)T

Chamber of Commerce of the.United States, The New Private
Sector Initiative program (Washington,. D.C.: Chamber of .

Commerce of the U.S., 1'979).

Manpower Administration (now ETA), Organization and Staft16
Guide (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor,',April, 1974).

Employment and Training Administration, CET& Federal Representa-
tive Training Program: Systems and Management Analysis Skills
Block (Washington, .D.C.: National Training Center, ETA, 1981).
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Formulate Goals and PIC Strategic Plan
%

The purpose of this ep is to develop a rural written
statement of your PIC4.6_gbals and strategic plan. PICgoals
are primarily cA three types: Employment Generating Services;
Participant'Serv.ices - Training and DeVelopment; and
Organizational. Developing your strategic plan'involves

O establishing priority goals, attaching a time frame for their
achiev'tment* and making a rough detbrmination of resources to be
allocated to achieve each goal.

Goal - broad, Unguantifipd statement of an outcome or result
which PIC wants to achieve.

Strategic'Plin - sulmary statement which (1) details all
the goals PIC wants td'accomplish'in the upboming year
expressing their relative importance; and (2) presents
longer-term goals and establishes general time parameters
foX their accomplishment.

-

Strategic Decision-Making Process-- method which PIC chooses
to;employ to select its goal's and to develop its strategic,
plan.

.

-z r

v

Knowledge /Capabilities R;777'

%Review the information provided above. Rate your'P/C's knowledge and
capabilities with reference tolthi5 step onAhe scales below.

111 mis '

41

KnoWledge
I

1 I

Aver-
L

Excel-
_

Above Below
lent Avg. age Avg.

Capabilities 1 , I
I 1 ..

, Excel- , 1 Above Aver- Below' ' Poor
lent Avg. age Avg.

Based upon your ratipgs, decide whether you need to read the content
information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the
next),step.

. .

Pdor

,
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PME PROCESS NOTES /ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTES (Paints that are important which. you want to remembek)

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are unclear or want to get additi
information),

4.

ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend to take to implement your
PIC's PME process* in this 'area)' '

Steps Resources/Persons Time Frame

III-130
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INTROIUCTIOM

,The final step in this stage is converting the results

of your assessments and performance analysis, and your PIC's

preliminary decisions on initial need priorities,, into goals
,

*and a strategic plan.

A. goal is a broad", unqUantified statement an outcome

or result which your PIC wants to achieve. A strategic, plan-\_

is a<summary statement which details all of the,goals you

want to accomplish in the upcoming year and-expresses their

relative importaime.. In adds ni the plan-also presents

those,goals which are longer-te in nature and establishes

some general time parameters,for their accomplishment.
PO.

A.° 'SETTING GOALS
wr

There are three major areas in which your PIC can set

goals:g , .
e . .

,%.

Employment Generating Services'
A

Participant Services Training and
Development i'F

Organilational ,.

.

..

Goal Setting,Process

If you've al:eadv established the priority of the needs

of employers, occupations,-and,target groups,Jnd your PIC,itself,

and identified 41y barriers to be overcome %%reduced, then

establishing your PIC's,goals'is a strA,ightforward process

and can almost be done by formula asshownbelow:

Goals

',Employer needs + barriers Employment Generating
to overcome Services

251
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ve,

4

Priority occupations +
, training needs + target

groups'
.

Targetoparticipants +
assistance needs +
barriers to overcome

PIC internal needs +
barriers-to pvercome.

Example goals`as they relate to each

follow:

Participant Services -
Training and development

= Organizational

of the above categories

NEEDS/BARRIERS

Employment
Generating
Services

-11:.7G

. Insufficient labor market
data for PIC decision=
making purposes.

. Lack of knowledge ill the
businet% community re-
garding PIC programs.

. Inadequate relationship
betwieW public andlori=
vete sector economic
development efforts".

GOALS

. Tosimprove the quantity,
quality, and decision-
making value of local labor
market information.

. To create and implement a
comprehensive, ongoing
marketing program for PIC
activities.

. To establish a coordinated,
long=tAiAeconomic develop-
ment linkage between the
public and private sectors
with the result of creating
greater job opportunities
for economicallysaisadvan-
taged persons.

Participant ,

Services -
Training and
Development.

PIC

Organization

Large number of unfilled
machioist'positions +
high percentage of un-
employed black and His-
panic males between
ages of 18-35.

Lack of opportunity for
upgrading within major
local private sector in-
dustries which employ
significant numbers of
lower salaried individuals
in entry-level positions.

Inadequate understanding
and development of general
work skills and habits
among youths, 18-21.

. To enable black and Hispanic

males ages 18-35, to
secure unsubsidized machinist
jobs in the private.sector.

. To institute effort with
major employers to_.:upgrade

"employesis from entry-level
jobs to positions of greater
skill.

r'-

. To enhance the.employability
of youths, ages 18 to 21.

. Poor planning, management'

and evaluation process
unclear definition of

) responsibilities and in-
adequate spite= design.

. To'redesign PIC's PME
Process and assign definite
PME responsibilities to
both staff and members.

III-132
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An Example

An example of a set of strategic goal; established by

one PIC is presented below:

I

To intensify efforts to directly links
program development and evaluation of
training programs with the needs of
business and industry in the com-
munity.

To increase the placements of CETA-
,

eligible persons in the private
sector through various employment
and training programs. r

To establish a coordinated, long-term
economic development linkage between

.'the public and private sector withir) the
communIty, with the result bfcreating
greater job opportunities for eco
nomially disadvantaged persons.

ToimpLove communication between'local
businesses and educational institu-

, tions.

s--To -publicize and promote Private Indus-
try Council:sictivities and programs./

To establish the relationship between
economic development/manpowei goals
and transportation policy:

f

To establish, and str9ngt n linkages
with national.policy-m ing organiza-
tions that influppce the future direc-
tion of manpower_ policy.

3

The foregoing are pro"Niided only as'examples. The areas

in which your PIt will 'set goals and the natu %e and number-

of those goals will be determined by the results of your

own needs analysis and priorities.

,B. DEVELOPING THE STRATEGIC PLAN

Setting goals, however, isn't the .difficult part of

4 establishing your PIC's strategic plan. The more demanding
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task is deciding what your PIC's mix of goals should be and

which goals should take precedence. What should be accomplished

this year and what should be postponed? How should this year's

resources be apportioned?'

This determination is truly your option. ,The CETA Regu-

lations only stipulate the percentages of your Title VII

funds which can or have to be allocated to each category of

activities:

Direct participant services'- at least 50%

: Employment generating services - up to 30%

Administrative activities - no more than 20%

o. Economic development activities - 10% incen-
tive for involvement.

Within those guidelines it:s up to you to determkne what

relative priOrities, mix if goalq, and'eventualldistribution

of dollars can best meet the employes and,treining needs'

within your. community. Factors, that .should be taken into

account in making thesedecisions between and among goals are: 1

appropriateness to your PIC's mission

appropriateness to economic conditions

immediacy Of need

responsiveness to employer needs

responsiveness to target group needs

acceptability to community

obstacles to achievement r

tradeoffs in outcomes associated with
selection °Lone -goal over andther.

.trategic Decision- Making Process

As with the earlier steps in this stage, the process

you employ to make,Your decisions on the strategic plan should

be the one which will'work best for you given your'Council's

and local circumstances. A possible method--similar to that

for defining your PIC's missi n and functions--for developing

4.
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the strategic plan is /described

a. Have staff devplop briefing' papers
describing the results of the:

- assessment of PIC program
performance

- assessment of organizational
and operational performance

= initial need priorities
. EGS
. target groups,
. occupations
. participant service needs

- PIC mission and functions

and listing as many goal options -as
possible based upon these results.

b. Disseminate papers to all Council
members.

c. Have Councilmembers read and ask
them to check off their priority goals
for the PIC from-a list of goal options.

d. Convene the meeting and have all Council
members report_out_goals selected.
Recdrd them on allipchart. Use hash
marks to indicate goals selected by
more than one member.

e. After all members have reported
have group discussion focus primarily
on those goals on which t number of the
members agreed.

4r=

f. Followingthe discussion, attempt to achieve
consensus on those goals which should
be addressed in the upcoming year and which
'Should be longer term.

After this determination; attempt to ,

get a'priority-ranking of goals for the
upcoming year through consensus.. If this

f is impossible, ask members to vote to
determine rank order4lor all goals" for
year.

T
s A

h. Once 'a priority order is established,
end the meeting.

111-135
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Air

i. -Prepare results of the meeting--both upcoming'
year goals in order and other long-term ,

goals for PIC--and seed to the members along
with total budget estimate information.

"4

j. In advance of the meeting, ask each member
to allocate a percentage of the budget to each
goal%

k. "Convene a second meeting to allow members
to allocate ro$h percentages of the
budget to each goal.,

1. Have members report allocations.
Redoia them by each goal on a flipchart.

m. Haire members
/

discuss their relative
allocations to attempt_to achieve a con-
sensus on thebudget amount to be
ali6cated'for each goal without averaging.

n. If this is impossible, average all
responses to each goal. Have members
review averages. Then, have members
di*cuss again to seek tradeoff pbsi-
tions.

o, Obtain .either an absolute percentage or
percentage range allocable to each goal,

.

p. After the meeting.y prepare a written state-
ment describing PIC's strategic plan.

Regardless of the method that your PIC employs'to establish

its strategic plan, once your PIC has reached consensus on its

goals, .their.relative priorities, and the rough percentage of

the budget to be allocatero each goal, this information

'should be recorded as the PIC's strategic plan for the year.

In'addition, the plan should list all other longer-term

goals which are Important for your PIC and which ;01 be

addressed in'Sucdeeding years. The portion of the strategic

plan relating to next year provides the initial substantive

:parazileterslor the full scope of programmatic activities to be
411E

undertaken by your PIC.
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Manpower Administration (now Employment .
and Training Administration [ETA)), Manpower
Program Planning Guide (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Labor, April, 1974).
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Purpdse:

C. ESTABLISH PROGRAM SCOPE

To translate'the broad goals and directions
set out in the strategic plan into specific
program objectives and, projects for achieving
theM.

1. Define Appropriate 4ractics

,2. Draft.PIC PrOgram Objectives

13. Specify Projects and Scope

1515
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A

Define Appropriate Tactics

The purpose of this step is,tofdecide what tactics you w41
employ to achieve the programmatic goals which you have

set in yOUr PI,C's strategic plan. Programmatic tactics can
be separated into two_major categories: participant services' °

and employment generating services.

Tactic general means or broadly-formed approach fob

achieving a goal or an end.

Participant - Related Tactics - classroom trainit- vocational;

classroom training-- employability;lon-the-job Caining;
upgrading; retraining; employment and training services;

and supportive services (e-g., health and child care)

Employment Generating Tactics - labOr'ma'rket analysis; mar-

keting; economic and-Community developmenfr-incentive
(e.g., TJTC); and linkage creation. '

at it Knowledge/Capabilities
Rating

Review the informatioqr,provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and

capabilities with refAitnce to- this, step_on the scales below.

Knowledge

Capabilities

I
L 1

E/cctilikks, Aboue Aver-, Below Poor

lent Avg. age Avg.

A
Excel- Above' Aver-- Below Poor-

lent Avg. age Avg.

Based upon your ratings, decide.whether you need to read the content

information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the

next step.
41

"=wwwwie
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API A

INTRODUCTION
,

0.. .

0

The first step toward cokverting your PIC's strategic t

plan intointo a wo4kable reality is defining what tactic(s)' /'
ge.

is(are) most appropriate and should be used to accomplish.
d *

V
1 I ...

ceach goal that you have set. 'A tactic *is a general means

or broadly- formed approach for achieving an end.

dP

The range of tactical options available to your PIC

is wide. Again, as with your goats, the options can be

broken down into the categories of par ipant services and

ent generating services.

A. ,CATEGORIES OF TACTICS

Participant-Related Tactics

Major participant-related,tactiCs include:

Classroom training (vocational): training
conducted away from a job that provides the

participant with specific technical knowledge
and'skills,necessary to perform successfully.
in,a 'Yob:

.
,

dv
.

° -Ii

Classroom:trainin (empro ability): tr *ning
Oconducted away from a jo that provide q,., 1

...

'I? .pakticipant with the fundamental knowle ge, 4

il... shills, abilities, and attitudes necessary

it
to secure and hold an unsubsidized 'priyate
seller job.

. On-the-Job training training alid-suRer-,'
+ vision provided to Participants hiredby

* private sector firms to enable them to
. develops a4 necessary occupational skills

while eraployed in a prodUctive job in the
private sector.

... 1N

Upgrading: Skill training- (either'dlassrodm .
of OJT) of individuals locked in low paying,
dead-end jobs to enable them to qualify for
positions requiring greater skill within the
sable business enterprise,

III -14.3 26j
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I
Retraining: skill training (either classroonl
br. OJT) in occupational akin) shortage areas
to teach participants new skills distinct from
those already' possessed.'

Eaplorent and training services: services to
. -enhance an-individual's capabilities and oppor-

tunities for securing unsubsidized employment.
These'services include but are not limited to:

- orientation to world of work
- counseling (employment.reiated and .

testing)
- employability assessment'
- 5ob development,
- job search assistance -
- job referral and placement. .

- 'Targeted Jobs Tax Credit - eligibility
*determiation (

- "Vocational exploratiOn programs

Supportive services: services to eliminate
possible barriers to successful employment.
Services include buf are not limited to:

- health care and medical services

)gansportation
- child care

- tV.-mporary shelter
- financial, counseling and assistance

.Within this generallrange of partidipant tactics, there'

, are two specialized tactics which deserve highlighting becaube

of tporre-particular releirancgand currency. These tactics are:

.customized training, and pre-employment and Niczb search training.

4
1. Customized Training

Customized training can beieither classroom training or OJT

or a combihation of thetwo. It differs somewhat from bOth,

... however, not because of the delivery method, but because of the
, 413

method of deAlopment. ,

Customized training programs are normally developed, by

having a local employer or employers identify "high demand"

occupations in whi6h skill training is required, and then

participate in the curriculum develdtment*pioces, s to nsure a

c

r-

4/.

262 .
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training prqgram which is relevant to,the local business

needs. The customized training program oftentimes involves

the participation of the same employer(s) in providirig

instructors and/or training facilies atcompany sites
...

and OJT slots and eventually full-time uns4bscdized jobs

for program participants.

The major advantage for your PIC of employing the cus-

,tomized program tactic is that it ensures a program which

is directly responsive, to the needs of the private sector.

To many,:this tact epitomizesserintention of the fSIP.
'4%......_

2. Pre-Employment and Job Search Training

Pre-employment and job search tactics involve no occu-

pational or.skills training. -Instead, they are designed to

make the partitipant employable. That is, (1) to prepare

the participants fdr work by developing their motivational,

110
self-assesiMent, resume writing, and interviewing skills;

and '(Z)) to enable the participants to secure unsubsidized

priva4ksec1 jobs on their own. The majoi advantige to

your pig of employing the pre-employment and job search

taotit_is that it is relatively low cost and quick turn-

around in nature.

The limitation of the tactic, of course,-is that it is

Irly appropriate with those participants who are already

job ready, in termsof skills and abilities, and for those

occupations which do not have high'skill requirements.
1 hk,

Employment Generating Tactics

The tactics available to your PIC under the Employment'

Generating'heading are even more 'varied than those whichoare

participanperelated. Some of the most common major tactics

yor PIC'can choose :from include:

:labor Market Anal sis: studies of local

A busine es to enti y%the particular labor
-market eed with the community.

III -145 263
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Marketing; activities to expand awareness,
explain benefits, and provide assistance to
local businesses to increase their partici-
pation inCETA programs.

Economic and Community Development:, efforts
to attract, retain, and/or expand'businesses
to enhance economic and copmunity conditions
within local arm.

Incentive' Programs: programs created to
offer br to promote special benefits, such
as Targeted Jobs Tax Credit, to induce private
sector emp4oyers to hire CETA-eligible partici-

. pants.

Linkage Creation: efforts to forge new rela-
tions with existing institutions (i.e.,
government agencies, business groups, coin-

fmunity,groups, economic development groups,
labor unions, local planning bodies, an
.schpols/colleges) to improve employment d
training capabilPties within the loca unity.

4

-B. SELECTING YOUR TACTICS

The foregoing liseof tactics for paiticipant and
employment generating services are'meantto. be instructive
and not exhaustive. These tactics are not important as ends
in themselves, but only as they relate to the goals you have
set for your PIC. To a large degree, each of your goals will
imply, and the analysis whichiatsceded its development
enabl4 you to select, a primaky'tactic which will be appro-
priate to your end.

Examples
4

The examples which follow show the relation.between goals
and barriers, and tactics which might be ,selected in response
to them.

264
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PRIMARY BARRIER.

To'enable unemployed Knowledge and skill

black or Hispanic deficiency.

males, ages 18-35,
to secure unsubsidized
clerical jobs in the
private sector.,

To improve the quantity,
quality, and decision-
making value of local
labor market informa-
tion.

To establish a coor- Inadequate present

dinated long-term relationship

economic development

,APPROPRIATE TACTIC(S)

Classroom training:
vocational -
machinist skills

Inadequacy of stan- Labor market analysis -

dard source data. 'local employer sufvey

linkage' between the

Public sectoroand
private sector.

Linkages and economic

development

Process

en this direct relationthip between goals, barriers,

and tactics, the procets which yotr 011C can employ td select

tactics is fairly straightforward. You can, use the general

format set out below to select your tactics. a

GOAL
.

BARRIER .

_
TACTIC

.

.

_
at
.

,
.

gm

,

Your PIC should select -a primary tactic to achieve each

goal that you have set. The goal plus the tactic provide the

basis for setting your PIC's pro4rammatic objective and

beginning the process of shaping your.PIC's total program of

activities and services.

$-)2)
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National Allianceof Business, Roles,
Organization and Programs: Basics for the
Private Industry Council (Washington, D.C.:
National Alliance of Business, 1981).

Chamber of Commerce of the United.States,
the New Private Sector Initiative Program
(Washington, D.C.: Chamber of Commerce of
theU.S., 1979).

Manpower Administration (now Employment and Training Administra-
tion '(ETA]), Manpower Program Planning Guide (Washington, D.C.:
U.S Department of Labor, April, 1974).

0

Mayor's Office of Manpower,'City of Chicago, Planning and
Evaluation under CETA (Washington, D.C.: U.S, Department of
Labor,'January 1976).
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Draft PICTiogram Objectives,

The purpose of this step is to establish yeitir PIC's program
objectives for the fiscal year. Objectives specific
statements of .what your PIG wants to accomplish. There ,

a're twa major types of objectives: Participant-Related;
Employment Generating Services Related.

a

Objective - a quantifiable, or in some other way measurable,.
' expression of what is toccur specifically as a result of :

- 'a program tactic.

Particiiant-Related Objective - answers the questions of
who, how many, what means, and primary results expected.

EGS-Related Objective - answers the question of "how well".
in terms of time, quantitative measure, qualitative value,
and cost efficient/effectiveness/effort value.

4

40,

itt Knowledge/Capabilities Rating it
Review the information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
capabilities with refeEence to this step bn the scales below.

wledge
I

1 ; a
, t I

Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor
lent Avg. age Avg.

.

Capabilities I L i , I
Exce Above t Aver- Below Poor
le ire Avg, age Avg.

Based upon youg.ratings, deCide whether you need to read the content
information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the
next .step. .

III-149
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INTRODUCTION

Once you hallegoals,and tactics related to them, you

treffnate this infOrmation into your PIe's program objec-

tives for the fiscal year. Program objectives tell you what

your PIC is going to do and how well.

A. program objective should be either a quantifiable,

or in some other way measurable, expression of what is to

occur specifically as a result of a program tactic. Your

PIC's program objectives help to narrow the focusof your

goals and provide the bridge between the mere abstract or

conceptual strategic planning stage and the more Ohcrete

stage of operational planning. They also provide criteria

against which to measure programmatic performance at the
4

end of the Fiscal Year.

A. SETTING PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

It's useful to look at program obipctives in the two

categories described earl. r:-

0 Parcipant- Related
Vmployment Generating Services (EGS)

Related!
111

The process of setting objectives for each category is similar,

but the actual mechanics are slightly different.'

Particfpint7Related Qbjectives

,Pkrticipaut-related objectives should answer at least

AL

four basic westions:,

Who - description of people to be served

How Many -.number of people to be served

What Maas - tactic '(primary service or
activity to be provided)

Rysults - whit primary final outcome is.
expected.

' III-15f
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'An example of a participant-5,1ated objective based

upon a goal set earlier follows:

Goal:. To enable unemployed black or Hispanic
males,0 ages 18-35, to 'secure unsub-
sidized machinist jobs in the private
sector.

The goal tells you:

Who: black and Hispanic males, ages.18-35

Results: unsubsidized machinist jobs in the
private sector.

, The tactic tells you:

Whiat Means: classroom training.,

At this point, it's up to your PIC to answer the question

of how many in dreer to create a program objective. Let's,

say that your Council answered that question as follows:

How Many: 75.

Then, your PIC's program objective related to this goal

would be:"

2ir

. '1" Objective: To enable, through classroom
training, 75 unemployed ,black and Hi'spanic
males, ages 18-35, to secure unsubsidized
machinistjobs,in the private sector.

While the above is sufficient for a program objective,

if it chooses, your PIC cap make its objective even more

precise by answering other questions regarding results, or

how well, e.g., at what cost, quality of job. An expanded

objective incorporating answers to these questions follows:.

To enable, through classroom training,
75 unemployed black and Hispanic males,
ages 18-35, to secure unsubsidized private .

sector pbsitions having.an average wage of
$5.25/hr. at an average cost of $1,500.00
per participant.

' Your PICshould make its participant-related program.objectives,
4

270
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as precise as you feel they need to-be_for-program manage-

410/ ment purposes. The advantage of more detailed program o,b0ec-

tives is that they provide clearer'direction.for all

planning, management, and evaluation activities to follow.

EGS-Related Objectives

Given the broader scope and somewhat less tangible

nature (e.g., linkages, improved businesp relations) of

Employment Generating Services, as opposed to-those activi-

ties which are directly participant-related, it will probably

be more difficult for your PIC to set objectives from qoalt6,

related to them. Its just as necessary and important, however.

k'ortdnately, setting your EGS bjectives can be as

straightforward arocess as settin your participant-

related objectives. Your goal tells you the general end

you want to achieve and your tactic tells you what you

need to do in order to achieve that end (e.g., conduct a

local employer survey): To develop an EGS-relatedgjec-
.

tive, you need Only to determine "howivell." To determine

"how well" you should answer the following questions:

By what time or within what tine frame
should the project be completed?

Is there a quantitative measure or value
.which can be assigned to the project
(e.g., contacts to be made-, reports to
be.produced, meetings to be held)?

Is there a qualitative value which can
be assigned to the project (e.g., number
of acceptable errors, adherence to some
established external criterion, accept-
ability to the Council)?

Isathere a cost-efficient/effectiveness/ ,
effort value-which can be assigned to
the project (e.g., cost per report

.
produced, cost per person placed, num-
ber of person days to be spent on projeqt)?

4

Three examples of'EGS-related objectives pertaining to

goals described earlier and answering all of/the above

271



questions follows

Goal: To improve the quantity, quality,
and decision-making value of loch
labor market information.

Objective: Tp complete, within 6 months,
a local employer survey of 100 selected
leading industries in order to identify
valid and reLiable data on entry-level
job opportunities and salary level of
positions at a total survey cost of no
more than $10,000.00.

'Goal: .To establish a coordinated lorig-
term economic development linkage
between the public and the private
sector with the long-term'result
of creating job opportunities for
economically disadvantaged persons.

Objectives: .To create a joint committee
tote composed of representatives from public
sector economic development agencies and pri-
vate sector investment firms which will

awdevelop within the next 9 months comprehensive
local economic development strategy to benefit
CETA-eligible participants at a cost of 2
person months of effort from PIC staff.

To coordinate with the City Development
Department to ensure that 20% of construc-
tion jobs being generated on the two downtown
redevelopment projec%Alksupported:primarily
through EDA and UDACT!ffids,are set aside for
CETA-eligible participants.

Again, your EGS objectives need not be this detailed.

At, a minimum, however, for each EGS,--related objective your

PIC should specify the end product-or result it expects and

associate at least one "how wel ' measure (i.e., time, quan-

tity, quality, cost) with it.

III-154
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B. DEVELOPING YOUR OBJECTIVES

To set your PIC's objectiVes, all that you have to do

is apply the procedures described in the preceding pages to

each goal. A format foil doing that is presented below.

Participant -Goal:

. Who: /0

How Many:

What MeAns:

Primary Result:

How Well (e.g., avg. Cost/participant, avg. wage)

EGS Goal:

Time:

Quantity!"

Quality:

Cost:

The;e are no abso,lute numbers of program objectives

that ought'to be set by any PIC. The essential considera-

tion should be; as noted earlier, that your PIC set at least

one objective for each wal/taCtic that you intend to

undertake.

111-155 . 273
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ManpowerAdministration (now Employment -and
Training Administration [ETA]) , Manpower
Progtam Planning Gul.de (Washington, D.C.:
U.S.Department of Labor, Apre, 1974).

,Mayor -'-s -Off-ice of Manpower, City'of Chicago,
,planning and Evaluation under CETA (Wash -'
ingt,on, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor,
January 1476).
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specify Pr*ects and Scokt

The purpOse of this st_gp is to identify the, specific
projects which your/PIt will support in this fiscal..
year.. This involyes: determining the number and type'of
projects to be run;

oj
defining, he bjectives and scope of

sofeach project; and allocating re rces to ;he projects...

t

.6)

Pro ect"k - discrete services and activities to be sponsored
through PIC in order to achieve,its programmatic objectives'.'.

_

Project Scope - speciLic objectives to be aocompAsned and
services or activitiel which 'ere to comprise each -1Yroject.

Project Resource Allocation, -.estimation' of amount to be
4400expended on each ,project.to ensure cost feasibility and
compliance withp.original progtam plan.

44,

b'

Cu Knowledge/Capabilities Rating
C"."---......

Revibw the information,proVided above. Rate your I:4's knowledge and
capabilities with referencia to this step on the 4cales below.

0
I

,, . 1

Knowledge . 1 1 1 . 1 I

,,,. Excel- Above Aver- , Below Poor
, Avg. - Avg.lent vg. age* /

. -

e. Capabilities. I I . I L t

. , Excel- Above Aver- Below . Poor
lent

,
Avg. age Avg. .. . '

.4.

. .

.Based.upon your r$tings, dedlde whethep you need to read the guientent)

Pr ,

information on,,this step which follows immedialv or proceed lb the
. .

net, step. '1/4'0

. . .

`-e?
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INTRODUCTION

The last stein the development of the preliminary

general design of your PIC's program for the fispal year is

to identify tho'se specific projeCts to be supported.
.

Prbjects are the discrete services and activities to be.

sponsored through the PIC in order to achieve its program-

matic objectives. There are three tasksIhnvolved in projectu
specification:

, Determine number and typei, f pAjects.

e Define objectives and scope of each project,

All'ocate resources to projects.

r

A. DETERMINI5G PROJECT NUMBER AND TYPES

Projects )are,derived directly from programmaticibbjec-
,

In some,nstances, you may have only one project
-

pef objective. In'others, you may have as'many as three

orour projects. This factols repres'ented in th'e.flow ,

ck art on the "following page which summarizes PIC actilIty

to this point in decision-making terms.

f.

ti

01

./'

4

a
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I

PIC Planning -- Decision- making Flow Chart-

ekam161 of a program objective for which you would

have my One project is the EGSobjective related to

et nalysiS:

t.0

ective: To-complete, within 6 months,
a ],oca employer survey of 100selected
1 ading industries in'order to identify
va id and relidble diii on entry-level
jo opportunities and.salary level .0

post ions at a' totaI.survey cost of no
than $10,000.0r.,

Project

*7

4

41

or

1



The soie project to be undertaken with reference to this bbjectiv
.

would be a local employer survey.

' On 'the other And, there'are'ather areas in which your

PI might iqtiate multiple projects.' For exatille, referring

k to the partldipant-related objective for machinist posi-

tions:
'I I

To enable, thrbugh classroom tsalain,
75 unemployed"taack apd Hispanic
males, ages 18-35 , to secure .unsub-
sidized private sedtor positions having
anaverage wag 6t $5.25 /hr:.at an
average Cost of $1,500.00 per partici-
pant.

t

It is possib ),e that your IC might want to/split up this

objective into two prorcts or More with each project being

- operated by a different service deliverer (e.g.,.community
.

college; private sector_proprietary institution, non-profit

community -based organization).

As another exaMge of a program objective which would*

be met through multiple projects, let's look at an objec-

tive related to an example goal stated earlier iNthe text:

'Goal: To institute a program with major
nal employers to upgrade employees from
entry-level jobs to positions of grerter
skill and higher salaries.

ONective: To institute a program with
t major local employers' to upgrade at

least-206 emleoyees from entry -level
jobs to positions of gkeater skills
and higher salaries.. "'4

Obviously,.this objective calls for the designation of

e.specific number of ,emplo -by name and participants per

employer for-the upgrading,.program as an integral part of

the planning prOcess.

4

B. SETTING SCORE)AND OBJECTIVES
N. ''

. . .

Once the nuqber and type of projects. for each objectiye

are clarified, your "next task is to establish the specifit
f _

.

V
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i

-'objectives And scope for-each project. This process begins

Alli
-, .'

with'breaking the prograp objectiVes down and assigning specific .

.-

- -.._

objectivft to each pro ct. This is done by answering theirsame

----questionsRosed earl' r.to establish your PIC's-pregremeb-j-ee

tiiies related to 13. rtician't and Employment Generating Services.

Participant Employment Generating.Services .

2 Who
1

Primary Resuit?
. a

How, y? . How Welk?.

.',.iqh.;t;'means-? - Time?
. 'Quantity?rImaryResUlt?. .

r

i
- Quality? -

How Well?
.

.4k- Cost?
. . *

, ... ".
.1,. 1.. . r ...

The end result f this process shduld Or a ciear state-

.--P:meitt.for e p.projec f the:
_

-
'-... ! %; , al, principal outcome in .measurable terms

.;.-;1; --;. ',op primary service; or assistance to be delivered. 0
., '.

:r f '

Establi irl 4id'ect s o e
) /" . ....

1 S.

The s re i4rlx; determine the basic scope or
c;

2eAges Apt ties tb comprise aOh. project. This is
4111

.

sincerenatively simpli for your PIC's -EGS"projects,siAce they will
,

,d,xdinaril insist 'of a single prim.fir activity (e.g., laborr
'taiket'an,

i
Ais, /linkage liroject, economic development effort)

_ . .

.and a set of'Sub=actALitieS directly' licked to that project.

However,.your:Lrticipant-Serving projects will probably be
. . l --,

somewhat more
--
-complex,since they*st:bb,designed to meet the

specific needs oA'yoter-tdrget=gt4;ups. 411,

As,noted.earlier in Stage B, Step a, ,..target group participant
7.% AL.

/ .
eetisman .be of a traininciand4df other service nature.e either

. .-- .
Therefore, even'if 4.primary project is'c.lassroom training or

t
OJT, Oa is point ydu need ,to decidh wakt:other services need

.4-9..
to' e rovided iin ad ion-to that activity to meet adequately

needs of/th ar/ gei- .64.)-:_ ''.
.

: .

6lo."evieW,;pbtential/aervice

or assi stance which y.our:P IC

si9hr We to4aiticipants--ot6r! thanetraining include:
, .44"

_, /.-
;',/

!#'



c outreach/recruitment
intake

d orientatj.cin
assessment r 4''0 counseling
employability development planning
coaching
transportation
health services,

' family services
Jegal,aid A A

i job development
plAcement
follow-through

You can use the results of your PICes)needs assessment

to make that determination. 'It should be made for each project

--which- your- PIC-_wi.1-1*--spon-sor--- yiu can -use_;_the_forra

following page or ;one similar to it to assist yod in .planning

the scope and services for all your PIC's'parti ipant

services projegts.

4

2S1
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PROJECT SCOPE PLANNING WORKSHEET
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.C. ALLOCATING FWANCIAL RESOURCES

After all rojects are thoroughly defined, your PlC's

remaining task isloto allocte the finantial resources

necessary to accomplish each project. As you will recall, '

the initial decision regarding fund allocations is cede 'when,

you develop your strateg4.0 plan. At that time,,yoti obligate the

appropriate amountof dollars that youtwant to'S-Pend to achieve

each gital. This decision is checked again when you .set your

PIC'sprogram objectives.

Now, asuthe final aet prior to developing your plan

for operation of the P C's program, you break Oui'the'amount
j ,

to be eXpended on eac 'project in order to estimate cost

feasibility and to ensure that there are sufficient resources

' to deliver the full scope of program services that are' planned.

Estimating.your costs for EGS projects, as with defining

their component parts, is a straight line process of decidingwhat

4110
each product or major deliverable will cost. Estimat s on

O

the participant side are somewhat more implicated. F ctorz
.

.

that you liale'to take into account in- making your estim tions

on participant serving projects include:

allowances
wages
fringe benefits.
training
services to participants.

Types of costs which you will need to consider Kithin

these categories in*making your estimates include: cr`-

.

annual or "one-payment" fit4ed costs
'(e.g., insurance, equipment)

monthly or continuing fixed costs
(e.f., rent, telephone)

continuing fixed costs not reiated
to service levels (e.g.; personnel)

contipuing variable costs rglated
to service leveasw(e.g., trtvel,
allawanc4s)

'`) 2S4
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,None-payment" variable costs related
to the needs of individual pbogram
clients (e.g., supportive services).

Undoubtedly, the best single source to provide you with'

the information and.assistanqp in estimating your participant-,
7

related costs is your CETA,Prime Sponsor. The PS has a wealth

of experience and Apbably the necessary data to enable you

to project your costs ,accurately.

If, on the other hand, you want to or have to do some of

tyour own cost est. tioh, the instructions which follow

should prove helpfu :

Allowances
or each project and all projects together:

estimate the number of individuals to be
served who can qualify fdi allowances
based op the characteristics of the
target groups and on the qualification
criteria.

determine the minimumallowance payment
and the additiDnal provisions for depen-'
dents. .

estimate the averagt number of weeks
4 for which an allowance will be paid,

based on the duration of the training
program.

The firmat below can be ed for calculating
-allowances.

Format for Calculating Allowances

Project/Component 11

Basic Training No. Participants
Allowances Qualifying

Average Basic '

of
Allowance

Weeks
Per Week

x $ x = $

Allowances f r No. Participants Number Weeks Amt.per Avg. No.

Dependents- Qualifying of Training Depend. of Depend.
X X $ X = $

_

Meals, Trans- No. Participants No. Weeks Avg.Allow.

portation,etc. Qualifying Particip. for this
in Trng. Purpose

, per .Week

X X. $
.Nat

r

1

TOTALAWMANCES = $

285
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Wages and Fringe Benefits
For each project and then all projects:

- 'determine the wages to be paid in
each of the specific occupations
included in the employment or/train-
ing project based on minimum wage
levOls (i.e., the higher of applicable
federal or state d local standards)
and the maximum lowable'yearly wage
under CETA.

- determine the -average number of employ=
ment or training positions in each
occupation,-based on project objec-
tives and scope.

- estimate the average number of months.
each participant will spehd,in an employ-

, ment. or training project.

- calculate total wages by multiplying
all of the above factors-and for all
occupations.

-.calculate-total.fringe tenefits by
multiplying applicable benefit rates
against total wages and sum for all_
occupations.

The,format beim./ can be used to calculate
wage and fringe benefits.

.

Project/Component

.

Format for Calculating Wages and Fringes d .

.

*

(1)

Occupation

.4 (2)

. .

Number of
Positiofts

(3)- t

Avg. Hours of
'Employment or

Training

(4)

Average
Hourly
Wage

(5)

Total Wages iei.
,Occupation
Cols. 2 x 3 x 4.

(6)

.

Fringe
Benefits

*

. %

A

it

lk
'

.

1

.

.

_

>

.

.

Total Wages

$
.

Total
Fringes

$

.

. 1

.

111-169
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Training
For each project, and then allprolects:'

- determine the occupational areas for .

training and the, aVerage number of
trainees in each area based on the
project, objectives, and scope.

- 'identify any applicable state education
board standards -for certification of the
training in each of.the occupational areas.
The standards may relate to quali fications
'of instructors, minimum periods of train-
ing, minimum and maximum class sizes,and
required training materials andequipment.

- determine project administrative costs. -

by calculating. -personnel
and equipment costs as indicated below:

. "Compare required personnel, ..as
determined in the prbject
tion-and,staffirig plan, to the
labor market, in terms of available
personnel and p"revailing wage rates--
and compensat(ion plans, including
employer contributions to social ,

security' and UI.
4

Compart.required facilities,and
equipment related to managing the
program to 4ts hvaiIability and '

to the prevailing-rents and costs.

. Compare necessary utilities and
maintenance.services against pre-
vailing rates.

. Establish the permissible indirect
cost rate and apply it against
indirect cost base items.

- identify certified trainingintutions
in area and survey them to obtaih relative
cost estimates to verify cost 'estimates.

Services to Participants
For eac'h project andsthen all'projects:

W the procedure as described above
.f 'calculating personnel, facilities
and equipment*Atts based on services

2S.7
r-
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to be provided, number of persons

-110
receiving each service, number and
types of personnel needed to provide /
services, and geographical areas to
be perved (i:e.,to determine the need
for one Central center vs. several
outlying service centers).

- identify special services which may be
needed by a few clients (e.g., eye-

, .* glasses, dental,care), estimate the
number of individuals to receive the
services, and determine cost 'based on
the availability of such-servAces in
the market.

).1

,If, after you do your.cost estimation, there are short-

falls-or overages either in' total or within a given area, ,

you re-budget and adjust your program objectives and project

objectives and scope accordingly. After his activity is

completed, you are in a position to devt9p your pIC's plan
,

for program operatiOns.

.7

. Manpower AdminastrationlOnow Employment and
Training Administratidn (ETA)), Manpower
Program Planning Guide (Washington, D.C.:

U.S. Department of Labor, April, 1974).

Mayor's Office of npower, City of Chicago,
Planning and Eva nation under CETA (Wash-1

ington, D.C.: U. .
'Department of La r,

`January 1976).

2Sa
III-'171
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4 D. DEVELOP PROGRAM OPERATIONS PLAN

Purpose: To esti ish a detailed plan and procedures
for ope ating your PIC's program.

1. Structure Program Delivery' System

2. Establish Perform4h1ce Standards

3. Secure Necetsary Assistance O .

4. Finalize, and Approve Operations Plan

ij

. 239
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Structure Program Delivery System

The purpose of this step is to formalize the mechanisms
and arrangements for delivery of the full scope of the
programs, and projects which.your Ilqc has decided upon. ,

This involves: designing specifiC projects; ,developing
project delivery framework; and eftablishing administrative
infrastructure. - /

Project Resign - objegpi
ties arla services to 'be pr
and basic organizatidn an
the project.

:

e major activIL
, action stepd.to be taken,.

anagement plan for delivering
r

PIC Delivery. System -.overall framework for .providing PIC
training and development (participant) and employment
generating projects.

PIC Administrative Structure- arrangement for dOordiu ting
and managing PIC's projects.

;1( (( Knowledgenapabi 11 ti es Rating ::>'' .
. .

Review the, information provided above. Rae your PIC's knowledge and

`,':capabilities with reference tothis step on the scales below.

'1(nowledge
Excel-.
lent

Above
Avg.

-

Capabilities I I
Excel- Above

, lent Avg.

$

Based upon.your,ratings, decide whether you
'

need to read the content

information on tAiEstep which follbws immediately or proceed to the

1

Aver-
age

Aver-
age

Below
Avg.

1

Below
Avg.

Poor

Poor

.next step.

III -i.75
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'PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTES (Points that are important which you want to remember)

QUESTIONS (Items on which 13L'are unclear or.want to get additional
information)

/ /
ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend to take to implement your

PIC's PME process:in this area)

Steps
. ,

Resources/Persons, ime Frame

. '291,
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INTRODUtTION

In this Step, your PIC makes the decisions which are
.

probably mist critical to its programmatic suctess or

failure. These deci sions relate fo how you Ore going to

deliver what you'have decided upon as-ydai program for the
year. Basic-dOnSiderations to be factored into your

decision-making at this point include:

whether to use all, ,part, or none of
the primes Sponsor delivery system

, .

'o how much direct control will your PIC
want' over those projects which you
sponsor

"what are the relative tradeoffs in
terms of cost and credibility among;

A ' various types of service deliverere

should essential services be delivered
on a decentralized qr centralized
basis. I.

If your.PIC has clearly defined its own mission and

function, then many cof the answers regarding its role in

the delivery system will .be readily apparent. At this point,

you need to make yoUr PIC's role even more precise and

dedide what toles others are to play. .The tasks. necessary'

'to do that are to:

design specific projects

develop a project.deliver y'framework

establish adrginistrative infrastructure.

A. DESIGNING THE PROJECTS

. The first order of-business in establishing your PIC's

delivery system is designing the projects which are to be

292
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initiated. If yourJPIC has decided to run all or certain

projects itseffo the n's great amount of your attention.and

effort will 4o into this area.

The prinicpa responsibility here isto decide for each

projecti

the major activities or services tp be
atcomplished and the order in whidh they
are to be accomplished

the specific steps or actions which are
to be taken to,accomplish each activity
or service - including resources required
ind time frame for, accomplishment

the basic organization and management plan'
for delivering,the project.

Your PIC can use the general formats below and modify

as appropriate to facilitate its general projectdesgn process.

.

I

'Project Design Format!

PrQ3ect:

1. Project Planning. Format

'MAJOR,ACTIVITIES/SERVICES 'PERFORMANCE STANDARDS '

2. Activity/Service Planning Format

PROJECT:
, .

-

SACTIVITY/ERCE:MAJOR VI 1 PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
_

.1. ..ACTION STEPS
'2.' RESOURCS/ASSIS.

REQUIRED.
3. TIME

FRAME
4. PERSON DAYS

ALLOCATED

.

,

0

t r

. ,

.

.

.
.

,

.

.

.

4

.

.

. 111-178



3. Management Plan Format

ACTIVITY/TASKS STAFF RESPONSIBLE
'

% OF TIME TO ACTIVITY,
. 4

.

0

P

.

0

%

1

.

.
. . ,

.

.
.

. $.

*,-

Since, at .this time, the majOrity ofPIC's contract Most-

activities, basic principles and factors related toef'fective

project design .are also discussed larder "Step 3. Secure Necessary

Assistance,"which follows. The Same principles whCh apply

to contracted assistance should appley to those projects

,sponsored by your PIC itself.

B. DEVELOPING THE PROJECT DELIVERY FRAMEWORK

Regardless of whether your RIC implements all its

AM.

own projects, contracts them, or is somewhere in between,

you neeto establish an overall framework for coOrdinafing

and integrating your PIC's projects. That framework will

have tcoo sidet -- the training and development or partiOi'-'`

pant side, and the'EGS side.

Training and Development Side

The general model of CETA participant client flow is

indicated in the chart on the'following page.

111-179
294
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CETA Client Flow Model

.

Outreach/
Recruitment

Intake/

Assessment

Training or
Development

Participant
Services

L

Placement/
Termination.

Follow-up

Alt

Basic questions that yoy can ask yourself as theyrslate

to the foregoing model and your TIC's projects include:

How will your PIC handle its outreach,
recruitment, intake, and assessment of
participanti? Through a central source?
Through each service delivererZ -

What provisions will be made, if any, to
meet the development and support
service needs f'participants?

Will any placement, job develdpment, and
prograin termination activities be under-
taken?

a

111-180
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Will your PIC make special.arrangements
for follow-up assistance to program ser-
vices? Yes? No?

Your answers to these and other questions which you

considerimportant will determine the shape of the partici-
,

pant service side of your PIC's delivery System. Again, as
A

in estimatingcosts, your Prime Sponsor should be an invalu-

able so utce of information and experience regarding service,
de4very'arrangements and, in many cases, potential see-

'vice deliverer itself. You should consult with the Prime

Sponsor as a first resort to help yol? plan the participant

side of your program.

'No matter what specific client processing arrangements

you decide on, there are some basic steps that should be tak en

to allbw for effective operations on the participant side of

your PIC's program. These steps are outlined below:

s

1. Specify for each project the seqqence
in which participants will receive
services.

2. Establi6 proceduresand mechanisms
neceSstry to ensure that participants*
move from one service to the next
with tnii mal domplication:

3. Defitke in writing the process for
coordination among your p ojects and
services.

4. Identify the total ngmber f persons
to be served id your-total program,
in eachproject,'and the number to
receive specificservices.

5. .Schedule the flow of participants
through your delivery system to
determine who will be-receiving

/what types of services at what time.

6. Balance participant levels among
services throughout the program to
ensure that existing service capacity
is being used at maximum efficiency
and to avoid bottlenecks or underi-
enrollments.

111,181 29G



'The actual mechanics foioaccompliihing these steps are
somewhat technical. However, ,with the assistance of your

Prime Sponsor, you should be able to. structure a iysterg

that works for your PIC.

EGS

To structure the EGS side of ypur delivery sy'steM, you

should answer questions including:

What'end products or results willibe
produced? In what time period or by
what date?

What interim products will be produced?'
By when?

C-

u

What major activities will, be accom-
plished? By when?

What are project' benchmarks? When will
they occur?

.
.

What are the major tasks or steps ne es-
iarS, to complete each project? What is
their timeline ?.

Answering these quests for all EGS projects will

enable you to develop a time-phased product/activity schedule
.

which can be used to direct the implementation of,your PIG's

EGS projects over the course of theyear. A sample format for
4 . .

such a schedule is presented below.

r PROJECT/ Activi t ies
N MONT_

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12

Activity.
. Activity

.,,

.

.

1,

2

.

.

'

.

.

:

.

.
.

_

A

.
.

.

A

0

.

F8

0

,

- -

.

.

,

.

Fr' major bsilchmark
0... deliverable product

III-182
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C. ESTABLISHING THE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

As the last task in developing its program delivery sys-

tem, your PIC stioulddesign and put inL place an administrative
.

infrastructure which complements and supporta your decisionb

regarding participant and EGS project del-ivery. To do this,

'you must review and/or decide:

"'WhatprojeCts the PIC will run itself
andlthe staffing required

ROW to direct, coordinate, and control
all projects to be initiated.

In addition, you should assess your administrative and

management support requirements, particulaily in the areas

of:
Financial ManageMent

-6
pata Collection and Reporting

Planning, Management and avaluation-

6 . Personnel and Staff Activities
-

Procurement and-Maintenance ,

:Planning .

Correspondence and Communication Control.
,

,Public Information .

2
ikr-

i

Grants Administration r S $

Leg al.
\I.',ft .-

.
.

The decisions that you reach here Will determine the t.

day -to -day, administrative organization and the staffing
)

needs for your PIt. Once you have made these decisions,
.

you should deSign an initial organizatiOnal and staffing

plan for yo PIC. That-plan should detail the:.

structural design of you
n
PIC'i

organization (this desig y be
for fill time PIC staff', 'CETA staff,
shared-staff, mixed staff,.or any
other arrangement you'-,deem appropriate)

primary functjei[s.. to be performed

111-183
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4

. level of staffing needed to support
the prograM

job description; ,for staff.. ,e

_

Finally; as with,your..PIC's projects, as_a last step to
ensuring your administrative plan can.be implemented, you

should calculate your administratiye costs based upon the
decisions you have_mede._ Again, factors, td take into

account include personnel, facilities, and esuipment coats.4.

4 :
Manpower Administration (now EmployMent
and Training Administration (ETA]), .

Manpower, grogram Planning, Guide Washing-
ton, D.C.: U.. Departmentoof Labor, April,.
1974).

Manpower Administration (now kmployment
and Training AdMinistration (ETA]),
Program Activities and Services 9tide
(Washington, D.C.: W.'S: Department of;,abor,

'April,' 1974). '

t
.

1111
-
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Establish Performance Standards

Thepurpoa e'of this step A t9 s et the'performance
standardslor your PIC. Standard@ should be set at the
progsam,-*oject, and compOnefit levels.

. .

r

4 \

-

01,

4
4

$

Performance Standards'
to be achieved an' used
tfveness.

Performance Indicators
emplO4yMent rare, number

4

Ic

statements of measurabIegresult
to ascertain success Veffec-

,a*
- measurable factors (e.g., ehtered
of jobs retained for.CETA-eligible

participants as 4 result'of industrial revenue bonds)
indicating effectivgnesg wiOin agiven area on which it ,-

ir-important to set' objectives and standards.

Terminal Indicators - measures used to assess-the end results
or outcomes of a project,,Tcomporient, or program. "4

Interim Indicators - measures used 'tcl assess the ongoing .

rformance of PIC's projects,.components, and program.

;wimmimmimmiamolO'

Kninatedge/tapabirities Rating

view tee information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
ca bilities with reference to this step on the scales below.

Knewledge

Capabilities

Excel -.
rent

1

Excel-
lent

1

Above Aver-
Avg. age

t

Below
Avg.

1 I i
Above Aver- Below
Avg. age Avg. ,

Poor

Poor

Based upon your ratings, ccide whether you need to read the content
information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the,

next,step.

III-185
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ipt PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTE. (Points that age important which you.want to remember).

S.

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are unclear
t
or. t to get additional

'information) N '

`P.

S.

gle

4

ACTIONS (Specific steps that. you intend to take to implement your
APIC's PME process i ,vea)

Steps Re s/Pel-sons V. Time Frame
t

i
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INTRODUCTION' ,

After you have structured your program delivery system,

2

our PIC's next step is to establish its performance stan-
,. mr

ards for the fiscal year. mPerformance standards are measurable

descriptionikof:what constitutes a job well done for your PIC.

'Performance standards are useful in all phases of the

PIC's program. They:

1 -9
,

help you to target resources and
activities during the planAing
process

serve as measures which can be used
on an ongoing basis to assess rela-
tive progress and performance

providea meaft.for, making an objec-
,tive assessment of PIC program per-

410L

formanCe.

If you ,set program objectives and project obje\Ctives

.7 as described inStage C, "Establish Program Scope;" then you

already have the primary input to use in establishing your

PIC's lierfOrmance standards. To make these objectives into

standards', you adjust them to reflect any new insights which

,you may have attained as a result of structuring your delivery

system; or to account fof changed conditions in the local "1

labor market or economy since your initial objectives were

drafted. Thehe standards will-then relate direcily to your

.PIQ's goals and tactics. They 'should be sufficient for progr m

management and review purposes. In addition, at this point,
. .

however, you may want to:

I refine the standards you have developed

_e create additional overall or!com-
,

pontnt stanitards

develop more particular standards
for each project.

/ ,

302\'
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4,

The obncept which iS.crYtical to the develOpment of stan-
.

which

dards is "indicators.n Indicators tell you What is to be

treasured.' TheyareM4surablefactors indicating effeCtivp.-

.ness which relate g a.tertain area of activity, By establishing
- , ,

a specific acceptable value for each indicator that your PIC

selects, you can c4ate,a program performance standard.

The discussionwhich follows describes various indicatOrs

that can be used, to:Oevelop standards for the participant,

employment generating, and administrative aspects of your

program.

.
e - .4e,

tl

A. DE LOPING TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
(PARTICIPANT SERVICE) STANDKRDS

.
The Departmen't oa Labor is presently developing- national

performance standagis for application to alq CETA Prime Sponsors.

Indicators which have been selected as appropriate for

Titles II-B and II-b--those CETA program components clOpest

to Title VII's in intent and structure- -are:

of

for

enteredlemployment rate
.;po4itiVe.termination'rate
average wage at "placement
cost per entered employment
cost perlfositive termination.

Ygur PIC may an to establish its own standards for

these indicators. ,Additional overall participantoindicators

develop

each

which your PIC might standard, or

415,. indirect 'placement rate
private Sector placement
cost' per indirect placement
total cumulative enrollment
total current enrollment
tdtal accrued expenditures.

.t

44

'30'3
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Examples of participant-related performance standards'estab--

lished by 'two PICs follow.

PIC A - Performance Standards for All Classroom

r
Tkainiog Projects

Assessment Category. Indicator Standard
..

TERMINATION- Positive Termination Rate - 71!l%

.' ; Entered Employment . 68.0%

, .

COSTS 'Cost per Positive Termination ' $4,856.00
.--..

Cost per Entered7Up/oyment 5,511.00

RESOURCE USE r Total Cumulative Enrollment 170

Total Current Enrollment 39
./ E0

de . Total Accrued Expendituzes $490,468.00

PIC B - Performance Standards for/Various Projects
f

I

.

Projects

.

.

Indicator Standard

OCT

.

. ,

Entered Uployment .

SatisfaCtory Completion and
Retention by Employer '

70%

65%

CLASSROOM
TRAINING

.
.

,

Entered Employment

% Entered Employment in
'Private Sector.Jobs'

Positive TerminatiOn,'

I

70%

90%

75%

BARTICIPANT
PLACEMENT

% oftion-Administrative Funds
- to be Upended as Transfer
Payments to Participants

...

-

70%

minimum

III-18§,.
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Other indicators for which your PIC could deVelop-,

standards, ..as they relate to more specific partk.ctf the

participant side of your program, include:

Component Possible Indicator

Outreach and _Recruitment

Intake

Vocational Explor'tion

Upgrading

Retraining

Job Development

% of eligible referrals id
.relation to planned refeirals

\.... % of applicants confirmed
eligible I'

% of successful compIeterm

Number or % of participants
promoted

Number or % of participants
securing new positions with
salary equal or greater to
previous wages

Number of jobs developed

. DEVELOPING EMPLOYMENT GftERATING.
SERVICE ST,NDARDS

"'Indicators which your PIC might use in developing stan-

dards for employment generating services are presented below

by the major category to which they relate:

Category

Linkages

Possible Indicators

4 NuMber of formal or informal
agreemen or loaned staff,
use of acili ies, and other
resour es

.Number f formal or in rmal
agreemen s completed with:

- business agencies,
- community groups,
- unions,
- schools
- others

4 Number of business schools
involved in joint training
programs with PIC

,
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Cptegdry

Economic and Community
Development,

Incentive Program

Marketing

$

Possible Indicators

Number of- jobs retained (or added)`
locally as a resurt Of issuing
industrial revenue bonds to
companies *about to close or
relocate.

Wiper of new jobs created ear-
marked for PIC participants':

Number of new jobs filled by
PIC participants.

,

..Number of new jobs for PIC par-
ticipants developed as a result
of attracting new business.

..Number of program participants
successful in getting funding
and training for opening a
small busihess.

Number of new small businesses ,

established in target neigh-
boyhood s.

Number of workers (or program
,participahts) served by PIC-
initiated transportation program

Number of program par4cipans
who.have found pormanelt
employment in PIC-initiated
day care centers.

Ninber o program participants
placed i jobs who are alsb
using PI -initiated day Care
centers.

Number.ofemployers placing
- clients,.

Numbgr of clien ts placed through
use of TJTC or other incentive,.

TJTC positions generated through
seminars arid/or direct sales
efforts.

Increase in number or % of businesses
patticipating in the hiring pr
training of PIC partiqipants.

Number of telephone.and/or letter
inquiries from employers.as
result of specific advertigifig
effort. .,
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Category

Marketing (cont.)

Labor Market Analysis

A

Possible Indicators
% 4

Amount of private sector funds
confribUted.

Number of businesses who have
agreed to enroll supervisbrs in
PIC-sponsored training in how
to assimilate CETA clients.

Response rate to local employer
survey.

Utility of information in iden-
tifying potential job oppor-
tunities, hiring requirements,
wage structure.

I

.C. DEVELOPING ADMINISTRATIVE STANDARDS r

The last major area in which your PIC might want to estab-

lish program performance standards is On the general administra-

tion of the PIC and PSIP itself. Uging indicators such a's:

'representativeness of Council 4 -
average attendance at, Cduncil meetings

.desdription of operating policy and procedure,

adequacy and'accuracy of program accounting

frequency and guality, of reports

level of participatiOfi by Council, -

`your PIC can create internal performance standards which will

contribute to overall 'program4ffectiveness.

'D. DEVELOPING OTHER PROJECT STANDARDS

Is

Theeindicators and standards described under the foregqing
A

headings are primarily "iltum44/1" in nature. That is, they

relateto end 'results-Or outcomes. Your PIC's projects, hOwever,

are a process., They consist either of a set of services or

major activitieswhich are either ongoing or to be accomplished

in a sequential fashion:,

.
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'Therdfore, it is important that for'each,projectlyour

PIC also evaluate the need for "iriteeim" or "concurrent"

tandards. In those Areas-where you feel,indicators and s

, that you should

develop interim

to plan; number

not wait for end results,, you shoUld alsb

indicators (e.s., costs per month-iccqxding

of participants processed, reporti submitted

as planned; contacts made; monthly=n0n-poSitive,termina-

tions; benchmarks met): :These indicators and *staridards serve

as the basic measures to monitor your PIC's program on a

regular basis.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a caution s in -order. As be_foregoing

discussion suggests, it is possible to establish performance

..standards.for almost everything and anything. You shOuld

not attempt to set performance standardi'for every area of

PfC activity. Rather, your PIC should restrict its program

standards to those, areas and indicators which you feel are

key or'cr4ical to assessingour PIC's program performande.

Manpower admin
tration [ETAn..,
U.S Department

Etployment ajd Training Administration,
'CETA Federal Representative Training Program:
Systekns and Manag t Analysis Skills Block
(Washington, D.C.Ntional Training Center,
ETA,.1981).

-Manwer Administration (now Employdent and -
Training Administration (ETA]), Manpower
Program Planning Guide (Washington, D.C.:'
U.S. Department of Labor,-April, 1974).

stration (now Employmentand Training Adminis-
ProgramAssessment Guide (Washington, D.C.:

of Labor, April, 1974) :

.
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Secure Necessary Assistance

The purpose of this step is to secure assistance or services
for those projects which the PIC does not intend to deliver
d'r provide itself. The step involves: creating list(s)
of potential service providers; developing and issuing
RFP's; reviewing and selecting service providers.

Service P viders - government agencies, community based
organizations, businerves, and other contractors who furnish
or might provide assistance to PIC.

)

Request for Proposal (RFP) *solicitation used to inform
potential service providers (contractors and subgrantees)
about the projects which PIC intends to fund.

.Pro sal Review Criteria - objective factors which are
employed to review responses to Request for Proposals. %

Rate your PIC's knowledge and
*on the scales below.

No,s.

[( Knowledgegiapabilities

Review the' information
capabilities with reference

Knowldge

Capabilities

provided above...,
to this step

Excel-
lent

I

Above
Avg.

1

Aver-
alp

t

BeAviT.4

1

. Poor

_I
Excel-
lent

Above
Avg.

Aver-
age

4

Below
Avg..

Poor

,

Based upon your ratings, decide whether you need to read the content
information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the
next step.

III-195
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PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNINGPAGE.

NOTES (Points that are important which you want to remember)

AI

t

'ESTION$ (Items on which you are unclear or want to get additional
information) C

4.

4

V
ACTIONS (Specc steps that you intend to take to implement your

'PLC's PME process iy this area) .

Steps Resources/Persons ,
' Time Frame

31()
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INTRODUCTION

The extent 0 which your PIC has to secure outside

assistance will ,'be determined by. the basic approach that

it takes to delivering services. If your PIC needs out-

side assistance, the process Vat your Plc should follow

to obtain that assistance "is to:

...Create list(s) of potential service
' providers

Develop and issue RFPs

Review and &elect service providers

This process is-described in the pages which fol4ow.

f k

A. CREATING LIST(S) OF SERVICE PROVIDERS
jr

A necessky pre -step to securing adsistanc" develOping

- a list of potential service providers-for each project which

is to be contracted out. Your PIC can draw these lipts, in

part, from the'inventory maintained by the CETA Prime Sponsor.

fact, the Prime Sponsor might be among your list of poten-

tial service providers.

The Prime Sponsor's inventory will probably consist

mainly of agencies or entitiei*which currently provide or

have provided serviced to CETA. As part of your responsi7

bility to increase the private sector's involvement in CE A

programs, you should eland the list to ikIclude 6Usiness

organizations with the capability to'provid services which

are the same or similar in nature to those desir

should attempt to make your potdntial "bidder" list(s) as

coMplete as possible, "since the .list determines what organiza-

lions will'receilid Requests for Proposals issued by the PIC.
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The more comprehensive and targeted that your lists

are for each project in terms bf designating .all potential

deliverers with the requisite capabilities to provide a

service, the tetter.the chance that you will get the best

deliverer possible for the service in question..
. .

1 -

B.' DEVELOPING AND ISSUING RFPS

A Request for Proposal (RFP) is a solicitation used.to

inform potential contractor's and qubgrantees about projects

which yotir PIC contemplates funding. Ybur PIC' should develop

and issue a Request for Proposal for each project to be

funded through the PIC, but to be operated by an external

agent.

In fact,, from a management standpoint, it might be

desirable for youi=-PIC to request proposals even for those

prbjects which are.to be run in-house. This is frequently

done in the private sector in businesses which work o e

"cost center" concept. Whena division has to secure ecial

services (e.g., data processing, train,ing and development)

from outside of its area, it asks the company's service arm

to prepare a proposal describing its approach to providing
0

the service and the associated cost. This enables, the

buying division :to obtain exactly the type of service it

wants and to obtain the cost for provision of this service.

Obviously, this concept is transferable to.the PIC setting
.

in which there is such a wide variety of service assistance

(EGS and training development) which has to be secured and

provided in the most cost effective and efficient manner.

For the most part, however, you will.probably be

developing RFPs to secure assistance from outside of the PIC.

The amount oi,,detail in eac RFP will vary from project to

project, depending upon the experience, of the recipients,

and whether or not competitive procurements are being taken.

At a minimum, however, each RFP shduld.consistbf:

information regarding the PIC and PSIP

4 objectives or the project 4 .44,A

111-198 3121
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-detailed statement of'-scope of work
(assistance/services), desired

perfoimance measures and standards 'to_
be used in assessing projects

performance levels of prior programs
or prOjects

criteria by which the RFP will be evaluated
('see next heading in this section)

performance schedule

reporting and management requirements

description of the procurement polices
and-regulations of the PIC

. Additional infOrmatiori on the contents and how .to prepare
. .

an'RFP,follows.

Project Title. 'Each RFP should have a brief
title which describes the project. rf the
project is. participant related, this section,
could also include summary information -.the
total number of slots or the total number of
persons to'be served. If your project is .

EGS related, this section may furnish a
-onesentence description of the specific
assistance to be provided.

.r
If competitiNie kids are'to be solicited, this
should be stated in a note below the titles,
together with the closing date for receipt

.of bids.. ,

Program Information. In this section, give
enough backglound description on your PIC's
program to inform a potential.contraCtor or
subagent of your broad concerns and perspec-

,tivels. Include such items as the ptrpose
statement from the CETA iegiqlation, your
PIC's mission as. you Piave develdped it, and
selected goals from your strategic plan.
Becauseof the general-content Of this sec-
tion, it may be desirable to use the same
statement in each of the RFPs developed
during a planning period.

Project Objectives:, In.this section, set in
context the particular services to be pro-

16,\ vi'ded by the\project under discussion.
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Scopebf Ark. In'plis section, you describe
the 'specific sub-objectives of"the.projecti
the activities to be performed, and/or the
services to be provided. Objectives' should
be stated specifically enough so. that measures
to the°extent to which they-are achieved can
be cle#rly defined. Activities or services
to be provided!shoUlabe described 41 terms
of their major 'components. Fes' projects
which-inVolire.seVeral components, you should
state'' objectives and describe - eachstparately..

Once the.dbmpon4nts have been established,
explsirt for;each such element ,what has been
determined regarding the services to be
offered and the operations, organization,

....nanagement and administration necessary to
implement-th4Ohportion of the project.

Organize the material of'this section under
the relevant.service headings. Describe any
aspects of the organization which cannot be .

attributed to a single component separately
under"a/1 components'to which-it applies
and, alSo'under the head4pg of "General
Achilinistrafion."

I

Describe the project's specific..objectives
and the barriers it to intended'to overcome.
.Give an account of the,obstacles at which the
project is aimed. For ,some RFPs, it may be
apprqpriate to set out the Assumptions under-
lying the'service,approaches selected.

0

Finally; if this is a participahto-serving

1proj at11,1
ion on e relevant characterist s

, this section'should prelCk-informa-
t of the .. qt.

target.gr ups to be served.by'the project.
It should include a statement of the manner
in whichrand the extent to which the project
will serve the area's priority target groups. P

F

Pe4:rmanceiLasures agdAtalUatiOn Criteria.
In this se'tion, you should describe (a) the
measures which will be 'used to monitor, and
evaluate the overall performance of the project,
and (b) the evaluation criteria to be applied

ato the assessment of each component of the
to% pioject.'Your.eValuation criteria and measures

should include theeperformance standards you
have set for the projects, activities, and the

1comParisons you intend to make.

;



In addition, in this section you should re-°
quest that the potential contractors and
subagents submit additional performance
measures which 'they feel appropriate. In
general, you should list separately the per-
formance measures which, apply to the project,
and then those which relate to each com-
ponent.

As a caution, you should a empt to keep
the number ofsperformance me sures to a
minimum consistent with vali 'ty (three per

.,.)/ component is a reasonable maximum).VA
"Oa

Performance Soheduie./ In this section, you
should include what has been determined onthe s edukingof major activities and thedates attaining,specified achievement
levels. Specify, where possible, the input,
iservice u 't and output measures which should
be-used by the potential contractor or sub-
agent in developing the performance schedule'

A_ ,:ciostained in its proposal. IndiCate the
'10k length of the periods or thedates.on which

planned achievement levels should be based.
The planned achievement levels may have to

. be specified separately for each component
fd the measures should correspond directly
the designated performance measures.

.

Management and Reporting Requirem(nts. This
section should describe all reports which,
are required'and the management aid adminAs-
trative procedures to:which the .contractor
will bip required to adhere..

Policies and Regulations.of the PIC. 'In
this section, you should detail all pertinent
infokmation on contracting procedures of your
PIC. This.should include'the-type of con-

Par tract to be awarded, factors related to
"maximum allowable" compensation for ser-
vices rendered,if applicable, and the
method of payment for the contract.

Structuring asound RFP is an important step in the
process of securing necessary assistance. In most instances,
ttie quality of the RFP will influ4hcegreatly the quality
of responses which you receive to it.

4
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p
C. REVIEWING AND SELECTING

SERVICE PROVIDERS

, .

Once you have received
responsestotyour RFP, the next

.-step is to-review that Rrp to determine which proposer to

select. .Although the actual process of reviewing and

selecting service providers witl vary considerably from

PIC to PIC, it is critical that the Council take a leadership

role in determining who service providers will be. In this

regard; it is probably advisable to have a subconlittee

or ad hoc committee to review and rate proposals.

General factors whichfshould be taken into account in

conducting that rating include th e;

proposer.'s understanding of the scope 'of work

suff" iency of the content and work description

organizational capabilities

related experience

relative costs .or delivery of services

in comparison to other proposers.

Title-VII Proposal Review Criteria

'An example of a set of proposal review criteria

develoiDed'by a PAC is provided below:

Program Impact/Outcome - Potential Contribution

of the program toward he resolution of the

problems experienced'Althe eligible population,

and-the program's potential contribution toward

the attainment of PIC goals.

sill the proposed program result in

placements in the private sector at

a rate acceptable to the PIC3

Will the proposed program result i'n

proportional placement in jobs for all'

significaAt-aegments?

Will the proposed program fa cilitate

and result sin retention of participants

by employers after placement?

'

3/6
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Will the propospd,training andibr ser-
vices enhance-theupward mobility and
'promotional opportunities oI.partici-
pants? :

Program Design -,4Potential success of the
program design in-the attment of the
described outcomeslimpact.

Does the proposed .program satisfy one
or more of thecriteria for projects
to be funded under Title VII within
the-PIC?

Does the proposal .contain a feasible
design and rationale describing who
will do what', wheniwhere and .how
(i.e., pro/Om activities and 'partiCi-
pantsflow) ?,,

If the cooperation of other organiza-
tions is necessary to successfully
implement the program, does the pro-
posal describe the coordination with
those other organizations?

Does.the proposal describe adtquatd4
and potentially successful procedures
for outreach, recruitment and assess-
ment of pjaeticipants'that will ensure
enrollment of significant-segments at
.the proposed rates?

Does the piobosal adequately describe
'trainingifor occupations which are in

d a,Ad explain how persons trained
wi subcessfull*--placed into such
jobs?

Ddes the proposal adequately describe
how the ofAeror'.will provide the support .

necessary, to sudtain participants through-
out the trainIng'4:n order to reduce'
attrition?

-r)

A

Program Cost - Haw do the following cost
factors comp4re with competing proposals:

Cost per participant enrolled (tothl
prograf cost minusz.income transferred.
to-participants). -j

31:7
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Cost per placmaent (total program cost
Minus Income 'transferred to participants).

Does the proposal adequately explain
and jdstify the costs of the prdgram?

_Management Plan - Ability of the organization
to implement "the - proposed program and attain
the stated objedtives.

Does the proposer's past relevant ex-
perience indicate a potential fpr suc-
cessful management and implementation-
of the proposed p?Ogram?

Does the propolpr demonskrate success,
or reflect a potential for success in
providing the described services and/or
training?.

,t

Does the proposer demonstrate success,
or reflect a-potential for success, in
serving the eligible pophlation?

Does the management plan adequately awl
feasibly describe the necessary activities,
events and timeline for'successful imple-
mentation of the program?

t

The foregoing criteria Are proVided,only as examples.

Your pIc should develop its own specific review criteria to

ensure the effective'evaluation of RFP's.

Reviewing'Current Deliverers

The CETUlegulations require that your PIC give special,

consideratiorirto thOse current deliverers or project operators

of'"demonstrated effectiveness." The concept of demonstrated

effectiveness is left open to local interpretation.

Actions which PICs have taken to give substance tp the

concet. include:

assessing compliance with CETA regulations

evaluating planned vs. actual performance. -
10 15% deviation indicating potential 'problems

comparing the performance of individual
vendors in the same cafegory (e.g., class-
room train )

:One pIC established the following guidelines to review t
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the Competence and projected, effectiveness of existing

.411
training deliverers:

f.

.

Is the training_ entity well-establi shed?

Does the training entity have adequate
facilities? . i

p

I

. , Will it provide counseling and
ment services?

Has thecurriculum been developed
with private sector input?

Does the entity have adequate accounting
prodedures?

t are criteria for instructors?

ofb
W 1 salVitudinal and skill training
be profided?

Will training qualify CETA partici-
pants for job openings?. .

What are't1re procedures for placing
workers in pnsubsidized jobs?

4-

An exampie)of a form which another PIC developed to review the

performance of it0 current 'contractors _is provided on the
.

Your PIC Should develop and utilize its own set of

criteria to seta a the-best service deliverer possible from

among those respondents to your RFP.

Negotiate and Develop Contracts

ft, After you have identified the best proposer, you should

negotiate a contract or agreement. This process should

include clarifying any polies you have regarding the RFPor

.areas. ,in which you want to see the proposal modified. Once

this process is completed, you should develop the formal.

contract. To the extent possible, this contract should

follow .the format of the RFP and incorporate the proposer's
A

responses to the RFP., The contract should describe:

Program description/design

Goals and objectives

3f f)



Projected Outcomes for FY'fil
Description of Performance by Current,Contractor

Jurisdiction:

Program Activity:

A. Total Entollments:

1. Minorities

2. Females

3. Youth (21 and under)

4. older Workers ( 45 and oldgr)

E XAMP LE

a-

Planned, or
Perf, Stand. Actual Variance

S

7,

B. Total Terminations:

1
A

1. Entered 7:nsubsidized Employment .0(

.40

2. Additional Positive Tern'inations 7

3.. Other Terminations 7

C. Entitel l'nsubsidized Employment
in a Private Sector Job

D. Expenditures

.

0 7

7 7

7' 7

4
e

*
/

7

7 7

7 7

',rograr Activity Planned 4 Actual Variance

1. STP
1

S S 7'

2. OJT L, S S 7

3. CRT S S .7

'N

4. 'EGS S S 2

5. Total S S 2

III -206
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Outcomes - quantitative performance
standards, qualitative performance'
standards Against whicb to bvaluite
success

How the project will fit in with overall
PIC operations

'

.4, Target groups (if ,training and develop-
ment agreement) ,

4 Component design and participant flow

Contractor responsibilities - reporting
requirements,'O'rogTam tiMe frames,
requirements tO agree to monitoring,
audits, etc:, and CETA Pfct and regu-
lations, additional requirements hnd
responeibigties as necessary',

Contracts payment process.

Participant ayment process (if training
and develops ent agreement),

CONCLUSION
6

_ .

Completing all the tasks within this step in a satis-

factory manner should ensure that your PIC'obtains quality

assistance land develops a solid network of service providers.

J

El ployme9k and.Training Administration, //.

CETA i etreral Representatiye Training Pro-
gram: Systems and Management Analysis

J.
Skills Block (Washington, D.C.: National
Training Center, ETA,'1981).

'41h

Mayor's Office of Manpower, City of Chicago,
-Planning and Evaluation under CETA (Wash-
ington, D.C.:-U.S Department of Labor,
January 1976).

. -
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alowIIL
-Finalize and Approve Operations Plan

The purpose of this Step is,to develop a "comprehensive
program operations plan which can be used tddirect all
PIC activities and services for the fiscal year. This-
step involves: developing work plans; developing final
cost estimates, and securing Co'uncil approval'for the
entire operations plan.

1

PIC Program Operations Plan - written statement which docu-%
ments PIC's performance standards,, administrative structure
and organization, operating procedures delivery system;
"work plans for each project to be undertaken, management
plan and procedures; evaluation plan and procedures; and
budget allocation and accounting procedures.

Project Work Plan - detailed statements of services/activities
11100 be undertaken, planned inpgts and outputs, work to be
performed by individuals, organization chalps, work schedule
and action steps, administrative procedures, and monitoring
arrangements:.

Final Cost Estimate - review of overall program costs prior
to approval of program operatidns plan.4

It it Knowles:iv/Capabilities Rating

-Review the information.provided above. Rate your PLC's knowledge and
capabilities %4i.th reference to this step on the scales below.

i

Excel- Aver-
Knowledge I * , 1. 1 I I

Above Below Poor
, -

lent Avg. age Avg;

Capabilities I i 1 1 i

Excel- Above Aver- Below Ppor

lent Avg. h g e Avg.

Based upon your ratings, decide-whether you need to,read the content
inlormation on this_,tep which follows immediately or proceed to the

Jext step.,...or
,

111-209
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NOTES Point

PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

are important which you want 10 remember

II

QUESTIONS (Items on which you .are pncler or want to get additional
information)

ACTIQNS (Specific steps that you intend to take to ).mplettlent your
PME process in this area)

Steps Resources/Persons. Time Frame

4

"or

4

4
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INTRCAJCT1ON

Having secured all necessary contractor assistance,

your lastkedIPTibility prior to actual program imple-

mentation is to finalize and approve .the PIC's program

operatiohs plan. The primary tasks here are:

to prepare work plans or statements
to ,guide all facets of the PIC's
operatiod

to develop final detail ost esti-

.

mates'to.ensure that you antis
within tudget.

After this is accomplished,. the Council should approve the

entireoperations plan.

c.
A. DEVELOPING WORK PLANS

Work plans are like road maps They provide a detailed

picture of the work to be done, procedures for doing it, and

precise and measurable standards of performari for each

acnity which is undertaktn. Your PIC should develop or

have work plans for all projects andajor areas of activt,ty

(i.e.0, administration, management and evaluation, partici- .

pant services, training and development services, employment

generating services).

Work plans normally describe:

services to be provided/activities
to be accomplished

0

planned inputs and outputs in terms
of monthly or regular1V scheduked
objectives

work to be, performed by inOlviduals
and units - responsibility assignment

organizational charts and job descrip-
tions for individuals working on
project or in area
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schedule and action steps for accom-
plishing work

administrative procedures to be
followed

monitoring arrangements including
frequency and checkpoints.

If your PIC followed Steps 1-3 in this stage, you

already have developed or have all the information necessary
to develop these work plans. Your responsibility at this

point is. to pull all of those plans and data together and

consolidate them into a master operations plan.for your PIC:

This master operations plan shOlad also .incorporate the

management and evaluation procedures and checkpoints from

your PIC's Management and Evaluation Plans into standard

operating procedures for program operations.

At,a minimum, your PIC's final operation plan should

describe:

PIC Program Performance Standards

PIC Administrative StruCture and Organization

PIC 0#eratinq'Procedures

PIC Program Delivery System

PIC Projects

PIC Management Plan and Procedures

PIC Evaluation Planoand Procedures

Budget AlloCation and Accounting Procedures

n.....)B. FINALIZING ST ESTIMATES AND COST PLAN

As part of Putt g together your PIC's operational plan,

you need to do one re check on costs to be certain they are

'within the permilisible and planned ranges. To accomplish this,

A
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you should:

document all final project costs as
det ined through contract negotiation
and c re them to your original esti-
mates o 'notpany significant differ-
ences

display all of the line-item costs of
the program to ensure that funds are
being planned to generate services at

401,maximum levels of efficiency and..
'effectiveness:

Administration
- Allowances
- Wages
- Fringe Benefits
- Training
- Services

array costs within the proper categories
to ensure that all projected costs are
in accordance with financial provisions
of the Federal Regulations:

Participant-Related - at least 50%
EGS - up to 30%,
Administrative - no more than 20%

ensure, that your total-cdst does not ex-
ceed your total Title VII grant alloca-
tion, unless other available resource's
(federal, state, or local - public or
private) have been committed to the
progfam.

If your analysis reveals any problems in the budget,

you should make the last.minute adjustments that are neces-

sary to bring your total program into compliance.

C: APPROVING TIDE PLAN

Once the operations plan is

costs are determined, the entire

to the Council for approval. If

all along in the drafting of the

developed and the final

package should be submitted

the Council has participated

plan, then this step is

111-213 326
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primarily symbolic. The formal seal of-approval for the PIC's

operations plan by the Council indicates that all members endorse

it as a plan and program approach which they can support.

.Again, as with nelfly all of the earlier steps and activi-

ties, the actual process for securing this approval should be

determined by what you anticipate will work best for you, A

. few suggestions regarding this approval process follow.

Involve the Council or subcommittees at
all important points throughout the
process of plan development, raising
key issues for their resolution.

Ensure that the members get,copies Of
the draft plan, in advance of the, ."
approval meeting.

Have the plan approved in a full Coun-
cil meeting.

After the meeting, disseminate the
approved plan to all members and to

be the PIC's
public officials and others who you
,feel should
activities.'

CONCLUSION

A final note on your program operations plan is that

although considerable time and effort go into creating a plan,

which is as appropriate and responsive as possible to local

needs, the plan is based upon factors, assumptions, and informa-

tion at a given point in time. The world is not static. Changes

in the economy, size and needs of target groups, and CETA funding

levels, among other ttlings, will cause the deed for replanning.

Therefore, you should be prepared to replan. When the need

arises, Your PIC should do its replanning using the same process

in miniature that you employed to develop its original program

operations plant ,

III-214
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*Er41-oYment and Training Administration,
'CETA Federai.Reprerentative Training Program:
Grants Managempnt'Administrative Block
(Washington National. Training Center,

4
ETA, 1913.1).

Manpower Administration (now Employment
and Training Administration (ETA)),

0 Manpower Program Planning Guide (Washing-
ton! D.Ci: U.S. Department of Labor,
April, 1974)-. "41°

Mayor's Officebf Manpower, ebit5r of - Chicago; Planting and
Evaluation under CETA (Washington,-.-E1..e. : U.S. Department of
L4abor,January 1976).

.
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E. DEVELOP MANAGEMENT PLAN

Pupplese:, To
0

a detailed-plan for overseeing
r PIC''s program operations on an ongoing_

sirs.

a

k'
..1. Establish Management

Control Process

Determine Management
and ReportingNeeds

Review and

Information-

3. Design Management Reporting System

0
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Establish Management Review and Control Process

.

The purpose of this'step is to establish an operational con-
trol process and steps for management review of'your PIC's.
program. This involves: identifying the basic procedures
required to monitor and control program performance; and
dividing responsibilities for management review and control
among PIC members and staff.

I

2

-fr;,

Operational,Control ProCess °- method for assessing, directing
and correcting PIC program operation on an ongoing basis.

Management Review Responsibilities - roles and tasks to be
performed by PIC staff and members in overseeing and
.coordinating program operation plan.

4 cReport'Monitoring.- review of planned versus actual performance
using reportt submitted by projects and contractors.

Preventive Monitorilag - regularly scheduled visits to projects/
contractors to oversee and review interim products and work
processes.

Corrective Monitoring - follow-up analysis to determine why
performance varied significantly from,planned levels.

Knowledge /Capabilities Rating '
Review-the ,information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
Capabilitils with reference to this step on the scales below.

--, ..
.

Knowledge
1

1 I 1
, I

Excel- Above , Aver- Be low Poor
lent ' Avg. age Avg.

Capabilities 4 1 1 t i

Excel Above Aver- Below Paz*
lent Avg. age Avg.

Based upon you'r ratings, decide whether you need to read the content
infotmation on this step which follows-immediately or proceed to the
next step.

+VA
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PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTES (Points that are important which you want to remember)

V

r

ko.

Q1ESTION$ (Items b1 which you are unclear or wan
informati!On)

o get additional

ACTIONS (Specific steps lift you intend to take to
PIC's PME procesi;Aelig' area)

4 ,f

Steps rsouces/Persons
4

Y

4.

Nvi

implement your

Time Frame
4

4
gi
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INTRODUCTION

There are two fundAmental questions which your PIC has

to fnswer to establish its management *proach:

What will your PIC's basic operational
control ,process and procedures; be?

Who will be responsible for_implementing
and' administering that process and what
will their specific responsibilities be?

Your answers to these questions will shapeyour PIC's general

framework for managerial oversight and programmatic control.

A. OPERATIONAL CONTROL PROCESS - OPTIONS

An operational control process is a method for assessing,

directing, and correcting progrlp operations on. an ongoing

411
basis.' As discussed earlier, regular monitoring of perform-

ance versus plan should- be the core of your PIC's operational

control process, In additiono that paper technique,

'depending upon the resources', which you have available and

the control needs of, your PIC as you define them, ,you will
-

want to engage in:

preventive monitoring.
corrective monitoring.

Performance versus Plan - Report Monitoring

In performance versus plan monitoring, you compare your

PIC's performance against thej*antitative and qualitative

targets expressed in your program operations plan. If you

have followed the,PME Process to this point, your PIC's

1 program operations plan contains neae-term targets for both

yotir Participant and your EGS projects.

111-221. 332
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/
To implement a simple peiformance'versus Nian mo itoring

system, you tuck your IC's per ormance agaSnst those obdec-

14
.

tives Which you have t. This n be done by reviewing reports

, which are generated to meet Beparthent of Labor reporting re-

quirements and other special reports which you can require of___

-program operators.

This form of analysis will enable your PIC,to identify those

operational areas in which there may be performance problems.

However, this examination of performance versus plan as

reported on paper will not enAle you to:

prevent problems before they occur

identify the specific reasons or causes
for performance below plan.

To &complish these ends satisfactorily, your PIC would have to

evand its managerial monitoring capabilities.

Preventive Monitoring

Preventive monitoring is a method for directly overseeing

the efforts of contractors through on-sue visits, or scheduled

meetings to review interim products and work processes. This

method is applicable to both your PIC's EGS and Participant.

projects. It can be used to pinpoint and eliminate short-teim

problems and to redirect progm efforts.

To facilitate its preventive monitoring, your.PIC can create

personnel eva1.uation and monitoring checklists widtch can be used

during the monitoring visit. These chefklists could be designed

to direct your attention to those areas,ot activity which are

most important-to ensure successful performance of staff and

p2Oject operatOrs.

Corrective Monitoring 0

The purpose of corrective monitoring is to determine why

performance varies from planned levels and to identify possible

remedial actions for management consideration. Although there

is no set process for corrective monitoring, steps which your

PIC might take in doing corrective Monitoriffg include:

1. Review Performance versus.Plan.Report
from project operaltors;,
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2. Note significant variation fom plan.

3. Talk to project operators to ascertain
possible reasons for variance and to
set up a meeting.

. Meet to discuss possible causes and
solutions.

IL

5. Resolve the issue.

Agretkupon informal
corrective action:.

Initiate futher in-
vestigation:

Conduct personal inter-
views and data review.

Draw tentative conclu-
sions/solutions.

Discuss wokth,contractor.

Develop corrective ac-
tion keport.

B. DEFINING YOUR PIC'S OPERATIONAL CONTROL PROCESS

To review, your PIC's operational control process can

consist of three basic cpmponents, as shown in the, iagram below

PIC OPERATIONAL CONTR%,OCESS

Preventive
Monitoring

PIC

Program

. Operations

Performance
versus
Plan Monitoring

III-223
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V

You should decide which components should be in your PIC's

process based upon local needs and capabilities. 'At a minimum,

you will want to be able to do some performaRce versus plan

and corrective monitoring. After you have defined the types of

monitoring your PIC will db:-- the process to be employed --

you should spell out the basic procedures which will be followed

for monitoring purposes. To do this, you should answer the

following questions:

What information is absolutely essential
for monitoring performance and managing
the PIC's program?

What are the sources of. this information?

How can this inform4tion be collected?
. , 4

What prbcedures are necessary'fbr analyzing
the information? , . 4

When, how often, and in what Wanner should
the information be reported?

Who will review management reports? In par-
ticular, what role will the Council members

I play in the procgss?
J.. How will corrective actions be implemented?

After you have answered these questionsy you should prepare a

written description of operational control procedures for

your PIC. ,

C. ?ASSIGNING MANAGEMENT REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES

After you have made these decisions, you will have the

information necessy to, determine basic madagement review

responsibilities for both PIC staff and.members. Questions

you will need to answer in this area include:

, Who will have ultimate responsibility
for admihistering the monitoring plan?

.

Who will supervise monitoring?

6
Mho will'prepare monitoring and manage-
ment reports?

335
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Who will be involved in the analysis
of monitoring reports- angl in the
interpretation of findings?

What will the COuncills role be in
the monitoring process?

Obviously, how you break out the nagement responsi-

bili ies far implementing your PIC's operational control

proc ss will be based upon a number of factoria, including:

the nature of the control process
your PIC's size
available resources
staff capabilities.

One possible role and Council arrangement -for accomplishing *

the management/dontrol function and basic considerations

related to using PIC staff for monitoring/control purposes

are_outlined on the following pages.

Council Role and Responsibilities

Regardless of your PIC'e- control process, you 'should

ensure that .the Council plays a-Central role in the regular

monitoring of program performance. In this regard, it ,may-

- be advisable to have a council subcommittee charged with over-

seeing prdgram performance. Responsibilities of such a

committee could include:

Determining an operational control process
for VIC to be recommended to the full Council.

Reviewing monitoring designs developed
By staff/and to advise the Council with
regard to these designs:

Making tecommendations to the'Council
with regard to the selection of eval-
uation criteria_ond.performance measures.

Receiving and review regular management
reports on prograth performance to assure
its 'adherence to the plan.

I

ReViewing corrective action reports and '.
to call them to the attention of the
full council as appropriate.

*.
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Staff Role and Responsibilities

Assigning staff management review and control responsi-

bilities is.possibly the most critical part of establishing

your PIC's management review and C ontrol system. Staff make

your PIC's'operational control and management review process

work This assignment is a three-evel process:

1. Determine the monitoring and control

2. Identify/select-staff that'are capable

3., Allocate and make staff accountable

of performing these tasks.

tasks.that must be perf&med.

for work performance through job
descriptions and performance planning.

1. Monitoring.ana Control Tasks

In general, the tasks wbioh RIC staff will be required to

perform in the monitoring and control" area are to:

design monitoring and control system and
manage its implementation,

. prepare management reports

ti analyze report data'and translate that
data into conclusions and recommendations

develop, as required, corrective action
plans for remedying problem situations

conduct on-site and/or personal visits
and interviews to obtain 'monitoring and
assessment data

design data collection instruments and
report formats -

collect management and monitoring data.

337
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'2. Staff Capabilities

The general capabilities required of-PIC staff to perform

these tasks adequately include knowledge and abilities re-

lated to:
.

CETA Law, regulations, .planning and
reporting requirements .-

principles and elementsof #anpower
program design

basic quantitative /qualitative statis-
tics and analytical techniques

performance objectives and indicators

performance assessment methods

monitoring procedures

3. Work Distribution

The actual distribution of monitoring work to staff

will depend upon the size and configuration of your PIO,

Once you have identified, those tasks which have to be per-
m.

,formed, and identified the staff.to perform the tasks,

you should allocate work accordingly.

Two vehicles which you can use to help facilitate

PIC staff performance in the monitoring area are:

job descriptions
performance Alarming.'

Job Descriptions: One of the best ways of helping indi-

vidual PIC.staff to understand and perform their management.

review responsibilities is to include these responsibilities

in their job descriptions. At a minimum, the job description

should include:

a complete list of the relevant manage-

t
Ment review responsibilities; and

standards fcA the performance of these
responsibilities.



Performance P4nnin9: Job descriptions provide the written

record of assigned PIC monitoring responsibilities. However, .

in order to translate that written record into job action, it

is also. necessary to plan this work. "Performance Planning II

is a process which you can use to clarify job expectatioris aryal

standards v4th staff and plan for their accomplishment. Essen-

tial steps in performance planning include:

a. Clarify job ob4ectives and standards
explicitly define those monitoring and
control tasks that the staff person is
to perform as well as how well those
tasks are td be performed;

b. Establish action steps and timetable -
mutually work out monitoring plans.and
timetables;

i

c. Etphasize accountability - make it clear

1
that the,staff person is responsible and

'accountable for accomplidhing monitoring
4nd control to ks as they were discussed.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, once you have established the operational

control process, and divided responsibilities for management

review among your PIC staff and members, you have developed

the infrastructure necessary for an effective program manage-

. ment system.

Manpower Administration (now Employment and
Training Administration [ETA]), Program
Assessment Guide (Washington,'D.C.: U.S.
Department of Labor, April, 1974).

Olympus Research, Self-Evaluation of CETA
Manpower, yrograms: A Guide for Prime
Sponsors (Springfield, VA: U.S. Department
of CoMmerce, 1975).
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Determine Management Information and Monitoring Needs

The purpose of this step is tAetermins, exactly what informa-
tion your P/C needs to.ensure effectimelftgaing program
Management and accountability. In this step, you review
program and project objectives, planss-and performance
standards in order to select indicators or assessment areas
in which measurements are to be made on a regular basis for
monitoring purposes. .

0'

j
, Management Information and Monitoring Needs - minimum amount
4bof data needed to review PIC programtnatic effectiveness and

to exercise control over program.

Program-Level Monitoring - review of overall performance
of all facets and projects constituting the PIC's programs

' for the fiscal year. Ar%

Component - Level Mnitoring - review of major facet (e.g.,
classroom training, linkage projects) of PIC operations.-

Project -Level Monitoring - review of performanceof indi-
vidual contractor or service deliverer.

31,

(( A( Knbwledge/Cagabilities Rating

Review the information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
capabilities with reference to this step on the scales below.

Knowledge
1 1 1 i I

Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor
lent : Avg. age Avg-.

Capabilities
.

I I I 1 .1

Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor
lent Avg. age Avg.

Based upon your rgtingS, decide whether You need to read the content
information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the
next step.

r
MI%
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PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTES(Points that are important which you wantito'remember)

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are uncleav or want to getidditional
information)

(
ACTIONS (Specific -steps that you intend to

PIC'syME process.in this area)
.

take to implement your

Steps Resources/Persons Time Frame
,

&
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V
INTRODUCTION ,c

ince.. it_is,i6possible to monitor totally all activities,

components, and projects of the PEC, your primary responsibility

in this step is to define thetainimum information that you

will keTiim tSo't'e howWell your PIC is doing in order tom,

AMP be able :to exercis effective control over program per-
.

-forrrnce. This sectionftegins with an overNbiew of the steps

that, y ld_take to define tilose management information

and monitorinCheeds and then furnishes specific intonation

.-11-g how yoir PIC can go 'about decidii whit- to monitor:

A. DEFINING MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND
NEEDS - THE PROCESS

, The steps involved in defining your PIC's basic'manage=

ment information and control'needs a
.

": identifying the data and information-fhat.
you need in order to adequately control

1
the program; and

determining were this data and informa-.

tion can-be- ounce and how to obtain

"Identif in Dat- Nee s

The i. ,itial pha e of identifying your data needs Cs--

4dsking yourself the oilowia.g5ueations:. Whaipdo you need-

to know? Whatquestlis will the data, be expected. toanswer?

'Once you.have,specifiTd the answers to these questions, you
, .

have, in fact, determined yOur data needs. -
-

\0* fs In general, t., one question that all monitoring and

control dot's -.7`Awer is': =How close are you to mq4ing

your program goa What this means is that, at a minimum,
-

a 342.r.
1114,231 .
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ti

you shbuld collect data on the participant sideAlf your pro-
4

gram which tells you: .

Who oerved? (participant chatadteristics)

pHo man have been served? (enrollmen?data)

What h 4n the prograre'outcomesZ (deter-
mina .n.and completion data)

What 'hag t cost? (expenditure data)
ti

-,On the employment generating'services side, you will

\/.

want to know:

products/activities have been completed?

What have been the results?

.Were they. competed in a' timely and high
quality manner?

What has it coat?

Identifying Data Source's I
1V

4.6
Once you have determined the informatTbn you willrneed.

in order-to:monitor your program, Niou will need to identify.

where the data can\oe. found. In identifying your data sources,

you will also be determining: 2 0
whether the data can be generated by current.
reports required by the Department of. Labor; or

C
4

9

'

2,

s' if new reports mustgibe deeignlito doilect the
data you need.

. ,

' Atong the major sources ofjinformation on the planned- Ad actual .
,......--

are:
,-,

performance of your program re
-,..-

4

...

participant records
altplicant,-redords . .

MIS- generated tepOrts on participant tracking
contractor generated reports on financial-

expenditures
........

, progress reports from contebtor or staff
on EGS projects

Ils.

glipi- on-site'observations and moonitoring'visits
interviews with applicants, participants, staff

r interviews with employers.

14
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-For the most part, the data that you choose to collect

and what you will monitor will be dictated by the performance.

objectives and standards contained in your PIC's program

_operation plan for the fiscal year.

B. DECIDING WHAT TO MONITOR AND HOW

As stated, at the outset of this,,setone your PIC's

primary form of monitoring will be comparing actual against,

pl nned formance to determine the degree to which standards'

or o jectiVes are being Met: Regardless of the exact content

of your prograth operation you will want to monitor

performance at three le011s:r
0

am (overall)
com nt (major facet, e.g.r, classrbom training)

It service'deliverer/p9oject.

Therefore, the first step to take to identify your PICIs

specific-management informaticin and monitoring needs is to

review your PIC's program operatidns plan to determine pre-
.

cisely what, atleach-level, ought to be measured'and reported.

Not all areas can or should be monitored. The.most

efficient metho4 for defining reporting and monitor*pg needs

is to assess each area against the foll6Wing criteria:

What areas must be measured and reported
by law?

. What areas, if measured, will give you
reliable information on how -the program
is progressing ?'

What areas should be monitored because
they.are

new,
- - experimental,
- - politically sensitive, or

expensive.in terms pf resource investment?
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Using theSe criteria will trie'lp you to determine at to monitor.

Once you've identified the areas at each of these levels
%

*in which you need'tomonitor, the next step is to define for

each area to belileasured such as':
-

objectiIes/activities to.be accomplished

,
'indicators of performance

the information you will need in order to
monitor

the sourceAof this information '(how 40
collect it) and the frequency. with which
you should collect it

,

a checklist on information availability.

The discussion'which follows describes methods and

measures that your PIC might employ to establish its monitoring

.procedures at,allthree

Program Level Mdnitoring - Overall Performance

Deciding what'and how tp monitor at the program levej.

will be the; easiest determination for your PIC. If you set .

program performance Standards atthe outset of the fiscalyear,

them they'are what you want to monitor against on an ongoihg

basis.

To repeat, performance standards' specify end 1-esults ex-
,

pected and can be set fok. item's such as,:

enrollment levels
, expenditure'levels

levels of service to target groups
4

positive termination rites:
entered,empaoyment rates
cost per participant
cost per positive termination
.response rate to local employer survey,

4 number of jobs added through economic development
. number of ipformal or formal planning' agreements

established.

L.
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To monitor against those items, you measure ptogress at

regular intervals. Much of the data that you will need to

monitor in these areas--especially on the participant side--
.

can be easily retrieved through the reports prepared on a

monthly and quarterly basis for the Department of Labor,.

Other data can,be secured through special reports which can

be required from contractors or staff.

Component/Project-Level Monitoring

Deciding what and how to+ monito at theComponent and

project level is a somewhat more compl x process. Again,

however, if you ha developed your PIC' program operations

plan according to the procedures outlined in this Guide, then

there is a straightforward method which can be used to reach

,thee decisions..

Your Program Operations Plan will consist of complete

work, statements for all major areas of activity and projects.

These work statements will spell, out:

, services to be provided/activities to be,
accomplished

Objectives to be achieved /perfo1mance
standards

planned inputs and outputs in terms of
monthly or regularly scheduled obje%-
tives

. work to be performed by individuals
and units

schedu le and action sups for accom-
plishing work.

You can use the work statements for those compo nts

and projecfts which you have/decided monitor to help ine

your management information and repo ing methods. Specifically,

by comple, a'worksheet.dfMilar to that on the following

,page for each Area to a monitored, you can establish your.
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1

PIC's component and project-level management information and
monitoring framewo4:

To complete the workshdet fox'each component/project, you
would take the following steps;

-4 1. Read the work statement to identify all
major putposes or activities Enter them
in column 1. .

2. Identify Objectives/perfdrmance standards
for each activity.- Enter ttem in,cofhql 2.

3. Determine what measures or indicators can
bR used to assess achievement of objec-
tives. Enter in column 3.

4. Decide what data o information will be
needed to, provide 'delice that the
indicators or standir havejamen met.
Indicate that in col 4.

0
a 5. Determine where data can be secured, how

it ghould be secured, how often it should
be collected. Enter that,in column 5.

6. Ascertain whether Information is currently
reported, or whetheryou will have to
devise special report format: Check appro-
priite box in colUmn 6.

0

ti
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Management Information and
Monitoring Planning Worksheet

Ipmponent/Project:

P.K0111114.6 T {w IT AS
osAcTME

I

orDoC10,8 OF
Pt Pk/ OFna awC11 W0141.013 EOul*E0

/COuut teDtO
Mt U Jt MC

D 0 SOU CI TES MO

Ir. 4' a.
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An example of a completed worksheet followS. Once you--
have completed worksheets for all components/projects, then

you are readyto design your P1C's overall management reporting

.system and monitoring plan.

9
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COMPONEKT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES / INDICATORS WORKSHEET

: T ot.firileG (EDP)
Li'PONENT

ty00INT ValThaltCTiriT411 0ACTP11111

elocTOAll 00
04111FORMAPPICII

-

ir

leaTORmATION neauuteta

maC0141010
. ...0411NCY
AMC) OPTWAL *Pun'

uPV C NN44NAT K
IC NN t
m

101110,
TOO NO

7 3 4

Ta ora.lei assessment
beiviceS and assign end
refer all participants to

otser comonants in
' accordance Witt an indlvi-

3.alizee service strategy
developed by tee ((DPI
counselor with the
itarticitemt

A Develot detailed cos-
?orient heSign Mit pro-

, vices Indeotn orientatvon

8 Ele.eloti an ED) COC.Patilt

C Develop COmumcatIOnS
. i th al I cONDOnehtS

t ,,,

f

0 ;,,,,,,it and train staff s
.. - .

,

i Determine suoportive
services fetes of

and mate
appropriate referrals

.

e'er parti:iplints to

other CJ^.10oentS
accPrOis -' -- :_$ end
Dotte On 18, ,ent

Stenseros

t

...

,--

4

1 A Provide to tie-
tailed OrientatlOo
prooraedesismS and
clan...evil for be
orientations programs,
Operate Programs CO
Serve i.020 partici-
pants per year

r..-

Orientation program
designs and curricula

a Activity Fedoras for
orientation programs
.1W curricula

,
',Contract with EEO Com-

parent including parti

a Quarterly desk review of

attendance records for

orientation and componen
'emit ty.Sommaliries

a Quarterly onsite monitor.

I .0(

JJ /
client beading plans

a Observation of orients-
tion program

ine of orsentatton, pro -
gram to ensure con-
fornity with curricula,

s

I It Develop 3n EDP deco-
went meting sato-
ficatiom outlined
an CETA ItFP and "-..
deponent Mork State-
sent for EDP con-
pOnent .

Usable EDP docubent
meeting 411 'Pettit/cm-
clans in RFP anti work
steument

a Copy of EEO document in
awe

Copies of RFP and work
statement specifications
for EDP. document

p Annual desk review of
dOduentc

Quarterly onsite reeled
to assure its current
use

//
.

I C Provide monthly
SUtilt reports to
all components re:
participants ready
for referral to the
component. Prahlavh
.10 referral
schedules, etc

Monthly written stet*,
reports, evidence of
regular effective
communication with other
CblepOnent staff

,

. Copies of written cos-
monication

a Ye ification of comet-
cipolomn from other
c nt staff

a Quarterly onsite renews
of wrItten coaaaan)catton
frail EDP

. Quarterly interviews
with Smple of component

staff

1.7
c-

.

I D Train all EOP stiff
- in participant

assignment Standard
for eats component
and to administer
epAropriate testing

and assessment to
determine partici-
;ant' s 'Reeds

All participants'
referred to cam-
pOnigntS of the
PiCIS delivery
systems MUSt
meet the speci-
fled Frarticipan
assignment
standards.

ASSeSSatht. and Character
istics data from EDP and
"application form On ,

partici pants referred
froemEDP to other cos.
Ponkt.s. fore ststavig
comoonent m which
referred

a Roster of participants
referred during the
monitoring period

ii 'Assignment standards
from sort statements for
each COMOOne00

..,

Monthly, ons to review
of sample of 2 percent
or none of records of
participants referred
during monitoring period

Roiater rrom e
-..mbich to draw
sample

1

.

/
/participants

i

.

/*

./

4

1 E Develop list of local
Supportive service
Providers, enter
nto agreements for
referral of CETA-
Participants

V
if Evioence of linkages Assessment data from As soo.e

between EDP component EDPs and &pollutions
and local supportive , a 3vorttrl, OwS1 review

Service providers DOctmentation 01 of provider lists and
referrals to Supportive agreements

a Documentation of serve"
-assessment and

a Quarter., ..nsite inter

referrals a List of providers and liners with providers

copies of agreements
with EDP component

I
; Refer all pertici. T

Dant% to appropriate
components wi ta ,leas
than 15 percent
error rate I

r
1,a

-

i

.
a 00 Wire roan 5 percent Itatut coons* form showing MOnto.f, orl:Ite revie.

of :nose enrolled In dite of referral and date of s...c,... of 2 percent
any cOmponent will be of referral back to EDP or 00re Ot records 0,

referred back to EDP A 4seticipents referred

within the first , Our r) monitorin; per of

Mr*, am
41S .u.t. try. armlet

a NO Alert t/100 15 per -% to dr.. --Pie
cent of those enrolled
in any cogoonent will a Or. J.,. ',II,. of

be ntffct0 back during . %with y ....,Onent Stat4
,

Mt duration of epo-.
component service

-

.

--
-

'

..

4
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i .t01 us Research, Self-Evaluation of CETA Manpbwer Progrars:'
A ide for Prime Sponsors (Springfield, VA: U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1975) .

.

Manpower Administration (now Employment...and
Training AdminIstration '[ETA)), Program
Assessment Bide (Washington, D.c.: U.S.
Department of Labor; April, 1974).

Manpower Administration (now Employment and
Training Administration (ETA)), Management
Information Systems Guide (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department164 Labor, April, 1974).
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Design Management Reporting and Monitoring System/Plan

The purposeOf this step is to design your PIC's reporting
system/and monitoring plan so that it collects and reports
that information which is necessary for management pur-.
poses. This step includes: definihg reporting require-
ments; developing management report formats; and creating
the total monitoring plan for your PIC.

Reporting Requirements - frequency and nature offormalf
reports to be submitted to permit effective program
management and monitoring.

. Management Reporting Disp/ay, Formats - charts for sum-
marizing monitoring data to permit easy analysis and
review.

Management Assessment Reports quarterly narrative
repprts prepared ,for purposes of Council decision-making
describing PIC program peuformance in major areas of

'concern;

NINI
11( Knowleage/CaDabilities Rating

Review the information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and

capabilities with reference to this step on the scales below.

Kpowledge

.4

2 1 1 1

Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor

lent Avg. age Avg.

- Capabilities 1 1 1 i I

Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor

lent Avg. age Avg.

Based upOn your ratings,' decide, whether you needto read the content

information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the

next step.

352



PME,PROCESS ,NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTES (Points that are important which you want to remember)

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are unclear or want to get additional
information)

ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend to take to-implement your
PLC's PME process in this area)

Steps Resources /Persons Time Frame

353
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INTRODUCTION

As indicated under the description of this step on

the preceding page, there are three't.tasks involved in

designing.Vour*PIC's management reporting and monitoring

syptem/plan. These tasks are to:

Define reporting requirements

,Develop management reporting and

assessment formats.

Establish the schedule for'your
PIC's monitoring plan.

A. DEFINING REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

The Department of Labor hat defined certain reporting

411)

requirements-which apply.to your PIC byTtipulating that'

your Prime Sponsor must submit periodic reports which include

information about your PlC's Operations: These reports are

identified and described below:---'/
DOI. REQUIRED REPORTS

INCLUDING PIC INFORMATION

e

REPORT TITLE REPORT CONTENT /PURPOS! SUBMISSION FREQUENCY

Financial Statu
Report

.

Collects information on the "

amount of CETA funds that
are authorized, obligated
and expended by the Prime

Sponsor. Report compares
actual with planned accrued
expenditures by program

activity.

Quarterly

4

-

Program Status

Summary 0

Displays cumulative par-
ticipation and termina-
tion information and
compares quantitative
program accomplishments
against the annual plan.

Quarterly

(continued on following page)

111-243, 354



REPORT TITLE REPORT CONTENT/PURPOSE SUBMISSION FREQUENCY
Summary of Par-

ticipant,Charac-
teristics

Reports the socioeconomic
characteristics of partici-
pants. Ultimately, this
information is'used for
evaluation purposes on a
local, state and national
basis.

Quarterly
.

_ .

Program Activity
Summary

.
.

,

\

Reports tht outcome of
CETA:program terminees
according to program

activities in which they
participated and whether
thepparticipated in a
single or multiple activ-
itigs.

.

.

Ahnually
.

.

'Annual,Report of
Detailed Charac-
teristics

Provid cross-tabulated
informa ion on the socio-
economi chAracteristics
of participants served by_
each subpart of the
Annual Plan. %0

,

Aniutlly
.

. .., 1

Your PIC needs to ensure that all the inforrdation necessary

to complete these reports accurately is collected regularly.

1t is just.as'important to decide what additional data will

be needed'to allow you to do performanCe"monitoring, arid how

often it should be collected,. If you have completed the-

foregoing step,-you've deterthined what data besides that.,

which is routinely collected.for DOL reports you will need

for monitoring purposes. You now have totdecide how frequently

that data should be gathered.

Becauie the primary purpose of performance monitoring

is.to provide you PIC with the information needed to control

current operations better, is general most liseful,to

collect planned versus actual information from individual contractors

or service deliverers on a monthly basis. This will enable

you to identify problems at that level early enough to initiate

any intervention which might be necessary. It is advisable ttl

aggregate service deliverer or project level data quarterly to

permit analysls of the achievement of component and program
level performance standards.
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ti........DEVELOPING MANAGEMENT REPORTING
- AND 'ASSESSMENT FORMATS ..-

---'- .

.
t

Simply indicating the types-of data needed or how ofteff .'11. .

reports should besubmitted,showever, will not give your P/C

an effecti1e monitoring system. To 110 effec tiy, your moni!

toring or-management system must:

present or display information in such ,

a manner that it-is easily usable4

permit various form of data analysis;

provide the basisofor .preparing reports
can be used for decision-making

.pdtposes.,

Management Reporting Display Formats

In order to ensure that you get management information

S in the way that youi PIC needs it, you should design manage

gent reportinq display formatsfor recording' information

at the program,. component; and serVice.delivprer or project

level. In general, it is easier, to develop these formats

by proceeding from the general t9 specific. That is, by.,

deciding, what you want your quarterly or summary to

lAleook like and tk4

t

n designing the back-up Oionthly) reports

needed to4compile the wary reports.

Since performance versus plan is the' basic technique

for monitoring PIC programmatic success, as a general approach

to designing,gerterly.x4port.formats, you .should list. those

indicators .tä measured employing a -forWat similar to that.,

shown. below: NI
4ts

ern.
1,

, -

.

.%

.

Performance Indicators
.

.

Actual Plan
Variance
% t or -.

.

.

,
.

.

.

.

.

.
-

c

.
.

..., .

'-'

356 ..
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Several examples of forms' for this type of performance

*..versus plan analysis are provided under Stage B, "Define PTC

Strategy, Step 2. - Review PIC-Program Performan An ex-

ample of a management reporting display format for prograin

level review of progrspcosts is furnisfied below.
0,

1

Level: .ProgiAm Quarter: 1
4.

. PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: COSTS 41,

INDICATOR FORMULAFORMULA ACTUAL PLAN VARIANCE

. Cost Per Positive
Termination

. tost,Per Entered
Employment

. Cost rer Indirect
Placement ,

Tot. Accrued Exp.
_

.

Tot. Pos. Terms.

Tot. Accrued Exp. ,

---afot. Entered Emp.

Tot. Accrqed Exp.

,

Tot. Indir. Place.

An example of a format for EGS projects follows.

EGS Projects
. -

-Quarter: 2

PROJECT ACTIVITY INDICATOR rLAN ACTYJN. JAR.

.Labor
Market

l'Analysis

Completed
employer
survey

Usable
responses

.

100 by end
of February
.

. .

Linkages-

.

.

.

6
_

.

.

Relationship
established
with economic.
develirment
agency

Creation of
training pro-
gram for new
jobs created.
trough eco-
nomic develop-
meeffort

.

.

,

Participa-
tion in

:planning
process

....

.Completion
date

.Acceptability..A11,
to employers

,Adherence to
state guide-
linei

if
-

Joint planning
in February

..Developed by

end of March
employers

'will endorse
.State Board
will review

ii and approve

"1 asreeting
State guide-
ling!..-

,

,

.

.

,

.

,

.

:

,

i

.

a

-

111-246 '
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Data Analysis

You should not restrict your data analysis to one type.
A

In designing your management reporting formats you should

develop forms which 'allow you to do:
.

Trend Analysis: study of performance over
time to see if it is increasing, declining,
or staying the same.

ComparativeAnalysis: study of th# relative .
performance of two 'or more .components, or
service deliverers.

Examples of forms which doul4 be used fortrend and

Pcomparative analysis'are presented on tiie-next-tiaree -pages.

Analyzing data using these techniques will enable your PIC

to secure a mwe total pidture,to draw more valid and

relia co clusions regarding your progranils'performance,

and to p p nt more exactly those areas in.whj h corrective

actin oar program improvements necessary.

4110

a

44 4.

7

.1

I

$

414

30 8
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TITLE VII

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR TRENDS: SIG<FICANT SEGMENTS PERCENTAGE OF PROCRAn ENROLLMENTS

Step

SIGNIFICANT SEGMENT
ENROLLMENT CATEGORY

1st Quarter 2nd- quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
I

.

FY 80

.1 ..1% of
Pl% I Act.% Dev. P1.1

,% of **I % of II,

*Act.% 4 Dev. Pl.%! Act.% Dev. 1 Pl.%
* *1 t of

Act.t I Dev '

Male: - .
II

,

Female
I

.19 & Under'f I

.

20-21

6.

-

,

!

22-44 .

,

45-54- .

I

I

,

. - ..---

55 & Over .

!' , -

W. - (N.H.) S44,b. ,

I .

B. - (N.H.) . .

.

.

Hispanic -

." -

.

A. I . 4 AN.
.

,

.

.

,

.

A. IP.i. ! "
*Plan perdentage: Use demographic tables' ih Annual Plan or compute from PPS (Part1VA-L)i-(P rt IA);

**Actual percentage: Compute from ()SRC (sig. seg.):7(Total partic. eaolled) *

110 a59 360 I
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COMPONENT:

o

Classroom Training
1

Quarter

SERVICES DELIVERERS
AENROLLED TRNG. EXPENDITURES 4 POS., TERMINATIONS!

.
ENTERED EMP.

Plan Act. Var. Plan Act. Var. Plan Act. Var. Plan Act. Var.

Project A ..

. ,

.

Project B

Project C. ( )
.

- Deliverer 1 1.

- Deliverer 2 AI
.

t -

. .

. ,
. le

.,

.

. .

.
1 10

1

Another indicator frequently used in this area is'pre-CETA earnings vs. post-CETA earnings.

a 41*
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.7.21!=n=MMIUMEMEM1.1.

TITLE VII

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR TRENDS': EXPENDITURES*

PROGRAM COMPONENT *
4th

Quarter
1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Quarter Quarter. Quarter J Quarter

CLASSROOM TRAINING 1

p
% % % %

OJT
.

4

SERVICES TO PARTICIPANTS a
.

EMPLOYMENT GEN. SERVICES 1

/
.

,

r,

.

OTHER
#

.

OTHER .
.

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

4

Upgrading
a

, l'
.

Retraining

_
1

.

i i

. L
:

.

* Enter percent of program funds expended, compared to planned budget.

Ref: Financial Status Report.

A 363 364
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Management Assessment Reports

The
,
data produced by your PIC's reporting system and

summarized on your display charts is raw information for

the'management assesnt of your C. In order to be

Most usditul, that information should organized into

formal(assessment reportS which can be as a primary

,source\for making programmatic and management decisions.

general, your MC's management assessment reports

syuld protide the following types of information:

A descr.iption'of the current status
of the component/area being reported

Identification of'pe rformance that has
deviated from plan

Analysis of the current situation and
analysis of the cause of deviations

Identification of those areas that
require corrective action

6commenaed actions.

Usually, management assessment reports should be prepdred

quaiterly to coincide with DOL equired dat' preparation
-

and your PIC's internal manag ment performance charting.

However,. special cirimstances of your PIC may indicate the

need. for more or less frequent eports. Some possible

.00

AmarteTlireports which might be prepared by your PIC are

listed below.

PossibleQuarterly Reports: ,The following quarterly

management 'assessment.reports would provide your PIC, with

a significant amount of the data needed to monitor and

manage performance:

Descriptive Analysis of Overall Program
Performanceto Date - describing the
current statue of the program with em-
phasis on erformanee in relation to
planned ob ectives.

. 365
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Component /Project LeVel Analysis ofAper-
formance to Date - providing data off per-
formance of specific' components and projects
highlighting areas required by formal correc-
tive action plans.

Descriptive Analysis of Participant Charac-.
teristics - describing program performance
n recruiting, 'enrolling.ead serving sig-
ificant segments.

I
'ssessment of Program Responsiveness to
Identified Needs - providing an analysis of
the PIC's program design in meeting the
needs of businesses and target groups
within the local community.

As in'the other areas of the PME'process, however, you

stiould make.the determination of,what your particular local

needs are and then design your management assessment reports

to meet.those needs.

. C. DEVELOPING MONITORING-PLAN AND SCHEDULE

Having estaglished Your PIC's reporting requirements'and

developed your management reporting and asgessment'forMats,

your last task is to develop a time-phased monitoring plan.

for the year. That plan should list:

41. . all tasks and activities to be completed
the period.of time in which they are to
be completed

. due dates for when specific reports or
products are to be delivered.

tome of the tasks and items which shbuld be orf your time-phased

cale dar include:

Planning

Defining operational control process (monitoring
method(s))
Assigning management review responsibilities .
Defining management information needs
Identifying objectives and indicators
Defining reporting' requirements
Developing data display formats
Developing data analysis prbcedures
Developing management assessment report formats:

III-25
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Operating

Designing specific monthly reports
Collecting data
Generating monthly reports (program operators) '
Summarizing data monthly on display charts
Analyzing data
Aggregating data quarterly - program, component,
all service deliverers, levels
FormulSting findings, conclusions, and recommen-
dations
Preparing and issuing quarterly managRment assessment
reports.

As noted above, other items which should go on your

time - phased monitoring plan are specifid due dates for

products or services to be delivered by contractors: Noting

these dates and interim targets is especi ly important for

the EGS projects to be r4n through your PI t:

One final task which is an important part of/your moni-

toring plan, but which can't be given definite tines on your

time-phased calendar, is "take corrective action:" This task

0

should be scheduled as necessary based upon youTi monthly

and quarterly analysis of data.

In conclusion, your PIC's monitoring plan/provides the

time-phased work schedule to evaluate program/progress against

projected Completion dates. In Sddition, it i the necessary."

tool for determining the type and level of r sources necessary

to implement your PIC's monitoring program.

6

Manpower Administration (now Employment
and Training Administration [ETA]), Program
Assessment Guide (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Labor, April, 1974).

Olympus Research, Self-Evaluation of CETA
Manpower Programs: A Guide for Prime
Sponsors (Springfield, VA: U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1975).

III-253 361
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F. DEVELOP EVALUATION PLAN

Purpose: To establish a detailed plan and procedures
'for evaluating your PIC's ptogram. t

-A.

111

1

1. Establish Scope and Nature of-
Evaluation

0

2. Assign Evaluation Responsibilities
and Establish Procedures

3. Construct Evaluation Research
Design

4. Create Research and Data Gathering
Instruments

AP

4

4 .

III-255
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Establish Scope and Nature of Evaluation

The purpose of this step is to review your PIC's program
operations plan to determine the exact scope and nature of

your PIC's evaluation effort. There are three fundamental
types of evaluation which your PIC can decide to undertake

based upon this analysis: outcome or results evaluation;
relative effectiveness evaluation; and impact evaluation.

V

3

Outcome Evaluation: assessment of actual performance v.
plan for fiscal year.'

Relative Effectiveness Evaluation: comparative analysis
of projects, services delivered, or program components
undertaken to ascertain the relative merits ofoach.

Impact,Evaluation: measurements to determine the extent
to which the program has brought about participant change,
institutional &lenge, or otherwise had an effect upon the

community in which your PIC operates. .

jihairKnowledge /Capabilities Rating

.Review the infoLlnation provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
capabilities with reference to this step on the scales below.

Knowledge i
I 1 I 1

,

,

Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor
lent Avg. age Avg.

Capabilities i

Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor

lent Avg. age Avg.

Ar'
! B ed upon your 'ratings,- decide Whether ydili need to read the content

formation on this step. which follows immediately or proceed to the

next step..

III -257
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111E-PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTES (Points that are important which yoU want'to remember)

Q

.

QUESTIONS (Itemq'on which you are.uncleaAkr want,to get* additional...

information). r.,
"i......'

.

)

\

1P

7.

ACTIONS

3
S.

Ar
(Specifi:c steps,t)iat you
'PIC's PME process in thi

fir Resourc

44,

- ie
.411081--

Or

intend to' tkakv 0 Implement your
s area)

es/Pelsons TiTe.F 'ame

k.

41.

4P

o

4
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'INTRODUCTION

. itn evaluation proyidei:the means, at -t-hjiconcluion of %-"

6 an entire performance period, to asseapp the iffect,peYour

KC's,programs and activities: your PIC's evaluation tans

serve a; number of purposes, inclUding:'

to. identify problems and deficiencies .
in current operations

to estithate'theeffectivEhess of your
program ip achieving specified results

to c re alternative striptOhleS arid-
tac

. .

.-e tlorefineoplanning'assuniltions.

tom measure gaps between planned but-
.

pomes and results.

most importaAtly, evaluation ata dan,6rovide feedback

11,4*upon your PrC's program planning, operations, and management.'

,

Thi's-datip c used to improve fulEUre

programmatic performance
,.-organization and Operations

0 . planning and management.

V
types of Evaluation ...\, .-

,-.179emake your evaluation most useful, it should be planned'.

at the same time that your PfC's programs are being planned.

In fact, your PIC's program oppratiliOns plan, objectives,:: and .

. .

performance standards represent-the primary sources for deter-,

mining preciserrrwhat*to ek.uate. The purpose of this step is
.

> . - .-

to review that plan to identify the scope-and-nature of your
. *

. . , .
.

evaluation. « ,,
.

.
, .

$ 'Therr,lre three primary' types of'evaivation whiph your
.

PIC'can decide to undertake:,

4tcome: assessment
itiiNEFIds set at the

$

pf.Perfospance against ',
beginning -o : ormance,

J

1).

I.

1
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.Relative Effectiveness: comparative analy-
sis of projects, ,tactics, service delivered,
andlorqprogram compongnts to ascertain I

differential benefits and merits of each.

Impact: measuremen
to which the PIC'
partiCipant change;
and /or .accomplished

to determine the exterl
°gram has brought about
stitutional change,

iZc program goals.

The Evaluation Decision

-IL Your PIC should decide what fo rb(s) of evaluation to .

simpitement based upon its decision-baking needs and the resources

. Js

,

you have available. "You should -at least do outcome evaluation

in those areaswhichyou consider to be of high priority for

prOgram.succeas-afid 4w which you need information for
,f

plannads purposes. You should supplement this basic ua-
-\.. . __ .. __.

--tion Approach with .relatiw effectiveness and/or impact
,-,

-'eV/Illation measures as you deem appropriate and necessary.

The pages which follow present information and describe measures

. .

,our PIC btight?riploy in implementing each type of *eluation.

DOING OUTCOME EVALUATION

t a minimum, your PIC
a
want to evaluate outcomes Or

resuiEr-against those performance standardaikwhich you set in

developing your program oper5tionl plan. This evaluation can

be done verY easily by directly contrasting actual versus

planned performande,for each area ' in which you set performance

'atandarda.
3

... .

As noted earlier, on,the par ticipant side of.thv ledger;
o

much of the quantitative data you need to. permit this type

of assessment Can be retrieved from tRiee-repoTIlp -r Program

Status Summary, Summary of Varticipant4garacteristics, And;

Financial Status Summary -- 'prepared quaZAerI an 00nually4.. ...cr.'
-$

Agoar thelbepartvent of Lator. 11tIkkillpe..goOkwhat Aore difft-

ult to: attain dirto in-the EGSgare6. Howevil6,if you have set,
, A . t .. ;pi f ,

. ,...,_ . ,
J
. . ,

4 V .
: , ,

11. , ,
. . 3/1-26Q

1

. .

. , :46 ,
./ - " . -.

*

1'
$ 40

s .. 4
. A.. ,-

, A.I. 'r

. 't ,
* e

, .
9,

. } .

1

y

r .
.
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_performance,standards fok each EGS activity; then you can

depign a reporting system to collect the necessary data to

tell you whether the standards were met.
I

An important point to remember is that not all of your'

PIC's Trojects or,servi-6es can or should be evaluated. - Given

limited financial and,labor res2urces, you should restrict your
,

evaluation to those projects and program components whidh, in

your opinion, are most demanding of asseSsment.- In general,

a project should be evaluated if it has any of-the following

characteristics:

it is new

4' it is ongoing a nd has never been'a sessed

. it is in an area in whic4 a large invest-
. ment of resolgces and/or manpower has been

made . .
,

' it Is experimenta],in intent and design.

. Basic techniques and fqmat's for reviewing,plin vs. per-
.

formance are described in detaillfunder "StageB. Define PI C

Strategy.: -Step 1. Assess PId ,Program,Performance," pp.III-65-96.
. 4-

As nate& an outcome Oaluation Will probably satisfy most of
( - .

your PIC4-fundamental evaluation needs. The,other forms of

evaluation can be employed toenhanSe your PIC's decigion:-
-

making capabilities. .

A B.' DOING RELATIVE EFFECTIVENEp EVALIAT/ON

,

Asseiping,the relative effectiveness of the component

and'efrec46 of your PIC's-program is especially useful for
4 . 1.

replanhipi purposes. Data .on.relative effectiveness canhelp

your Tiqp_deci,depwhat tp coptinuetop, increase, or decrease.
. .. .

This tYpeoi evaluation, enables you to assess ,the relative

Merits, .deficiensies, arld co ists of differe programs or.

compliments/regardless ot,t it apparent, imilarity.0

,--1
.

. 4

.. V

Po

I.
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On thd participant services side of your Program,'if your

TIC has inc9rporated indicators for terminations and costs'

such as:

Terminations

Positive Termination Rate
Entered Employment Rate

.4k Indirect Placement Rate
Private Sector Placement

Costs

Cost Per Positive Termination
Cost Per .Entered EmployMen A.
Cost Per Indirect Placement
Cast Per PrivatsSedtor placement

then you already have data reported inNsuch a fashion that it

can be used in a simplified comparison of relative effectiveness

' of-components and projects . 'You can develop forms ,-patterned

after those on pp.111-79-82to permit that type. of analysis.

Relative effectiveness comparison on the; GS side of your

P/c's program will be.somewhat more difficult ven the great
.

variety of projects'which can be torti- ated in this area. How-

ver,.possible bottom line indicators for 'snarly of these projects,

rvgardless of their primary method (e.g., linkage, economic

.
deyelopfent) , might be

, -

jobs created or'vac.ancies developed;

jobs filled-by CETA-eligible par-
ticipants;

1 .
average wages of jobs secured.

i If these indicators can.be associated with your PIC'S EGS
,

0 .projects, than yo
,
,could. pi5ly a relatiNe effectiveness per-

,',2

spective by usiht.tkse d 1pi tors alone or-in conjunction with -:""4

. ,

.

the costs associated with th parr projects to permit

effectiveness comiaLson betty rit and among projects.

For example., if yo r VIC initiated a phone solicitation
--N.

of loc emp ers to c eate job vacancies, and also initiated
.

an economic dev lopmen project-with those local construction

companies to cre e j b vacancies, its.would be possible tocompanies
. .

compare the twotp ojects by using -Ample measures such as:
\Nt_.

J Results . Costs
.

'Jobs cre ted.
Jobs fill

..Cost-per joky created
cost per job fined ,

r
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However, doing relative effectivenesLanalysis,relying

4 solely o a-straightforward comparison of results opthe single

quantitative indicators'cited above, could be, very misleading.

To make relative Comparisons and analysis more meaningful,

y'oll need to try to make the conept.of effectiveness torte

appliedin comparing projects and components as appropriate,'

comkeheniive, precise, and rigorous as possible. Some

possible methods.which you might employ-to achieve these ends,

relying primarily on data whi h can be retrieved from your

PIC's 'reporting system,.inclu

EffeCtiveness Indexes .

4t, Cost Effectiveness Indexes
p: Composite Effectiveness Indexe.

Effectiveness Index

'An effectiveness index'may be loosely defined as a

.performance measure whichcombines two or more measures of

effectiveness to derive-a result (i.e., effectiveness index)N
stated in numerical terms. One of the most common effec-

tiveness indexes is the Placement /Wage

1. Plecemerit/Wage Index

The PIacement/Wage Index is defined as:

jr 1

(Placement Rate) x (Average Hourly Startlngjiage)

For example', if the placement rate of a W1di4 Program was

60% and the average starting wage was $3.63, the index score

would be: '-74;

.60. "x 3.63- = 2.18

Onthe other hand, if the placement rate of a Hospital Ateerf-

dint Prograp was 93% and the average starting wage wag$2.25,'

the 'index score would be: 4

.93 -2.25: = 2.09
..

. .

,.

The higher thf score'the better the performance according to' --'

'

the index. .

411
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The ElaCemen*Wage Index c- be used to rank a number of
-projects.a6cording to their p- ormance on the index in ordet

4

to Militate their compari on. HOWlever, that ranking in
itself-dbe-snatenableyour- to----make a dec ision. Rather,
't merely' ,gives your PIC, a usefu. perspective for compTrative

:analysis .
among pier projects or, components.

2. Using- the Placement/Wage Didex

. .

in Decision -king
-... " The PlacententMage Inde.* allows--your PIC to look somewhat .

,

_...,:j 'thoie iat4C.4tifiely- artlt thorough'qat program performance and to
'decide _What, I:rade-offs you wanTio make. The index. enables

---49 _n-........ . .,i _ .1. _ . ___

,k..: yotr =.451;,not-"d4co.ent 'alit omatically those projects which have
4' tip

.,- rerati'verly4ow-plraceme.lit rates but.at tiqher salaries, or
- A 1

ovairestAnate th pote(ial or nft-ibution of those projects
- . v; which result :ire. 'Otaoements but in relatively-low-Payini

--.

4 ,obs .--7 ..
.. . , s

ss
.7 The decia..iron whic /yo.pr PIC has tO reach' igwhether a/

. -' ... ..
project-with, an average ou below average placement rate lead lig
to

a . 0 ,
steady..jobs wi igh wages is preferable to one with good

, ..
ilkatiglitlement rates' .1

At,
ng to' iobs wish low wages.' You would

IS --undoubtedly' make this cision_V
.

ased upon the current socio-
. . 44 . '- I

14 _

egnomio needs j.n the, unity.,.

.t.

91 .
The Placemett/Wage. In ex is just one pof mghr.measures

that can be used to look'-` t y",tcfr.r PIC' s peiformanotpn the
participant. side,. Althoggh this index and others like it
observe ome

.- -.4..da and are ! rtot completely or totally7at
.

. rikliable means- for eValuating- effectivenest,- the-i. do alrow. .
0 , -you-to: - / ., - , I

.4
0 . 0 ,.

b
3 ,

: p

:
ent data in a oncise and- simple-

nner -.
-

..- _

- . .
Y / Or, r., .

in aft Licit 'Manner. those
ftant factors or criteria etit im

ich -Pic vants to= apply in' eval-
gat ing rFircij'ec. ts. and comonents.

''Y1 7" .4.
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Cost Effectiveness Indexes

One of\the factors which.yczur PIC will probably consider

worth knowing from an evaluation standpoint is the relationship

of-the cost of components or projects to their effectiveness

in achieving planned results. This can be d rmined by

developing cost effectiveness indexes which bine costs

with effectiveness measures. There are two pri cipal methods

for determining cost effectiveness:, the simple division

m ethod, gnd the proportionate method.

1. Simple Division Method

The simple division method of determining cost)-effective-.

ness is to divide the average unit cost,, such as average cost

per ear011ee, into a measure of results or effecti-VerieiS;----

Such as.the Placement/Waie Index, and then' multiply the

quotient by a Number (N), such as 1000, to move the deci

back and aid presentation. "his method is summarized.'
. -

the formula below:

Placement/Wage Inde?c (Effectiveness Measure) x 1000 =
Average Cost/Enfollee (Cost Measure)

For example, i

of $1500 and,a

had an average

Index of ]83,

calculated as

'1t3'row x

Cost Effectiveness Measure

f Piogram A had an average cost per enrollee

'Placement /Wage Index of 190; and Program B

cost ply enrollee of $1200 and a Placement/Wage

their cost-effeCtiveness indexes would be

sholAbe/Ow:

= 129
183
1200

x 1000 = 153

As the figures show, utilizing this cost effectiveness

,
measureMent,ap.proack, Program V'would be seen' as mo eft.

.effective than'Program.A. This is ,to be expected in th

approach where unit cost serves as the dtnomindior,in

cost - effectiveness, equation, and where the impact of thi e

unit costs upon effectiveness will vary considerably according

to the size of that unit cost:"

-265
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2. Proportionate 'method .

The second-method determining cost-effectiveness is

designed too produce an pact upon the effectiveness measure

which is. proportional based upon the size of the unit cost

in relation to another number rather than_absolute. The way

this done is by establishing a cost factor in which

average unit costs become the numerator and an appropriately,

chosen number - a dollar figure normally double the unit

cost of the most expensive project - becomes.the denominator

as shown in the formula below:

Cost Factor = 1
C (average unit cost)
N_(appropriate number)

This factor can be used to reduee-'the effectiveness measure

by' a constant proportion of 4ts value for every $1000 in

unit cost. This results in equal change factors for equal

incriments ofcogit.

Let''s apply thisitechnique to look at Programs A and B

which we discussed-earlier. For_ the sake'of aniaaalysis, let's

say. that the N - appropriate number - or denominator in the

equationeshouid be $2d,000.00:

Cost It cost
Program A Program B

Eff.Ind. Eff.Ind.

1
1500 1200

20,000 x'193 = 179 1

e

757615 x 3,83 = 172

As the results show, using this formula, Program _A has .

a more favorable cost-effectivepeSs ratio than Program B.

44e is the opposite of the results obtained using the
,

simple division Method.

Which measure ,is correct? Is Program A-or B preferable?
e '

The answer is it all depends` It depends on what your PI6\4,

deems to .b the best way to` assess cost-effectiveness, the

results yoil obtain using that apprOach, the import/nce you

choose to assign td the in rating, andthe interpre4iktations,

yod give to the data yOu Obtain.

III -2,66 371(5'
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As noted earlier Regarding the Plaement/Wage Index, no
low. 4 V

t...effectiveness index gives you. swers. Such indexesare useful

0 fbr ranking and comparison, but,they do not furnish judgmen't's.
At

It is your responsibility to consider glternative indexes and

(14IP

hen ecide which:will most consistent the the perspectiyeig

of yolk. PIC, and will ovide you with that information which

will be most useful for decision-making purposes.

Composite Effectiveness Indexes°

,,j -A basic problem of both.the simple combination effec-

tiveness measures and the two cost-effectiveness measures

discusspd to this point is that they are relatively restrictive

in their-scope and do,not provide a tbtal picture of the
',

projects or components being compared. One option,that your

PIC might want io consider invorder totopet a broader pert

spective on projects or components is composite effective-

ness index ociMposell'of several factors weighted according to

their importance. .

e.

# l. The Performance Rating System

. One very inclusive. composite index is that developed by

Don Menzi of the New York Planning Council. This index is

called the Performance Rating System. Although it was developed

for systematic evaluation and comparison of programs funded

under the categorical manpower syStem existing before CETA, it
,

is still.applicable to many of the pafticipant-serving

projects/6omponents of your PIC. It is :particularly appropriate

for those projects where a Contractor or operator has unshared

'responsibility for participants from entry into the progDaM'to

exit.
4

The Performanc .sting System uses a cost factor x multi-
.

-factor effectivene measure to etermine effectiveness. The.

basil formula for h system

t
Cost Factor Multi-factor Effectiveness Measure

= Effectiveness Index

37a
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The cost factor in the Menzi sy;tm is:

1 - AverausCoit per Placement
20,000

)
o..

The multi-facto *effedtivenes measure is a weighted average

based on six factorssi :
\'.

O

1. Eirployment'Rates (weighting.= 40%)

'2. Follow-up Completion Rate _(weighting =' 5%)--

3. Retention of Job*(weighi.ing = 5 %)

4. Wage index (weighting =Lib))

.S 5. . Target Group Ihdex (weighting 4 20%)

6. Acttial vs. Planned Placement Objectives
(weighting = 20%) .,

,
The Target Group Index is developed sing the estab

lished priority target. groups of the lola ning council. The

Wage Index measures the perpentage by w ich the post-.

training wage excekds the accepted Poverty ldex for a

.family of four.

2. Another Composite Tdex

p
An4e4micile of..-another' composite index- developed

by a CET Prime7-emplying the Menzi Model .

to measure the relative effectiveness of components and

contrac,tors, is described briefly below.

This rating index consisted of five factors weighted

as indicated: 4

Factor

Planned versus actual performance

Extent of service to those "most
in need"

AIR

Weighting
Contrac r/Service

Component Pro 'der

20\i 15%

10% 10%

Extent to which participants 30% 35%

complete component activities

Extent to which participants
achieve primary outcdme specifidd
for component /

Cost-effectivenw (cast per
specified outcome) 3 5 0

35% 30%

Total Scores- 100%

III -268



Each factor was assigned possible points which could

be scored on it According to its percentage weighting as

shown in the chart below:

FACTOR
COMPONENT
MAXIMUM

. CONTRACTOR
MAXIMUM_

POSSIB E SCORE POSSIBLE SCORE

Planned vi
Actual Index
.

.

2.
.

1.5
I

.

Service to Those (\.

in Need Index

.

1.0'

.

1.0 ..-

.
.

Completion'
.

Index

t

3:0 3.5

Outcomes
4

°

Index
3.5 3.0

Cost Effectiveness
Index 4

'0.5 1.0

All
Factors .

. )4.0 lo.o

/
Then, rating scales and criterlt for scoring points on each

1

factor were developer. For example, the criteria and

scoring procedure for the Performance versus Plan factor was:

Criteria
Scoring

Component. 'Contractor

Met 100% of Plan 2.0 1.50
yariance of. 0 to + 10% 1.5 , .75
/ariance of more than + 10% -0- -0-

By Summing the scores-on
4,

all factors, the-prime 6ponsbr had
. , .

.a straightforward methbd for comparing relativelbffectiveness
.

1111

amcOpg components,or contractors 'thin components.

111-269
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34 Developing a Composite Index L'"

Composite indexes have a number of distinct advantages

as a means fbr facilitating the assessment of effectiveness.

These include the facts that they:

. are more thorough and-equitable ,than
less inclusive_ systems

Jr

present data in a simple, concise foam

' place different programs on'a common
basis for evaluation purposes

aid in the establishment of shared
evaluation Criteria.for each project

. )
help to add.an element of direction .to
the establishment of your evaluation
plan

foster healthy competition between con-
tractors and components

identify those performance criteria
which your PIC Considers most.critical.

However, as the two foregoing' examples demonstrate,
A

there are a variety of factors which can go into a com-

posite index, and any number of ways for weighting those

factors. If you decid& that=a composite index might be

appropriate and useful for evaluating your PIC's projects

and components, you will have to determine what factors to

include and the weigbt to assign tO each factorl' As you

can imagine, this'would,be no easy task.

- Even with its comprehensiveness, however, the compdsite

_index will nottmake decisions for you. .The composite index,

as the other effectiveness indexes discussed under this

3S2
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heading, is just another' means. for trying to, make your

decision-making more informed, easier, and, hopefully, better:

Finally, the foregoing discussion has focused primarily
1

__upon the use of indexes as they relate, tO the participant

side of your prdgram. Obviously, the same principles and

techniques can be applied'to the EGS sidd. The essential 4

consideration in doing this is to select common indicators and

neasurement criteria which have relevance for all of those

pro,jects which you want to csampath.
(4

a

C. . DOING IMPACT EVALUATION-

The last Method to be' examined Oder this step is

4

IIP

impact evaluation. As noted in the descriptiOns of this

step,'impact evaluation is an attempt.to measure-the extent

to which your PIC'S 'program 'has brought about change' and /or

accomplished-its broader progratmatic goals. There are

three major areas for, doing impact'evaluation:

Participant Change

Cost- Benefits

Community or.Institutional Change"
,

'This 'section provides only a briefvintroduction tq each

of these type. Doing any form of impact evaluation.Wouid

require thdt your PIC'secure additional data and/pr engage

in substantially more advinced,data analysisthan was dis-

cussed up to this point. Therefore, if yout,PIt dedides'to

undertake an evaluation Of'9A,4mpact nature, you should

ensure that yqu alreddy ha4 or have access to the profes-

sional assistance necessary to get the best results possible

frOM such an undertaking.

353
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Participant Change 1 . ,

.
Impact evaluations on participants normally look-at

the services (treatment), provided by a program to ascliDtain

what the actual effects which can be attributed to the

program are. Typical measures which areused to look at

impact in terms of participants include:

earnings gained

4 piivate sector jobs secured

promotions obtained for OJT participants

new private sector jobs for retrained par-
ticipants. , ,

:

. \ . ,.. ° % ...

d' 41r 1..
' . r.9

1. Participant Impact gvaivation Process

A standard impact evaluation process for participants

wquldinclude the following elements:

. 7 .a.- The target group. of persons for a
specific progra and the goals of
the program in erms of changes
desired are id tified.

b. A study sample is drawn from the
parent population composed of the
entire potential target group 'for
a given program.

c. The sample is, randomly assigned to
either a treatment group or a
"control" group. (Alternatively,
instead of random assignments to a
treatment group and a "control"
group, a "comparison"..group can be
developed of, persons as similarfts
possible to the treatment group and

384
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tr

their.. experience tracked to pro-.
vide the .measure of what would
have happened in the absence of
the

d. A'pre-progr m measure is taken
for both groups of indicators and

- "characteristics which the program
intervention is to change.

e. The treatment* group is exposed to
the progiam while the control group
(or comparison group) receivfs .

either no. service, the standard
service (not including the treat-

t ment), or a placebo service.

f. 'At the'conslusion of the treatment,
one or mote post-measures are', taken

of both groups on the'indicators and
clracterist#cs previously examined.p

interval between.6ompletion of
the program and the post -tests is
determined by an estjmate Of time
needed for a stable oonditiori to
develop

g. The,pre-measurement to post-
measutement'changesjn the indi-
cator!, are calculated for each.
group, and the changes experienced
by the control group (oi comparison
group) netted, from the treatment
group.

h. The result is then interpreted as
the effect of the program. The
net change is attributed to the
prograM, and the.problem is said
to have been reduced by the amount
of the net change.

0

385
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Two other Usefdl alternatives for looking at participant

charge which do not require-the use ofeither comparison or

control groups, as discussed_in the example aocesp above,

are:

time series design

fol,loW-up Studies.

4

eries Design

.The time series des extension f before - after.
4

.comparison which, despi limitatio s,, can yield

useful information an pro effects. The design estimates

the net effect ofthe grogram by measuriAg against an

extrapolation of the past experience of prggram enrollees.

To, do this,' the design calls"for a series of pre- program

measurements to establish the partici6ants' pre -grog
1

status. After the program, a series of post,program.m

ments,are taken. Every possible consiclera n such a:

the tendency of employment and earnings tr ds to deteriorate

.just before program enrollment, the state of economic activity,

the' nature of wage trends, and so forth are examined and '"

then judgments-bade as to what would have occurred in the

absence of the program. The post-progranttteasurements'are.

then compared to the adjusted and extrapolated trend of the

pie-program measurements toyield an estimte of the effect

of the program.

S.

J
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3. Follow-Up Studies

Follow-up studies are undertaken for basically three

purposes:

'Client Assistance: to deteimine-the immediate
success or immediate-need for additional ser-
vices by a client who ha's tecently left the

program. ThiA short-term follow-up enerally.
is undertaken thirty, sixty,.ornine days.

-aftei a client leaves the prograffi:

.

4 Short-term Assessme ti to get some judgmental
insights into what hat longer-term !value-
tion'is likely to show, and to begin to
'identify program weaknesses and make changes
while services are still ongoing. This is,

also a 'short-term follow-up method.

Often telephone calls to a limited number of
recent terminees, pased on who is available
rather than randomness and done without reliance
on-controIled comparisons, can provide useful

1
insights at low oast, so long as the evaluator
keeps in mind that this is only a short=termr

4 indicator fOr primarily managerial purposes
and cannot replace longer-term and more care-.

ful evaluation.

Long -term Evaluation: to determine the longer-
term success of the program.gradpate. This
f011ow-up is conducted ninety days to a year

,or more after the client has left the.pro-
gram to Collect information on what_the client

has gained from paitiCj.pation_ in terms of

wages, job stability, and-so on. The longer--

term follow-up might, include dtopouts'and
nonpiacements as well as placements for
purposes of compaiison. ;'

Atone, or all of these forms of follow-up may be

useful to your PIC - not only on the epirticipant side, but also

in looking at' the Continued impact of EGS 'services.

Cost-Benefits Analysis' .0..

Another way of looking at the impact of your.PIC's prQ-,

grams is in investment terms of costs and benefits return

411 7
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on the investment). Cost-benefit analysis is an attempt to

assess all of the costs and benefits of a project or program
in equivalent terms. There

approaches which have been

The chief drawbacks to

is, very difficult to define

are, i variety_ of cost-benefit

devised.

thes4 approaches are

what should };e includ

culated as dither cost or benefit, and (2) even

definitions are operationalizea, a large.amount o

goei into the analysis, and thus the compitrison bf
.

ratios is a high

/
y speculative business. This

4
is

however, that y ur PIC should not do post-benefit

that (1) it

ed or cal-

after working

f estimation

benefit-cost

not to say,'.

analysis.'

Only, that, you should be aware of its limitations and its

actual explanatory value.

1. Types of Cost-Benefit Analysis

("-- These include:

pet present value approach: subtracts the
present value of costs from the present
value of benefits. If the result is posi-
tive, the program is.viewed as worthwhile.

itenefit-cost ratio: uses a ratio of the
present value of benefits divided by the
present value of costs. If the ratio is
greater than 1, the prograth is viewed
as Voiorthwhile.

internal rate of return method: computes
the discount rate required to equate the..
present value of the future stream of
hemefits to the present value of costs.
If the resulting interest rate is greater
than the "opportunity costs" of'the funds
used in the program, the investment 1.0"4
worthwhile,

payback method: divides the present value
of costs by the pre- to post program in-
crease in ,annual trainee taxes. The re-
sult is the number of years it would take
for the taxes paid to equal the program
costs. A variation-'of thespayback method
is the "earnback" method which divides.the

II-276
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present value of4costsby the average pre-
to post-program net gain of annual income
.by part;cipanti. The result is a figure-

. which represents the number of years re-
quiied for participant income increase
to equal program costs.

f".

The.figure which follows provides a simple comparison of

these four basic approaches:

Cost Benefit Approaches

Net, present Value

, Present' value\of costs

Present value of benefits

r41 Net present value

Benefit -cost. ratio

$1,000
1,5Q0

- 1.5

,

. 500 .
= 0.50

$ 500

$1,500Present value of benefits
Present value of costs

Internal:rite grroturn

1,000.

$1,500
1 000

present value of benefits
Present value of costs'

,
4i;

AIncomeof . . , ..$ 500

---),
1,000

'71

Payback
,

Present value of cottS r'" $1 000
Pre:- to Peitprogram increase 200

- five yeirs

in trainee taxes

I.

4 -
,.

. 111-277
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2. *Applying a Payback Method

The payback method is the leait complex and easiest

`form-of cost-benefit analysts to apply, A pIC devised the

following formula to determine the required payback period

to the communitylor the classroom training projects which

'it,sponsored: .

Paybadk in mos.== Training Cost

. i

(Post CETA Wage
.Pre CETA Wage

j X No. Ent. Empl. X A4g. Mo. Working tics r

It applied this formula t6 its four classroom training projects

and obtained this Tanking:.

Project Payback Period 'in Months.

A
B,
C

C

.

This ranking- is especially interesting when-reviewed in

conj tion with,the same projects' 'results in terms df place-

1.8
7.0
7.2 ,

20.2

ment ates as presented below:

Pro'ect
c

Payback Period' Placement Rate

A 1.8 ' 48,1%

4 B
.

7.0' 84. ii r
C 7:2 54.5%

D 20.2 '83.7C
,

These comparisons dramatically illu,trate the point that you

.PIC should not depend solely upon-single measures or indicators.

to asSess'the impact of your-projects,or components.

Community and institutional Change

Other possible areas which could be'examined, and cities.,

tions which might be asked in terms of broader impact,' especially

as.they relate to your."PICL's 14S activities, include:

4
11/-278
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institUtional Impact of Title VII
Has the PIC stimulated new.,business participa-
tion in local employment and training efforts?
Has the,PIC stimulated new responspieness
on the'part of "traditional" emplOkme4 and
training deliverers to the needs of bUiiness?

-o Id there acomptehensive planning approach
between PIC and the local Employment and
'Training Council?
Has the PIC stimulated any areawide planniskj
between dififerentPrime Sponsorship areas
and .other PqCs?

Attitudinal Impact of Title VII,
How has the PIC ,program affected the attitudes
of employers toward the program, toward employ-
ment and training programs.in general, and
toward eligible clients as potential employees?
How has the PIC program impacted on the atti-
tudes and motivations of participgnts?

.Patterns of Service -

What are the characteristics of the partici-
pants being served? How do they compare to,
regular'CETA clients, goals, and some state-
ment of "universe of need"?
What are the characteristics of the businesses
being served? Where do they stand in the

a. overall economic structure of.the area?

.

Cost.
What reasonable cost calculations can be made
about somd of the above impacts?

"Stage H. Elialuate Results," pp.III-355 - 363 describes

techniques that.you might use to gather and analyze impact

data of the institutional or community change type.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, as the prece4,4 discussiomindicates,
ec

there are numerous evaluation opt4ions available t9 your PIC.

You should pickthooe evaluation approaches and nieasures which

ydu feel will give you.that information whidh you need to .

know in such a way that it can assist you in making ecisions

and lurnishint direction to the

39-1.
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''Mayor's Office of Manpower, City of Chicago,
Planning and Evaluation under CETA
irigton; D.C.; U.S. Department of Labor,
January 1976).
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Assign Evaluation Responsibilities
and Establish 'Procedures'

The purpose of this step is to establish the general frame-
work for administration of your PIC's.evaluation. This
involves considering the Prime Sponsor's eveluation approach;
selecting 'state to administer the evaluation; establishing
the process-for, a systematic approach to thg evaluation;
and determining the Foie of the Council.

Evalu ation Review Process: basic method and procedures
to be adhered to in assessing PIC performance-

.

REvaluation Respohsibili -ties: r oles and duties fo all
individuals to be involved in the conduct of the
evaluation.

II( a Know ledge/Capabilities Rating ::>.
/..-----

Review the information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
capabilities with reference to this step on the scales below.

'Knowledge q 1 .
1

I. I

Excel- . Above' jiver-
..

Below - Poor.

lent . - Avg. W age Avg.
. .

Capabilities I t 1 1
, i

Eathe 1- Above Aver- Below r Poor
. '

lent ' Avg. 'age Avg. .

Based upon your ratings, decide whether,you need to read the content
information on-this step which follows immediately or proceed to the

next step.

111-281
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PME PROCESS.NOTES/ACTION-PLANNING 'PAGE

`NOTES (Points that are' important which you want to remember)

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are 'unclear or want to get additional
infprmation)

IrACTIONS (Specific steps thatyou intend to take to -impleTe t your
PIC's PME proce,As 'in 'this ,area)

Steps / Resources /Persons 'rime Fame
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INTRODUCTIONS'

ti

Once,yau havepdecidea on the scope and nature of your

PIC'sevaluation, the next step is to identify the basic

tasks to be performed And assign responsibility for their'

performance. This involves: S-

_ establishing procedures for an
. organized,systematic apprbach to

the evaluation
I

determining the role of the Council
ti

selecting staIrto administer the
evaluation.

As in the development of your management or monitoring

plan, a is consideration here must be the'queUty and

scope of t e Prime SponsOr'sjvialuation system, If that

III/ syStem'is adOquate, you may want `to interface with it and

rely upon it to'collec and ,array the data,- and generate

the reports that you need for evaluation purposes.

This will reduce the level of Staff effort that you

have to put into the evaluation process. If, on the other

hand, you find t the Prime Sponsor "s. system is inadequate

for your PIC's needs, then you-will have to expand your

responsibilities aZcordingly.

Evaluation Review Process

The first task which your PIC should` accomplish within

this step isS9 establish the basic operating procedures

and Workinggrrangements for administratj.on of your *

evaluation efforts.

IIT -283:
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A. ESTABLISHING THE
k
EVA.WAION REVIEW PROCESS

... Your PIC'a evaluation review:procesd, id the method and ,

.4)
.

allocpach it wi.44 employ to-govern and direct its evaluation
... .% -

activities. life. key issue here' is to- establish the basic

. operating procedures anolmorkiiig Arrangement' for administra-

tion of your evaluation efforts. These items should be speci-

fied at the outset of your evaluation pia:ming. General clues-
.

ions, to be answered include:

Who mill_have ultimate'res ibility
tor administering the evaluation pro-
gram?

,

Who will sipervise the evaluator(s)?

.

What procedureftwill'be d evised fqr the
8 systematic review of evaluation plans,

methodologies, data, and findings?
*ip

.

Oho will be involved in the analysis of
evaluation reports and in the inter-
pretation Of fifdings?

What steps will be instituted to ens ure
that deadlines are observed?

More specific issues to be resolved,are:

the overall purpose of your PIC's evalr
nation;

.

expectation's regarding the evaluation
what ±t:shonld enable you to do,

the resources which will be expended
for the evaluation

. = tethodS fqr, coordinating evaluation
activities with those being undertaken
.by the Prime Sponsor

0
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,

due dates for any reports or docu-7
ments from the evaluation

. the .methods for, monitoring the eval-
uation (e.g., monthly meetings or
progress reports) .

geSponsibilities o f staff-in the
valuatioh r

persoh(s) to whoM staff charged
with evaluation 'responsibilities should
report and be accountable

policies regardifig the.retentionspf
records and raw data

J procedures for resolying problem issues
as they, occur

4 the role of the Council in the evaluation.
v.

IN

B. DEFINING THE COUNCIL'S ROLE

Defining"the role o f,the Council in4the evalfiation s an
I

especially important task. Rpgardless of the specific

responsibritiew that you dec ok it is desirable

that the Council play an actk . le in the adminiStiatiofi

of,evaivatdon. activities; Podeible options include:

appointing a subcommittee of the
Council to review and monitor ill
evaluation activities

having the evaluitor(s) report to
the Director, who' periodically
apprises the Council regarding the
evaluation program and its progress.

'Evaluation Subcommittee

1- "If you decided to, appoint a subcommitt to'overse

all evaluationactivities, that subcommittee could:
p.

,participate in the selection of an
evaluation staff person

7

designate projects to be evaluated

111-285
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ensure the provision of adequate re- V'
pources for the evaluation

review and critique the evaluAtion
design

.

monitor progress on ple evaluation

receive evaluation reports and findings,
and comment on%thembefore forwarding
to full Council

make recommendations to the full Coun-
-:-.'_

cil on future 44.0.0 based on
evaluati6n fi

If, aspart of your monitoKing.planning, you decided to

est_sblish a'5ubCommitteeto monitor,, program performance, it

might be; advisable to combine the monitoring and,evaluation

' functions into a single subcommittee for progriim review and

evaluation.

°To repeat, however," no matter. bow your PIC defines its

exact role and responsibilities in the evaluation area, it is

essential that thej04ncilbe involved to a meaningful extent.

.111

SELEcTING EVALUATION PERSONNEL

In order to determine who should be responsible for the

actual conduct of your P/C's evaluation, you should answer the

following questions:

$ - How mull emphasis is being placed on
the evaluation at your PIC?

What resources will be made available
to implement Your evaluationrplan?

fio any current staff, members have the
capability (or the time), to perform
evaluation research?

Would it make more sense to hire a
full-time evaluation specialist or
employ prkvate contractors on an 6
ad hoc basis?

The central issue in the selection of evaluation personnel

is the amount of emphasis that your PIC is placing on.evaluation,

and the reeourcesIthat will be made available for its implementatiOn.

1 111-286 r
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'Limited Scope Evaluation "4.

If your PIC. has'a very narripW focus or'limited scope

for its evaluation- -one Which invioives using existing data

sources- -then it can probably accomplished with incumbent

staff.' In order to meet basin PIC evaluation requirements,

a staff member'n0ed not havea wealth of experience or

formal education.- It is more;important that the individUal(s)

selected to perfOrm evaluations be familiar with pIc programs,

operations, and clientele. ,The.essentiai requisites for

basic evaluation research are # logiFal.mind, attention to

detail, and the ability to follow instructions.
. m

The primary requiremeht for an effective eval atIon

using in -house or. existing pe nek is that a person or

persons be given definite resp sibility and specific

assignments foi the evaluation. Studies have also'fou0.
that -when that person is a "specialist ", i.e.,,spends most

Of his/her time on monitoring and7'or evaluation activi-

ties, asOppOsed to a "generalist."-,'i.e., must get

involved in-myriad other activities, evaluation tends to

be accomplished in a more coMplete, prOfessional, and

utilitarian mariner: "
Broader Scope Evaluation

If, on,theotherhand, Your PIC decides to undertake

a broader scope or more sophisticated evaluation--one which

requires,obtaining-additional data using techniques such

as survey research or follow-up studies- -then you may want

tohire an evaluation specialist or an outside contractor.

tf you must go outside to .secure ev uation assistance,

there are three sets of skills that yo should look for:

Conceptual ability-to.,see
the entirey'of'yOur PIC's program
Activity, to translate.goals.nto mean-
ingfu indicators.and measures which can
be used to assess progress toward those
goals.

399
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Methodological Skills: ability in 'arias such
-as.evaluation design, statistics, econometrics,
quantitative methods., and questionnaire and
survey research construction.

Communication Skills': ability to interact .

well with others both in obtaining data.and
- presenting v luation findings.

A11 three of the &kills are equally ipportant to ensuring

rigorous and useful evaluations for your PIC.

Managing the Evaluation Process

'Regardless of how you staff your evafuatiOn effort, you

should create a definite work plan for monitoring staff per-
.

formance and progress. Review sessions should be scheduled

between the evaluation administrator and staff to confirm

that the assignment is proceeding in a timely and efficient

manner. Close 'and 'systematic monitoring will ensure that any

issues are addressed before thew jeopardize the eval-

dor nation:

IcoNcLysIhN
4

In conClusiort, once you have established a basic evalua-

tion review process and assigned responsibilities and staff

related tq that process, you have created the framework,within

which to accomplish your PIC's program evaluation.
4

" ,

REFS

"
Manpower Administration (now Employment and
.Training Administration (ETA)), Program
Assessment Guide (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department ;of, Labor, April, 1974).

Mayor's Office Of Manpower, City of Chicago,
'Planning and Evaluation under CETA (Washing-
ton, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, Jan. 1976).

Ohio State University, A Formative Evaluation of the Private
Sector Initiative Program (Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State Univer_
sity, 1981).
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Construct Evaluation Research Design (Plan)

The purpose of this step is to construct your PIC's evaluation
research design. An evaluation research-design is adetailed
plan for implementing your evaluation. The design specifies:
the purpose of the'evaluation; its objectives; data sources;
methodology--techniques for data collection,' aggregation, and
analysis; instruments;, woripplan,and schedule; and're2orts to
be produced as a result of'the evaluation.

4

Evaluation Research Design - detailed plap for implementing
evaluation.

Hypothesis - proposition-.that is onsistent,with known facts
and therefore presumed as possibly true, but which requires
further investigation for verification.

Validity - extent to which evaluation aCtuallylneaspres what
it is intended'to measure taking all important factors into
account.

Reliability - extent to lkich ev luation would-produce the
same or consistent results thrdu h repeated tests over time
using identical procedures and struments.

=w-it ( (I Knowledge /Capabilities Rating ,
Review the information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
capabilities with reference to this step on the scales below.

.c
Knowledge

I 1 I i 1

A -' Excel- Above 'Aver- Below Poor
, rpnt Avg. age

.
Avg.

Capabilitiet 'I ',1 1
t

Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor
lent Avg. age Avg.

/ 6 1, .

.
,

Based upon your ratings, decide whether you need-to reads the content
information on this step whichefollows immediately or oi-odeed to the
next step.

111-2ol
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NOTES
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Points that are important w ich you wa to remember)
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QUESTIONS (Items on whiqp you are unclear oriyant to get additional
information) I!

,

a

r

ACTIONS (Specific 'steps that you intend to take to implement your.
At'IC's PME process in this area)

Steps .
Resources/Persons,

>4
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I,

Time Frame

,

.

a

.
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INTRODUCTION

The next step after determining the scope ancrnatere

of your evaluation is to construct your PIC's evaluation

research design. An evaluation research design sista formal

,written statement of the detailed plan for implementing your .

PIC's evaltiation.

.s4

A. CONDUCTING AN EFFgCTIVE EVALUATION

y

Regardless of the type of evaluation your PIC decides

to undertake or the nature of your plan, there.'ere three

glperal concepts which are central to the conduct of an

effective.evluation. These concepts are:

Hypotheses.
'o Validity.

1> Reliability

Testing Hypotheses
%

All evaluation research beginswith a set of assumptipns
J

about the program qr phenomenon to be studied. These assump-

tions may be formally expressed in hypothetical terms, or

they may be stated only-indirectly. is not always neces-

A3ary.fOr your PIC to develop written hypitheses for its

evaluation, but they are useful in thatthey serve to focus

the study ?)n the hey.issues to be examined. /

Technically, a hypothesis is,a proposition that is con-

sistent with known factS and therefore' presumed as possibly
1

true, but which requires further investigation for-Verifica-

tion. An hypothesis ;lust meet. the thise criteria:

It must'be apparent which of its con-.
cepts or elements is caused and, which.
is causal. .

1..11-293 404
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It must. be stated in such a wamthat
it can -be tested.

1 KJ?NN

It should express its concepts in both
a predictive and explanatory manner.

In addition, milk hypothesis must be stated in precise, logical,

' and positive terms, as the examples below indicate:

HYPOTHESES - EXAMPLES

Unemployment will be less among those teenagers who
successfully complete a vocational skills training
Program than among nonparticipants.

*

,...

The average hourly wage will be higher for those .
target group members who participate in and com-
plete classroom training than for those eligible
participants who do not participate 'in Ouch a pro-
gram. .7

More jobs will be created for CETA-eligible'par-
ticipants through .an economic development linkage
project than if nonsuch project existed.

The results of the research are, in effect, the test of

the hypotheseu The hypotheses are either confirmed or in-.

validated joy your reseafth findings.

Hypotheses help you to focus your evaluation and to obtkin

answers to those questions which you deem most essential. By

"insuring the validity.andreliability of-yotic research effort,

you cad be certain that those answers which you obtain are correct.

..,14/114.

' Ensuring Validity

In artier for your evaluation design to be mo t meaningful

and explanatory, it Inuit possess internal If a design

has internal validity, it has the capacity to diEtinTlish

between the effects attributable to your program, and those

resulting from other factors. ,

tor example, an evaluation'of a training program that

compared the post-training income of,trainees and nontrainees

would have validity only if all other factors affecting incomeN.

(e.g., attendance, gender, type of employment, etc.)

isolated..

OMB

t.
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I

Your research design should, enable you to

Identify external variables which
`may affect program results;

)
measure the extent of their influ -,
ente, if any; and /

ir

document the degree to which results
were attributable only tothe program
in question.

Ensuring Reliability

If the findings from your PIC's evaluation are to be

most useful to yOU for decision-making, they must not only

be valid (i.e.., measure what they say iey are going to

measure 'taking all important factors into account), they

must also be reliable produce the
.4

same or consistent

110 results through repeated tests using identical procedures

and inspeuments).

To1/4"bnsure reliability, your PIC should develop a.

written statement of the specifications governing its study.

Each methodological step must be described in detail, as

must the characteristics of the individuals or entities

who are to be the - subject -of the evaluation. This will
f.

1

provide you with-a blueprint in a rigorbus and reliable .

manner which cart be used to adminiiter your eyAluatj.on.and

give you the confidence that your findings are accurate and

adequate enough.to allow you to take those steps necessary

foT program review and modification. i

B. PREPARING YOUR PIC'S EVALUATION PLAN

To prepare your PIC's specific'evaluatio nsearch'

design, so that it tests those hypotheses and ensures
A



reliability ana validity, there are several questions which .

you need -,to answer .

Evaluation Questions

These questions include:

Why is the PIC's program being evaluated?

What are he primary and secondary ob-
jectives (standards) of the program?

Which of these objectives, (standards)
are most easily measurable?

What are the hypotheses ydu want to test?

What resources.are available to evaluate
the prOgram?'

How much time is permitted for the eval-
uation?

What data is needed?

Where does this data exist?
Alalo

How can this data be obtained?°et
How will this data be analyzed?

How will the findings be used?

What formatwill be best for presentidg
your evaluation findings?

Your answers to these questions will determine the

ultimate structure and- format of your evaluation./ Once you

have made these determinations, they should be summarized and

presented in a formal written plan for e valuation of your

program.

Evaluation Plan%

Your PIC's evaluation plan should consist of the following

,sections:

Purpose; states the 'reasons why the study'is
being undertaken. Incorporates a brief descrip-
tion of the program and its ,goals.

III-296
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Rationale: states succinctly reasons for,
and purposes of, evaluation., and how study
results will be used.

Objectives:' specifies objectives and scope
for the evaluation.

Methodology: the heart of the research de-
sign, stated exactly how the evaluation will
be performed. Details:

data that-will be needed
A techniques of data collection

means of dataaggregation,andanalysis.

,Instruments: describes the types of instru-
ments and worksheets needed to oollect and
treat the data and discuspes the process by
which they will be developed.

Schedule: sets out a timetable to govern the
. progresp of the evaluation. Highlights all
deadlines and due dates,

.

Reports: indicates the types of reports
that will result from the evaluation, in-
cluding their content,' format, and sub

/mission dates.

,The pages which follow provide some additional informa-

tion regarding each of the elements.

1. Statement of Purpose

This section tells why you are doing your evaluation.

Specificity is desirable, since the rest of the design and,

in fact, the activities of your evaluatori should be rele-.

vant to the purpose, or purposes, of the study. --Examples

of statements of purpose follow:

To compare the effectiveneSs of
different components with the same
purpose.

To furnish data relevant to a deter-
mination of whether a particular
program. should b4 continued. 4

To determine the extent to which pro-
gram type and mix contribute to the'
'achievement of the PIC's oilprall goals.

111-297. 408.



To deterinine the relative cost- effec-
tiveness of a:number of programs
concerned with ,a particular target
group

To secure information which would led
to improvement in the management effi-
ciency of a project

To determine the quality of manpoler
sermices'given to a target area or
group

1 4

Toasseb*s the status of a project versus
its objectives, and the causes for
failure to meet objectives

To assess whether the attitudes of
local employers regarding CETA have
changed as a result of PIC programs

Tb determine whether work- related atti:
tudes of participants have changed'as
the results of participation in a pro-,
gram, or in a group of programs.

,

1111,
2. Rationme'",

414.4-

This section describes the uses to which the study will

..be put and the 'reasons for .doing it. The rationale should

state why the areas chosen for evaluation can provide beneficial

insights for planning'or administration. If the evaluation

was planned as part of nur program planning and the prograre .

tgasstrOdtured accordingly, the rationale shauld explain this.

The rationale for each area of inquiry should be,as'succinct

and clearly stated as possible. Abbreviated examples of

A

rationales follow:

When the OJT Projc ct was 'funded and con-
tracted, attitudiaal 'questioning of the em-
ployees at the time of enrollment and
three and six months after was agreed upon
and written into the contract. It is also
.important to determine whether the employer
has been satisfied by the work of the par-
ticipants. Whether the program is con-
tinued will depend partly'on the evaluation.

.111-298
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New areas of employer,nteds have become .

apparent since the beginning of the PIC
program. A study should be done to
determine-tWeictent to which the needs
of employers are being met and what should
be.done, if anything, to amend the pro-
gram.

3.. Objectives

Your objectives should be deriyed directly froni the

purpose and the rationale. '.ThIS section states in specific

terms what it is your"stUdy-ii designed to find out. Your

Ajectives can be phrased as que"stions or:as action sen-:

tehces.

,phis isan iMportant part Of youi evaiUation plan

since it is here that. the first teal structuring of the

Oaluatign%5:gins. The mlirdology of inquiry andanalS7si

the instruments to be used and the persons to be contacted

.w1il defend on.your objectives.. The objectives can be

changed, added:to, or subtracted.from, while the details

-of the methodology - are beihg worked out.

Taking As.an example-the OJT Project mentioned

above, some of the,b6jectives might be:

-Toidetermine the extent and 'causes o
' dropout, absenteeism, and malingeri

in-the project, and to relate the
finding to the nature, of recruitment

' and assessment
.

To determine.what the participants etc-

l'eCte from the project befor beginjiing,

it i terms of,
,

the difficulty of the wotk
'their ability to cope with the wor k,

the effect of work on their health
what it would do for the com-

munity
%O. - its codtribution to their

financjial-independence.
- its effect on their general

morale.

4 0.
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To determine participant attitudes°on
the same question's three and six months
later.

' To determine what knowledgeable staff
of the employer think about the quality
of work done and the level of effort ex-
hibited by project paWciRants.

- 4. Methodology

After you have set your-em41;ion objectives, you need

to devise a method for realizing them. This section - describes

th Methodology. It should include a description ,of;

data that will be needed;

means for collecti g that data;

a plan for pKocessi g and analyzing
the,data;

a schdme for present 9 the data-in
a meaningful way, pne h will pro-.
vide abase for making judgments.

In addition to the above, it is convenient to include

it'in\the methodology the following types of information:

Arrangements which' must be made to
carry out the evaluatiqp

Discussion of anticipated diffiulties
and ways of meeting them

Description of the management decisions
necessary to implement the evaluation

In- describing the means -of collecting data, the following

topics should be addressed, if applicable:

Statistical techniques to be used
(sample size, statistical tests, con-
fidence intervals, etc.)

.Questionnaires to, be administered

Interviews to be conducted

4
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Objective testing to be done

Records to be reviewed.

5. Instruments
4,

This section identifies all instruments which you will

need to develop to implement your evaluation, describes

their basic characteristics ar4 the process which'will be

followed to develop them. Iteins which might be included

here are:

questionnaires

lists of interview questions or topics

lists of observation criteria

lists of special data to be collected
from project operators.

C

6. Work, Plan and Schedule

This section sets out the timetable for yoQr evaluation:

Thil timetable should include: Oates for pre-testing and

0

post-testing; dates for conducting interviews and observa-,
.

.

tions; dates". for a]l otter activities described in your

design. Additionally, thetimetab e should include dates

for submittal of evaluation fepor s. This section should also

specify the staff to be assigned' to the evaluation, their

level of effort,dipd the monies and other resources to be

committed to ensure a successful evaluation.

7. Reports

to repeat, this sectibh-indicates the types of reports

that will result from the evaluation. It should specify for

each report the-:

use of the report
audience for whom it is,inteAblea

Al contentm
format , .

. submission date.

1 °III=3C11
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CONCLUSION'

In cqnclusidn, your.PIC's.evaldation research design (plan)

is the means for,getting that information which you will need

to make major prol'raMmatitkcisions and to change program

direction arid operations over time. A similarly constructed.

plan will give vosibe data necessary to make those decisions

in a systematit and informed manner.

J

Mayor's Office of ManOower, City of Chicago,
Planning and Evaluation under CETA (Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor,
January 1976).
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Creae ResItch and Data Gathering Instruments
.f'

The purpose of this step is to develop all research and
data ggthering,instruments nec(ssary to implement your
PIC's evaluation plan., The.ropst common data gathering
instruments are: teeeline data worksheets,' survey ques-
tionnaires, and interview guides.

Baseline Data Worksheets - forms designed to
and easy analysis of data gathered routinely
management reporting system.

Survey Questionnaire - instrument designed to
opinions, or attitudes regarding aspects of a

Interview Guide - format,which provides a logically
sequenced and compreheheive list-of questions regarding
a certain area of PIC performance to be asked in a personal
interview.

permit uniform
through PIC's

collect data,
PIC's program.

tKnowledge/Capabi littes Rating

Review the information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and
capabili with reference to this stepon the scales

Knowledge

Capabilities

Excel-?
lent

Excel-
lent

Above
Avg.

1

Above
Avg.

Aver- Below
age Avg.

Aver- Below
age Avg.

Poor

Poor

BaSed upon' your ratings, decide whether you need to.read the co tent
information on this step which follows immediately or proceed t3 the

next step.
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I

PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOTES (Points that are important yo want to remember)

r

4.-

0

'QUESTIONS (Items.on-which you are unclear or want to get additional
.'; infer ation)

I

ACTIONS (Specifid stops that you
.process

intend .to take to implement your
PIC's PME .process in this area) `

Steps Rpsources/Fergoni Time Frame
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INTRODUCTION

Your PIC ishould use the interim between planningand

actually' implementing its evaluation to create all of the,

instruments and worksheets to be used for the research.

Your instrument needs will be dictated by the objectives,for

your evaluation and the data collection techniques to be

employed. If your PIC restricts its evaluation'to the outcome

area, the primary instrumentg,you will.haVe to. create will

be:

Baseline Data Worksheets - forms designed to
permit uniform(and easy recording of basic
data pertaining to participant or project
progress for analyzing existipf data.

If, on the other hand, your PIC broadens the scope of

its evalUation, there are two commonly -used -instruments you

Ill,
might choose to develop in order to secure additional data,:

Survey Questionnaire an instrument designed
to capture data, opinions, or.attitudes re-
garding aspects of your PIC's program. The
questionnaire may consist of forced-choice
questions; scaled items; or some other form
of quantifiable responses.

Interview Guise - a format which_provides a
sequenced ttnd comprehensive list pf open-
ended questions to be asked in vpersonal
interview.

The characteristics and construction of these instruments are

discussed in the" following pagers.

) 6

A. DEVELOPING BASELINE DATA WORKSHEETS

As noted, if your PIC decides tR perform only an outcome

evaluation, most of the data you need will'be easily retrievable

41G,
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through either required reports generated for the Department of

Labor or your PIC's internal'managenent reporting system.

Therefore,

to develop

be used to

the primary data gathering instruments you willhave

are baseline data worksheets. These worksheets will

break out information into the categories and against

thdSe criteria Or indicators which you want to use to assess

your program.

The primary criterion that you should observe in creating

a baseline data workshdet is that-it must have the capacity for

rewor404 and presenting all relevant data in an efficient and

usable manner. Items normally Included on basdline data work-

sheets for participants are:

demographic information (e.g., education,
age, racirethnicity)

.4K treatment or services provided

outcomes achieved

cost information.
,

EGS-type items normally incluL:

demographic or quantitative information
(e.g'., employerscontacted; TJTC vouchers
issued; interagency agreements reached)

products or results achieved

i cost information.'

If your PIC has created the management reporting display

formats as discussed under "Stage 1, Step 3, Design'Management

Reporting and.Monitoring System," thenrou can use the same or

similar forms as_baseli9C data_ worksheets to record and anall;e

data for summary evatuation.,,For illustrative purposes, a/ -

simplified version of a basic data worksheet for analyzing per-

formance against plan or standards is pre4inted below.

Project/
, Area Indicator

Standard
or Plan

Actual

, Performance
Variance
1. + or

.
.

. . % 4

/

.

111-34 17
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B., DEVELOPING SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES .

The following discussion highlights basic factors whi

your PIC shoUld be aware.of in creating'a survey instrument

or questionnaire. Theie facrs'are:

Format
.

/ Language'
Layout
Pre-testing

Howeveri developing a sound survey instrument is a

science reggirin knowledge and skills in the areas of survey

research and qu 11stionnaire design. aetefore, if your PIC
_ T -

decidekto implement a survey questionnaire; you should ensure

that you either have or can secure the exp6rtise necessary to

make that survey successful.

Format

A questionnaire is basically a series of questions or

items relating to subject matter about which the potential
#

respondent may seasonably be expected to have.opinAs, atti-

Aptudes, or information. .

Survey questions may either be forced-choice or open-ended.

Forced-choice questions list a full range of posSible ansas,

one of which should best represent the views or status of each

respondent. Open-enddd items ask 91oxp-gen ral questions which

may require expansive responses. Therefore, possible answers

are 'not listed.

i!.-4.tteationnaire may contain either or both forced-choice

and qenrended items. In addition, the instrument may include

scaled or'ranking items. These latter items ask the respondent

to assign a numeric value to his or her response. Examples of

these three types of questions are listed on the following

gage.

III-307 4 1 8
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a

Example: qorced-Choice' Item

,What is your general opinion of the local CETA program?
(Check one.)

, V0rY
Favorable

Somewhat Somewhat Very
Favorable Unfavorable Unfavorable

Ixamplek Open-Ended Item'

What is your general/ opinion) of the local CETA program?
Discuss.

Example:: Scaled Item

What is your general opinion of'the local CETA program?
(Circle the appropriate rating.)

Positive,

4

Negative

1

- The advantages.of forced-choice and scaled items is that

they:
)

provide discrete response categories to
permit precision in capturing respondent
information; 4' :

encourage responses because they can be
,answered rapidly; and

texfd t o compel respondents to provide
some answer or rating for,each item.

Open-ended questions have the advantage of encouraging more

expansive and even anecdotal or explanatory replies. .However,

experience suggeift that respondents to mail questionnaires are

)

.111-308
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less likely to answr an open-ended_than a forced-choice item.
'open -ended quistions are ilso,difficult to quantify and compare
with other respion6es. The types of. Deems to be used in a
questionnaire will be dictated by .theghature of the inforMa-
tioh required. The more specific disctiminations that your
PIC needs tcP(1);41e to make in areas or on items, the more
advisable it is to use the forced-choice format.

Language

Regardless,of the type of questions that you decide upon,
each survey 'question should be as di and as specific as
possible. The language used should Illtamiliar to the
respondents. Jargon and multi-syllabid words should, be

. .

avoided. 1'o the extent possibleyeach question should be
worded so that every respondent would agree on its meaning
and interpret it in the samevay.

Layout

'

Your survey instrument should besconceived as a complete
entity. The sum of its items should have the potential of
producing the full range of information desiied by your PIC.
each item should serve a purpose and the'item sequence should
provide a natural progression -- preferably from the general..
to the specific. Typically, the first one or two items on$.

a survey instrument should be general questions designed to
introduce,the subject matter and gain in overall impression
of the respondent's views. Subsecluent 'items should deal

with significant elements of the subject in a logical sequence.

Pre'-Testing

A pre-test serves a number of pilrposes,including:

ensuring uniform understanding of
instructions, items, and responge
categories

providing an index of the time required
for the survey's completion

4 2 0
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confirming 1whether or not the desired

informatio can be acquired
-r

securing ajperspective on the advis-
ability o'any "sensitive" or contro-
versial items

. obtaining /an informed opinion on the format

and appea ance of the instrument as well

as of they sequence of *he items.

All survey in truments should be Pre-tested prior to

administration. T e preferred method of pre-testing is to have

three or four.memIers of the target group complete the ques-

tiOnnaiie and the discuss it as a group with an ,evaluator.
.

However, in the event of a small target group, the pre-test

,can be administered .,to nongroup members who are familiar with

the program being Svaluated.a.

C. DEVELOPING INTFaVIEW GUIDES AND PROCESS

An interviejguide-ra merely a sp:Iialized form of a

questionnaire. Therefore, the same basic principles which

-apply to questionnaire development apply to the interview.

guide. However, there are some particular characteristics of

a gu-ide for a personal qmtervieW. These characteristics include:

- an introductory statement regarding the
purpose of the evaluation, and particu-
laety the interview

opening question that are general in
scope and whi encourage the interviewee
to be expansi e in his or her remarks

a flexible dering of questions in the

event tha the interviewee addresses
some of e issues before they are
specifically raised by the interviewer

a core of key issues which must be asked

as a minimum if the interviewee is being

somewhat nonresponsive

. III-310
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sufficient blank space &) permit the
interviewer to record' responses

conclu g remarks to advise the intk-
viewee of w the interview data will
be used a Ito answer any questions
the respondent may have.

Given the fact that the interview is a personalized inter-

action, the results are as dependent upon the method employed

by the interviewer as upon the Guide. Therefore, iiiryOur prc

decides to dp personal interviews prior to the condict of any

interviews, you should convert everyone assigned to do the

interviewing to discuss the process.

In this meeting, the interviewers should achieve con-

sensus o1 their understanding of the core questions that must

be asked and the style in which the interview should be con-

ducted (e.g., formal or informal).. The interviewers should

also agree on the manner in which follow-up questions should

be asked, in order to expand or clarify responses. Finally,

the interviewers should review a prototype interview write-up

so that they understafld the content, levplOf specificity,

and elaboration expected in their interview reports.

CONCLUSION

There are other research instruments which your PIC might

choose to employ rather than or in addition to questionnaires,

'interview guides, and baseline data worksheets. However,

the general criteria for developing those instruments are

similar to the principles stated for the three specific types

discussed under this step. In conclusion, some general 'guide=

lines which your PIC should follow in creating evaluation

research instruments include:

I
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Restricting the data collection effort to
that information required to achieve
the objeCtives of the evaluation

Ensuring that your instrument 'is co mpre-
hensive enough in scope to answer all

. questions which are important to your
evaluation effort,

Making the wording'of items simple and
nontechnical so that they can be easily
interpreted by respondents/

Defining technical terms, if they must be
used, so that they can be understood
uniformly by both the respondent and
the data collector

Designing the instruments so that they
are streamlined in format and easy to
use.

Adhering to the foregoing guidelines will greatly enhance

the utility'of any special evaluation research instruments

that your PIC has to create.

Olympus Research, Self-Evaluation of CETA
-,Manpower Programs: A Guide for Prime Sponsors
(Springfield, VA: U.S. Department of Commerce,
1975).

Fink, Arlene, and Kosecoff, 'Jacqueilne,
Evaluation Primer (Washington, D.C.:
Capitol Publications, Inc., 1978).
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t
o rartlactivitiesas necessary. ,

mh 40 '

_

1.- Anal ePlAnned versus Actual:
orMance

Initiate Follow-up Corrective ,
Monitoring 4'

Ensure Necessary Corpective

'/

.16

S.
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4.

Anlyze-planned Versus Actual Performance

Thepurpose of this step is to assess program and project
activities to ensure progress toward goals and.to identify

areas in which intervention and/or modifications May be

required. The step involves collecting.data through your
PT's management repOrting system, and then arraying an@

'reviewing -t data.

;

*.

Monthly Reports - basic monitoring data increments to be
submitted by.all PIC projects.

Control Limits - range within which variance from planned
level of performance is tolerable.

Warni ght-- indicator that project has
_ limit a given area of preference.

40-

exceeded control'

fvf low109e/CaDabilities Rating

Revieuk the information provided above. Rate your'PIG's knowledge and
car,Philities with reference to this stepon the scales below.,

. ::nowledge 1
. I 1 i - I

Excel-, Above Aver- Below Poor
'lent Avg. age Avg.

Capab.rties'.
Expel-. Above Aver- Bekow Poor

GI

41 lent Avg. age Avg.

,

Based upoh your ratings, decide whether you need to read the content A
information on this-step which follows immediately or proceed to the

step.

II I 315
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PME PROCESS. NOTES/ACTION PLANNING, PAGE

NOTES (Points that are important which you want to remember)-
.

. ..

or

S

immirQUESTIONS (Items on which you are unclear or want to get additional
information) .

1

ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend'to take to impleffient your
PIC's PME process in this area)

,
. ,

Steps Resources /Persons i

. .

. 40

,

Time`Frame 1

J.,

( .

'A 48.
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INTRQOUCTION

'

As discussed earlier,, the primary*Obans to mOnitor your

PIC's performance is by measuring the relationship between

planned and actual performance. ,The purpose of this monitoring

is to, assess program and project activities on an ongoing basis

so that 6

problems lay be detec ted atli'llpn aa"

they emerge
/

*sources of problems may be isolated

. . ,

i

.

remedial action may be i s4tuted,
while the program:oraprojeci).s. sti\k1
iniprogkess. --. - t°

,:
''*Your PIC's managernenf,reporting, syotem

4 will pro' de the.,

basic information r eded to
,:-

review performance agaifIt plan.

By,arraying this WormAtiOn,on your' agement reporting

4111diitlay charts,: y;u:willbtable4 easily identify 'areas in
...-

which there may be, problemg:'At9', - .

A.

A -71pr?

LOOKINtiT TERPORMANcE
VERS .PLAN DATA

. ° A
The specific manner in which yodlIPPIC looAllat performance

versus plan data will be deteltinea by hovryou have divided

Apnagement review responsi4ilitie0, You5 management reporting

and_monitorimi powirer, there are some basic

..echnigges or steps that polar PIC might want to employ in doing

your performance'versus,plan-analysis.

6

Performance Versus flan Monitoring - Qverview

plan monitoring is primarily based.upon'
v*

a process model for analyzing program progress. The flow

process modelc1h be applied to both the particiant and the

EGS'side of your prograMi%

111-317 .127
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Partic,iRant: On the participant side, the basic flow is

defined by how a participant moves through the program. This is

illustrated in the figure below.

I Entry,

Participant' Flow Model

OnBoard 1
I Exit

Flow.of participants

Entry I
IOn Board

I Exit

As the figUre indicates, -there arethree basic stages.,to the par-
.

ticipation 'flow model:

, Entry - a person is enrolled in a specific
project or activity

On Board - the person is participating in that
project or activity

Exit - the person leayes the project or
activity

EGS: On the EGS side, the basic flow is defined by each.,.
.-

- project itself. As on the participant side, there are three major

stages to project activities:

-Design - project plan and specifications are
developed

c

Implementation - the project is initiated and
activities/tasks accomplished

Completion - the-project is concluded.

v

Design-

Project Flow model

Implementation
5

Completion

III-318
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Agirrformance versus Plan Mojtoring - Application

At a minimum, your PIC's performance mersus plan monitoring
,

system must -include the necessary measures to allow you to monitor

at these three checkpoints for both your participant and EGS

projects. As noted earlier, the exact measures that you choose

will depend upon the scope, nature, 4nd intent of your focal

projects as defined in your prograt operation plan. The

important factor at this point is

to, get data

to record it

to eview it in such a fashion that

it e bles you to make valid decisions

regar Inc oroaram oerformance.

1. Obtaining Data - Monthly Reports

*

Monthly reports are the basic data increments for your

AmpIC's monitoringsytem. These reports should, be provided by all

.taff and contractors involved in either participrt or EGS projwts. The content

of these reports should be elethents directly keyed to the indicators

or measures which have been identified as central in the

program planning process And decided on in developing yojOr

PIC's moni)oring plan. 4

Participant-Related Reports: Items or elements which

should be included on a report from a participant-serving
,

project, using the participant,flow-checkpoints identified,

earlier, would be: /'
-6 On BOard: Personh who are enrolled in

the program at the beginning of the
month

Entriek (new participants):, Persons who'
'enroll in'the program during the month

Exits (teiminations): Persons who cease

to enrolled in the program` dur4ng the

month for any reason, including:',

-, Placements - persons who efiter
during the montWor

who enter an initial employment
period

423 '
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- Other positive terminations - persons
who transfer to other training,
return to school, enter the military,
or go on to other unsubsidized
employment

- Nonpositive terminatOns - persons
who left the program for reasons
other than (a) and (13) 'above

Completers in holding - ,persons who successfully
complete the prograth during the
month and are vibiting for an appro-
priate job opening.

Other items which are frequently included in monthly

reports include participant characteristics and financial measure-
ments (accrued expenditures and the portion of expenditures

transferred directly to participantd).

To the extent possible, you shduld track common d a ele-

ments for all those projects which are participant-Oe Ina (e.g..,

classroom training, OJT, upgrading, retraining). In addition)

if the common data eleMents do not account for important services

or activiekes undertaken within a project, then sUpplemen,1

elements or indicators should be added. ExaMples of such indi-

cators related to intaker'and'assessmept are:

'number of counseling services held
'number of assessments and tests given.

In conclusion, the essential consideration-for reports

from your partieipant-serving projects is that they employ common

data elements supplemented by ankother measurements partiCular
to each project.

EGS-Related Reports. The majority of the EGS projects

which your PIC will initiate will probably differ significantly

in nature and intent from one another. Thus, it is, unlikely that

you will be able to establish common data elements (e.g., entry,

exit,client characteristics) for reporting on them.`

. However, it is possible to develop,a common monthly report ,

format for EGS projects. A possible format for reporting on EGS

projects is pesented below;
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Planned

Products/Deliverables
Expected

Activities/Tasks Projected

Results Expected

Projected Expenditures

The format above relates back to the time-phased flow model for

EGS projects presented earlier. To use the format with each EGS

project that you operate, you determine, using the pkogram

operations plan, the ind*cators- which are appropriate for each

Actual ,"

Products Produced

Activities/Tasks Completed

Results Achieved

Actual Expenditures

area ana then have the operator report accordingly against those

indicators.

'2. Recording or Charting Data

As your PIC gets data from each project, you must con-

vert it to summary form to ensure that it enables You to review

overall program performanCe and performance by components or

service, deliverers.-If you have Completed the earlier step on

designing your'PIC's management reporting system, then you've

already developed these formatg.

To repeat, theseirformats must be laid out to enable

you to easily review, visually, total current program activity

and"to compare actual, with planned performance. These fprmats

can employ either tables of numbers, or graphic charts. Your PIC

should use the format(s) which you find most utilitarian for

each type or kevel oflprogram review that you must do.

3. Reviewing Data

The primary phrpose of your PIC's data review is to

Illidentify areas in which performance differs, significantly frorethe

plan. This is ricsrmaily done by assessing variance from-the plan

431



and comparing it to some pre-set control limit which indicates

an acceptable level of variance. Since control limit is

a central concept for your review)of program pgrformanee data,

let's take a closer look at it.

Control Limits. Control limits are designed to set a

range of tolerable variation from planned levels or scheduled

activities within which significant monitoring efforts or correc-

tive action efforts will not be taken Control limits help you

.to concentrate monitoring time and follow-up on those areas which

appear to be critical.

There are'no hard and fast rules for setting control

limits. In fact....theitare generally set ,on a fairly arbilikary

basis. Common control limits on the participant side are plus and minus

10 or 15 percent of planned levelss. Ifo..ever, dune are a number of different

approaches to setting these control limits. They include:

Making control- limits wider during initial
phase-in periods and then narrowing thgm
as implementation proceeds. For example,
you might choose to-use /5 percent plus
or minus control limits for the first -

quarter of a project, reduce the control
limit to plus or minus 15 percent in the
second quarter,-and then go to plus or
minus 10 percent in the third and fourth
quarters.

Using different cbntrol levels for programs'
of different sizes or for subcontractors to
%Mich your PIC wishes to pay particular
attention. For example, you might choose
to have 'a very narrow control limit on
intake measures, since intake which is either
much(iiiii"high or too low 'will produce over-
loads or underenrOislments in other program
components for several months afterward.

Employing narrower control limits on
larger programs.- As you can readily
realize, applying the same percentage
variances to programs of different Sizes
can have radically different implications'
in termsof your PIC's accomplishment of
its total plan.
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Stipulating narrower control limits for
problem subcontractors.

With respect to EGS activities, control limits can be even

more arbitrary. The exact limits that you place on planned

activities.or deliverables expedted or projdcted should be

determined by factors s uch as:

whether the activity is a critical pre-
con4tion for other activities to:occur

the amount of funds inbolved in the project

the need for timeliness in project com-
pletion

the public visibility of project results
or outcomes

the role that the activity plays in
directly generating or creating job
opportunities for CETA-eligible par-
ticipantS.

Ali of these modifications and adaptations of-the control

limit idea have their uses. For monitoring,purposes, your

PIC shquld set limits to reflecX. its particular experiences,

concerns, interests and objectives. As noted-, areas in which

these limits are exceeded will be those J41 Which you have to

do follow-up or managerial monitoring.

B. SOME CAUTIONS ON PERFORMANCE
VERSUS-PLAN ANALYSIS

You should be aware that performance jersus plan analysis

is not a completely perfect system for monitoring your fIC's

program performance. There are two majo± limitations on

this form of monitoring. The first relates to the form

itself;, the second, to the primary data used in.analyzing

performance..

Planning,

The-usefulness''of performance versus ptan analysis deperids

in large part on the soundness of the originally estimated

111-323 4 33'
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planned actiyity levels or project schedule. If then levels

are unreasonable--either excessively high/low or long/short--

the value of subsequent comparison is either meaningless.or

severely compromised.

Reporting

A performance versio plan system can be-no better than

.the data on which it relies. If projects are, reporting either

inaccurate, inconsistent, or invalid data" then your review

of that data wiil'tell you very little about actual performance,

and will not serve the purpose of helping you to identify where

program problems may be occurring.'"`
Your PIC should keep the foregoing constraints in mind in

establishing your performance analysis procedures and in re-

viewing performance against plar Irihis regard, you should

make provisions for periodically validating data submitted by

contractors-and operating units and be' prepared to modify

standards upward or downward to make them more realistic and

experience-based.

a

Olyeus Research, Self-Evaluation of CETA
Manpower Programs: A Guide for Prime
Sponsors (Springfield, VA: U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, 1975).

Manpower Administration (now Employment
and Training Administration [ETA]),

.Program Assesjment Guide (Washingtoni-67L:
U.S. Department of Labor, April, 1974).
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Initiate Corrective Monitoring

The purpose of this step is to determine why program per-
formance varies from planned levels, and to identify
possible remedial.actions for management consideration.
The step includes: determining that a potential problea;
does exist; contacting responsible staff or project
operators; assessing the situation; and making conclusiont;
about whether corrective action is necessary, and, if so,
what types qr actions might be appropriate.

tinwoomm-smiler:mormonsimmmmwmr--.7r.

CorrectivMionitoring - follow-up analysis to determine
why performance varied significantly from planned level

-,and to identify possible remedial actions to correct
situation.

Management by Exception - approach to.monitorini which
states that corrective monitoring should be restricted
to exceptional deviations in performance.

1

it ( (1 Knowledie/Caoabilities Rating

Review tHtinformation provided above. 'Rate your PIC's knowledge
capabilities with reference to this step on the scales below.

and

,Knowledge
Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor
lent Avg. age Avg.

.

4 Capabilities i
. I 1

1 1

Exce*- Abpve Aver- Below Poor

lent Avg. age Avg.

Based upon your ratings, decide whether ybu need to read the content
information on this step which follows immediately or'proceed to the

next step.

III -325
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PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

efts (Points that are importt which you want to remember)
.

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are unclear or want to get additional

0

information)

ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend to take to implement your
I PIC's PME process in this area)

..
, .

.

Steps Resources/Persons Time Frame
k

(-

,to
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INTRODUCTION

Your analysis-of performance against plan will enable

you to pinpoint areas in which there may be a problem.

However, your review of report data will not indicate -what

the source of -that problem is. T64fore, if you discover

a significant deviation frolkplan, you should initiate a

more in-depth inquiry. Appropriate tedhniques.include:

on-site monitoring - when data must be
collected from participant or contractor .9
files, or when more qualitative informa-.
'ton is desired

interviews - with participants, employers,
or contractor staff to collect data which
cannot be obtained from standard sources.

By doing this follow-up in problem areas, you can determine

whether corrective action is necessary and secure the

essential information for preparing a corrective action

plan. The pages which follow present more detailed informa-

tion on steps your PIC m t take 't'Ydo follow -ups or corrective

monitoring based-upon rformance'versus plan analysis.

IA. ESTABLISHING A CORRECTIVE MONITORING APPROACH

The purpose of follow-up or corrective monitoring is

to determine why program performance varies from the planned

levelS and to identify possible remedial-actions for management

'consideration. :There is,no Single definite Attein for

responding to 'potential problems when your PIC identifies

them. However, thst following sequence Of steps constitutes

a basic approach which your PIC Might employ, modifying it

as necessary, to do f011owe-U4,or corrective monitoring.
. .

1. Monthly Performapce versus plan.da4a
is reviewed.

2. Projects Or areas in which control'
limits are being exceeded are pin-

pointed.

) III -327 437
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.
. .3. An exception report is filled out '

111
2 ,

on each area in which the variance is
judged to be significant.

1. .

. o ,
.

44. These reports arelranked in priority
.

order andthen assigned to staff for --
follow-Up.

.
.

5. The assign staff person(s) contacts

iP
the project operator(s) or PMC staff inlayed to

, apset up.mee ing(s).
.

---*

% eip.r The situation is reviewed bythe PIC P
sta4if person(s).and the project operatorls)
or &gaff to digcuss possib4 .causes
and solutions.' .., .

....r .

. ,J7. Decision is reached on extent of
problem and on nvd for.further
follow-up.

.8. If necessary, additional records are
reviewed and/or persons ar,contacted.

44.

9. Based upon monitoring visits, a .

managtrial monitoring report is pre-
pared,which states whether formal
corrective.acAon is necessary or
whether the situation can be resolved

4 46.

informally. If corrective action is
recommended; the Motiltoringi report recom7
mends possible steps that might-Ike taken
to correct problem.

HINTS ON DOING .COFtRECTIVAMONITORINS

As the regoing steps indicate the mechanici; for doing

cdtreotive nitoring are not complex.. However, monitoring

styles gary onsiderohly.$ TQ do the molp effectivejob of

0 corrective your -PIC should adhere tothe following

.six ffinciple . .

Manage by Exception 4 .
)

I

an sus performance analysis will probably identify

a lar deviations,froM your PIC's pig. The time -

consuming, skill demanding, intensive treatment implied by

a
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corrective. monitoring cannot, and'should hot,'Ice given to

.Amch and every deviation. Thetefote, ycom should control

the inclination to oveileb044,or. Yoq should, restrict con,

rective monitoring to eXceptionel-deviations inverforAance.

"It should be focused.on al problems and bottlenecks.

Be'Systematic . .
...-- A . .

,..
The corrective monitor oes not have all the'tine in

''the world to distinguish cause from 'effect. The objective

,. of corrective monitoring into get performance back to or up to
. e',planned IeVelsas iOr ly as possible. In order to ensure this

end, you should have definite structure and focus-i,analytical

framework -;for diagnosing the pfoblem area. You 'should develop
. ,

questions which will allow ,you to probe into those'factors or

areas which you think might account for the problem- For example,

questions to ask if you found a 'significant variance in a parti-

culat project's expenditures might include the.following: e
iiii Is -the variance caused, by undeititiliAMOn

f
11.

(or overutiliiation) of the corponent? .

- . ,

Is the variance kaused by undeittaffing.
(or -oVerstaffing).

i*,o Is more -.(or less) service berg given Ya.
.: 6 % 'fl 4 'than planned?
. 0.-

N ..'k - 4" .* Have unit costs increased Tor decreS400)?
,

u

, ,IPere the planned levelstAnderestimated
..(or overestimated)? wad the source
of theigefective_estima'te? '-

.

,

lo .

Use the Phone First

Elaborate systems .ire not necessary for,taking action

based,.upon what you discover in your plan 4erSus performance

analysis. '1410ydu find some items of significant variance

. *within an area, a practical' approach is tb get on the phone-
,

ani ask the4Froject director'to'determine if thew is some

reasonable explanation for the variance. You can use such

41k. a' call t*O:.

I
43D 4
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4.1

determine whether on-site monitoring,
is necessary

identify items to recheck in the foilqwing
month

ti reddce the scope of ah on-site monitoring
visits

Using' he phone can save time and strengthen PIC-project

operator relationships. The calls can yield explanations

which are not'apparent from.the'limited figures tracked ninth ,

to month and can also'serve to pu the operator on notice

with a minimum of embarrassment.'

Pursue a "No Surprises" Policy with Operators

The words "prcip/erp: and "monitoring visit" can traumatize

project operators. There arm some stepi though that-your PIC/

can take both inedvance of, during, and after a corrective

Oonitoring visit to minimize the potential negative ramifica-
,,

ti n such an, intervention..

Make sure that_ performance standards
are clearly stated in the prOject
operators contract.

,
Advise the project liaison in advance
of exactly what areas you will want

at and -with- -whom- -you wiAll_want_

to talk.

Establish a definite liaisoh to
coordinate yoti visit and a firm '

schedule and set of procedures for
your visit.

-If you need to conduct personal inter-

views
- use only one evaluator in.

an interview; 'no "ganging up"

- use an open-ended questionnaire,
passed out with an adequate and
hOnest explanation at a staff.
meeting

11I-330
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.. vgir

- if poSsible, conduct'necessary
.
interviews away from the fasilitx

... at neutral locations and at times
and places most convenient to the lip

interviewee.
.

- Unless it is essential to the solution of
.a problem,'avoid making judgments regarding
project personnel. It is normally.the
responsibility-of the project operator
to make stiff-adjustments to torrect a

., problem. -
0-

Apre adverse findi4s through your
liaison in advance of disclosing them
to the Council4 t

.

.

..

Give project, operators a charice.to devel

and commititopoten'tial corrective actin
steps which can be,incorporated as part
of your monitoring report. .

The Council' probably should. not be involved' wii0, many

monitoring activities. -flno.surprises" applies here

as well. 'Where problems,ae significant, the Council should

AI be informed so that it can be involved in determining next

Steps.

AI
I.,

Avoid Unnecessary DiSruptions to,Operations

Your PIC'S'corrective monitoring aOtivit. cateinter-r7-fere---with-operators-c-arrying'out their missio . This is

especially true for those projects which'Are participant-
,

gerving. Therefore,,you should ensure that, your schedule

"fits" beA with the normal and operations of the
. .

$ ,

',project.,1

. s

Remember - The 'Plan Could Be Wrong .

The problem could be with the plan rather than the

performance. The plan is not scripture,. It's a guide, a

goal, and can be'changed £'f circumstances warrant. Therefore,

you should always reassess the validity of your planning

aspumptionsand standards as an integral part of every moni-

toring effdit.
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As :a finalpointgeffective corrective monitoring requires

substantial interpersonal skill and programmatic knowledge.

-Therefore, the managerial mcmitoring assignment should not

be looked upon as a training ground for new PIC staff. With

some care in selecting suitable personnel, adequate planning,'

and a modest amount of effort, corrective monitoring can

produce significant payoffs in termsof more responsive,and

effective programs for your"PIC,
. -

011,

p

Olympus Rese rch, Self - Evaluation of CETA
Manpower Programs.: A Guide for Prime Sponsors
(Springfield, VA: U.S. Department of Commerce,
19754..

Manpower Administration (now Employment and
Training AdministratiOnJETAD, Prograd,
Assessment Guide. (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Labor, April, 1974).

I
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Ensure Necessary Corrective Actions

TWpurpose of this step is to develop and implement plans
forkorrecting project operations inthose areas in which
'significant deficiencies are found. The step consists
of two parts: develop corrective-action plans, and monitor
iTplemsntation of corrective action glans.

7*-

C

Corrective Action Plan - repdrt which proposes method for
eliminating performance problems.

Corrective Monitoring System - special procedures and
methods to provide feedback obi th6 status of the imple-
mentation of'a corrective action plan.

a

11( U Know ledge/Capabilities Rating :2>"- _
.

Review the information priwided above; Rate your PIC's knowledge and

0 sio.
/('-'

capabilities with reference to this step on tie scales below.,

Knowledge"

Capabilities

i
1

41
'1 I * I

Excel- Above . Aver- Below Poor

lent - Avg. age Avg.

,

I I f 1% I I

Excel- Above Aver- Below . Poor

lent Avg. N age. Avg.

BAsed upon Your ratings, decide whether you need to read the content

informaltion on this step which fo2laws immediately or proceed to the

next step:

III-333
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PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NOT (Points that are important which you want to remember)'
e

-

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are Unclear or."Want to get additional
information)

D

ACTIONS (Specific steps that you intend to take to implement your
PIC's PME process in this area)

Steps Resources/Persons T2i.mej'rame
o

4

t.
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INTRODUCTION

Cortective action plans are developed to eliminate

specific deficiencies in your P1C's program operations which
,

are isolated. through your analysis of performance versus

plan, and then confirMed through corrective Akitoring. The

plans are deVeloped_in response to and based upon data

.g thered in the corrective monitoring step. Thee two major

01
sks in ensuring necessary corrective actions are to:

`4, -develop corrective action plans

monitor:the iniplementation of corrective
action pland.

.

A. DEVELOP CORRECTIVE ACTIONAPLANS
, .mw

A corrective action plan should address each area of

performance where significant variance occurred and

was judged to be a problem through corrective monitoring.

These plans should specify the:

problem and its source

extent of its deviation from the plan

qriteria required for improvement

6.
remedial steps to be taken,

time frame* for 'imprOvement

assignment of responsibility 'for action.

You should normally develop-corrective action plans

following the quarterly review and analysis of your PIC's

program performancp. While performance data are generally

monitored and analyzecUon a monthly basis, it is normally

more useful to withhold corrective action plans until more

time has elapsed. PrepaOng corrective actions ptans on a

quarterly4basis.

445
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dilutes the influence of any isolated.
monthly aberrations

% provides a more comprehensive and
representative data base from which
to initiate action

allOwa you to take a more thoughtful,
analytical approach to problem remedia-
on.

Corrective action plans should be negotiated with and

approved by PIC management and the appropriate contractor or

project staff, and where >particularly important, the Council. The

chief criterion that you shor employ in developing those plans
is that they remain consistent with overall PIC-program goals,
objectives an s*artAa.,-&3.

C 4

B. MONITOR CORRECTIVE ACTIONS.--

. .,....

Corrective action plans must be carried out effectively

and on schedule if they are to redirect and improve program

operations. Therefore, you should establish a special reporting

and monitoring system to provide you with- edback on the status

of the corrective action plan implementatio . Such a system

involves spec4fying the

typt of information needed
.

schedul-er-ftmilupteMentation

responsibilities for action.
, 1

The format is set up so.thatfollow-up results can be

noted mont by month within the quarter, until all th/ee months'

activitie are noted, providing saTe indicatiod of progress ,

during the quarter.

In conclusion, your PIC's ability'tO monitor program and

project progress and to redirect efforts as necessary, will .

contribute significantly to the ultimate success of your PSIP.

Avow*
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Olympus Research, Self-Evaluation of CETA

Manpower Programs: A Guide'for Prime Sponsors
(Springfield, VA: U.S. Department of Commerce,
1975).

Manpower Administration (fiow Employment and
Training' Administration '[ETA), program.
Asisessment Guide (Washington, D.C.: U.S.?.
Department of Laboir, April, 1974).
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I
H. EVALUATE RESULTS

a

Purpose: To assess the effects and outcomes of the
PIC's prioram.

1. Collect Data

2. AnalyzeData

3,, Feedbag Into Planning Process



Collect Data

The purpose of this step is to collect all data which is
necessary for evaluating your" PIC's pro ram. Common data
collection techniques include: baselin'e data retrieval;.

. survey research; individual interviews; group interviews;
and follow-up studies. Two major technical issues asso-
ciated with data collection for more sophisticated evalluations
_(those oY the impact nature) are establishing comparison/
control groups, and sampling.

Survey Research reliable method, emplo ing some form of
questionnaires, for generatiqg data pertaining/to respondent
experience, attitudes, and oinions related toan area or
impact of PIC performance.

Follow-up Studies - specialized version of a survey or inter-
view, usually used to determine the impact of a PIC's program
on a participant over a given time period after completi,pp
(e.g., 6, 9, 12, 18 months).

Sample - a part of a statistical poPulation;iiise-tharacteris-
tics or opinions are studied to gain information about, the whole.

-Contro; Group - group which does not participate in PIC program
with characteriaticssimilar to persons in program.used as
mechanisth for contrastin impact of .r..ram' artici ation.

t( Know'ledge/Capabilities.
Review...the information provided above. ,Rate your PIC' cknowledge and
capabilities with-reference to this step-on the scales below.

.

Poor
Knowledge i j 1 I

Excel -' Beim/ -Ab bye Aver-.
lent 'Avg. age Avg.

Capabilities
Excel- Above Aver- Below Poor

lent Avg. age Avg.

'Based upon your ratings, decide whether you need to read the content
information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the

next step.
. I
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PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING'PAGE

F

NOTES (Points that are important which you want to remember)

4

QUESTIONS (Items, on which you are unclear,or want to get additional
information)

ACTIONS (Specific steps that you ihtend to take to implement your
PIC's PME process in this area)

Steps Resources/Persons Time Frame

xit
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INTRODUCTION

The last step'in the preceding stage described certain

',basic tools which your PIC might develop to collect and

organize evaluation data. This step suggests pr9ceaures for

using those tools,in the processofedata collection. In addi:r

tion, it discusses technical issues related to conducting a

valid and reliable impact eva luation.

A. ACQUIRING EVAUATION DATA

YQur PIC's ,evaluation research design will dictate its

data gathering jnethodologies. The most common data

collection techniques include:

Baseline Data Retrieval

Survey Research

Individual Interviews

Group InterViews

Fallow -up Studies

Baseline Data Retrieval

Different techniques have more utility for the different

activities that'they are to evaluate. For example, baseline

data retrieval is' particularly useful for training activities.

Survey research dan be useful for EGS as well as training

activities. Individual interviews can be.particularly helpful

in evaluating EGS

If your PIC has decided to do-only an outcome evaluation,

it will normally require no more data collection that re-
,

trievinq what are available from existing sources. However,

baseline data ardalso the foundation for a relative effec-

tivenesi.or impact evaluation. Thus, regardless of the nature

of y9ur evaluation.plans, they will require collecting baseline

data.

111-343 451
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1. ..Standard Sources lk,

stated in Chapter II,.your PIC's internal management
,

report ng system and reports prepared or the Department of
Labor n be used' to secure baseline data on'itemst'such as:

participant t characteristics

41- types 'of services provided

4" placement data
- -/-expenditure information

applicaht records
'partic/pant trading

proddct development and activity'
_accomplishment .

.observations and monito4,ing repo

These baseline data should be,coliected dhoman4

for projects that are to be evaluated. 'In t1.4s

can provide leading indicators in -

advance of the summary evaluatiog
undertaken at the conclusion of the
prbgram

-4 r
4

going basis

, they:

will not become a time-consuming task
for the, evalu&tor(s) once the formal
evaluation gets underway.

.

2. Back-Up Sources

, \

In addition to the data w1ich can be retrieved through
. 'standard reports, project records provide an excellent source
!-of supplemental information that may be of value for.yodt
AvalAtion. This is especially true if you need to be able
to make morelecrete judgments among projects or components

AFin terms of treir relative utility. For example, access to

original data sources would allow you to track back, establish-'

ing a "paper trail" on unsvccessful project participa nts,

j.nekuding items such as:

4

. demographic characteristics
v e

length of time in project .

j ' areason for termination.

This type of information Can be extremely-useful to your PIC
ih assessing "how well" each particular' project perforkled.

°\L _ 111-344 4 5 2
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Survey Research

urvey or:questionnaiee research is a eliable method of

generating data pertaining to,responaent experiences,

attitudes, and opiniok regarding. your PIC's performance.

Surveys can ascertain respondent views or information bn

4
any subject with which they can reasonsibiy belexpected to

be familiar.

Performing survey research is analagous to following
. .;

a'recipe: use of the proper"ingredients in the right
.ft r

amounts will yield excellent-results. Theessential ingre-

dients in the survey, research rcipe include:

developing the questionnaire .

°selecting the sample
administering the survey
analyzing the data

terpreting the results.

Questionnaire development hai been discussed.under the
J

preceding step. Sampling-is discussed later under this

step, anOdafa analysis and interpretation is covered in

the next two steps. Therefore, the 'discussion which

folloWs,focuses upon the actual administration of the

survey.itself.
-

survey may be administered in several ways:
-

.

fby mail

.
.bytelephone

W.' in,person
in d group.

. .
. .

the survey may alsollke either anonymouJtori identifiable.
.

Mail _surveys reqUire detailed yd expl)cit instructions
,...

because if a respondent has any-questions, they cannot readily
.

be answered. Because these surveys may be completed anony-

mously, however, they hive the advantage of anonymity over,

40 .$

r. personal or phone surveys. .Amonymalls surveys encourage.,

respondent candor; clearly an asset when asking probing or.

personal questions. On the other side of"the coin, the

Ill) fm,
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response. rate among anonymous respondentd to.sa mail.survey

may be less than desired and thus comprise your PIC's eval-

Atidh findings.
,

The Weal meanslipf ensuring a high rate of response while

preserving confidentiality is by administering the survey to

respondents in a group. With this method, questionnaires-

are distributed to all respondents and the instructions are

read. The evalUator answers any qiestions and then the

respondents proceed iipdividually, The unidentified question-

naires are collected when everyone has finished..

Ultimately, the method Which yciu'r PIC chooses for a survey'

should be determined by three tuidamental concerns:

the availability of resources

the feasibility of bringing respondehts
together in a group

,

the need for a good rate of response
(i.e., questionnaire completion).

Most surveys

ample, a survey

An`t`icipating that

will. not produce a 100% response rate. For

may have a target sample of 50 respondents.

some of these individuals will not, for

Khatever reason, return a completed questionnaire or be Willing

'to paiticipate in either personal,,phone, or group question-
.

e' you must "oversample" to obtainnaire completion sessions,

the 50 needed responses.'

administered to more than

That is, questionnaires should be

50 individials.

. ' The issue here is one of anticipating the nonresponse'

rate. 'This should be done based: n a loibination of experience

and intu-keion. As a general Pule, the estimate of the non-
.. -

6.

,response Tate should be on the generous side. An even better

le is to know the respondent group wellenough to anticipate

2e.nonresponse rate. When.56 responses are needed for

reliability, it is better to receive 52 than 42 completed

.questiOnnaireS. (See discussion, pp.
.

111-353-358 foi additional

informiti;n"on sampling.)
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Individual Interviews

Individual interviews are another means of obtaining

'evaluative data regarding your PIC's performance. These
`..

interviews could be especially useful in securing informs--

tion on the EGS side of your program. Given their open-ended

_nature, personal interviews provide the opportunity-for the

respondent to amplify his/her viewpoints and tofdrnish in-
.

depth'insights, perspectives., or explanations which would

not be possible or diffi lt*to obtain through the more

lipilstructured questionnaire mpletion famt.
..

.

A few.guidelines yqur PIC should follow to enhance the

prospect for'a successful personal interview include:
,

k

General

Interviews' should 4e scheduled at a site
where the respondent will feel at ease.

-If possible, interviews. should be done at
the respondent's work site.

Nointerview should require more than
one heur, and the respondent should be',

appriftd ofiehe anticipated interview
lengerin adIrance.*

-Interviewer Techniques

The interviewer should:

personally contact the interview
subject as a means of introduction,
to establish rapport, and to 'schedule

a mutually convenient time

,have fall, recall of the contents of
the interview guide, and be as familiar
is possible with the subject matter

practice ,using the guide in actvance
of theyterview session

strive to put tile respondent at ease
`at the outset of the session

record salient points on thelinter-

.
view guideehile simultaneously
listening to' the respondent

w
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I
restate his or her understanding of
partidular responses at frequent'inte-
vals for confirmation and to demonstrate
tai, the respondent that his or her
answers .re being "heard"

- ask follow-up questions when triggered
by a respondent's incomplete answer

encourage the relating of anecdotal
information as a means of explanation
and clarity

'ask for,and answar any questions the
.respondent mayave at the conclusion
of the sessio

prepare a formal narrative based on
his or her notes soon after the inter-'
view bas been. completed.

Group Intervait-

A group interview is an inexpensive ancreffective method

which your4PIC bould employ' as analternative to a s of

individual interviews. These interviews typically gene
a substantial amount of useful data. The basic requirements

for,a gro up interview are thal the

prospective respondents must be ,

relatively equivalent in terms of
their knowledge and experiences in
the area or subject matter to be
discussed and evaluated

-\a'respondents rust be willIng-co
participate openly in a gkoup inter-
view. v.

With regard to the first requirement, the respondents

must be individuals who, for example, participated in the
I
,

sam# training program or who were placed in similar_lops.

In terms of the evaluation, they must therefore share the

,same principal characteristics. The second requirement refers

to the fact that the participants mutt understand the nature

of the group interview setting and be ready to express their

opinions candidly in the presence of otherS.

111=34e,
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A group Interview proceeds in the 'following manner:

the assembled participants are intro-
duced to the purpose and process of
the group_interview

A
an interview guide is distributed to
all participants

the guides are completed independently
. by the respondents

ti each individual then reports his
or her perceptions, as noted on the
interview guide, to the entire group

all responses are recorded on flip-
chart paper by the facilitator.

there is then a group di4cussion to
clarify, combine, and supplement
the data

if c urrence is desiredothe:par-
pants are asked tp vote to deter-

mineareas of agreemeht or to establish
rankings of particular itenis:

The product of. this process is a large body of data.
for each item on the interview guide. The opportunity for
respondents to review and discuss their own as tell as others%m
answers serves to generate more comprehensive and thoughtful
responees than are generally accessible through'individual
interviews.

Follow-up Studies
,

Follow-up studies are a specialized version of a survey
or interview. They are a commonly used method for assessing
impact on participants. In addition, they can also be employedO.
to ascertain employer satisfaction with yOur PIC programs.P.
These studies can be highly useful means of evaluaq.ng a

. .project's -or your PIC's impact after a participant has comiL
#pleted the program, or a project has ended. Such studies can

lirdetermine Whether or not a program has a continuing efbeot on ,
the participarit.

Follow-up studies an be used to determine a'number of
things including:

t III-349 457.
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Earnings improvement

Improved progOrtion of time in employment

Increased la4pr force participation

Movement to growth 'occupations and industries

Movement to more highly skilled jobs

Movement to more secure occupations and

industries

ImproVed job_ finding and job holding

competencies

Improved conformance to work rules and mores

'Decreased antisocial behavior

Improved self=image

Differences in Outcomes associated with

varying participant characteristics (e.g.,
employment status by sex and race, or wage

changes by sex)

Participants' or employers' views of the

quality and impact of the program:

There are four questions which are critical to the design

of a follow -up 'effort:

What inf tiott should be collected?

How man affected individuals (clients

or employers) and comparison group per-

sons should be f011owed?'

How long should they be followed? At

what time intervals?

How will they be contacted?

1. Deciding What Information to Collect

The first step in a follow-up study is to decide what questions

you want to answer. These questions determine the focus of

your study and identify the information you will, need to collect.

The following data are those required for comprehensive

follow-up evaluation of clients. Some of this data is compiled at the

III -350
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time of program entry and termination. Other data are secured

through post-program questionnaires. 1

Evaluation management:data
Rosponderit identifiers; i.e., name, Social
Security number, and so forth

Respondent locator; i.e., address, tele-
phone number, a contact person,..and so
forth

Type or method of contact; i.e., mail,
telephone, perional, and so forth p

Demographic attributes and variables
Standard; i.e., age, sex;, and ethnicity

Household'responsibiiities;" i.e., marital
status, head of household, dependents,
and so on

Special group identifiers; i.e., public
assistance status, veteran status, handi-
capped, and so on
- -

Program and service descriptors
Major program;.i.e., on-the -jdb training,
classroom, basic education, public service
education, and so on

Services, received; i.e., component ,
'descriptors

Length of service; i.e., time, service
units and so on,

Service provider identifNrs

Work history description
For pre-program and post-program periods,
chronological lists and descriptions of

periods o

Employment:..employed period descriptions

Job finding acvities..:friende,,
want ads, door pounding, public
agency, private agency, and so forth

Employer identifiers...name, address,
telephone rhimber, standard industrial
classification (SIC) code, and so, forth.

- Job descriptors... Dictionary of Occu-
pational Titles (DOT) or other,
uniani7ed, skill level, and so forth

III-351 '159.
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=1 Wage and benefit quantifiers...dollar
values

- Work intensity...full or part -time
:ho rs worked, and so forth

- Perlception of supervisor

- Iftdicators of internal mobility...wage
change, job change, promotion, and
so on

- Duration of employment

- Reason for tv-mination if applicable

.

Unemployment...period descriptiohs

- Job finding activities...fiens,
.want ads, door pounding, public
agency, priyateagency, and so forth

- Sourdes of income during unemployed
period

- Duration of spell of unemployinent.

Not in libor force...period deicriptions

- iptivity while not in the labor force...
in school,, military, pregnant, house-
hold responsibilities, discouraged,
prison, and so-forth

- Intention to participate in labor
force

4

4.

Income descriptors
SAIrces of income; i.e., wages and salaries,
public assistance, unemployment compensation,
and so on

Amount of inpome .-

411F

Attitudinal and behavioral indicators
Perceptions of job obtained

Perception of training received

Recommendations; i.e., services quality,
content, and so on

Indicators of antisocial }behavior; i.e.,
arrest record, drug use, and so on

Knowledge of manpo services available
p to participant

466
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Indicators of employers' perception of clients
Conformance to work

Productivity

Social the work environment

As thelbregoing List of potential ,information suggests,

the most critical part of doing a follow-up study is to

determine what information is important'. As reiterated

throughout this Guide, your PIC shOuld decide this based
*.

upon your particular Information and decision-making needs.

Again, the caution is to restrict your data collection to

only that information which is critical for management

purposes.

2. Determining Whom To Contact .

One of the most important questions in-follow-up designs

is determining the proportion of individuals (i.e., partici-

4111. pants or employers) to follow (and the size of,the comparison

group if there is one). The critical vaiiable is the degree

of confidence that your PIC wishes to have in the findings

and how group-specific the findings need to be\

One obvious alternative is to follow up an all affected

individuals and on a comparison group of the same size. This

soluti n -minimizes thaNcdnfidence problem. However, the

obvius drawback is that you seldom haNfe die resources for

100,-percent follow-up, and even if the resources were avail-

able, the difference between' being 80 percent confident and

95 percent confident might not be justified. by the cost.

Therefore, exce/pt for very stall programs, sampling will be

the agly possible approach, and itdTay be the preferable one,

if thersample is of the apprOpriate size: is randomly chosen,

is ablcato-be contacted. General principles for sampling

discussed later under this step.

461
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3. Selecting Follow-up.Intervals

After your PIC has decided wham to follow, th4 next

decision is for "how. long.", The most frequent follow-dp

inter in shorter-term manpower evaluations have been
-....

-thirty, ixty, ninety, 180 and.365 days. One possib'lity is

that you PIC might 'want to make your intervals corre pond td

those.used in national, state or local longitudinal studies

in order to permit easy comparison between the results of

your programs and those of others.
-....

You definitely should ensure that your figal follow-up

point is not too\qlose to program completion. As a rule of

thumb; a final follow-up point between 9 to 15 months after

program completion seems tp,be an appropriate distance

to assess program effect with some degree of accuracy and

confiden9e.

4. Selecting Follow-up Methods

There are: lso significant choices your PIC has to make
.P

among personal and telephone interviews and mail surveys as

means for follow-up. Each of these approaches has positive
-

and negative attributes. Phone interviews are low cost, but

tend to produce higher response rates from successful former

enrollees. Mailings have a similar bias. Response rates

generally fall`betWeen 30 and 60 percent, depending on the

use of incentives for returns and persistence of successive

waveeof mailings. Face-to=face follow-up generally yields
Ar----
higher response rates but 1.0 more costly than letters or

phone calls. Most sophisticated follow-up efforts combine

the three approaches, saving lace-to-face follow-up for indl-
, -

vidualsilhe do not respond to mailings.

In conclusion, as this lengthy discussion testifies,

follow-up studies require a great deal of time, efftrt, and

resources. .However, the return to your PIC on this investment

a
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is that the findings from folloW.-up studies will 'allow you

to tell with much greater precision exactly what differences,

your projects and programs are making within the local com-

muriity.

.

B. "IMPACT" DATA COLLECTION -
ADDRESSING TECHNICAL ISSUE

`Regardless of the specific data collection method chosen

or the area(s) to be studied, once yOur PIC decides to do

an evaluation of an impact nature, there are a number of

technical concernsassociated with doing\the evaluation
\

"right." Two of these concerns are:

sample construction
comparison and control groups.

The following pages provide 1 brief introduction to these

.topics. As has been noted earlier, if your PIC intends to

go beyond outcome or relative effectiveness evaluation, you

should refer to the references listed under Step 2, p.III-370

and secure additional assistance as you feel necessary. 4
AM.

Sample Construction

Several types of research necessitate the construction

of a sample on whiCh the evaluation will concentrate. Samples

are used primarily in survey research, but they 'are also

ibded for such data collection methods as a review of case

files or determining wham to interview.

1. Types of Samples

The four most common types of samples are the:

.random sample
systematic sample
stratified sample
cluster sample

111-35 63
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Random Sample. A random sample is one in which every

member of the population has an equal-chance of being included

in the sample. Simple random samples rely on the use of random

-numbers. These may be obtained from random number tables

available in a number of statisti%sbooks,at your local' library.

The advantage of a random sample is that no other factors

need be considered. For purposes of,, the research, all members

of the population are equivalent. However, there are many

instances when a random sampling method is impractical and

other sampling !ethods must be used. These other methods

are described below.

Systematic Sample. Wi th systematic sampling, -members are

purposely selected from all parts of a population in a con-

trolled, structured manner which assures that each member has

an equal chance of selection. For example, consider a sample

of individual case files. From a population of 5,000 folders,

we choose a random sample of 270. The first step is to deter-

mine the "skip interval" by dividing the population number
Ar.

by the sample number:

5,000 270 = 18+

' The second step is to find a.random starting point from

among the first la folders (using the random number table).

From that first number, we would then take every 18th successive

folder. This process would produce a sampliftf 277 (instead

of 270). However, as noted earlier, oversampling can only

further enhance the reliability and representativeness of the

sample.

Stratified Sample. A Stratified 'sample divides the

population into distinct subgroups which are then sampled

separately- Stratification would be appropriate, for example,

when you want to look at various components or projects which
4P

are unequal in size or characteristics. Clearly, it would be

.1
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ina opriate to give an equal chance of being included in a

sample to participants from a large classroom training com-

ponent,of 500 as opposed to those from an OJT component of 50.

Therefore, these projects/components could be stratified'based

on component size and any other defining characteristics

deemed essential and then the sampling would be done. The

use of this technique enhances the.ftliability and validity

of the survey findings.

Cluster Sample. In cluster sampling the population

is conceived as being made up of a number of clusters,,each

of which contains sampling units. For example, consider
)

that the OJT participants employed by_medium-size firms are

to be sampled and interviewed. The OJT participants are

clusteredty the firms that employ them. A cluster sample

would be obtained by random sampling an adequate number of

firms and then interviewing all employees at each one selectek.,

Cluster sampling in this case would be of practical adtantage

in saving time and effort in traveling and in setting up

4

arrangements for interviews.

Cluster sampling is most effective whey (1) the differ

ences within clusters are as large as possible (i.e., each,

cluster can be thought ofas representative of the entire

population); and (2) the differences between' clusters are

as small as feasible.

2. Structure and Size of Sample

The structure and size of a sample is basically dependent

upon two variables:

the size of the universe )(i.e., th'e
total group from which the sample is
to be drawn or selected)

the characteristics of the universe
(i.e., those traits or factors which
distinguish the group from any other
group). .

111-357
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Characteristics of the Univer0., The traits that dis-

tAiaguish gile particular universe from any other have Much to

do with it total size. The more diScrete the traits, t
. ,

.

smaller the universe. Fdr example, if'the universe is com-

. prised of ,"surviving:exLPre4identv o; the United States,"
_.,/

its Populatfbn Would number-three. However, if 'the only .trait
., ,

is7that of "Earth.ing," the dniversetuld h n.uriker four billio

In terms'erms Of Our PIC's program, the universe would,
.

at

: 0 a minimum,pe restricted to individuals wh4 participated; in'
.

k the particular project(s) to be,evaluated. If that program

_

4sm.

hdt,different components (e.g., OJ , classroom trainincl,
. '

worldof work orientation, plat pt), y6,11 mightowwit to focus

on each of these' subgroups. . InfacIditici:p,, you would want td
know the bagic demographic charaetestIes (e:g.7 sex, educa-- e*

tional background worA history) of the participants in each.'
40, Ir
project. .

.

i*e you have etermined the basic size and charabteir.
,

tics df your.poten ial ample universe, the next step is to
_

make your sample "reliable" and "reDresentative." .
A'

1111'kpresentativeness
V

of the Sghple., 7116.primar criterion 41, ,

.

that a saMile must m rmeet is one epresentativeness«: This .

i1

means. that, as.mdch as possible, yov
,

sanie must be drawn
51 A V

to match the Characteristics of- the univise. 1

0

For exam le, if a group Sk 60 people are enroll d in
wpm..

. .* 0 Clasisroam.t aining,.ioushould identify theirge, ge er,
, . ...)

, educatiOnal background, and employment history each par-.

ticipam.4,...21.1(,J44-047Tre trainees. ar men', 60% of th0 sampl.gi

should.likeWise consist o .. If O.% of the trainees had

t kevious work experienc %pamtplite shodid reflect that4ro-,

. . df-',P (
portion. t

-

. , 1"'
,

Reliability 11,f the SaMple. Reliability is otheidegree of e .

11`..4 .

"'confidence-that ybu can have that yourfindings from your sample
,,.

,what
%

rsepAeseniraccpratb.lyhat you lyould find if you gUrveyed your,. .
c.

Metal universe. The, size of a sample that...you will- have to draw
_ . .

1, '' . f

. -ii,
(

41
,
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will dependloppon how confident you want to be inyou x findings.

In general, the more representat.ve'that you can make your

samples, the,smaller'it need;,be.-
' 6The following guidelines will be useful..n deterlinihg

a sample size. These guidelines presuite that standards -of

repreSehtativeness are met.
,

SUGGESTED SAMPLE SIZES

No. in
Universe Sample

% ftmplecs?49,
of Unive e

1000 100 10 %-

50041300
60
50

12%
17%

100 '20 20%

500 d 15 30%

4

It is import4nt,to note that tIp'foreOing guidelines.-A

are general and not absolute

for.your.PIC!s.prbject, you

Alketexts will

for sound' sample selection.

p ' I

1

. Prior to structuring a sample

should tekr.to'sny good'statis-
.

provide the essential instructions

3. EsSentialSteps in Sample Developmeft

In3summary,,regarAess of the type of sample that y qr

PIC derides to uhdertAke, the process of'sample development

can be reduced 'to the following essential steps.
0 'i

. 4
Determine the general. population of
Interest. ?

.

Determine the subgroups within that
4, general populatidn of'interest on which

s r.ately identifiable findings are

-
red.

'
. ,

'Define the chafacteristics
sexy race) And the variables (e.g:,

;employment status, earningsigain) on -

which 'you want to measure.m
J ' 4 6 MI

1 0

a. a -

i
,

111-359
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Determine the precision-degree.of confidence '

Is bharyou want to have that- the sample
findings will.represent the truetpopula-
tion value fokeach characteristic-or
variable.

y
For example, ifitploy status is desired,

, its it satisfactory to e a sample finding
which is plus br minus 5 ercent from the
true value? Or isplus or minus 15 percent
good' enough? . ,

. .

at

Apply the appropriate standard'statistical
formula for estimating the sample 'size

IS. required to yield the findings which will .

be acceptable to you.

Compare resultant sample size to avail-
able resources.

If necessary, aAust precision and con,-
(e efidence levels even further to obtaih a

- '7- sampl -size commensurate-with available'-
).

..

sources.re
.

. ..
. .

Control and Comparison Groups

.\\The-second TIncernin the area of impact

. evaluation is the use of control or comparison groups. The
.

/

control group,is a necessary element illoc],assical experiment

.
deilign and impact evaluation. However, it is not a possible

or. a. necessary eleme
)

in every evaluation. It is important

to mphasize that st_program evaluations do not require a.); -.--:.

control group.
. , 'D

. IT---yeur PIC feels that it needs to know the solute

.difference between results obtained from a program versus no
i .

..program/It alt, a control is probably required. -In most of

your situatiops, however, the real choice will probat4 be

between one form of service of,another, lessening the need for

strict contrel gkoups. Two options which your PIC might employ

*
I '7N

' 0
' 41 no

°" 1
*. 0 . , ' .

no. .
I" 4,Ai

. '. '.
II l' ' -% $.401 r .

--,,,---
.,

as basic alternatives-to the control grcapp-method L cdmpafison
-group design and stagfid design. .

444
to 4,

;

t, 0
. , I

. * Nte
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1. Comparison Groups

The comparison group design contrasts a comparison group..

(available-individuals who have not participated in and/or:,

.compleited a program or project) with a.similar treatment group
, .

(individuals who have satisfactorily completed a project).', ,

Availability- and similarity are thetwo key elements ofithis
N

'definition. Individuals are not assigned to either'group at

random. The underlying objective of the comparison group

,design is to.obtain, by self-selection rather-tan assign-

ment,.as.much isimi],arity as passible betwee the characteris-

- tics of the comparison .group and the treat' t !boup.

,- 'Comparison groups which havebeen used in various man-
.

0-

power evaluations have 4.ncluded:

Individuals'who register for programs,
but are subsequeftly found to be
ineligible

Individuals who'are hound eligible for
a progran but who leave the program -

'41%, befcare assi2nment'to a specific project
and without receiving participant ser-
vices

Individuals who actively participated
in a program,but who terminated- -prior
to completion of that program

igible -individuals who receive sup-,
.7portive services only-

" 4

-4 ,Individuals registered with the em;..

,
*.- ployment service, but who are' not

.

' 'enrolled -with CETA. .,

-tt
ula

AvaiTability is thr.principal characteristic of"eadh o4P
.

.

these possible comeariso grO4s. 'Cis obvious, on the

../

surface,.
t that edtb of those group% will be different in
fr..

,
P.

some way from the prograeenrollees. Yet, it is felt -that

their'siMilarities ma' be gteater thn'their differences
.'

and tflus lovide the ba'sts. (or valid comp rison. L,

g `,

"

.
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One technique which has been used to eliminate as many
differencgs as possible between treatmentarld comparison groups

4is matching. Using this technique; the evaluator seeks to
match individuals in the treatment group with individuals

in the contrbr group on a number of characteristicethought.

to influence outcomes. Doing this establishes the .baiis,for
-

a more total contrasting betweegidirectly comparable groups
'and thus enhances the potential- confidence for-the finaings

which result,frop that comparison. M

1

approach to evaluation. The design involves sing individuals

N

2. Staged Design
.'

The staged design is a variation of th omparison group

EN
who are registered. for a project, but Jho are on waiting lists' as

controls on-those individuals who are prdject participants
- and-completers.

o he way this would work is'as follows: 'Assume that a
. .

pool f two hundred eligible participants has been identified

s. aAd each indicates awillingwess to participate ina PIC
project or component. However, suppose that program capacity

-,
Ais limited to fifty participants per cycle,' You could . '

..--- develop a stagedidesign by ;;andotly assigning the two hundredt 4
c

eligibles into tie four groups. You could then.use the

'persons in the;116ond, iip .and fourth cycles as controls

for fhdividuais to,be served int_ a r:-.6.rst cycle. The third'

and fourth groups would servk Os-the controls for the second
41. Tv-

cycle, and'so forth.

T

problem,.empl

It also has som

ad design approach avoids the denial-of-service .

s alent groups, and uses randomessignment.

pot tial disadvantages.. For example,

Since! he assignment iscandom, the
"repre entativeness" of each group

.twill uncertain _

If the p ogram cycles are short, the
post-meas. ements may "net,accurately

ct e,.erienCe or change over time

III-62
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The size of later treatment anok.com-
parisom groups is likely to diminish

/ as individuals find suitable employ-
ment or tire of waiting for service,
thus the equivalence is compromised

If.comparison group individuals inter-
act with-treatment group members in
the course of their nOrTa2 activities
in the community, a source of

However, in spite of these 1 itations, there appear to be ,
I it

many situations in which the aged design would beapplicable.

1

CONCLUSION

In conclusionf collecting evaluation dita which is

-useful demands that yourPIC have a soundplan and research

design*, gooddata gathering instruments, and skilled pecr
.

gbnnel who can implement and employ those' instruments

according to their design.

.0"

Manpower Administration (now Employment and
TraihingfAdministration. [ETA] , Program
Assessmeet Guide (ilashingtein, .C.: U.S.
Department of Labor, -tpril, k974)7" .

,

Mayor4 Office of Manpower,;City of Chicago,
Planning and Eval ation under CETA (Washing-
ton, U. partment of Labor,'
January 1976).

dl us Research, Self-EvaluaXion of, CETA Manpower Programs:
'A.G ide for Prime Sponsors (Springfield, .VA: U.S. Depattment
of.Commerce, 1975).'
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- 'The purpose of thisstep is to ag regate and review 'your

PLC's evaluation data employing ose analytical procedures
and 'statistical techniques whi have been decided upon for
"analysis_ Common modes of a ysis clude: cause and

' ,effect; comparative; trend; -and cost effectiveness.
.

Standard techniques- which yoUr PIC might employ to analyze
-, dSta incluae, descriptive statis,tics and correlation 1

..-. statriStia g. /-

2 . .
.4.

# '

Analyze Data- .0

a,

' . t

fey Cpnce

. '

.
i f

-1
_.

P CAuscl aniEflebtiAna /y.sis - 'study of 0 number of variable's to
.'demonstrate, a oausal.palationship between :two or more factors..... e i -P.1 .... 1

I ,
comparatille Ana si-s*.-; ,S.:ly -6 the relative performance ol. ,,,- two- or moxe comp htECI or prQj cts over time.

-.
..

' .Treild Anglysis - st, y pe
-4.

ormancre over- time to see if it
jrs increasinl, decte , or staying .the same`.;

,.. .., .
"..Cbst Be'nefitAria-lysie - study 'of various measures Of. pr34ram..',. outcome related t .o cost zn order to assess:benefits.

knowledge/Capabill i Rating

Rev the iff rmatipo provided above. Rdte your PIC" S knowledge and
capabi.114.ies' with reference to 'thiq., step on the scales-belfpw..

,- - ' . .
". 1 ,

-.noset-tedge 1

- //Excel- Aboye Aver-7, -Beltovi Poor...1. t ' 4 I

lent A . 41ge 4y9. . ,

j$ Capabil it ' ..-iz . -/ 1' Or-.-- S,er't
,-, el- - Aboie Aver- Below Poor

V 1 tt /Avg. '` age- : Avg.
s

r
n 9atings eici,de wheiner. you need, to read', the content

ion -on this step,/ighili fv:pllowk immediate.INCor proceed to the
, -_,- -

_

ne step:, ---: - c,, .

-#
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PME PROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAG

%Emir.
NOTES (Points that are important which you want to remember)

1/

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are unclear or want to get additional
information) )-

I

ACTION$ (Specific steps that you intend to take to -implement your
PIC's PME process in this area)

.Steps ItesOurces/Persons Time Frame

1

4 -

Jr

A

ear
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INTRODUCTION

Data analysis, or data treAtment as it is sometimes

called, is the. art of viewing data from a variety of per

spectives in order to understand and interpret'it. Data

analysis involves:

-e--- reviewing the research 'findings for.
correlations, trends, commonalities,
and disparities

documenting'the relationship between
the findings and _the evaluation objec-
tives'

Ts ^developing raAonales or speculations
for findings Whose explanations are
not self- evident.

Types of Analysis *.

There are four basic types of analysis that may be

useful 'in evaluating your PIC's pi grams:

Cause and Effect Analysis: weighs all
variables fo demonstrate a causal rela-
tionship betwaef'two or mor' factors.

Comparative Analysis: focuses on relative
.achievements of two or more grodps, .units.

Trend Analysis: documents chahges in
levelsof achievement over time.

Cost-Benefit; quantitative lhdex
performance. that relates various program
results to'cpst..

Thes0Pmethods.have been described earlier in this Guide 46

under "Stige4.: Develop Evaluation Plan, Step

Establish Scope and Nature of Evaluation," pp.III-259-314.

e_ ,

III-30
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Analytical Techniques

The analytical techniques your"PIC. will employ will

be dependent upon its mode(s) of analysis. The discussiorl

/in this 4ectio highlights two of the more common, ana,

simp16, tec iques for statiqtical analysis. These are:

descriptive statistics
correlation statistics...

9

Other analytical techniques freqUently used -by evaluators
include: regression; univariate analysis of variance; analy=-

sis ofivariancei multivariate analysis of variance; and chi
square.

Again, as with the other More technical evaluation areas

described in thiS .Guide, if your PIC decides, to apply .one

or more of the above iferenced techniquds, you shilkild con,
sult d:statistics manual to ensure its .proper appliqti on.

1. Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics can be used to analyze data in
tesms of:

central tendency (i.e., mean, median,
or mode)

variability (i.e., arange and standard
deviation)

frequency distribution (i.ej, the num-
.:-

ber of times scones are achieved).

-These statistics are especi ally helpful in looking at.

&reran and relative performance:In projects or responses to

questionnaires. For example, if, your-PIC ran a classroom

training project whichrequired a test'at its.conclusicin,-you

could Ilse descriptive statistics to compute and analyze:

pv'median, and modal scores

ge of scores, from highest to
est.

S. to dard deviatipn from the mean

o. di tribution of scores.

A
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°. These results would enable you to dolicriminate individual

and group scoring achiev ent, personally and relative to
I

others. This discrimin ion would allow you to attribute

effects or causation to die project and then tomake

decisions based upon those effects.
f

2. Correion Statistics

CorrelatiOp(stat.istics. are used to measure, the relation-

ship between two variables: a dependent variable and an

independent variable, An independent variable is that vari-

able which is manipulated in an evaluation (e.g., clasercom

-training, OJT, age, sex). The..dependent variable is the

factor to'be observed or measured to determine the results`

of theVariation (e.g., salary level, length of job rjten-
,

tion, self-concept and attitude).

The results of correlation analysis are reported within .

a range of +1 (perfect positive correlation) to -1 (perfect

negative correlation). Correlation statistics cn be used .

to measure the reilionshipwbetween these'ewo variables, but

they cannot be us:0 to establish causation. For example,
, a'

your PIC's evaluation may find a positive correlation between

classroom training and salary level, but.it cannot prove that

one is the consequence of the. other. Despite this liifiita

tion, correlations are extremely useful in the analysis of'

your PIC's project because they can be used to quantify the

nature and the extent of relationships betwen independent

variables -- project treatment (i.e., services) or group

characteristics (i.e,., demographic data) -- ank4dependent

variables - results achieved.

4'76
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CONCLUSION

Inconclusion,regardless of-its quantitative aspects,

data analysis is mucPmore than a mere review of numbers. It

is, rather, a systematic attempt to derive meaning from and

mike informed judgments about the nature of the programbeing
risearched. Regardless orthe form of analysis your PIC is

employing, you should attempt to answer the following basic

questions,:

Were he PIC.'s or the, project's objec-
tives achieved?

What caused the effects discovered in -

the evaluation?,

Manpower Administration (now EmploMent and
Training Administration'[ETA1), Program
Assessment Guid (Washington? D.C.: U.S.
Department of bor, April, 1974).

Mayor's Of e of Manpower, City of Chicago,
Plannin and Evaluation'under CETA (Washing-
ton, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor,
Jalwary 1976) .

Olympus R! search, Self-Evaluation of CETA Manpower Programs:
A Guide for Prime Sponsors (Springfield, VA: U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1975).

Finks, Arlene, and Kosec9ff, Jacqueline,
(Washington, D.C,.: Capitor Publications,

Vt.

Evaluation primer
1978).

a



'Feedback Into Planning Process

The purpose of this step 4s to, prepare an evaluation report
which documents y ur PIC's program performance for the year.

The report i fe back into the Council's planning process

and then us replanning for the following year. C./6

*EvaLuation Report - docuthent which formally summarizes
and presents evaluation finglings.

k,

P gram Review Process - assessment of PIC's programmatic
p formance to reevaluate planning assumptions and, program°
d sign pripciples, determine project and service deliveryr
effectiveness, and pinpoint area for change.

UTFIEnowledge/Capabi 1 i ties Rat, ng

.
Review the information provided above. Rate your PIC's knowledge and

capabilities with reference to this step on the scales below. '

Knowledge 1 L
Excel- Above Aver- Below
lent Avg. age Avg.

1,00r

Capabilities I I I I 1 ,,:.

,:-- Excel- Above Aver- Below . Poor

lent Avg : age Avg.

.Based upon your ratings.decide whether you need to reed the content
information on this step which follows immediately or proceed to the

next step. .

478,



PME .pROCESS NOTES/ACTION PLANNING PAGE

NIP
NOTES (Points that are important which you want to remember)

4.

QUESTIONS (Items on which you are uricl.ear or want to get additionhl
information)

S.

4

ACTIONS. (Specific steps that you intend to take to, implement your
*PIC's PME process' in this area)

Steps Resources/Persons
%

ti

S.

Time Frame

4 1111-372 4 79

.
. .

Ow.



c 'INTRODUCTION

Once your PIC has analyzed its evaluation data, the

last tasks in'the evaluation process are:

to prepare an evaluation report
which presents the rdsults of that
analysis j 4

to .utalize that repbrt to begin
the review of program performance
andto plan for the upcoming year.

A. PREPARING THE EVALUATION REPORT ,

The evaluation ter$Q,t,i'S = ument whic mmarizes

your evaluation finding's: Your report hould spier those
,-.--

evaluation questidns
..

wfiiCh your PIC posed el'a outset of

its evaluation and explains the procedures a /d to derive
74

the answers, .-"The evaluation report is the bfficil record

of the evaluation, making public ydlir actiVties and

findings. For this reason, it is very i
rat

rtant to pre-

pare the report carully.
.i*

The degree of formality andSophiffeication'af,your

evaluation reporti viously a matt#oflocal preference.
\.. .

, 4

. However, a basic rule is that your-re§rt.should neither
-I,-

consist solely of statistical tables'' r computer printouts,

24bribr of personal impressions or °pin- report shoilld.ns.. You

communicate in a comprehensive.wawithout omitting any

qualitative or quantitative detai -what has been discovered,
4

. w s

what was done, how it Was done,- -d why\it.was done.
, w7/

1 A credible evaluation repdrt clearly and logically -.

describes the evaluation -quesons as-well as.the procedures'

uded to .get theanswers Whether informal or formal, the

report should inCl6de the Oilowing sections:

480
./111 -373
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Introduction - to thR program'and the
evaluation.

Objectives - of the evaluation.

Methodology - means designed to con
the evaluation.

Findings - based on the data collection
and analysis.

Recommendations/Conclusions - based on ,

the findings..

Executive Summary - briefly explains
objeCtives of evaluation and highligns
'the'key findings.

These sections are explained in a little more detail belQ

Much of the information fOr the first thre'e sections of t

report can be drawn directly from your PIC's EvaluatiOn

I(

Research Design (see pp. 111-293 - 302).

Introduction

The introduction to your feport should briefly describe 1111/
the program or projects being evaluated, the grqup that con-'

ducted the evaluation, and their approich to evaluation.

This section of the report should discuss any le islation

that created the program and mandated its evaluaei It

should also include the process by which statement of

program goals, activities, performance 'standards, and,objectives

were arrived at for purposes of the evaluatioh.

Objectives

This section should state succinctly the specific Objec-

tives for the evaluation and list the guestiond,ihat were .

to be answered through the evaluatidn.'

Methodology
-

Thid section sould present your overall evaluation

research design, outline the process' for administration of

31,
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the daluaidn, describe data collec ion. instruments and

4111 Procedures/ and you PIC's analytic t hniques an atg

analyiis reqults.

Research Design. If your PIC concentrated upon per-

foxmanCe versus plan. or relative effectiveness analysis,

that strategy should -he described here. ,If extended int6 ,

impact evaluation, yoi should describe that strategyyalso and
1

elaborate on your sampling procedures and any limitations on.
,

them. For each evaluation of a impact nature, you shdulde*-

'plain and justify the way participants or employers were 4.
t

grouped, the indepe dentYand dependent vaqables, the sample
_ . 4 t,

Sand any limitatio 'internal and external validity. A.

drawing of ttied is also very helpful.
,

The discus tile plan used to select participants Of

employers for_,t uation shotig, include thelfiampling pr(7*
.r'

cedure used,(e.g. posive sampling); the justification for '

I

any subdil(isiops pr strata'intd which the population of potei- .

bial participants was 'divided for sampling purposes; the final'

Onumbers of individu;ls in the sample; and any problems en-

countered in selecting the participants o limitation's that\--
t

are inherent in the sampling plan. Once ag n, giving a

picture of the final sample is usefUl. Finally, is impoFtant

to discuss how well,the procedures produced the desired sample, 4'''

, *

O

pt least insofar,as can be ascertained through statistical

methods or comparisons with tables of demographic data.

Asministration. This 'subsection describes. the actual

steps taken to. implement yodr research design. It provides

information about the sequence of events between defining your

evaluation's questions and arriving at the answers. Informa-

tion,.about the staff's activities may be appropriate in this

section of the report. One way to combine information About

the-evaludt.ion schedule and staff is to draw up a calendar

of events describing who did what when in'the evaluation

:PtOpess.

11.

J
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Instrumentsand Data Collection Procedures. This sub-

isection should describe instruments employed n your.PIC'-i

evaluation. Each instrument and the people to whom it was

administered and data collected'by it- should be

detailed." The entire instrument should be reprinted if

.possible, and it'not,'sample items should be given.

'This subsection should also contain information about

the reliabinty,and validity of the instruments.- Were they

. pilot-testeI or validated? If so, with and by whom? What

were the results? It is also a good idea to explain how
.

the instrument was ,administered and scored.

If personal' contact was part of your evaluation .lode, _

then all' field activities should be summarized here, noting'

any irregularities in information collection that could

affect the evaluation's findings. If interviewers-strayed

from the set-procedures for iriberviewing,'for example, then

the report shguld describe what happened and what the con-
,

sequences were. Finally, this subsection shotild report h

many people participatedtin each information colle ion

activity, for how many of them complete dati wer available,

and give reasons for any missing information.

Data Analysis and?.Treatment.
/
Each data analysis method

used by,youry iPIC should be- and'deicribed in this subr

section: For each separate analytic method, a:description

should be givem'of its relai'ianship-to the evaluation ques-

tions, the source of information for the analysis, the design .

strategy (including the independent and dependent variables)

'and any limitations. Also the analysis results and inter-_
pretations of the findings that relate them to the evaluation

questions should be given for each analytic procedure you'

emglOyed:

Findings' .

,
. -

The most critical-part dr'ybur PIC's evaluation report
.7

is the.answers to the evalUation questions% The report Must
, . % :.

ty
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AW

,provide clear and succinct answers.or describe the prOgress

being made toward obtaining them. When reporting answers

to evaluation questions, it is importarit to point out the

strengths and weaknesps of the project-or program. This

becomes important in later deTision-making and program

modification sessions.

Recommendations/Conclusions

This section presents majorconclusions which can be

drawn as a result of answering all the evaluation question

which were a.focus for this year's inquiry. Recommendations

,soilltimes accompany conclusions or answers to questions. You

'should determine in advance if recopamendations are required,

and if they are, how extensive they. should be. If the

decision is to include recommendations, the report should

not assume the Council's responsibility of deciding whether

pr not to continue a project's funding. Instead, this

0 section should present recommendations on how to improve

the project, on the'situations in which the project can .achieve

'the best results, and on the individuals who,are'most likely

to benefit from the project. In addition, this section might
. .

also present other program options which the _Council might

consider as alternatives in,replanning for the next fiscal year.

In answering the evaluation questions, drawing conclu-

sions, and in making recommendations, it is important to ex=,

plain the limitations imposed,upon your evaluation. For

example, df information came from instruments, the reliability

or validity of which is uncertain, the reader should be

reminded about it when the evaluation question is answered.

Your report must pinpoint'i.hose limitations on the evaluation

findings even if this makes the report appear noncommittal

rand the results somewhat more difficult to translate into

policy or action.

_

Executive Summary ,
,)

Thit section takes the activities And findings ddscribed

i(the body of your PIC's evaluation Teport`and distills *them
. .

111-377 4S4
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a,

into a few pages. The PUrpose of the-aumMary is to give

people an overview of the evaluation that is easy to read

)out detailed enough tdbe believable and usable. .The summary

is frequently placed at the beginning.of an 'evaluation report

as a special overview. It is-a convenient devibe for informing

the public about'the program and'its evaluation. Because it

may be more widely distributed than the complete repoir, the

'evaluation summary must be carefully prepared. A good evalua-

_tion summary must- be understandable and convincing for all

readers regardless of their sophistication and personal

motivation to read findings regarding the program.

c

B. BEGINNING THE PROGRAM REVOlt PROCESS

Your PIC's evaluation report is "Th'et primary\documer;X

for program review. It should be fed back into your Council's

planning process and then used as a primary tool to:

reassess planning assuMptZions and pro-
gram design principles

detetmine project and service deliverer
effectiveness

pinpoint areas for,change.

l This process is described at le gth under "Stage B: Define

PIC Strategy, Steps 1-6," pp.III-6 - 136. To summarize, your

'evaluation results can help you:

r "

to determine whether major or minor
changes are required in your PIC's
program scope, approach, and-project
mix

Mk

to provide a perspective from which-'
to assess the appropriateneSS of your
performance standards

to permit comparisons among components
'and projects to ascertain which are
most effective and cost-efficient

to decide whether particular projects
should be continued, changed, or
terminated.

III-378
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.

In conclusion, your evaluatibn findings provide the

necessary information which your PIC can employ to develop

an improved' program operations plan fOr the next.year.

It

. .
.

. . s

Mayor's Office of Manpower, City of Chicago,
Planning and Evaluation under CETA (Washing-
ton, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor,
JanuaZy 1976).
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IV. PME AIDS'

1

This section contains draft sample questionnaires,

forms, and worksheets which you can use as prototypes

.and referehces-to develop your own tools fOr.implementing

the PME process. These aids have been created primarily

employing, or based upon* examples and information En- a.

sented in Stction III of this Guide.

The aids are organized by stage and step as outlined

in that Section.. The anaffor each stage woe introduced

by a page which lists them by step and refers, you back to

tilose pages in Section III;which provide content info'rma-

tion related'to ,the step. There is at least one aid for

every step in the PME process.'` Each, aid is presented with

a one-sentence explanation of its use.

It'is anticipated that more specific model aids for

implementing theqpME. process will be developed as'a result

of-the field test with the ,ten selected pilot Pf4.

Once these aids are developed, they wiAi,1 be* forwarded to

you to replace or supplement the material presently housed

.in this section of the Guide.

Is?

4

d
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A. ASSESS LOCAONEEDS
4

PME AIDS

Sectlbn III

Step Reference Pages
iitr

1. Analyze Local Labor Market Conditions
and 'Business Needs

1.1 . Labor I rket Analysis Questions
1.2 Fre-Initiation Local Employer

4, Survey Questions
1.3 Local Employer-Survey Questions
1.4 Labor Market' Analysis Format
1.6 Labor Market Analysis Projection

FdrMat

2. Analre Local Population Groups pnd
Service Needs -

2.1 Master Plan Review Questions
2.2 Significant Segments (CETA-

Eligible Participants) Worksheet
2.3 Significant Segments Percentage

Analysis Format
Significant Segmbnts.Cross
Tabulation Format

3. Review Progams and Plans of Other
Agencies/Service Deliverers/Businesses

3.1 Plan and Program Review Questions

111-13=21

111-27
111-28
111-31-34

111-35

O

111-45-46

111.:47

11t-47

111-49

111-56-59

4

t

e ,
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4.

I

1.1 LABOR MARKET Pipusi$ QUESTIONS

USE: .To determine basic ch.aracteristics and structure of the total.
%IabOr*market.

QUESTIONS' a

A
1.- What is the geographical laborparket? .

.

.

...

.

.,

..

/

.

- ....e

)
4

,. . .

4
.

.

. . .

.

. .

. - .

..--,,,
- -

Z. What is the indtistrial composition of ths.area?

f

. .
.

. .

.

.

f

,

. .

.

. .

:

/

I. What are the'6mployment tlevels Tong industries?

-
.

.

-

.

.

s

4

1- a,
.

,

1

r

4. Who are the specific e loyers in industries?.%
"1 .

. .

-
-

.

. ,

.

,

0

.

.

5. What are/have bdbn the historical employment trends
over the past 5 yearS?

, .

t
.

I

..

. .,

6 N
:

,..

/

in the #rea

..

4

.

\

Si



1

6.

11

.

What is .the current ecodomic condition of area industries?
.. '

a .
5

.. u. . ...
.

. .. . -
. 0 .

f' . . 4
, ..

/ ,

.

.

.

*What Claes other data, such as tgrnover and job openings,
aboultrecent-indUstkial trends? ,,
.

. . '''----

.

.
.

-
. .

,

-
,-.

.

, . . ,
. , ..

,

.

indicate

_
.

.

8. What are industry employment pr'ojections?
.

. ..

. .
.

.

.
1

. ,

... .. ,

.
. .

. .

. .
.

. %

.

.

,
.

.

.

.

9.

.

,

....

.What are the employmentpotpngals ofTE,TiI7I5austries.
. _ , . ,

. .

.

.

. ,

, . .-.
.

.\.

.0.

.

.

.

Who are the local employert in high employment potential
%

*induktries?' .

.

. .
.

. A

. .
.

.
.. ,

. ' .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

°
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11. "that is the( occupational compositions of selected industries.
4

0

12./ What are occupational projections within thege industries?

_13. What is the quality of available jobs?

I,
'

"I

1

4

.111479.1
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a

1.2 PRE-INITIATION LOCAL EMPLOYER SURVEY QUESTIONS

VSE: To decide whether to conduct
. 4

:-
local employer survey.

Q6E8TION5

.

1.

.

.

.

What is yalsr'information'nee'd? 9

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

p.p.,.

.

N . - .

. What data are needed? .

: How will it- be used in the pInning process?
. Will additional data help4you make better'

decisions? - y
-4 .

. .

.

*

.

.

PA

2.

40
.

Can you .utilize existing resources? ,..,
A

as

(SOIC a ?

.

. .

..

a 10
, Is data available from traditional resources such
State Emeloyment Security_Agency,(SESA) and State
Occupational Information%CoordinatingmmCommittee

-.. . ...i9

.

.

.,
,

_
..

,-,

, _
.

,
3, Is the survey useful for your PIC? ,

c . a
. Is it Cost effective?._

-

Does it employ correct "survey procedures?
Will the data it gathers be reliable?

. Are theke alternatives to the'survey?
.

. ,. ,
J-.

.

.

.

. ,. .

.

.

.

.

.

,

-1,

.

4.

-

.

.

.

Will the investment in the survey be worth the,regults?
.

.

- . ,

tam:your total information requireMents bereduced?
. Can alternative data be used?.
. Can any data needs. be dropped withaut'adveksoty,
impacting'the planning process? . -

.

.
, .

, ___1
.

,

.

. s
. .

'

'

. -
. ..

.

.

.

..
. .

.

,

.

IV-8
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1.3 LOCAL EMPLOYER SURVEY QUESTIONS

USE: TAB ther in-depth information regarding the nature Of the

local bor market, job opportunities, and employer needs.

%,

QUESTIONS.

A

1. What are_the growth potentials by industry and by occupation?

.;

_

.

.

.

.

. .

.
. .

.

.

.

.

2.

.., .

What are the salaT ranges of odcupationsl

,

.

,
.

.

.
.11 . . ,

.

.

44.,

ION, ,

1.-

3. What is the qualit ot-ocptipatiOns?, ,-

A
.

.

'
/..

.

.

. ,

r -

.

4.-
-

Wha! the kill requirnts necessary for job success in

varipus occupations? .

.
.

. . .

. ,

.
' It ,

>

.

." .

.

/

5.

..f

.

What are the job composition and entry-level occuPtdions of .

' local firms?
.

, 4

.

, . . --

N.
.

a

.
J

- *
. .

IV -9
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6.

.

.

What are number and gocupational characteristics of
existing j b vacancies in local labor markets?.
.

/
:

.

.

. .
../.. .

.

, ( .

.

-, a,

J .

-

..

ire'7.

.

141h at., the hiring practices and policies of local firms?

41.1 .

,

,

.

.

. .

. .
_

- ..- i .

1_

4

8. Whet are the hourly, weekly and/or annual salaries of workers
in specific occupations?

. .
1

.

,
..

*

. .

*.
. .

*
.

, .40
' v. . .

.

'44- -
.

.

9.

.

What are the training and promotional policies of local firms?

,.. ,.- ----v&-*,'

.

.

.

4.4,4

10.

i

.
What are employer attitudes toward CETA programs?

,

.

-,,
. .

..,

,,,

.

..k -.
.

,

.

.

_

.
.

(.. ..

.

.
,,"

I
.

..'
. .

I
.

...
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SAMPLE HEADINGS

Private Sector

Textile
(Synthetic)

warehouseman
dyer', .

loom operator
Etc.

4

4,
.0

.
"

q,.. 1.4 .LABOR MARKET ANALYSIS FORMAT

USE: l'ojdentify private'sectQr job opportunities with.n the

--' local economy.

Current, ti(saber'

Noi workers ,

available '-

,:,

Current demand
for workers

Estimated future
demand (give
date for
projection).

Esti ed future
suppl (give date

for ojection),

Non-CETA training
currently available?
If yes, indicate how
many workers will be

trained

Inlerstate
Trucking

machinist -shop.

refrigeration
mechanic
diesel mechanic

driver
etc.

a?.

co'

.1'40

%.

C

r

CanningiFrozen
Food Processing

laboratory
technician
picker
plant mechanic
machine - tender

etc.

Banking

teller
computer programmer

data,proceseing
clerical

acrodnt clerk

earr

J

°

1
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1".5 LABOR MARKET ANALYSIS PROJECTION FORMAT. S.

USE: To projecX potential future' job openings within local
businesses and industries.

Occupational rid.

1

EMPLOYMENT ANNUAL AVERAG

1674
Actual

1886
Proj.ctad.-

Chang*
Numerical

1974.1986
Percent Expansion

Chits andlundeed workers
construction crafts -

/ Corpsman and apprentices
!rick and 'Mammon'

oWal*Mnbcmi
S u Ndouu operators
Coma° i comma finishers
/lecuicians i apprentiale
Esic.aaung. grading.

mach opts
Floor layers. sac the sonars.
Pontius and apprehtices
Papiuhangers
Plastbets and apprentice
Plumbers goofiness i apprsn

, -Rooters and slaloms
Structural mots* crlqlyradulf°
Tit/isogon

Orockkoon supervisors.
Metalworking crafts:

sac mechanics
Ilacksenahs
Ilmletnialuss
Hoot treaties. ennealers, etc
Forge 8 hammer °potatoes.
Job i die setters. metal
Maduritaa & &Worsham:
Millwrights

4h4biclors. metal i apprentices
Pawn i model makers

' Robots & Mishits. meth
S hoot metal workers i appten,
Tool. die motion i apbtenticos

19.133'
. 6.116
-1.689

316
108
178
863

230
33

733
411

22
see

89
180
49

2.770

23.173'
6.473
1,903

370
176
238

1.180

396
36

749
trl
26

941
123.,
210

61
3130'

1,469 1,722
13 9
36 48

2827
k 31

126 129
496 576

80 113 ,

46 46
29N.
17

3211 14.; 395
236 304

4.040' . 21 1
1.368 1 26 6
4314 198

65
67
60

327

166
2

16
13
a

263
34
38
12

760

263

13
1

4
3

81
33
-1

6
4

d7
68

7

175
62 0
33 7
38 3

72 2
61
22

27 1
136
36 8
38 2
20 0
24 5
27 4

180
.30 8
37 1
37

148
.2 4
164
41 3
2 2

-20 7
23
20 4
28 8

367
123
29

5
8
5

30 .

15

0

1,
o

I "
I 3

3

I. I
I. 69

24
0
1

0
0
0
7
3
0
1

0
6
6

JOB OPENINGS

if f
Replacemeot Total

631
i46

71

11

Job Opening.
Ratio

43
48
45

35

464
125

42

6
2 8 74
3 8, 4 5'

18 46 54

6 21 9 '9 1
1 30

21 30
3 4 3

1 1 45
17' 4() 58

1 '4 45
3 b 33
i 2 41

64 133 4 8'

32 56 3.8
1 1 49 1.

1 2 62
1 1, 40
1 1 51
2 2 16 "

'11 18 37
2 5 63
1 1 22

1 -0,

0, o

6 12 37
5 11 4.7

I
_ ..

Iowa Depanhiont of.Job Service, Resoarch and Stettstics. "Occupational Outlook to 1986 13°. Moines. Iowa October 1977
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2 1 MASTER PLAN REVIEW QUESTIONS.

USE: To analyze Prime Sponsor's plan'to identify chatadteristics'.
and dimensions of need of members of local target gioups

e
I, I o

I
0

QUESTIONS,

1.

.

4

.

Is the data timely? '"
.

. DO the sources of data and their time periods reflect..
current conditions in.your area? A

$
.

. .

. .4
_

.
.

_

4 , ,

4 .

..

2.

',

Is the data comprehensive?

. Was more than one standard source used.to analyze and

define population groups and their needs?

. Was locally-generated data used to supplement existiAg

&OA?,
. (is-

....

. .
. .I

. .

'
.

.
.

.:

3.

0

.

.

Does the Master Plan refleot analytical insights? .

, .

. Art percentage relationships used?
.

.

..Are cross-tabulat ons data used? .

Are other statist c 1 measures used to gain analytical

insights?
.

" .

.

.

.

. ,

.

.

4. Has the Master Plan assessed the'needs of "special: population

groups such Tas: ._

.

.

.

IV-13
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AI

--disabled and Vietnam-era veterans

- -public assistance ricipient's

--older workers (55 years of age or older) 1

- -ex-offenders

- -dispEtced.homemakers

--handicapped persons

-- single parents

7-individuals who lack credentials (such As perebns
lacking licenses,'required experience, etc;)

`4.

- -individuals who require basic and remedial skills
development

- -alcoholics

--migrant workers.

5. Does the Master Plan explalt tile cause of participant
group needs such as:

- -education level
- -ikanspo tation
- -languag
- -child c re
- -world p work/employability orientation.
- -skill development.

S

r,



7

2.2 CETA-ELIGIBLE,PART1CIPANTS WORKSHEET k.

-USE: To record numbers of CETA-eligible participants ,

by segmentt (i.e., age, race, sex, ethnirty of
local population).

. ,

s ima e
number of
persons
potentially

General eligible for
Population CETA programs

fa_ ,

Total, For PS Area:

DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS,

Sex
Male'

Female

Age

19'& Under
ao

20 - 211--

22 -; 44

45 - 54

55 and over

-Race/
,Ethnic.
-Group

White (not
Hispanic)

Black (ndt
Hispanic)

Hispanic

can Indian
or

Alaskan Native

Asian -or Pacific
Islander,

I

IV-l5



2.3 PERCENT OF CETA-- ELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS BY
SIGNIFICANT SEGMENTS ANALYSIS FORMAT

USE: TO REVIEW RELATIVE, ROPORTIONS OF SIGNIFICANT
SEGMENTS OF LOCAL P2DPULATION WHO ARE CETA-ELIGIBLE-

-

\

.

.

.
.

!

General
Population

Estimated
number of
persons
potentially
eligible for
CETA prOclams

.

Petcent
of CETA-
eligible
partici-
pants

,

Total, For PS Area ,

,

.

,'

.

DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS
Si

.

,

.

- . m

Sex

.1

Male . ,

Female .N ,

. .

4

Age

.
19 & Under

.

, ,

1,
-,

.
.

,20,- 21
,

. .

22 - 44
`

.

-45 - 54
.

.

.
.
-

,

.

55 and Over
. .. 4

,
.

,e
,
. .

.

.

Race/
Ethnic
Group,

`white (not
Hispanic

.

.

.

.

BlackA4pot 1

Hispanic. .

.

.

.

.4..

Hispanic .

a4. .4 4

Airterican Indian
,

or
.

Alaskan Native
.

r

, 4

.

A

,
,

Asiahior Pacific
Islander , ,'

4-

.

.

.

,Ip

.

.

r
509
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72'.4 PERCENTAGEOF CEtA-ELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS BY

SIGNIFICANT SEGMENTS AND CATEGORY FORMAT

USE: To conduct focused analysis of population groups
employing two or more factors..(e.g., age and sex)

in conjunction.

4

_-
Male 19 & Udder

-

General
Population -
Total

Number Eligible
for CETA

'-.

% CETA-
Eli ible

White (not
Hispadlc) ,

r

Black (not
Hispanic)

.

.

.

. .

r"-

Hispanic
.-,

. .

American Indian
or Alaskan Niti-Ve

'

. .

,

.

A

Asian or Pacific
Islander-

.

. 111
.

f
.

.

troi

.f /\.



3.1 PLAN AND-PROGRAM REVIEW QUESTIONS

USE!: To analyze.plans and programs of others to identify points
for collaboration, service gaps, and/or models to replicate.

-=

' QUESTIONS

, Review the, plans of:

) the CETA Prime Sponsor

. Employment Service

educational/vocational courses run by local high
schools; community colleges, or proprietary insti-

1 tutions

economic development and-other employment and
.'training initiatives sponsored through the

"federal government or- by the local government

employment and training efforts undertaken
by private sector firms.

To determine:

Are there gaps in the local service delivery system?

Are there possible area's 'for collaboration with servioe
deliverers?

Are there arreas in which your PIC may choose to
initiate new services or projects?

Can you "piggy back" by using PIC funds to support
successful programs? (

Are there existing program designs that you can
-modify and Use in your PIC? .

I

I

IV-18
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rA-

B. DEFINCPIC STRATEGY

PME AIDS

Step

1. Assess PIC Program Performance

1.1 Program-Level AssessmentFbrmats
- - Service to target groups
-Enrollment and expenditures
--Terminations
- -Costs
- -Other services and activities
--LEGS activities,

1.2 Component-Level Assessment Formats

- -Costs
- -Enrollment and expenditures
- -Terminations

1.3 Project or Service Delivergi-Level
Assessment Format

1.4 Prograt AssesgMent Questions

2. Assess PIC Organizationai and Operational

Performance

2.1 Assessme;it Questions
2.2 Developmental Need Questions

3. Establish initial Need Priorities

3.1 EGS Needs Questions
3.2 Target Group Selection Questions

{3.3 Training Program Occupations
Selection Questions

3.4 Target Group Service Needs Format

3.5 Target Group Assistance Needs Matrix

4. Redefine PIC Mission and Function

4.1 Mission and Function Analysis Form

Section ;I I I
Reference Pages

Refine Basic' Organizational and Operational

Fr4mework

5.1 Structural Ana sis Checklist

6. Formulate Goals and Strat Plan

6.1 Goal S ttin Form

I

503

111-62

III-7C

111-83

111-87-88
111-88-89

111-93-96
III -96 -99

111-997101
111-101-103
III-101-103

1117107-115

111-119-127



4

1.1 PROGRAM-LEVEL ASSESSMENT. FORMATS

0, .

USE: To review prpgram-level perlibrmancok in order to

ascertain ovsEall PIC programmatic ucodlliss And

to make fundamental decisions regaling program.

directi9n.
-

9

r
PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: SERVICE TO TARGET GROUPS

.

.

'GROUP

% of Total Participants 0

AUDAL PLAN %- VARIANCE

SEX

,.

Male .

FeTalt -4.

.

-

.

RACE

.

I

White/kop-
Hispanic

Black/Non-
Hispanic

Alter. Indian or

Alaskan Native

Asian or Pacific

Islander

.

.

.

.

.

.

AGE

'

N;

\

19 and under

20-21 .

22-44

45-54

55-older

.

.

,

.

...

SPECIAL
CATEGORIES
(as def4ned

by PIC)

O'

Handicapped

Vietnam Era

Veterans

ADC Recipients

Ex-Offenders

Other? (list)

c_

.

,

.

,

. ,

.

,

.

,

.

!1

4

1

IV-21
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t

. PERFORMANtE VS.-PLAN: ENROLLMENT AND'EXPtNDITOES

. . , .

INDICATOR

RESULTS

ACTUAL' PLAN % VARIANCE
. Total Cumul -ative Enrollment

. Total Current'Enrollment

.. Total Accrued Expenditures

.

.

.

.

. ..

PERFORMANCE'VS. PLAN; TERMINATIONS.

,

.

FORMULA,

AEULTS

ACTUAL PLAN . % VARIANCr-
/INDICATOR

# Positive Termination
Rate

.

. Entered Employment
Rate

. Indirect Placement
Rate

'.'

. PriVateSector ,;\__
PAL cement

-

,

Mt. Pos. Terms.
100Total Terms. ,$

Tot. Ent. Empi*x 100
_

'Tot. Terms. -

Less Transfers

Tot.Indir.Place.
100x

Tot. Terms..
Less Transfers

Priy.Sec.Place
100

.

x
Tot. Entered
Employment

,

i

r%,

,

IV-22

'



_

.

I
PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: COSTS

-..

..,

. iNDICATOR . F. RMULA

RESULTS .

ACTUAL PLAN % VARIANCE

, 4 Cost Per Positive
Termination

',' .

. Cott Per Entered
Employment -*

.

. Ost Per Indirect
!..Placrement

k

.

r '

Tot. Accrued Exp.

..

Tot. Pos. Terms.

Tot. Accrued Exp.

. .

.

Tot. Entered Emp.

Tot..Accrued Exp.

4
,

.
. .----

Tot. Indir. acePl

V

IV- 23

MD'

506'
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4

. -

PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: (OTHER SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES
.

RESULTS
ACCRUED

. EXPEND. $$ BUDGETED
. SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES ACTUAL PLAN % VARIANCE

Administrative Cost Pool
.

.

Intake and Assessment
.

.Employment Generat* Servs. .

Other ....."/

.

.. _

_. .

.0.

I

IV-24
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1

PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: SUMMARY REVIEW FORM
0

OBJECTIVES/
COMPONENTS , ACTIVITIES

ENb\RESULTS, OUT--

COMES, PRODS.EXP.

ACHIEVED ASSESSMENT PERU
LEVEL' EXPLANATION

,

YES QUANT. QUAL. .TIME COST

,

. .

>

.

1

_.

.,,
4,

.

.

'

.

.

.

4-

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.....

.

6

.

V

1

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

-

r

_

.

..

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,
. ,

,,,

,

.

_

,

. ..

.

.

, .

.1

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

508 509

e

1,
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1.2 COMPONENT -LEVEL ASSESSMENT FORMATS

USE: To analyze and compare the performarice of the various ft

components constintittg the PIC's program.

PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: COSTS

. ,..- .

COMPONENTS

Classroom Trng. Occ.

Classroom Trng. - Other

OJT

Upgrading
: .

Retraining

EGS

'Other
.

Other , .

.

_

COST PER POSITIVE 'TERM* COST PER ENTERED,FMP.* e. COST P;R PARTICI*
Planned ar.1.Actual Planned % Var. Actual Planned % Var.'. ' Actual

.

r _//At e -

.
i

.

4
, ..

,

w

.

a

. #

kect indicators, based upon the nature of your program,- which are applicable to components.

51(3

it

dil . ',511



PERFORMANCE VS ,PLACNROLLMENT AND EXPENDITURES

. COMPONENTS

Classromi-Trng.14.0cc.

Classroom Trng. : Other

OJT

Upgrading .

Retraining

EGS '

Other

Other

0

ti

CUMULATIVE ENROLLMENT CURRENT ENROLLMENT .
,

ACCRUED EXPENDITURES

Actual Planned '.1 Var:- Actual Planned X Var. Ajitual Planned X Var.

.4" (
t

.

f .
.

.

a .

.

. .
.

r

V 1
, .

1 . . ..' -

(PERFORMANCE VS. PLAN: .TERMINATIONS

COMPONENTS"

Classroom Trng. - Occ. ,

Classroom Trng. - Other

OJT .

Upgrading .

Retraining
,

EGS

Other ,

Other

4

POSITIVE TERM RATE* ENT7RED EMP. RATE* INDIREC PLACEMEN7

Planned

RATE*

1.Var,Actual Planned X Var. Actual Planned % Var. Actual

..

. . . .
. .-,-

. .
O'

41 ,
Ik,

.

.

,

.

..--

1Oa
1

.

-

*Select indicators, based Upon nature of your program,which are applicable to components.
A*

51.2 513-
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1.3 PROJECT dR SERVICE

USE: To analyze and compare
and service deliverers
through the PIC.

DELI4RER-LEVEL
1,

the performance
(i.e., agencies

4

COMPONENT: Classroom Trainin

ID

ASSESSMENT FORMAT

of the individual projects
and businesses) 'funded

.

SERVICES DELII/OkERS

,.

ENROLLED . TANG. EiPENDITURES. pos. TERMINATIONS ENTERED EMP.

Plan Act. Var. PTan A t. Var. Plan Act. Var. Plan Act. -, Var.

Prqject A
--, r

Project B
-

Project C
/...

,,

, \

- 3

' - Deliverer 1
.

% ,
,

. .

.

- Deliverer 2 #

_

/
r

,

.
, 4. .

.

-
,

.

_
./!)

-

4.

)r-`N1
Alio her indtcatoArequently u ed in this area is pre-CETA earnings vs. post-CETA earnings:

514
4

4

515



1.4 PROGRAM ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS,

USE: To facilitate prbgrammatic review and replanning.

4
QUESTIONS

.

1,

.

Were your initial planning assumptions valid?

, .
:

..

,

,

..

.

.Z.
.

Were you itial goals and objectives realistic?
. ,

.
.

.
.

......
'

, ..

3.

.

Was your overall programmatic thrugt, or mix of services
and projects sound?

'
4

. 4.

.

Are there any componenti of your program which should be
dropped?. Given increased support?

. ,

g,

\
1

4

5.

.

Are there any service deliverers who are ineffective?
Highly afectivie?

.
......-

,7--- .

.

. , -
,

.. r-

IV -29 516 )
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2.1 ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

USE: To analyze PIC organizational and operational
performance.

QUESTIONS

PIC ORGANIZATION

.

1. Are PIC goals clear, understood, and shared by members?

.

. .

. .

2.

.

,Are tke PIC members /clear on the role they ,WiFEEhe
Council/to play with reference to.the Private Sector,
Initiative Program?

.

.

.

.

gf

3,,

.

.

Are the divisions of responsibilities among and between
PIC staff and members clear?

,...

,,_

.
.

f` .

.

. .
.

. ,

4. Does e PIC have a complete statement of mission and
fun tion? _

)
.

6.

.

.

Is the Council structured most effectively and efficiently
to facilitate both decisionmaking and program oversight?

/

.

....

'

-

P-9 -

IV-30J



4r.

. .

° PIC OPERATIONS

6. Is the PIC well-itaffed? Are the PIC and the staff
assigned to or hired by it working productively .

together? -

,

. .....
,

7. Is there an active comfit of the PIC membership large
. enough to sustaih conTinuous decisionmaking and program
support activity? Can vacancies be filled in a timelt
fashion band are they filled using criteria that help .

sustain and build this core of active members?
, .

.

.

4, ,

I .
. .

- A
.

. . .

., .

8. Are PIC relations with the Prime Sponsor good enough to
allow the PIC tb have any leverage on the whole CETA,

. system?
. ,

.

.
. .

. , .

. . -. .

% - .

. 9. Is the PIC visible and positively received in the local
business community? . ' .

,

,--1
,

.

..
,

PIC PROCEDURES AND METHODS
.

' 41*
. . 4

10. *Does the PIC have administrative-procedures and operating
guidelines in place? Are they useful and current?

.
'

.
,

.

. .

...---

'51s
IV -3`L



r.

.

.

.

11.

.

.

.

-.

Is the plannfng p?ocess for Title VII orderly and
does it allow enough time to make reAoned. decisions?

.

.

.

#
.

.

.
.

v

.

12.

.

Is the'planning process structured to include
individuals and institutions whose

,

Olappdxt for the
final product is important?

. ,

.

., .

,
. .

.
. .

,

. _

.

N,..c

.

13.

.

:

.

-

Does the PIC have a systematic method for monitoring"
program performance and taking corrective-action as

. nebessary? 1

. .
.

. _

,

1 .

v.
.

.

_

14. hoes the PIC have a systematic plan for evaluating
the effectivenessof each activity and its total.
program?

A.
. ,

. .

4

.
,

.

.

.

,

.

'15.

,

,

. ,

Is the evaluation data which is collected sufficient
in quantity and quality for 1DIC decisionmaking?

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

TV-32



10- 2.2 DEVELOPMENTAL NEED QUESTIONS

USE: TO identify priority areas in which PIC needs to
develop its organizational and, operational'Oapabilities.'

QUESTIONS

r
z..,,_

1. Is there d need to 'reorganize or to restructure til,,
- ° Council?.

., .
.

. .
.

.

A, p

. ,
. .

4114 4- P- -

:'
. . . .

. .

.

le ,there a need to clarify staff and/or meTber roles
and responsibilities? --

-
.

1
.

- .

. la . o.
- ,

. a
. 1 1 . .

.
.

''. . .
. '. . - i

v. . . .

-N_Js there a ileed to improve staff or Council performance
t either in terms of work,output, relations with qne another,

.

or exttrnal reV.atiOnsA;
.

i. .

. I..

-,

.
r

. -

Rh

7 a
*NN-----,,

%.
. 7

. .

. 'Iim. .
,

. .
.

.

4. Is there a need to develop new Or More deta led asiministra-
tive procedures and, operating guidelines? ,

.

. . ,

...,-
.

'

.

.

.

-

_ 4

- *--

. f%

5... Is4 there a need to upgrade the Pic planning, Management;
and OValuation.process? ., '° .

-

. / ' _ .
.

.. .

, . .

\.....,

1 G y
:

1" ' .

. , ,

%

IV -33 520
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3.1 EGS NEEDS QUESTIONS

- USES. Toddentifypriority EGS service needs within the
community.

QUESTIONS

VImmk .

/-617---is there a lack of awareness of PSI??,

% I
. , .-

''
.

.

,

. .

0 _

.

da
.

-

, .. -- ,-r
.

.

2.,
a

.

.

,Is there-a negative impression-toward governmental ..

employment and training programs?
-

z.

,
,

.

. .

.

3. Do good job opportunities exist within the local environment
which go unfilled because of lack of contact between
governmentally-sponsored programs and local business
establishments?

.

.

. .

. .,

4.

,

Is there a need to help create
.
jobs or to develop the

economic climate of the community?

.

.
-

.. .

.
,

,

/
.

.

.

.5.

i

IS there effective cooperation and communication among these
agencies which constitute your local employment awl training
network? .

.

1 .

,/

.
.

, .

&
,

-

w-a4521



6: ,Havre ciovernmentally-spOnsored programs been designed to
be dystctly responsiVe to the needs of local businesses?

e

7.. What do local employers feel inhibits their employment
of the structurally unemployed?

8.. What' services can be provided to enhance the local
businesi community's receptivity toward your programs?

11

IV-35



4.

3.2 TARGET GROUP SELECTION QUESTIONS

USE: To identify target groups to be served through the
PIC's program.

QUESTIONS

ea

.

.

.

1.

. .

What is the rdlative overall severity of need Of each

,
participant. group? .

-%
.

....
-.

.

n

.

..

. -

, .

-

.

.......

2.

.

7,WhOt i the "employability" of each participant group
based. pn.ecIlicatidn-and length of employment?

.

-, .,q ..- .

.

,

. .

.

3.

,

,AWnat"-yfroelttageof the participant' groups is being
kr,ed"Zy other employment and, training programs?

s

,,','t' Ak.' ' ,

4 Airs, .

. .

4 . 4 .

. 4'

,

&

4. DO,subgroup9 home particular- and special needs? .

(ekgi diqplaced homemakers] ex-offenders; alcoholics;
Vietmaill ,yets.,) ,I.

, 4 04 4;
i

.
4.
4111k.

,
4,

.
. .

\
:

.
o

. ' V .

0 .

. . 4 .

'

6

1

IV-36, '
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I

il
'3.3 TRAINING PROGRAM OCCUPATIQNS SELECTION QUESTIONS

.
USE: To identify occupations for which to develop or sponsor

training programs. 41#

.
QUESTIONS

\

1.

.

.

_

What are the total number of projected openings for the
year?

,

. .

. ,..

, 2.

.

What is the percentage of "entry-level" openings?
,

.

3.

,

WhaE is the projected growth rate for 5-yearlPeriod?

.

.

-AI
4.

.

What ae% the hourly starting salaries?

- .

,

, .

.

5. What are the promotional potentials?
.

. .

.
.

6. What is the nature of working environment and conditions?

-.,

...

. .

7. What are the skills or training requirements?
e

_

..

,

.

.

.
.

.:- .
.,.



3.4 TARGET GROUP SERVICE NEEDS FORMAT
.

1

USE: To identify basic assist4Oce aid service needs
oftarget group members.

WO

O

Target Group Major Barriers Service Needs

I .

. ,

.

...

..

,

41

+OW

v

I

I

f

525

IV-38
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3.5 TARGET GROUPS ASSISTANCE NEEDS MATRIX

USE: To analyze and plan prOjects for meeting target group member
needs.

PUT/CT/AR
TAO=
POMP

41 414.11 TAO=
MOP

$

C

I

C

r-

I)

tn.

I -a/

TOTAL

5 2 c) 527



Pagekl of 3

/
4.1-_MISSION AND FUNCTION ANALYSIS FORM

USE: To review PIC's purpose(s), role(s) and
.responsibilities.

. .

PIC,ROLE OPTIONS DEFINED
.

ROLE FUNCTIONS .

SELECWhD ROLES/
,FUNCTIONS (of ).

Advisor - reviewer and consultant to
. i local CETA Prime Sponsor

in program planning, imple-
pentatton,pentatton, and review process.

A...

. ,

i -

. ,

--mm.

,

Identify factors'which contribute
to program effectiveness

e-
.E xamine the performance of CETA

' and the Employment Service'

s
Review and comment on plans of .

economic developmett agencies.

y

.

.

.

wool

Broker - facilitator and provider of
technical assistance for
connections between Prime
Sponsor and employment
community.

-
.

.

' .

.

.f

.

___

_...........
.

Between individual employers and
publicly- funded -prograts:

.

Disseminafe program information' to

employers.

..0""

Disseminate information on the
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit. .

i,

- Develop and market model contracts.
. f',..

s' Provide assistance to employers to
reduce the administrative burden
of program'.

Encourage employers to develop,.
Ilk

and to coordinate with training
agencies, job skill requirement
forecasts.

,

.
..

-

-

\

4 .

.

.,

528
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/

PIC ROLE OPTIONS DEFINED
I

ROLE FUNCTIONS
SELECTED ROLES!
FUNCTIONS (`1 )

-

.

.
.

' .

i

.

.....0-.

.

.......ar..

Between employers (as a group) and other
groups or entitutions in the community:

Coordinate Title'VII programs with '

other employment and training

activities.

Develop linkages between school
and work.

Develop linkages between employment
and training and economic
development programs.

11

Operator - designer and deliverer of
direct services either to
participants, employers; or
other agencies.

.

.

v

41
Programs for workerirr.,

Provide we4Ta'of work training.

Provide vocational skills training.

Provide entrepreneurship training.

Programs for employers:

Provide services linked to CETA

training and_plficement.

.

Provide economic development-related

services.

---.'"7"' ..
. .

.

_

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

....

. _ "4
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% Page 3 of 3

. .

PIC ROLE OPTIONS DEFINED
-

ROLE FUNCTIONSROB

.
SELECTED ROLES/
FUNCTIONS ( le -)

ill

.

.

4

,

.

. .

.

.

4

.

,

.

.

. -

.

.

,

.

.
.

..

.

.

.

i

..
.

Progrgas for education/employment and
training staff:

.

Promote exposure to private industry.

Provide assistance in accomplishing
specific tasks.

,

if

,

.

.

, .

. .

. .

.

-

.

4

.

.

,
,

.

i ..

. -

.
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6.

5.1 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OHECKLIST

USE: To assess PIC's basic organizatioAal and operational
structure. .

.

.0

.
.

Doing
Okay

1

Needs some
Im&dovement

- '''%3 4.

,Needs mucr
ImproVement

5

',]Relationihips *ith other CETAprograms'are
positive. .

, .' .

..

.
..

..

.

.Physical is adequate for meetings.
4 .

4...

.
1

s... .."' /

.

r

CHairpersons are sufficient to
.

manaqe_PIC411, *_

efforts. . .

,

'

.
;

: t

.

_

.
.

Cojrcil member workloadA ore realistic.

... -

. , .

. .

. , ,

.

......

4puncil composition is"representativeloof area
industry_.. lio,,: - 0 .

.

,

.
.

_

_The Couricil MefiberibiOeselection process -is
appropriati to PICneeds. .

.

,

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

, .

At least' 51'percent of the PIC's membership
comes from buSineSs. A .

.

/
.

v ,

....,

.

.

.

The committee. And subcommittee structure-
effectively supports the PIq's activities. .

.

r-' -

. .

. A
.

.

.

Commttted and subcommittee membership is
.

03

-

easily and fairlraetermiked. ,
o AP

..

*EXJAINING PIC STAFF 40
4

Staffing is adequate to perform IC function*.
0

, ',A".,"f 1 -

;'d

.0
aivision of labor

.

iamong.staff persons s

-qtaitaple. * %

r
. : bt -

S
. 535



.

Doing
'Okay

1 . 2

Needs some
Improvemen

3 4
d

'Needs muc
Improvemen

5

Adequate processes for' supervising and direct-
ing staff are in place.

.

.

i
'I

4,dequate mechanisms exist for hiring and
replacing staff.

.

.... . -
, ,

,

-

PIC staff are trained to,do their jobs as .

needed.

.

.
.

_

.,. . .

EXAMINING OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE
4 /

-
.

. .

By-laws Providwadituate aocuffientation,of the
PIC's operational- 'procedures and methods.

.

. .

.

Council meetings are scheduled appropriately.
,

, /
, .

0.4Council meetings are run in a way tha.ensures/

cimum participation and productivity. ,

.

,

The'PIC's approach to selecting officers is
.

open,,fair and representative.

..

.-,

Staff are clgar on their roles and respon-
sibilities.^ .

.

,
..

.

Council nemberis are clear on their -roles and
responsibilities. .

,

.

,

,

.

'There is an up -to -date Inc organization
cart.

.

.

_.

All Staff Members have current ob descrip-
tions. ..

.

.
.,

.

_

.

536

I
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'A

.

0

-.

_
Doing
Okay

1 ' 2

Needs some
Improvement

3

4
4

Needs muc
Improvement

5

Committees' roles and responsibilities are
clearly documented. .... A As

.

.

Committee assignments are listed and
disseminated. .

.

.

.

.

PIC start and membership are clear on the .

PIC's relationship to the,Prime Sponsor,
business, community groups, etc. .

.

,

.

..

_

The PIC has put an adequate system in place .

for planning, managing and evaluating its
efforts.

I

7---b'

'"

.

EkAMINING ORGANIZATIONAL STATUS
.

.
q

,
.

The PIC's stat is consistent with overall
CETA programmi .

, .

3
...,

-'

1.
,

,

The PIC is able to represent and foster
private sector involvemgnt. .

;.,-

16

s-
.

The'husiness community hasa positive regard
for the PIC. --,

...d.,,
.

. ,

.

.

,

.

,
.

.

4ii .

.

. .

, .
.

.

.

, .

,
,

. ,
.

.
..- .

_

IIIMMIP
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6.1 *GOAL SETTING Milk

USE: To develop strategic goals for the PIC.

AREA-

-

1

(

NEEDS/BARRIERS

1

RELATED GOALS
_

,

.

EMPLOYMENT
GENERATING'
SERVICES

.
- 2 -crk

.

.

c..

.

i

.

.

.

1

-
.

PARTICIPANT

,

SERVICES -

TRAINING'
AND'
DEVELOPMENT

...

.

-

..

,

.

.
. ..

..
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'PIC
ORGANIZATION

...

,

o

.

.

.

,

.

.
.

.

,

-,

.

--

540. 541



.C. ESTABLISH PROGRAM SCOPE

PME AIDS

Section III

Step Reference Pages

1. Define Appropriate Tactics

1:1 Tactic Selection Form 111-143-147

2. graft PIC Program Objectives

2.1 Participant Training and
Development Objectives Form

2.2 EGS Services Objectives Form

3. Specify Projects and Scope v,

3.1 Participant Project Scope Planning . .

Worksheet 111-161-165

3.2 Cost Estimation Worksheets III-1671-171

--Allowances
--Waged and frinws

S.

fr

542
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4.1 TACTIC SELECTION FORM
I

A

USE: To determine and record what tactic(s)
to employ to accomplish strategic goals.

'

.

, GOAL

.

?'
BARRIER ,

sk
TACTIC

.

-

.

, .

S.
.., .

..

,

.

.

.

.
,.

.

.

.

. . .
.

PARTICIPANT- RELATED TACTICS: EMPLOYMENT, GENERATING TACTICS:

0

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

_

.Classroom Training-Vocational
Classroom Training-Employability
OJT .

Upgrading
Retraining
Employment and Training Services
Supportive Services .

Customized Training
Pre-Employment & Job Sedtch Training

.

. .

:
.

.

,

_

.

.

.

.

:'

.

.
. .

Labor Market Analysis
Marketing , .

Economic and Community Development%
Incentiw Programs ,

Linkage Creation ,.

'4 ,

. .
,

c,;,

-

.

. .I.
'

. At
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2.1 PARTICIPANT TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES FORM

/ USE: To set objectives for.participant -related projects.

DEVELOPING PIC PARTICIPANT OBJECTIVES

PARTICIPANT GOAL:

WHO:

HOW MANY:

WHAT MEANS :-

PRIMARY RESULT:

"HOW WELL: (e.g., aver e cost/partiCipant average wage)

ygne1ReN.

4

IV-50

4.

.5 4 5

a

I
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2.2 EGS SERVICES OBJECTIVES FORM

USE: To set objectives for EGS projects.

EGS GOAL:

DEVELOPING,.PIC EGS OBJECTIVES.

TIME:

QUANTITY:

QUALITY:

COST:

N

414

5e1G

eifl
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3.1_ PARTICIPANT PROJECT SCOPE PLANN G. WORKSHEET
P

To plan scope of participantusdrvi g- projects.

,DESCRI1TION

.

OF 'MAJOR '

1.AHRIER(S)!--

SCOPE

OBJECTIVE

PLANNING

PRIMARY,
PROJECT

WORKSHEET

-

-

'

OTHER SERVICES NEEDED-70 ACHIh141-'ESTIMATED
OBJECTIVES (enter names).

.

, COST

TARGETpROUP.

DAscription
A

No.

.

.

/

C

.

0

.

..

#

.

,.

1

O

.

.

.

,

%.

'

.-

.
.I

.

t
..

-....

..

.

.

.

.

:
-

6

.

'. k

ib.Z.:
'1.

1

OS

.

,./

,_,

..

.

4%.

0
.3

.

.'s
. '

.

w

Si

.

.

r

4

I#

--

. '

.

.

e

-dr.

, ,

.

.

.

,
.

.

,

.

.

.

...

-

r.

.

.

o

.

X.

_

e

li

.

...I

,

..

_

.

.

.

...";

G.

.

.

.

1

e

,

.

-
.

.

.

.
.

.

1

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.

4'V

filth

1

.

4#

t

'

.

-

.

,,

.

.

.

.

...'

.

..
,

1548



3.2- COST ESTIMATION WORKSHEETS

USE: To project alltncesand wages and

fringe costs for participant serving..

projects.

Project/Coiponent

Basic Training
Allowances

Format for Calculating 'Allowances 4

$

No. Participants
Qualifyinti

4
X

L
.

Average Basic
NO.. of

A1194ance Weeks
-,Per 1.41k

, X

Allowances for,

Dependents

No. Pariticipants

Qualifying
X

Number Meeks Amt.per. Avg. No.

of Training Depend. of Depend.

X $

=

Meals,. Trans-

portation, etc.

No: Participants
Qualifying

X

No. Weeks Avg.Allow.

Particip. for this

'in Trng., Purpose
per Week

X $

TOTAL ALLOWANCES = $

4

p

IV-S 3

Vo.

C

*m.....mommmuNk



Format for Calculating Wages and Fringed

,
--,.....,

.
. .

(1)

Occupation

. (2)

Number of
-Positions

(3) (3)

Avg. HOurs of
Employment or

Training

(4)

Average
Hourly
Wage

(5)

Total Wages for .

Occupation
Cols. 2 x 3 x 4.

(6)

Fringe
Benefits

.

. ,

.
.

-

..,
. ,

'
..

-_

.

Total Wages

$ .

Total
Fringes'
$

OP
./

"..,1/4

I-

S

I V - 5 4

,.

40

r



D. DEVELOP PROGRAM OPERATIONS PLAN.

4

PME A.Igt

Step

1. Structure Program Delivery System
1

1.1 Project Design Formats
--Project Planning
--Activity/Service Planning Format
--Management Plan Format

1.2 Project Delivery Questions' 1II-179-182
1.3 EGS Questions and.Control ForMat 111-182-184

2. Establish.Perfovance Standards

2.1 Staddards Setting Form III-187-193

Section III
Reference Pages

111-177-179

3. Secure Necessary Assistance

3.1 RFP Contents Checklist 111-198-201
,3.2 Proposal Review Criteria 1-202-204
3.3 Current ContractOr RevieW Guidelines

and Fotm . 111-2047205

4. Finalize and Approve Operations Plan
$

4.1 Program Operations Plan Outline
4.2 'Final Cost Plaii Checklist
4.3 Sample Work Statement Format

111-211-212
111-212-213
111-211-214

.

IV-55 41%

f.



1.1 PROJECT DESIGN FORMATS

USE: To plan and develop designs for projects
be sponsoredsponsored by through the PIC.,

1. Project Planning Format

Project:

t

MAJOR ACTIVITIES/SERVICES PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

,

.

. .

2. Activity /Service Planning Format-

.Management

PROJECT: . . .

.

MAJOR ACTIVITY/SERVICE: PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
te

ACT/ON STEPS
2. RESOURCES/IISIB.

REQUIRED''

3. TIME
FRAME

4. PERSONDAYS
ALLOCATED

I

,

.

a
.

.

lk-

Plan Format

ACTIVITY/TASKS, STAFF RESPONSIBLE ,

-

-% OF TIME TO ACTIVITY /

.

A

. 4

-

IV-57 (
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I

1.2 PROJECT DELIVERY QUESTION

USE: To determine basic projept delivery arrangement and
coordination mechanim for all PIC projects.

11-

4 QUESTIONS

A.

.

. .

Participant Services:

1.

,

How will your PIC handle
--outreach?
--recruitment?
--intake?
--assessment? .

.

..

2. What, if any, provisions will be made for
. -- Participant special development needs?
--Participant support service needs? .

.

.

.

.

3. Will your PIC undertake
--placement?
--job development? .

--program .termination activities?
,

.

.

.

. '

n

4.

-

%

Will your. PIC give follow-up assistance to .

program services? .

.

-

.
i

,C

.
.

0

...11. \

' ° °

-

.
.

\

IV-58
r-
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QUESTIONS AND CONTROL FORMAT

USE: To establish methods for overseeing and controlling
EGS projects.

QUESTIONS

1.

R .

What end products or results will be roduced? In what
time period or by what date?

. .

p
.

.

2. What interim products will be produced? By when?

...

3. What major activities will be accomplished? By when? .

-
..

.

.

4. What are project benchmarks? When will they occur?
_ .

.

.

5.

,

What are the major tasks or steps necessary to complete

each woject? What is 'their timeline?
.

.

.

.

,
,

.
.

a

* . .

.

.
. .

. ,

. .

. .

.

(F

.

.

.

.

.

,

S*

rycYsiii
A



ti

r.

4

PROJECT/ACTIVITIES-
MONT:i

1 2
.
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Activity 1.

i, Activity 2
,

.

(.

. "V
.

,

AL

.

.

.

AI

.

0

.

.

.

A, = major betnchmark

0 = dekiverable product

IV -60
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2.1 STANDARDS SETTING FORM

USE: To develop peiformance Standards for PIC
programs, components, and pr5jects.

Assessment -Level (Program/Component/Project):Art

Assessment Area (Projecf7Activity/Services)Y

INDICATORS .
.

(What to Measure)
STANDARDS

(Level of Perf. Expected)

4

e

.

.

\

..-

.

-.....,

1

5 6

kt



3.1 RFP CONTENTS CHECKLIST

USE*: To structure effective Requests for Proposals
to assist in *he delivery of PIC projects.

0 Project Title

C3 Describes project
0 grief description of service to be provided

Indication of competitive bidding
Closing date for bids,

0 Program Information

PSIP-CETA legislation
PIC in general
Your PIC conberns/perspectives and mission
Relevant goals from your strategic plan

O Project Objectives

Services to be provided
Purpose of project
Specific project objectives

' Obstacles/barriers at rich project_is aimed
Assumptions underlying service approaches

O Scope of Work

.-Sub-objectives of project
[3 Activities to be performed
[].Services to be provided

Characteristics of target groups

0 Performance Measures and Evaluation Criteria

Measures for project monitoring.
Measures for evaluating performance
Evaluation criteria for each project component
Performance standards

3

4
Performance Schedule

Major activities
Achievement levels

C3 Specific dates

LI Management and Reporting Requirements

Required reports
Required administrative procedures

Oa 557
IV-62

)-



ti

6

.0 PIC PAI.cy,and Regulations
4.

Contracting procedures
Type of contract to be awarded
Method of payment

55 -63
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3.2 PROPOSAL REVIEW CRITERIA

USE: Toianalyze respd Proposal.to Requests for Proposal.

'Following is a list of in-depth proposal review criteria.

6 ,

Progrem Impact/Outcome - Potential contribution
of the program toward the resolution-of the
problems experienced by the eligible populatidn,.
and the pitgram:e potential contribution toward
the attainment of.PIC goals.

1. ,Will thei
11

proposed program result in
'placements in the private sector at
a rate acceptable to the PIC?

2. Will the proposed program result in
proportional placement in jobs` for all,
significant segments?

3. Will the proposed programlacilitate
and result in. retention of participants"
by employers after placement?

,
.

4. Will the proposed training and/or ser-

vices enhahpe the upward mobility and

promotional opportunities'of partiCi-

1 pants?

1.

'Program Design - Potential success of the

iprogfam design in the attainment of the

described'outcomes/impact.

1. Dots the,proposed-program satisfy one

or more of th iteria_fcpc projects

to be fundedlgr Title VII within

thq,PIC?

2. Does the proposal dentain a feasible
design and rationale describing who
will do what, when,,where and how
(i.e., program activities and partici-

pant flow)? ,

3. If the cooperation of-other prganiza-.
.tions is necessaryto succeesfully
akmplement the program, does'the pro-
posal describe the coordination with

*those other organizations?

IV -64



x.

4. DOes'the proposal describe adequate
and potentially successful procedures
for outreach, recruitment and assess-
ment of participants that will ensure
enrollment of significant segmenti at
the proposed rates?

5. Does the proposal adequately describe
training for occupations which are in-
demand and explain how persons trained
will be successfully placed into such
jobs?

6. Does the proposal adequately describe
how the offeror will provide the support"
necessary to sustain participants throUgh-
out the_training in order to reduce
attrition?

Program Cost - How do the,followindecost
factors compike with, competing proposals's,

1. Cost per participant enrolled (total
program cost minus income transferred'
to participants).

. .

. .

12. Cost per placement (total program cost
minus income transferred to participants),

3. Does the proposal adequately explain
and justify the costs of the program?

Management Plan - Ability of the organization
to.implement the proposed program and attain
-the stated objectives.

1. Does the proposer''s past relevant ex-
.

perience indicate a potential for sup--
cessful management and implementation
of the'proposed -program?

2. Does.the proposer demonstrate success,
or reflect'a potential for:Success in
providing the described services and/or
training?.

3: Does the proposer demonstrate' success,
or reflect a'potential for success, in
serving the-eligible population?

4. Does the management plan adequately and .

feasibly describe the necessary activities,
events and timeline for successful imple-
mentation of the program?

(
560
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3.3

ii

CURRgNTCONTRACTOR REVIEW' GUIDELIJIS AND FORM
1,.

.,,,' . i . .

USE:. To review

.,-
, .

. . . , ,

,and assess the ,performance of current PIC
c-ontracto0: : 7

-t

Is the trainiOgAentity well- established?
-.

1% entity havSadequate-f ilities?Does the.-tralhing

Will it provide counseling and placement tc--

se jet
ces? ,

.

Has the,currimilum b4,n -developed y4thlprivate
sector input?

4
Does-th0-htity have adgqqate.accountihg.prbcedures?

What-are,criteria for instructors?
.

Will-aetitudin41 sod skirl tr'ainIng'be provided? -

14ill training qualify CETA participants'y job' )

openings? -".-

What are pOcedures for
,

placing.mOrers in 114
37 gb

uriSUIDSidiZ44.4400? 'L

SP

4.

2.

-;1.%



01

Projected Outcomes for FY'81'

Description of Performanue-by Current Contractor

40
.A

,

Jurisdibtigi144'
i

t
a

Prpgrarh Activity!
. .

--,,,

a.

Total Enrollimirmts:

1. M inorities',

2. Females

3. YOuth 121 ..44 under)

4. 14010erWorkers (44 and older) .

;

'St

0

Total Termin;at taps

'I.:Entered Unsubaidized Employment,
.

2. 'Additibnal
Poft

sitive Tem&nations

' 3. Othert Termtnat iong

C. Entered' Urtsubsidrzed Employment
'in. a Private Sector Job

,

,,

k,15.. ,,Expergi,truktes
,

...
, ,

,/

f Ai
a'

'og Taw AC t iv i tY. , . Planned, tual

,\ ,. .,.), , ,- , - '-
IL ,

$ ''' r'' a, $ d - :1 . STP
_! ,,, 4

. , ,. --.70-------

1 1
1

2. QJT
$ f ,

r.

41i
4---2.:

T 4

°

o

/ 3. CRT
.

$ S'''

/ .

\
ft. ,E&O'

Planned pr
Pe rf St and .

0

ItActual Variance'

5r 1

2
'

hr . X

0

.
2 2

; .4,.r=0.
X

f'
5.- Total

$

$

7

ariance

X

0

0



. 4. 1 PROGRAM OP RAT ONS PLAN OUTLINE

't1SE: ,To Structure clhtent f r PIC's%Prog Operations
Plan.

. 'PIC Program Performance Standaras.

PIC Administrati e Stru ture and Organization

PIC Operating ProCedures

PIC Program Deliveiy System

PIC Projects
.

..-:.,--m.

...PIC Management Plan and Procd016s
°

.
,-- _

PIC,'Evaluation Plan and Procedures
. .

, 1--

) . ,Bildget Allocation and Accounting Procedures.

3

r,

m
: e 6

IP,.../

V% 1
t

.. *:4
: , . .. ...r{ A,

.'
-,

!* .'10 '+'

,_,

.7

.
.':.).

,

4f

. . ,

'
,.

. .14, ,,

.*:
. 1

'47

1%.riLlif: 1

..:

V
( ..

I,

0 '

.
.
...

.. N
I

.,

; :
'' . -4 , :I . -,

P. . .

bk. '1".:,/'. '''
..' "k?'

'' t..7 * 4

IV . ...
1

.. ...

11,..'

., :' 4. :it #

IIP q`

4,,f4 ..,-

tr ,

... ,...
v.

.
1 * gb * :

-.,,
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4.2 FINAL COST PLAg CUECKLIST"

pSE: To review final program costs to ensure that they Ake
.

'within original planner range and PIC's final budget

allocation. ,

.

(/
--.,......\:

Document all final-projects costs

p:Compare final project costs to,original estimates

Note differences

Display 'all line item costs

aCheck to make sure thacfunds are planned to generate.

services at maximum lempls of efficiency

Arrange cots in proper categories

'Check to make sure. hat all projected costs are in

accordance with federal regulations -:

Participant related - at least 50%.
ES - up to' 30%

/Administrative - no more than 20%
1

-.Check to be sure that total costs don't exceed total

allocat4ons - 0,

4

4^

.0

t.̂
-1.

1664 .
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4:3 SAMPLE WORK ATEMENT FOILIAT

USE: To serve as a model forAproject. work s tements.

Number to be served:

6 .-month period:

-Type of Irainingz

YOUTH TRAINING UNIT

60 slots
*'

Novernber1981 though April 1982 -

Virious including Clerical,
Mgrchandising, Brick-laying,
Electrical Repair, Food Sqrvice

1 'What service the component provides

The PIC will provide allowances and in some cases
tuition payments for pe ns participating in
occupational training at rious local pei'vate
sector training.lAtitutions.

Client assignment standar ds
S

Counselors wial" assign ,persons between the ages
of 17-22 who show prerequisite talents, a degree
of dexterity, and basic education to successfully
complete training within a 26 -,week periodor

3. Wha work isoeo be done

The Youth Training Coordinator will
*

4

c. , Anal
d. Moni
e. Monit

6eLop training 4ites.as required.
°Or inate the flow of participants into and-out,

of ogr_ti-- \ ..

ze report g the effectiveness,of the program.
n training sites and applicant progress. '

r the .payment of trainees. ,.

The ounselin staff will

a.

b
'Select and refer eligible p articipahts.
Maintain foIlow-dp as required.,

Tie. training.institdtic$ns.will

a. providefrain.ing in the variOus skills areas.-
Aid in the placement of,trainees.
Provide information on participant progress to
project coordinator..

4.

IV-76
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4, Work Schedule

a. Enrollment'in training programs will be accomplished

0 on an' open-qptry basis, according to individual

needs.
,

b. Training will be' completed within a maximum'of 26

weeks.
c. All participants Will be paid on a weekly basis,

attendance recordi will be proc%ssed weekly.

d. Follow-up contacts, will be made as necessary,

but not 'less than Once per,month.

5- How the workis to%be coordinated

even
0 a

.
.

.a. A outh training coordinator will inform counselors'

of available 'slots. .

t ,
.

The oordinator will
and

that counselors are Aware

' of status changes and the need for special ,follow7up.

c. The coordinator will assist counselors in'obtaining

follow-up. and progress reports
,

- . .

d. The co0-rdinator will monitor payroll, -....`_:"i,

e. The coordinator will insure proper implementation of':
4

.0rogram. -

416

Support received. .

4.111r

a. Counseling staff will inform the coordinator when _..,

`slots" are desired. ,
'Ik. .

.. .

)

b. Counseling staff will refer eligible applicants..-
,:

c. Counseling staff will provide support services for

trainees as needed.

6. Administrative procedures 1

-
,

.1.

v. ..

.

The training agency will prepare and submit all4ormg, ,

.,

-internal records, logs and reports required, by the youtA;

tr4rning gooredinafor.. The coordinator. ,will provide same- a ..'"

to the director, :of emplo*meat and training 4 :', .. ,

to counselor..suiekrvisors when necessary.
., ,. ,..

sore

b.

7. Performance Standards, . r

The foll standards will be used to measu

in this co6Ponent:
,

,4;

a,. All Braining slots shall .be deye d A dre

Kivate or public training agencies.
... :4.'

P,

b.. Not more than 10 percent of particip nts.Shall-

-be termknated for reasons other than rat-iPe
.'
.

to\anothbr status. 4

c. Npt less than 85 percent of completion will be
J.11F

p placed in jobs as 0 result of the trainil0i002. .

d.- ,Not less than '90 percent of the occupat.ilh#1

training conducted will be completed in'26:weeks

,- or less.

IV-7l
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e. The Prime Sponsor shall require the accurate,
legible, and timely submission of attendance
records on a weekly basis.

f. The PriMe Sponsor stiarl:require submission
of co Olete and accura,te trainee progress
,repo is on a monthly basis.

8. Monito arran ements
- .

a. Standard (a)' shall be insured by the youth
training coordinator's personal review prior
to commitment.

-

- -
, t ,_ h Standards '40), (c) , and (d).shall be monitored

.

-$. by the director of planning and 'evaluation through
reports required for this purpose..-

c. Standards (e) and (f) shalid. be- -Monitored by the
yodth training Coordinatotrand. director of work

' trainin41/4 __

11, .. . .

..-.''. .- -'9-. Staffifig
.

l t.
..-- .1..t .-

'.
C . - : 1

1. 1 youtillicaining cOordihator (full time)
--7-i-J--:- *1- 1 payroll: clerk (1/3 time)..,, 1 , ;.

4 A (' A, . , 1 secretary (1/3 'time).,,..

. I.

'""i

.1

; .

1

,

6

N.
7 .
'ci31...i7

Mot

4
.1

I.

I



IP

DEVELOP MANAGEMENT (MONITORING) PLAN

Step

N

PME AIDS

Section III
Reference Pages'

1

Establish Management Review and Control.
Process

1. Operational Review Process Questions
1.2 Responsibility Agignment Questions

.

2. Determine Management Information an d

Reporting weds

2.1 Easic Management Information Needs
Questions .

,

2.2 Management. Information nd Monitoring
planning Worksheet

3. Design Management Reporting System

3.1,Basic Monitoring,, ormat
3.2 Trend Analysis Form
3."3 Comparative Analysss Form
3.4 Trend and Comparative Analyffis Form
3.5 Monthly Participant Activity. Report

Form
3.6 Monthly Services Assessment Form
3.7 Sample 'Arend Analyst's Management

Reporting Display Chart

4.

rem

4

alp

111-221-224
111-224-228

111-231-233'

111-233-239

111-246'
111-246
III-248250

III-246-247
111-246-24.7

111-246-248

rw

I
563
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. 1.1 iSPERATIONAL REVIEW PROCESS QUESTIONS

USE: To determine basic procedures and method
directing, and controlling PIC operations and

,

QUESTIONS

for overseeing,
rogram performance.

By answering the following questions, you can lay the round-

work for your PIC's basic monitoring procedures.

* What* information is absolutely essential for monitoiing

performance and managing the PIC's program?

* What are the sources of this information?

* How can this information be, collected?

* What procedures are necessary for analyzing the

information?

* When, how oftene, and in what mannershould,the information

be reportbd?

* Who will review management reports?

* How will corrective actions be implemented?

4/

a

IV -7,5
569



1.2 RESPONSIBILITY ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS
V

USE: 'To eJstablish individual responsibility and accountability
for plementing PIC's operational review process.

QUESTION

.By...answeringthe followin% guegions, you will' have the.
information necessary to determine basic management review
responsibilities for both yic staff and members.

'

* Who will have ultimate responsibility for administering
the monitoring plan?

1,Whd will supervise Monitoring?

* Who will
I

prepare monitoring and mapagement reports?
.. i.

* Who will be involved in-the analysis. of monitoring
reports and in- the interpretation of findings?

* What will the Cpuncils role be in the, monitoring
-.process?'

414

INN

'
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II

2.1 BASIC MANAGEMENT 'INFORMATION NEEDS QUESTIONS
r

USE: To determine the general types and quantity of data

essentia for effective program management.

QUESTIONS

IP'

Answering these questions will help you to 'determine your

minimum data needs.

4
A. Participant Data

Who has been served? (participant characteristics)

How Many have, been served? (enrollment data)

What. have been the program outcomes? .(deter-.
ination and completion data)

What has it costs?. (expenpitu're data) :

:)

B. ,EGS4 Data.

What products/activities have been completed?
4

Wha t have been the'giesufts?
.

. .

-Were they completed in.- a timely and

manner?

What has
(

it cost? V

high 'quality

4

r

Iv

tr



2.2 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND MONITORING
PLANNING -WORKSHEET t

USE: To determine specific information-needs, 'sources,
method (s) and frequences, of data---collect-icrn..--for
each PIC project. NOW

Component/Project:
T

wfOnu it..,.
Ciffill PI it
NI001120/Nwoctoots Of

i
necOuNotNOILO

il*LOu4NO2

/110.0itiCIINIS OOACTMOI flofOnualfel sof OnmfirtON naOssof O Of facaL sownca CI I NO

s 1.1 il

I

0

.

.

.

0

I

.

.

I

a

.

..

.

.

.

_

or

.

.

.

re

..11

44

.

.
.

.

.

.

ea

.

.

Or

/

1

.

.

".

11,

t

.

.

1

.

e

..

%

.

.

;

.

..'
..

c

_

.

.

.{

.

.

.

.

.

.

a

a

...

4

,

.

.

.
f

.
.

-_

I

t

.

. .

I

.

r
IV-78
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3. 1 BASIC MONICORING,,FORMAT.

USE; To chakt and review PIC, program 'performance

4, I

141,N:

41.

Area

._ .
.

.
Performande Indicators

.

'

,

K ;

Actual

.._

. ..

, Plan
.

,
% Variance

I

.
.

.
.

.
. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. $

. .
,

,

.. .

"

N

I

r 4 14.

fi

, 4

,. AT-593
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USE: To analyze performance i 3.2 TREND ANALYSIS FORM

TITLE VII
g

PERFORMANCE INDICATQR TRENDS:/ SIGNIPiCANT SEGMENTSPERCENTILE OF.iROGRAM ENROLLMENT!

over time.

V
SIGNIFICANT SEGMENT
ENROLLMENT CATEGORY

1st-Quarter I 12hclQuarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
FY 80 ,-.*

*

Pl.%
* *

Act.%
% of
Dev.

.

P1.%
.

t ot

Act.%
of%

.

Dev. P .% Act.%
% of -

Dev. P1.%
,,,,,I

Act.% 4
s. of

Dev.

_ .

.

Male
.

1
.

.

.-----

Female -

19 & Under
.

.

.

.

20-21
t

.
.

*.- 22-44 .

. .

.

, ,..

-54
a J

:'. .

.

.

.

. :% 1 .
,

55 i Over . .

.

W. - (N.H;) .

.

.

1

'B. - (N.H.) IF
$_,

Hispanic .

A.I. & AN.

A. & P.I. ,

.

.

.
.

s*Plan.percentage: Use demographic tablesin Annual Plan or ompute from PPS (Part3VA-L4;(Part IA),;

"Actual percentage: Compute from ow (sig. seg.).(Total pa tit. enrolled)

574
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1

1

A

1>B-13.4(COMPAR4TI ANALYSIS FORM

USE:, To compare and assess performance among PIC program components.

COMPONENT: Cla1srodn Trajning
1 Quarter . 4

'.\-.

SERVICES DELIVERERS-)
;

-Ilk

ENROLLED TRNG. EXPENDIRIES 1 POS. TERMINATION?

.

ENTERED EMP.'

:Nab' _ Act. Va.r. Plan Act.. 4. ,Plan. Att. Var. Plan Act. Var.

PrOject A . :. .

.
, .

.

Project B :
( -

,

,

1

.

.

*eroject
4 ,P,'
c.. t . .

,---'(

.

-

7 Deliverer 1 .

.

.

4

e .

- Oil 1 yerei 2
.

.
.

.

..

.

.
_

.

.(

.
.

.

.

, /

.

\ r

t .
i

lAprher indicator frequently used in this area is..pre-CETA earnings vs. post-CETA earnin

(-516

0



3.4' TREND AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS FORM
4,

USE: To analyze andcompare performance over time among PIC

program components.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR TRENDS: EXPENDITURES*
TITLE VII

I

44

PROGRAM COMPONENT * .

i

I

t

1

4th
Quarter

1st
Quarter

2nd
Quarter

.

3rd
Quarter

H 4th 1

I, Quarter

%

CLASSROOM TRAINING ,

. i

.

OJT

..

N

4.
.

SERVICES TO PARTICIPANTS
4

.

. .

.

- .

EMPLOYMENT GEN.' SERVICES
r . .

.

F
... 1

.

OTHER
. .

.

.

.

,

,

.

,

OTHER
is,-;

r .c,

6 ,

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
.

\

1

c
..:

i

i

.

,

,

.

-
.

Upgrading
.

, .

.

.

Retraining .

/, . i .

,

. '.

k

d

Enter percent of program funds expended, compared to planned budget.
Ref: Financial Status Report.

573 579



3.5 MONTHLY PARTICIPANT ACTIVITY REPORT FORM

USE: To present data regarding part &.cipant progress, in PIC program.

REPORT el

Report for Period Lading;

, "
MONTHLY PROGRAM/ACTIVITY. REPORT

7 TOTAL CRTA PROGRAM

e

Ej ACTIVITY:

. _
.

. ,
ASSESSMENT INDICATORS ' .

PLAN ACTUAL
2 VARIANCE
FROM ?LAX

PERFORMANCE
STANDARD

MAIMING
LIGHT

COMMENTS

U

1. Tptel Costs (2 + 3) -
,

.

2. Regular Costs ,

3. Administrative/Allocated Costs
% .

m
W
ea

..a

o J

o

Z
ba

.

4. Total Cumulative Participants (4a + 4b)

_ .

.

_
.

8.40 Board teginning_of Great .
,

b. Rev Participants
AO

5. 'fetal Terminations (5a. b. + c) * . .

a. 'Intel Placements (5*(1)_+ Ss(fl) .

-
_

S. (.) Direct
:* (FT Indirect .

- b. Total Roaitive Linty teritass -

.
4

.

4

c. 0011er Terminations, TVT XXX XXX
-, t

6. Current Enrollment (4 - 51
.

7.**Number Completing Activity _

8. *U leti. Job Gat Period .

.
.

t
0

9.
.

10:
. ' .

11. .

.

.

*
'

12. '
. . ,*

2

. 0

1.
r. N

V M

ZW

-

.

13. Positive Completion Rate (7 + $b S a IOC)** '

It a

XXX
,

_,,A A

.
.

. ,

,

14. Placement Rate (a 5 s 100) ,

15. Direct Placement Rate (58(1) 5s a 100)* . XXI
. k

16. job UtryComplation Rate (8 t Sp a 1001.* . XXX ,

17. AOlnistrative Cost Ratio (3 4 1 a 100)
,

XXX

18. Average Cost per Participant (1 * 4 .

. -
LEX .

. .
.

19, AverTge Cost per Plaiement (1 * 3s XXX .

20. Aver. Cost per 'otlays Completion l 4'Z + tort* a
xxx . ,.

21, Avery Cost per man-year . XZ A , .

1

.
.

.

*Utilised for Tot.11,CETA Program Coly
**Utilised at Activity Leval only

r-

580
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3.6 MONTHLY SERVICES ASSESSMENT FORM

Z,VSE: Topresent data regarding participant services,
provided through PIC prograni.

REPORT PERIOD to

-

INDICATORS
Number of Clients

Secved

INCIMOTS SW'
SERVICE

t TOTAL
COST

, ,

_

.
Staff,
.Time

=.

' Plan Actual Var. Warn. Plan Act. Var. Plan Act.V,Var. Plan_ Act
.

TOTAL SERVICES TO bLIENTS. ai .

. .

TOTAL MANPCWEI SERVICES ...

.Intake . .

' Ay.Orientation
.ColinselinAlCo achIER .

.

.

.

..

.

v -
.

4 Job Development
.

. .
....

Placement .
,

/
.

c ,Placement Followup .

__

'.
..,. e 4

_
0

,.

, )P, n. tit. ._ -4

r
g,

TOTAL SIRVICES . : ''' :'0*
.

.SUPPORT

Care.Child
.Transportation

.

.Medical Treatment ,
11 ao .

.Family Planning
r

.

I '-'

,

.Vocation Rehab. 7
4 .

.
.

41,-1
' .5onding ' . I

e .
II

.

. -
.

S.

Comparison :'

Ratios *
.

Cost
per

Client

7---Cost .

Re; _. -

d' Incident
. oiLiervice

,

Percentage .

.
of

Staff Tire.
-

Percentage of
Toijil Manpower

Serece Costs

,

Manpower Services
''

'

.

supportive Services
. 4 .

0.,

-

.

.
.

A .

. r , .

.

a

.

.

r
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- 3.7 SAMPLE TRENDANALYSIS MANAGEMENT REPORTING
DISPLAY CHART

USE To arrange performanceAata in ',such fashion that

it is easily reviewable for management control

300

oo

,,
190-
I

100

50.

1 i019

,Ne 103%

85%

4n*,

purposes.

UNIT: WORK EXPERIENCE
..J

ACTUAL

DATE OF REPORT:

. .

_.,
1-......4....Me. 1,91.e.

.--

.-

_i. ......
I

._.
...A

.

.

OCT NOY DEC JAN PEE MA. APE MAY JUNE JULY

1O`coltnecTivr ACTION INITIATED .

TREND ANALYSIS: PERCENT OF PLANNF,D ENROLLMENT

UNIT WORK EXPERIENCE BY CONTRACTOR DATE,0F REPORT

!
.......

le

! '... I ;e 1,"
;

MJ0 SEPT

.................
1

OCT t Noy OEc

CONTRACTOR

- CONTRACTOR
CONTRACT°. C

JAN AEI VAS APR MAY 7d N Ave/ 'sr.*
11

4 7 -

connect

duiv

E ACTION INITIATED \

584
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4

4

C,

DEVELOP EVALUATION PLAN

PME AIDS

Section III

Step
Reference Paget.

4
1. Establigh.Scope and. Nature of)EValuatipn:

f

LI 'Type of EValuation Questions ,.

1.2 OuicoMe Evaluation.FprmatS
1.3 eIetrve Effectivene'ss Evaluatibn

Checiclist
111-261-271'

1.4 Impdbt Evaluation Checklist and

Questions
1117271=279'

111-260-261

2. 'Assign EvafuationResponsibilities and

Establish Procedures
1

,

2:e Evaluation Reviewlorbcess Questilonq

.

111-283-285

.
1.2 Evaluation Responsibilities Questions .1II-285-28"8

t * %_

3. Construct EvaluationResearch Design .i

. _ . .

3,1 'Evaluation Plan Development Questions I1I-29,1-301
1

3.2 MOIel Evaluation Plan Format .
*III-301-302

4. Create Research andData Gathering

Instruments

4.1 Ba§ic Baseline Data Worksheet

- 'Format
4.2 Evaluation Research Instrumehts

Checklist

S

III- 305 - 306

111-367-311
-

1V-87,

.*



1.1' TYPE OF EVALUATION QUESTIONS

,

a

USE: To deteymine the primary.typefs)'of evaluation your ,PAC :

- will emplpy to-evaluate its,programs:'.

QUESTIONS'

.4. .. ,.

Answer the qUestions below begin tooaetermine the general

scope and focus ofYour.PIC's!evaluation. Then det mine-

. .whatrelative proportion;Of your-PIC's

-..,-.

effrte-shailid be concentrated in each
.4-3,c5i1 defined as.important. 4

....

.
. ,

..

"How import.ant is tt, at this point '.

- in 'its evolution, for yoUtorPIC to
.-."'know hOw well your'progi'am performed

against those standards set at the
.' beginning of the performance period?

(outcome evaluation).

important y.f PICow mportanllist or your'i

to be able to assess and compare
the effectliveness of projects,

,tactics, service deliverers and
program components (Relative
Effective Evdivatipn)

.

ft.. .

How important is it for your 'PIC

overall eval tibn '.

of those are s which
,

Very Not-

Imp. Imp. Imp.',.

5

.

a

5

4,

.4

'3

111P

3

-

3

2

2'

2

1

.

,

1.

1

to be able to determine the extent
to which yOUr programs have brought
about institutional change or
achieVed your PIC's broad goals?
lImpact,Evaluation)

What relative proportion of ).rouz PIC's evaluation' efforts

should it allocate to the. types. of evaluation lisMI below?

Type Proportion of Total Evaluation Eflport

Outcome EValuation,
Relative Effectiveness
Evaluation
Impact Evaluation

s

IV-89



a

4.

r.

vo.

V

1. .OUTCOME EVALUNItION P.ORMIITS
. .

USE: To determine what outoome indicators acid,
standards will be used to evaluate 'your
PIC's program succes.s.

. . e
°Refer to forms under Stage B, Step 1, pp. IV-17 to IV-43.

/

p.

Or

I

C

IV-90

4,



1.3 RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
CHECKLIST 41*

USE:' to determine what types of effectiveness indexes to use

---, to evaluate your P.IC's programs.

Checklists.

There are three basic forms of indexes which can be used to ~-

assess the relative effectiveness of your PIC's efforts.

These indexes are defined below. Check the type of index(es)

which your PIC will use to compare effectiverftss and write

in the space designated the specific index or indicators -

that you want to apply. ,

INDEX MEASURE(S)-
TO BE 'OR INDICATORS TO

. TXUS OF INDEXES USED () BE APPLIED

''Effectiveness - performance measure
which combines two or more measures
of effectiveness to-derive a result
Stated in numerical terms (e.g.,
placement/wage index)

'IP

Cost Effectiveness - performance
meastres which combine or
associate' costs With effectiveness
indexes to determine the relation-
ship of costt to effectiveness in

achieving planned results.

'Composite - performance measure
compiled of several factors (e.g.,

. planned versus actual performance;
extent of service or more in need;
cost effectiveness; extent to which
participants complete component; :
weighted according to .their impor-

tance.

1

IV-91
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`

1.4 IMCT EVALUATION CHECKLIST AND QUESTIONSw
s.

. .,

'USE: Togselect'thbse areas in which to do impact evaluations
'a,mnd.to determine the genertal type of.evaluation to

. impleMent-r .

.(,. QUESTIONS AND CHECKLIST

There are' three general Areas im- which to do impact evaluation.
` Check; -below the areas in which you wish to conduct evaluation.

4. Participant change
-!___LL Cost benefits

'.- Community or institutional change'---4
i- .

Then, baed on.the.area(s) which you have selected, determine
the geperal type'of evaluation which you wish to do and/or,
the gdpetions you wish to .be able to answer.

.
I A, V. ',.

Participant Change-Evaluation

Wha1t suites or indicators (&.g., earnings gain, private
secto obs secured, length of employment) do you want to

,

look pti;tgorassess participant change? List these measures
beloy. ' .-

.14,1,

What method(s) will you employ to Apply these measures?.
Check of the appropriate technique from among those
listed below. ,

Follow-up Studies 401

, TimeSeries Design
,Comparison and/or Control Group

Cost Benefits Evaluation
-

If you have selected the cost benefit method of evaluation, .0
whA techniques do you intend to employ? Check the appropriate'
tedhnique(s)- liSted below.

net present value approach
benefit-cost ratio
internal rate of return method
paybAck method

Community or Zastiitutional Change

If you ha dedaded to look at community or institutional change,
check o from the areas and the questions listed below those
which will become the focus for your inquiry.

IV-92
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' AREA FO,
EVALUATION (/),

Ingtitutionil'Imact Of Title VAI
. Has.the PqC stimulated new bUrpiness6
participation in local employment
And training efforts?

4

. Has the plc stimulated new responsive-
ness on the part of "traditional'
employment and training deliverers
to the needs of business?

. Is therea comprehensive planning
approach between PIC and the local
Employment and Ttaining Council?

. Has the.i3IC,"stimulated any areawide
planning between different-prime
sponsorship' areas and other PICs?

Other

Z

QUESTIONS
TO ASK (../)

Attitudinal Impact of Title VII
. How has. the PIC program. affected the
attitudes of employers toward the
program,-toward employmedt and training
programs in general; and tows d eligible
,clients-as potential employe s?

. How has the PIC program imp cted
on he attitudes and moti.v' tions
of `Participant's?

. Other

Patterns of Service
. What are the characteristics of the
patticipants being serqed? How dd
they compare to regular CETA clients,
goals( and some statement of "universe
of seed"?

Whit are the characteristics of the
businesses being, served? Whefb do they
stand in the overall eoonomic structure

'.Of the area? .

: Other

dOst
7145at reasonable cost'Calculations-can. be

made about some of the above impacts?

Other

IV -/r
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2.1 EVALUATION REVIEW PROCESS QUESTIONS,

USE: To determine your PIC's basic process'fqr evaluating
program results.

1.4 41

QUESTIONS

Answer the following questions:

What is the overall purpose of your PIC'
evaluation? ,

.

.
.

What.arethe expectations regarding the'
evaluation? What should it enable you to
tell.,or do?

What resources-will be expended for the
evaluation? lk

4

Alb

What methods will be used to coordinate the
PIC's evaluation activities with those.being
undertaken by the Prime SpAsor?

.What procedures will be devised for the
systematic review of evaluation plans,
methodologies, Iota, and findings?

What will-be the due dates fo,i any teporti
or ,documents from the evaluation?

What methods will:be used for monitoring the
evaluation (e.g., monthly meetings or progress
reports)1?

What will be the policies regarding the
retention bf records and raw data?

What procedures will be used for resolving
pri5blem issues as they occur?

I

4
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2.2 EVALUATION RESPONSIBILITIES QUESTIONS

USE: To assign responsibilities for the conduct of your PIC's

evaluation,

p

a

QUESTIONS

1.. I

In order be determine who should be responsible fox the actual

conduct of PIC's evaluation, answer the following questions:

Hoy much emphasis is being placed on the
evaluation at your PIC?

What resources will be -made available to
implement your evaluation plan?

What.will the role of the Council be in the
evaluation?
.1

Who will have -the ultimate responsibility
for administering the evaluation program?

Who will supervise the evaluator(s)?

- Who wili be involved in the analysis of
evaluation reports and in the interpretation
of data?

To whom will those individuals charged with
conducting the evaluation report?

What Y'll the responsibilities of staff'be
in the/evaluation?

Do any urrent staff members have thd
capability (or the time),to perform
evaluation research?

4 WOuld it make more sense to hire a full-time ,

evaluation specialist or employ private . -
c fro-,

contractors on anad hoc basis? .

.

IV -95
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3.1 EVALUATION PLAN DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONS

USE: To determine. the basic structure,
for your PIC's evaluation program

'content, and format
U.1/fiscal year.

4

A

QUESTIONS

Answer the following questions:

Why is the PIC's program being evaluated?

What are the primary and secondaryobjectiVqs
(standards)of the program? '

Which of these objectives (standards) ate
stated in readily measurable terms?

What are tie hypotheses you want to'test?
r

'0 What resources are available to evaluate
the program?

O

How much timd is permitted for the evaluat'idn?

, What.datais needed?

Where does this data 'exist?

How can this data be obtained?, N

How will this data be analyzed?
1

How will the findings e Ad?
What format will be: best for presenting
your eValuation-findings?

Me.

q,

59:3
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3.2 MODEL EVALUATION1PLAN FORMAT'
A

USE: To-present summary infonmatiallzregarding your PIC'§

evaluation plan'for the fiscal
(

. s ...".
.,_

Your PIC's evaluation plan should.,consist of the following
- '-Sections:

'1.

2

Eurnse: states the:Teasons why the study is
1.1corporates a brief descrip-

tion of the program and its goals.

Rationale: states succinctly reasons for, and
purposes of, evaluation, and how study results
will .be used.

3. Objectives: specifies objectives and scope for

the evaluation.

4.
4
-4ethodology: the heart of the research design,
.states exactly how the evaluation will be performed.

Details: 1

. data that will be needed

. techniques of data Collection
,

. means of data aggregatiori and pmalysilir,'

5. »Instruments: describes the types of instruments
and worksheets needed to collect and treat the
data and discusses the process by which they
will be developed. ,

i

6. Schedule: sets out a timetable to goverp the

progress of the evaluation.' Highligbts
..

all , ,

1,;

deadlines and due dates... , ,,...*
.44 14

. .. ,

7. Reports: indicates thtypes or.reports that , ''

.
will result from the evaluation, includ ng i
their content, format, ;and submissiond tes.

4 0

594
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4.1 BASIC BASELINE DATA, WORKSHEET

USE To analyze' performance against plan employing
data retrieved through your PLC's reporting
system.

Project/
Area

.
.

Indicator
Standard
or Plan

Actual Variance:
Performance (+ %)

. . .

c)
(1

5 jc3

. ft

IV-98
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4.2 EVALUATION RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CHECKLIST-
_

USE: To check the effectivehess of your evaluation research°

instruments.

I

If your evaluation research instrument is effective, you shodld

be able to ,answer "yes" to. the following questions:

Is the data collection effort restricted
to that information required to achieve-
'the objectives cit the evaluation?

. Have you ensured that your instrument is
compreheRsive enough in'scope to answer
all questions which are importapt to your
'evaluation effort?

Is the wording of items simple and non-
technical so that they can be easily
interpreted by, respondents?

If technical terms must be used, have
,they'lbeen lined so that they can be
understood u iformly by both the
respondept and the data collector?

Have the instruments been designed so Yes
`tliat they fre streamlined in format and.
easy to use?

Yes NO

Yes NO ,

fp

)Yes. --I pe

D

Yes ,NO

*. 0 -

IV-99 '596
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G. MONITOR PROGRAM

PME AIDS

Section III

Step Reference Pages

1. Analyze Planned Versus Actual
Performance .

1:1 Basic Participant Information on
Monthly Reports 111-317-320

.1.2 Participant Monthly Report Format 111-318

1.3 EGS Monthly Report Format IIi-320-321

1.4 Performance Versus Plan Control
Board Format 111-322

1.5 Sample On-site Monitoring Checklist ,III-317-3244

1.6 On-site Records Review Instruments 111-317-324

- -Employability Development Planning

- -Occupational Classroom Training
- -OJT

r.

2. Initiative Corrective Monitoring

'3.

.8/0.

2.1 Corrective Monit9ring Visit
Checklist

Ensure Necessary Corrective, Actions

1:-1 Corrective Action Plan Format.,

III- 327 -332

III-33-336

ti
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1.1 BASIC PARTICIPANT ;NFORMATION ON MONTHLY REPORTS
CHECKLIST ,

OSEJ: To ensure monthly reports-for your pIC which provide
the essential information for efpctive program
monitoring.

Items that AhOuld be included on your participant-related,
Monthly repor -s include:

On Board: number of persOnswho are enrolled In'the
program at the beginning of the mont.0..

Entries ,(new participants) : -number of persons *ho
enroll in the program during the month.

Exits (terminations): number of'persOns who cease
to be enrolled in the program during the month for
any reason,

a. Placements - persons' who enter employment
during the0morith or'who enter an initial
employment period.

b. Other positive terminations - person's who
transfer to other training, return to-school,
enter the militAry, or go orA. to other
unsubsidized employment.

c. Nonpositive terminations persons who left
' the program fort reasons other than (a) and

(b) above.

d. Completers in holding-- persons whO complete
the program during the month_ and are. wafting
for an appropriate job opening.

OthqF items frequently on monthly reports

Participant characteristics

include:

Financial measurements (accrued expenditures; portion
'of expenditures 'transferred directly to participants).

An example of a,monthly report format, follows.,

I

IV-1a3
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1.2 'PARTICIPANT MONTHLY REPORTORMAT'

'USE: 76 collect data regarding the 'performance of

individual participant-serving projects,

MONTHLYIROGRAM/ACTIVITYREPORT

Sponsor .

Project
.

...,

.. .

Report Period

1. Total costs (2,.3, 4, and 5)

2. Training costs

3. Administrative costs

4. Supportive services

5. Allowance costs

,6, Total cumulati,ye partidipants,(6a + 6b)

/ a. On-board beginning of grant

b. 'New participants '

7. 'TOtal terminations (7a* 7b +,:7c)

a. Total plsce4/6 (7a(1) + /a(2))

(1) Direct
(2) Indirect,

b. Total other' Positive terminations

(1) Other vocational training

(2) Moved to other employment

(3) Back to school

(4) Military
(5) Other

X. Total negative terminations
(1) Laid off

(2) Health -- pregnancy

(3) Family care

(4). Mimed from area

(5) Refused to continue

(6) Administrative seppration

(7) Cannot late
(8) Incarcerated .

(9) Married
(10) Other

8. Current enrollment (7 - 6)

9. Number completing activity

10. Number completing job entry period

a. Shorta-term placements

b. Mid-term placements

c. Long-term placements

11. 44b retention of
a. Short-term placements

b. Mid-term placements

c. Long-term placements

.?

t

599
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1.3 1GS MONTHLY REPORT FORMAT
L

USE: To colret\data fromipbS projects.

k
t.

REPORT FORMAT'

,Planned'' Actual

-.- Products/Deliverables Expected ProduCts Produced

. Activities/Tasks Projected Activities/Tasks
Completed

*Results Expected. Results' Achieved

w
Projected,Expenditureq Actuil Expenditures

$

. -Significant Probjlems Encoufitered

Proposed- Modifications to Project /

F

iv-105 660
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USE:

1.4 PERFORMANCE VERSUS PLAN CONTROL BOARD FORMAT

To summarize and present graphically data from
individual project ,reports in such a way that it
--cimaibe used to monitor projatt, component and
program performance.

CONTROL BOARDS

100
+15%

I 70

do
Cumulative '

I 40 Monthly

30

20

10
Placement

0
July A Sapt. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. April May Juno

I
PERFORMANCE
CMART

I

I

Planned level

15%

DATA TABLE,

,
%

Closeroom (skill training)

Common Data 11017V July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nev. Doc.

Plan
To Data

Actual
to Data

In proms' begfnning month 490 497 - 516 530 563 550.0 ay. 520,5 ay.
Entries during month 91 92 ° 119 111 85.0 ay. bt00.4 ay.
Exits during month 04 73 108 86 78 86.0 ay. 85.8 ay.
Placement during month ^ 67 eo es 48 28 63.8 ay. 53.6 ay.
Placement rats monthly (%) 79.8 82.2 80.2. 55.8 35.9 75.0 82.8 ay.
Placement rate cumulative (S) 79.8 80.9 72.5 68.4 62.5 75.0 82.5 cum:

LV -106
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1.5 SAMPLE ON-SITE MONITORING CHECKLIST

USE: To review various aspects of'participent serving
:projects.

'

The condensed checklist wh\ch follOps was developed from a
25-page document covering a wide range cif program services,
administrWtion, and financial control categories.

Data

AREA: OUTREACH AND RECRUITMENT

1. How many individuals have be'en recruited for
programs?

2, By whom are they recruited? (Agency?)

3. How many of the total recruited have been
determined to be ineligible for program or
services?

4. What are reasons for ineligibility of those
recruited during this period ?.

5. What is the age and sex breakoPt of individuals
screened? '

Male Under 22 c22-44 45+

Female Under 22 22-44 45+

6. How many are disadvantaged?

7. How many are members,ot a minority gropp?

Process

II! What ar sources of recruitment? (Agency referrals?
Outrea ? Walk-in?)

2. %tat pe of community agencies, employment services,
welfare departments, service clubs, court systems,
and schools are being used?

3.. How many people seek assistancea week?

4. In terms of numbers, are too many oz too few people
being reached?

5. Is a problem developing because the wrong people
(target groups) are being recruited?

o.'

IV -l07 602
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AREA: SON- THE -JOB TRAINING SERVICES
A

'Data b

1. Now ,iany,people were enrolled in the program during
this time frame?

. -
;2. List, the occupations in which training is being

conducted. along with starting wage and wages at
comple4on of training.

Wage at Completion
Occupation Starting Wage of Training

3. What is the average length of training?

4. What is the age and sex breakout of people
receiving on-the-job training services?,

Male Under 22 22-44 45+

Female Under 22 22-44 45+

5. Number of disadvantaged? Minority?

6. Explain the career ladders (i.e., stages of
orderly progression which resultin long-range
advancement).

Process
I

I

1. Are private,employers involved in the program, arong
with public and nonprofit agencies?

2. Arec,there occupations in the area that need people
trained in certain skills? Can job.oppbrtunities
be developed after people are trained?

3. Is the business world.receptive to manpower training .

aneon-the-job trainees?

4. What provisighs are made f r retention of on-the-job.
enrollees by employer after the program is completed?

603
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AREA: SKILLS"TRAINING

Data

II HOw many individuals are enrolled by particular
occupation? (Include name of occupational field.)

24 What if the length of the training period?

'3. What. is the age and sex breakout of the enrollipes?

' Male Under 22 22-44 ev 45+
Female Under 22 22-44 45+

4. Number of disadvantaged? Minority?

' Process 10

'1. What opportunities for skills training exist? Who
runs them? What is the enrollment process?- Does
the sponsor have any special privileges for enrolling
applicants?

. .

4 r

2.,% What jobs are being trained for? Wage levels? RoW
appropriate are the jobs to the labor. market?

3. What is the structure of the program-ris'it st up
in single occupation groups, broad occupation/clustersi
or purchased singly for an individual?

4. Are projects operated on a specified schedule or on
an open-entry/open-exit basis?

5. Are the times for entering training flexible?
I

AREA: ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL CONTROL

. .1. Does the accounting system_ dentify the receipt and .

2. Does the accounting system provide for, adequate
budgetdry control to preclude incurring obligations
1n excesselmtelial funds available or other contract
limitations?

expenditures of funds separated for each program?

4

3. , Is the responsibility over accounting records
separated from the handling of the sponsor's cash
receipted'or other disbursements?

4. rls the general ledgef maintained in ink, with a
' chart of accounts based on the coAtract budget
.

monthly accumulative and balance?

5., Were funds advanced by the Prime Sponsor (*posited
in a special bank account? .

IV-109
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1.6 ON-SITE RECORDS REVIEW INSTRUMENTS

/USE: To review project or contractor data to ensure conformance
to plan and correctness of data which is reported.

. ONSITE RECORDS REVIEW INSTRUMENT

COMPONTENT
OR ACTIVI,T,Y EMPLOYABILITY. DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

PERIOD COVERED BY REVIEW.

SERVICE PROVIDER FROM TO

0
AREAS TO BE MONITORED

ASSIGNMENT STANDARDS FOil
COMPONENT REFERRED TO MET

COUNSELOR ASSIGNED ON FIRST
DAY AFTER REFERRAL

"COUNSELING LOGS SHOW WEEKLY
CONTACT WITH PARTICIPANT

'EDP CONTAINS:

- GOAL

- OBJECTIVES AND STEPS

- ASSESSMENT DATA\

- CHARACTERISTICS ,

- DOCUMENTATIHAT ANY
NEEDED SUPPORTIVE SERVI9ED
PROVIDED

IF A COMPONENT ACTIVITY HAS ,

BEEN COMPLETED EDP HAS BEEN
. UPDATED

605

TALLY:

YES NO

NUMBER OF
RECORDS 4REVIEWED.

!SATE OF REVIEW

STANDAMD

PERCENT
MEETING

STANDARD

.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS .
.

100%
,

t%

100% - , .

100% . '1 .
'

.

100%
. .

es,

. s .

)

-

.

1 .

1

a&
100% +w

.

,
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.!1".

ONSITE RECORDS REVIEW INSTRUMENT

COMPONENT
- OR ACTIVITY OCCUPATIONAL CLASSROOM TRAINING

SERVICE PROVIDER

. .

AREAS TO BE MONITORED
.

PARTICIPANTS COMPLETING .

TRAINING:

COMPETENCIES IN EDP MET

OBTAINED TRAINING RELATED'
UNSUBSIDIZED EMPLOYMENT .

1

PARTICIPANTS TERMINATED:

POSITIVELY COMPLETED

NONPOSITIVELY TERMINATED
PRIOR TO COMPLETION

k

TALLY:

YES NO

_ - - - -

--N

,1111. -

.

I'

PERIOD
COVERED BY REVIEW:

4

$

NUMBER OF -

RECORDS REVIEWED

FROM TO DATE OF REVIEW

PERCENT '
MEETING r

STANDARD STANDARD FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

95%
a 1,

75%
.

.

_

85%

_

e

. ...

10%

419"

ft

/
/

-1

t

w

, V
608
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Form or Vocument: In 04T7 Training Record

Goals Data Items ,on" Form , Results

-All enrollees shall-participate Attendance recordb
in motivational training

),
*

. . .

.Enrolleei shall be counseled
after unexcused absence

Ovefall group attendance at
sessions shall be 907.

41

Attendance records,
counselor fills

Weekly:attedance
'records.

Job interviews shall be Job deVeloper records
arranged for particlpants
within one week after completion
of motivational trdining

Jobs hall be developed which
1

Job developer records
jaw

la
pay it least $3.15 ,per hour ,

5

% in idotivational tr*niog

% of unexcused absences ,

counseled

_7. attending

% of enrollees whose first'
interview is within tne week
bf motivational trailing

7. jobs developed at or
move $3.15 per hour

C



2.1 CORRECTIVE MONITORING OUESTIONS

USE.: To establish an effective process for corrective
monitoring by yoUr PIC.

QUESTIONS

1. How will your monthly performance versus plan data be
reviewed?

.-.

2. Who will participate in that review?

3.

i

-. .

What ,control limits will be set on your PIC's projects?

.

-

4.

fi

How will your PIC'decide, which projects need corrective
monitoring visits?

'

N

N

4

.

.

0

5.

,

1
Who will be assigned to make those units?

.
.

6.4

..

.

,

.

)

A.

ow will the project be notified of the visit?

.

.-

\
,

...,

.

A

IV-113
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7. What process will be employed to conduct the, visit?

8.- Who will receive.the correct monitoring visit ort?

0I ,
. ,

91 'How will the project be allowed to participate in shaping
or respond to the corrective monitoring visit report?.

I

619
Iv-114



3.1 CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN FORMAT

USE: To present the results and determination of, your

corrective action visits in'a uniform and
consistent manner.

Format

Your PIC's corrective action' plan for each visit should
address- each area where variance from"plan was significant.
For each area, the plan should specify the:

- -problem and its source
-extent of deviation from the plan

- -criteria required for improvements
-- remedial, steps to be taken
- -time frame fors improvement
- -assignment or responsibility for action
- -special monitorinTarrangemerits to be

implemented.

n)-/is 6.13,



NIP

EVALUATE RESULTS

".6tep

i. Collect Data

1.1 Follow -up
Yollow-up Stp0
Format,

1:3Fo/lover=Up'Study
Analysis' Format

21. Analyze Data

PME AIDS

Questions
Project Report

Comparative

Section III
Reference Pages

M7349735'3

III-353-163

111-361-362
*

refer III- 3t 8
2.1 Analytical Techniques - efer -

to Stage B, Step 1, pp.

and Stage E, Step 3, pp,11172 '253,

2.2 Goals Measurement Sheet

Feedbackinto Planning'Process

3.1 Evaluation Report"Format

.04

'36

,

0

III-367-369

a.

IV-117
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1.1 FOLLOW-OP STUDY QUESTIONS
f.

USE: To determine nature and'extent of follow-up study.
. ;

QUESTIONS

I

swer these questions to determine the structure of your Firs
follow-up study..

A/.1. What informhtion should be collected? Is anyrof the
following data important to your. study?

-

Evaluation managembnt data:
Respondent identifiers; i.e.', name,- Socihl
Security number,, and so forth

. RespOndent locator; i.e., address, tele-
phone number, a contact person,, and so
"forth- .

0

. Type or method bf contacti.e., mail,
telephone, personhl, and so forth

Demographic attributes and variables:
Standard; i.e., age, sex, and ethnicity

. Household responsibilities
status, head of hou-ehold,
and so on

Special group identifiers;
assistance status, veteran
capped, and so on

Program and service descriptors:
. Major program; i.e.; on-the-job training,
classroom, basic education, public service
education, and so on

; 'i.e., marital
dtpendents,

i.e., public
statush handi-

. Services. received; i.e., component
descriptors

. Length of services i.e., time, service
units and so oh.

Service' provider identifiers

Work history description .

For pre-program and post-program periods,
chronological lists and descriptions of
periods,of:

IV-118
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Employment...employed period descriptions

including:

- Job finding activities...friends,
. want ads, door pounding, public
agency, private agency, and so forth

- Employer identifiers...name, address,
telephone number, standard industrial
classification (SIC) code, and so forth.

Job.lescriptors...Dictionary of Occu- ,

pational Titles (DOT) dr other,
unionized, ski'il level, and so forth

- Wage and benefit guantifiers...dollar

Work intensity...full or'part-time
hours-worked, and so forth

.

- Perception of supervisor.

- Indicators of internal mobility...wage
'change, job change, promotion, and

so on

- Duration of employment

- Reason for termination if applicable

Unemployment:..period descriptions-fncludingn

- Job finding activitieS...ffie
want ads, door pounding, publi
agency, ,private agency, at14 so forth

- Source's of income during unemployed
period

- Duration of spell of tfiemplo yment

Not in labor force...period descriptions including:

- Activity while not in the labor force...
in school, military, pregnant, house- '

hold responsibilities, discouraged,
prison, and so forth 4

- Intention to participate in labor
force

Is

616
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Income descriptors:
. Squrdes of income; i.e., wanes and salaries,
publtd assistance, unemployment compensation,
and se on

. Amoug of income
. .

Attitudinal and behavioral indicators:
Perceptions of job obtained

,

. Perception of training received

. coftwndationp; i.e., services quality,
con , and sar on

. Indicators of antisocial behavior; i.e.,
arrest fecord, drug use, and so on .

howledge of mAnpOlder services available
,,,

;!
Tarticipant

, .

.4 Indicator Aemployers' perception of clients;
.. ,

-' . Cohfermlice to work discipline

. Aft

a. Prodtivity AC
.

.. Socidl acceptance'in the work environment''
/

.

''o
P

0.

s

Y 'per

A

4
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. 2. Who should be contacted?

. Proportion of clients to follow?
. ;Size of comparison group?
. Sample size?

3. How long shotild follow-up intervals be?

. 30, 60, 90,.180,365 days?

. in correspondence with national', state
or local studies?

4: Hovi will you follow up?

. Group interviews?
Individual interviews?.

. pIrsonal interviews?

. Tglephone interviews?

. Mail surveys?

IN&
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'1.2 FOLLOW -UP STUDY PROJECT REPORT FO.MAT

USE: To Present the results of ji.follow-up study on a,-
particular project.

Name of project:

Summary Project Report

Date, of beginning of project:

Date:

,Date of ending:

Average length of project per completer: .

Service/activities in basic project:

No. enrolled:, No. ComPleted:

No. placed within 3 months'of completiOn:. Ave Mo. Earnings

No. employed at 3 month follow-up: ' Av. Mo. Earnings

No. employed after 6 months in occupation for which developed:*
\,

%.

To\tal cost: Average cost per enrollee:
.

Average cost per completer:

Average cost per completer employed after 6 months:

4111Lis,t, of activities/services in program 4nd contractor or subagent .

for each:

Activities/SerVices

4

/

Contractor or Subagent

Other peA rent infoination on quality, cost, difficulties, etc.:

e

Other materials on quaAlity including evaluation analyses:

01V-122
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1.3 FOLLOW-UP STUDY COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS FORMAT

USE: To display results of atfollow-up'study on a number

of projects or contractors.

LABOR FORCE-STATUS BY

OJT CONTRACTER

DEMOGRAPHIC GROUP

o I

CONTRACT PERIOD

FROM TO __

REPORTING PERIOD

FROM TO

COMIRACTER '

s011sOaa*PlaC 61110u

. I 140100
-s

I sIONINS ,
..

1: isoNSHO
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*
2.1 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

.USE: To determine1What analytical techniques
and methods to apply to examine your
PIC's evaluation data.

Refer to material and foris under Stage B,
Step 1, pp. 111-65-81 and Stage E,'Step 3,
pp. 111-243-253,

*a.

6,2
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2.2 OBJECTIVES/MEASUREMENT ASSESSMENT-SHEET

USE:' To assess the results of a project at' its completion
and six monthsthereafter in terms of its
accomplishment of objectives.

ti

OBJECTIVES MEASUREMENT EXAMPLE WORKSHEET

FOR

OJT PROGRAM AT CAREER, INC.

Overall goals: To help serticipants improve their economic

condition; to prepare participants for, and get them involve(

in positions with lasting unsubsidized employment; to help

them get off and staff off public assistance.

Populatioh: Economically disadvantaged ,adults in the cit

Means: Recruitment, 2-4 weeks of motivational training'
,.

and pre-employment awareness workshops, 1 to 6 months of

On-the-jcib training with a pri1vate employer, supportive

services.

IV -1'Z5'4
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OBJECTIVES/MEASUREMENTS SHEET

For Program; OJT :at Career Inc.

Starting: Qctober 1, 1980

Ending: September. 30, 1981 t.

Objectives Data Items on Form qtesults c""4

1.. 757. will'be employed full-time

2. 857. will be either employed or in

further training
(.

3. 1007. of those on welfare before
training will now be off welfare

4. 6 months earnings will equal
pre-trainingannual earnings
or exceed it

Fo'rm or Document:
Exit/Termination

5. At least 85% will either complete
OJT or be.place0 in unsubsidized
job before completion

6. All placements in OJT/Jobs shall
be at least at minimum wage

7. At least 257. of participants
lacking GEDs will have completed
them 1 ,

623

Labor Force status

Are yoU in school or
training?

Receiving public
assistance?

Cumulative 'earnings
since training,
(compared to pre-
program earnings)

Termination status

Wages per hour

-4 completed?

employed full -time
14.

7. in schdol'Or
Xrainine

J

off weifdie

post-eltnings %
of pre- earnings

S

_7. completing OJT

7. placed in unsub-
iTdized jobs

7. of jobs at or
igOve minimum wage

7. of original non-
CDs ,completing GEDs
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3.1 EVALUATION REPORT FORMAT,

USE: To present the results and findings of your
PIC's overall evaluation.

41,

A PIC Evaluation Report should be organized into the following
major sections:

1. .
Introduction - describing:

. Program/project(s) evaluated

. Group that conducted the evaluation
. Evaluation approach
. Any legislation that created the program/

mandated evaluation

2. Objectives - stating:

. Objectives of.the

. Questions to,be answered thrdiqh evaluation

3. Methodology - presenting:

.

. Overall evaluation research design
Process for the administration of the evaluation.

. Data collection.instruments.
. Analytic techn4.queth
. Data analysis results.

4. Findings - providing:

. Answers to the evaluation questions

. Information on the strengths/weaknesses of the
project or,prOgram _

.

5. ,Recommendations/Conclusions - presenting:

Major conclusions
. Recommendations, if reqUired
. Limitations imposed upon the evaluation

6. Executive Summary - distilling the activities, and
findings described in the body of them<aluation.

695
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V. PME RECORDS

I
This section has been'set aside so that you can house

documents which relate to your PIC's planning, management,

and evaluation process or system in one place. We recommend,

at a minimum, that you keep copies of the following items

here:

Written description of ,four PIC's PME 4.\1

Process and Procedures
41

PME Roles and Responsibilities of Staff%

and Members

Aids that you create to implement the
-PME Process

% . \*
... .

Your PIC's Strategic Plan

Appropriate sections of your PIC's
Program Operations Plan, Management
Plan, and Evaluation Plan

Locating all of the foregoing items here will ensure easy

access and should facilitate their use-and interrelationship.

Most importantly, we encourage-you to refer to this

*section of the Guide regularly as you implement your PIC's

PME Process. Update it as you have to change goals, priori-
.

ties, plans, responsibilities, or:operating procedures.

Also, record any of your own obseiations and comments

regarding your PMEProcess.and keep them here. Usin4 the

Guide in this way will ensure-that it serves as an integral

part of your PME Process-and a bisic tool for enhancing

your PIC's PME- effectiveness.

626
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GLOSSARY

This Gloshary consists of two parts. PartOma, is
a reiteration of the PME key concepts defined within the
text.of Section III of the Guide. Part Two defines some
of the more common terms reTIEW3 to ,the employment and
training field.

rt

b.

I
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J

.

.GLOSSAV
, So

PART ONE: PNE KEY .CONCEP'T$

(All concepts are located in Chapter III)

Rey Concepts

Advisor Role:

Aaselle Data
.Wo sheets:

agesparriers:

Broker Role?"'

Cause and Effect
Analysis:

"1
. s

Comparative Analysis:

Components:

Component Bevel

Control Group:

Control

,,.. a

4

1

1.

Definition '/
I

reviewer and consultant to CETA 4 ,

Prime, Sponsor.

forms designed to permit uniform
And easy analysil of data Whered
rout4nely through PIC's.managghent
reporting *stem.

_Obstacles or reasons forless Alan.
successful performance in an area.

facilitatortfor.connections IltKeen
and,among_CETA program and others.

study of a number,,of va les to

,demopstrate causal re onship
between two.or moreiga s.

.

V.. '' .

Study of the relatiVe performance-of,
two or more components, or projects

over time.

mjor 'specific activities, including
trainingtand other participant programso

and employment generating services.

41/ review of major facet, (e.g. clasercipm

' training, linkage projects) ofotPIC

operative. mai

grouB.which4:does not participate in

'PIC program with characteristibs similar,

to persons inlorogram.used at mechanism

for contrasting impact of prograp par-

ticipation.
-

.range within which variance from.t,Oned.
f'-level o performance is tolerabl.e.

I



Key Concepts
age 5r,

Corrective Action Plan:

"*ftife-CorrectiV Vnitoring:

Correcti Monitoring
System:

at Benefit Analysis:

A
Deficiencies or Signi,

ficint Variations:

.EGS- Related Objective:

,

report which proposes method for
eliminating performance problems.

follow-up analysis to determine
why peerorriance varied significantly
from planned level aid to identify
possible remedial actions to correct
situation.

special procedures and methods to
provide feedback on the staitual'of the
-implementation of a corrective action
plan. e°

study of various measures of program
outcome related to cost in order to
assess benefits.

areas in which performance falls
significantly-below that planned.

answers the question Of-"how well"
in terms ofetime, quantitative measure,

value, and cost_efficient/
e fectivenes /effort value.

Employ nt.Generating local'needi related to, developing
Needs: .l . activities or services to create jobs.

'or to otherwise improve employment
opportunitiei lor CETA eligible partici-

4

Employment Generating
Tactics:-

P

EmploierSurveys:
.

4ip

Evaluation. Research 4
Design:

Evaluation
sibilities:

i.

I

pants.

"labor market analysis; marketing; economic
and community development.e-Ineentive pro-
grams (e.g., VaTC); and linkage creation. .

1

, AP
local surveys which a PIC can initiate
in order to obtain additional information
regarding the characteristics of the
labor market and the needs of employers.

detailed plan for.impleenting evaluation.

roles and duties for all individuals
%a be involved in the conduct of the
iValuatiod.
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Rey .Concepts
Page Three

Evaluation Review basic method-and procedures to be

Process: adhered to in assessing PIC perfor-
. mance.

Goal: brcad, unquantified statement of an-

outcome or result which PIC wants_to

. achieve.
,

gypothesisr, proposition -that isconsistent with

' known facts, and therefore presumed
as possibly true, but which requires
further investigation for verification.

Impact Evaluation: measurements to determihe the extent
to which the program has brought about
participant Change, institutional
change,.or otherwise had an effect
upon the community in which your PIC

operates.
, .

fntervillw Guide: . format which provides a logically
sequenced and comprehensive list of
questions regarding a certain area
of PIC performance to be asked in a

0 personal interview..

Interim Indicator's:

,;

'measures used to assess the ongoing
performance of PIC's projects,'camponenis

and program.

Management Assessment quarterly narrative reports prepared

Reports: for purposes of Council decision-
making describing PIC program Per-
farmance in major areas of- concern.

Management by Exception approach to monitoring which states
that corrective mpitoring,sho4d be
restricted to exceptional 'deviAkions
in performance.

.Management by Information minimum amount ofdista needed 'to review

and Monitoring Needs:' PIC-programmatic effectiveness and to
exercise control over program.

Management Reporting
Display Formats:

chartg for summarizing monitoring
data. to permit,;.easy analysis and

review.,
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Fey Condepts
Page Emir

Manage:Sent Review roles. tasks to be, performed by PIC
Responsibilities:' staff an members in overseeing and J-

s coordinating program operation plan.

. .
Master'Plan: lon* term agreem t between DOL and

pkime sponsor. S administrative
u

. and programmatic arrangements of PS.
Contains demographic characteristics

#- . whidh a PIC can review to assess popu-
lation groups and their service needs.

Monthly Reports:

Objective:

Occupafiopal Training
Priorities:.

basic monitoring data increments
'.to be Submitted by all PIC projects:

44 'quantifiable, or in some way
measurable, expression of what is to
occur specifically as a result of ,a

, program/tactic-

'local growth occupations selected as
those for which PIC should develop
trainingprograms.

Operatiobal Control- . method for assessing, directing, and
Process: correcting PIC program operation on an

ongoing basis.
.

,,qOperationsl Isiuet: Council ,by -laws; meeting procedures;
and processes for determining rotes and
responsibilities of members And staff,
and selecting officers and assigning
their duties.

Operator Role:

Organizational Status
Issues:

'designer and provider of direct st.jrices
either to participants* employers or
other agencieS,

....,. I i
fundamental arrangements.0e.g. position
within prime sponsor,%incorporation,
part of existing local business organi-
zation) for PIC's operation. s

- Outcome Evaluation: assessment of actual performance vs.
Plan for fiscalwear.

Participant Related.,,
Objective:

antWers the questions of who, how many,
what means., and primary results expected.
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Key Concepts
Page Five

41" Participant Related
Tactics:

classroom training --vocational, ciao-
room training, employabilityv on -the -job
training; upgrading, retraining., employment
and training,services, and supportive
services.

Pazticipant Service Needs: training and development assistance
. 'needs of the individuals in, those

groups which have been seletted as
targets for PIC's programi.

Performance Indicators: measurable factors 6e.g. ered
Amployment rate, number o bs
retrained for CETA eligible parti-
cipants as a .result.of,Indusfrial
revenue -bonds) ifidicating effectiveness
within a given area on which it is
important to set objectives and
standards.

Performance Standards: statements of measurable results to
be acheived and used to ascertain
success or effectiveness.

PIC Administrative
StruCture:

P/C Deliliery System:

arrangements for coordinating. and
managing PIC's projects.

overall framework for providing PIC
training and development (participants)
and employment generating projects..'

4

PIC Mission and Functions: basic purpose,4Oles and responsibilities
to be accoiplieed by PIC.

PIC Operations:

PIC Organization:

manner in which a RIC funftiona both
internally and in relation to significant'
others (e.g. prime sponsor and community}.

structur 1 arrangments and division of
roles an esponsibilities,among PIC
members and

).

PIC Prioritx.Develoctent key organizational and operational areas
Need Apas: in which a PIC needs to improve its

performance.

focedures and
Methods:

basic administrative processes and
guidelines for managing and directing
PIC's efforts.
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Key Concepts
Page Six

PIC Program Operation
Plan:

PIC Purpose:

r ,

written statement which documents PIC's
performance standard., administrative
structure and. organizatioci, operating
orocedures, delivery" system, work plans
for each project to be undertaken, manage-
ment plan and procedures; evaluation

iplan & procedures, & budget allocation,
acoountingprocedures.

statement' of u1Simate intent and
results expected in the long term.
by

PIC Role(s): prilpary-approagh(W-\to performing
and discharging PIC,misaion & function.

21anned vs.
Performance:

Preventive Monitoring:

Prime Sponsor (PS)
Annual Pian:

Prime pponsOr Com-
,prehensive Employment

& ?raining Plan (CM):

Projects:

Project .1?ssign:

measur.ements of achievement'er
lishments- against prep.sit objeCtives

and standards contained in annual
plan.

regularly Scheduled visits to projo-cts/
contractors to oversee and reveiwinterim
products and work processes.

document which Prim* Sponsor prepares
annually to describe the program for
providing activities and services to
the e4gibli population.for upcoming-
fiscal yeir an4 to apply for Federal -

assistance.,

application for financial ;Untangle to
pOL. -

;'

diicrete seriyces andActivities to
bo'sponsored through-PIC in order to
achieve, its programme is objectivei.

;11P,

objectives to be accomplished, major
activities and Services to.bi provided,
action steps to be taken, and basic
organization and manatiement plan for
deliveringthe project.

Project Level Monitoring:

,Projecf, Resource
Allocation:

review of performance of individual
. contractor or service deliverer,

estimation of amour to be' expended
on each project to sure cost
reasibility and compliance with
originil program plan.
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'Key Concepts .
Page Seven

Project Scope:

yea

Prbject Workplan:

. Proposal, Criteria :

.

Relative Effectiveness
E4aluation:

Reliability:

Request for.Proposal:
(RTP)

Report Monitoring:

"Reporting Requirements:

Sample:

Service Deliverers:

specific cbjectives_to be accomplishdd
anti, services or activities which are
to Comprise each project.

detailed statements of services/activities
to be undertaken, planned inputs and
outputs, work to be performed by staff
organiza ion charts, work schedule and
,action-sieps, administrative procedures,
and monitoring arrangements.

objective factors which are employed to
review responses to Request for Proposals.

c n

comparative analysis of projects,
services delivered or program com-
ponents undertaken to ascertain the
relative merits of each,

eXtent to which evaluation would
produce the same or consistent results
through repeated tests over time /

using idential procedurei and
instruments.

solicitationoused to inform potential
service providers (contractors and
subgrantees) about the prOjects which
PIC intends to fund:

review of planned versus actual per-
formance using reports submitted by
prstlects-and contractors.

frequency and nature of formal reports
to be submitted to permit effective
program management and monitoring.

a part of a staListical population whose
characteristicswor opinions mare studied
to gain information about the whole. .

any organization or firm the PIC uses
eo'provide services or perform activities..
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Key Concepts
'Page Eight

Service Providers:

Staffing Issues:

government agencies, community based All
organizations,businesses, and other con-
tractors who furnish or might provide
assistance to PIC.

arrangements for, level,-nature and
division of labor among those individuals
to provideSiaff services'for

1641 -

Strategic Decision-Making method which=PIC chooses to employ to
Process: select its goals and to develop its

strategic plan.

Strategic Plan:

Structural Issues:.

Subparts: ,

Survey Questionnaire:

summary statement which (1) details all
.

the goals PIC wants to accomplish id the,
upcoming year expressing their relative

- -importance; and (2) preserits longer term
term goal's and establishes general time
parameters for their accomplishments.

size and composition, membership. selection
processes, and committee types fon PIC.

major'segmenti of the Prime Sponsoi's
Annual Plan.

instrument designed to collect data,
opinions, or attitudes regarding aspects

of. d PIC'S program.

'Survey Research:, t ,reliable me employing some form of
questionnaire, r generating/data per=
taining to respo nt experience, .,

attitudes, arid, opinions related.to an
area of

1

impact of'PIC
.

performance.

Tactic: general means or broadly formed, approach

° for achieving a goal or an end.

Target Groups: those significant segments (e.g. youth,

blacks, welfare recipients, displaced
hothemakers) of the local population
who are selected as the foci for PIC's
programming efforts.
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Key Concepts
Page Nine

Terminal Indicators:

AI

measures used to assess the end results

or outcomes of a project, component,

or_program.

Trend Analysis:, study of-performance over time to see if

it is increasing, decreasing, or staying

the same.

Validity:
extent to which evaluation actually

measures what it is intended to measure
taking all important factors into

account.

Warning Light: limit for a given area of performance.'
indicator that project has exceeded control

7
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-.GLOSSARY

PART TWO: 'Employment and-Training Terms

A-95 Review Process::*

AA:

AAP:

ABE :

Adult Basic Education (ABE) :-

`Adult Work Exfverience (AWE):

Affirmative Action (AA)

Affirmative Abtion Plan
'(AAP):

Applicant pool:

Appropriation:

Area of Substantial
Unemployment:

atrtional
Mance of
Businoss

federally mandated process
where applications for federal

funds are reviewed by state-

wide clearinghouses so local

governments can asksss the
interrelationships and foster

cooperation. The name A-95
derives from its source as OMB-

Circular A-95

.Affirmative Action

Affirmative Action Plan

Adult Basic Education

CETA classroom training Orogram
which teaches basic skills to

adults

CETA Program-activity for adults

designed to pibvide a familiari-

zation period'for those new to

or re-entering the labor market.
Activities included part-time work

and exposure to work habits and,_

career possibilities

the-ac ive-effOrt-tal_eliminatEL
barriers to employment opportu-.
nities for minority and female
workers; required by law in all

federally funded projects

formal 'statement of an organization's
approach to reach its Affirmative.

Action goals

pool,_or group, of, potential

applicants

sPecificamount of money disignated
by Congress for a specifip program.
Allocations cannot be made without

a,Congressional appropriation

a specific geographical area with

an unemployment rate in excess

of 6.5%. This classification
is sometimes used to determine
area eligibility for putlic aer7
.vice,employment programs,

637
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oyment & Training Terms-
,

Page Two

Assessment:

Autonomy:

J.

- 4

.7.

,ford estimation of CETA'
client's skills and training
needs

the quality of state of self-
governance, self control, self
containment, independence
from the whole'

AWE: '-- *adult work experience

Balance of StatyBOS): the area outside the boundaries
of theCETAwprime sponsdrs, in
a given state and generally

_
_ composed of smaller, rural counties
under the administration of the
prime sponsor which allocates
CETA monies to,projects in those
areas

,
,

Balancd1 Placement Formula: formula used to provide funds
(BPF) to the United States Employment

Service

BAT:

BIS:

Block Grant: -

BLS:

BOS:

Budget Information Summary:

Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training

Budget Information Summary

. a grant of federal funds to a
local government to be used,
'within limits, as kthe local
,goiernment decides -

Bureau of Labor Statistics

Balance of State

a CETA report which shares the
prime sponsor's or PIC's'olanned
expenditures by program activity
and cost category; the BIS is
part of the annual plan

Bureau of Labor Statistici:. a division of the U.S. Department
(BIS) of Labor which publishes socio-

economip data including manpower-
and cost of livingiptatistics

CBO: : * dbmmunity based organization

CETA: Comprehensive Employment and
Mraining Act
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Employment & Training Terms
Page Three

1110'CETA Planning Council: appointed by the Chief Elected
/Official to advise in overall
planning.of the employment and,
training programs under all
titles of CETA _

CETA Planning. Cycle: the time period in which plaht
for CETA programs_ ropos d far
the next fiscal yea tober 1 -
September 30) are developed and
submitted to the Secretary,.
Department of Labor for approval.
Key dates are: May 15 - June 1,
planning estimates and revisions
to regulations issued; July 1,
preliminary..,plan submitted to
Department of Labor, Regional ;

Office and community review be-
. gins August 14, review and comment

period ends and plat is revised;

1

September 1, final plan submitted

CETA Prime Sponsor (PS): a-nate, county, local government
or consortium unit acting alit"
administrator of the Comprehensive,..
Employment and Training Act funded .

programs in the designated area

Chief Elected Official: highest elected official of a

(CEO) given governmental entity. Usually
the mayor of a municipality, the
governor of.a state, or the county
executive of a county. The Chief
Elected Official of each CETA
jurisdicatipn is legally responsible
for'the program in that area,

*--a\aCETA program activity in
tr ining is conducted in an insti-
tutional setting to provide the
'technical skills and information
required to Perform a specific job

or to upgrade .basic ikills

il, a person enrolled :in the CETA

program

demographic characteristics of a ..

client. As part of the grant
application to the Department of

Labor, each prime sponsor selects

a sees of characteristics that
defile and describe the profile

. of %lients the prime sponsor will

.)
Peg

Classroom Training:
(CT or CRT),:

Client Characteristics:

VP.

,

a



Employment & Training Terms
Page Four

Client Community:

Community Based Organization:
(CBO)

Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act (CETA):

Comprehensive Employment and
Training Plan:

,Contractor:

Corrective Action:

Counseling:

CRT:

CT:

Current Population Survey:

4i

the grollp of people to be
served by a program activity:
those in need of services

a private non-profitorganization
which is representative of the
community, or'a significant element
of the community; may provide emplo-
ment St training services or activities

Y

an act by Congress "to provide
job trainingand employment
opportunities for economically
disadvantaged, unemployed or under-
employed persons which will result
in an increase in their earned
income, and to assure that,training
and other services lead to maximum
employment opportunities and
enhance serif sufficiency"

a master and annual'plan desdribing
the administration and programs
under CETA whsitch is developed, by
the prime spoesor with the parti-
cipation of the CETA' Planning y
Council and submitted to the Secre-
taryDepartment of Labor for .

approval

for CETA purposei, any. person,
corporation or organizationwhich
enters intoa contract with the ,

DepartMent of Labor,' a prime, sponsor
or a PIC to

i

provide,servicep

action necessary to correct ide n-
tified deficiencies.

for CETA purposes, career and personal
consultation4or CETA clients with -

professional CETA cotinsillbrs

classroom training

classroom training S.

a monthly househo ldsUrvey of
a sample (sixty thousand) of the
civilian non-institutional population
Of the United States; conducted
by the Census Bureau. The survey
provides monthly statistics on
employment, unemployment, and

. related subjects analyzed by BL:,
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Employment & Training. Terms
Page Five

,

Decentralization:

,Delivery System:

Department og Sousing and
'Urban Development (HUD):

Department pt Labor:
``(DOL)

pictidrhiry of Occupational
Titles 'DOT/bIOT Code):

-birect Placement:

O

Disadvantaged: 5

of

g

1

*le pool of information collected
and retained by a computerized
or manual information system

the delegation of greater authority
and responsibility for the
operation and planningof pro-
grams to units of stata'and.local
governitent. CETA is a decentralized
system

the coordinated system of providing
serviced to'a client' community,
including planning, administration,
service provision, etc. .-

federal agency responstle for
addressing the housing and urban
probl ems; administers the Community
Development Block Grant and other.

programs . .

ION

federal agency responsible for
,administeri4g the CZTA.program
through its Employment and Training,

Administration (ETAI. ETA receives
the Congressional-appropriatiOns
allocates funds to.prime sponsors
across the nation, issues regulations
based -on the .Act and monitors the
Prime sponsors for compliance.
DOL also administers a variety
of other.pAgrams, including the
U.S. Emplo ent Service

611

the classification of occupations
through the use of a six-digit
numerical code, with specific
j9b descriptions

the placement of a CETA client
by a CETA prime-sponsor, PIC or
contractor directly into unsub-
sidized employment without having
provided the client with-a program
activity

aperson or persons who possess age,

racial, educational, physical, or

mental charadterisitcs which set them

apart from the competitive market.

These characteristics are usually
combined with income guidelines and

current labor market status indicators
in definitions designed for administrati%
and planning purposes

a
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Page Six

... . Discouraged Workers: person's without work who Ate
..../ no overt attempt to Mind a.

job becauSe they feel no work
is availa4e to them. Often .

;-referred N4g as the "hidden
iinemployedw,-they are'mot in-
cluded in the unemployment
estimates. The withdrawal

%
of these persons'from the labor

4.

market during periods of high
gnemployffient results in an under-

- estimation of the.severtty of -

employment...?

- DOL: .

. De tment of Labor
.K

t. V --.DOT/DOT.Code: Dicmonarylpf Occupational

it
Titles

.

Dropout: person who leaves sctlool or a
training program'before completing'
a specified' program,

0
. . . . -.Economic Development:' the deVelopment of an arsa's
econornip health, 'through such

,
.. activities asassessing the:"

Ili,economic climate and-using
. government programs to encourage .

business- expansion and faktei
. goVernment cooperation with

private industry'
..

.4...,
.

Econothic Development Act; . federal la4bsetting up the ,

(EDA) Economic DevelOpment Administration
in the Department of CoMmerce%
and esVablishing'programs to -

encourage economic development
by funding seed projects, public

kwors, etc.
.

lii

Economically Disa dvantaged: an individual who is a'member of ,.
,

__, a-family: (3)J-which receives Cash
welfare payments;' or (2) whose

.. - annual income in relation to family
t size doet not exceed the poverty

level guidelines issued by the - ,.

federal Office of 'Management-and" 40 .

Budget .
.

.

.

Economic DeveloFflent Act Or Economic -'

,DeVelOpment Administration -
.

. , 071'
equal employment opportunity

whe

EDA:

EEO:

Fr

Eligibility:

rt

6 4

into a progrim such as cgT
.

criteria used to enrell people 44

n-

.
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410

'eligible :

Ebployability:

rJ

EmplOy#bility Development:

Employment and Training.
Administration (ETA):

1

41

qualified for (meets the criteria
for) a program such as CETA

qualities which enhance an
indiN-ridual's ability to be'employed,
such as skills; educatioh'and
experience

1410"

'Employment Security Autolated
Reporting System (ESARS):

E6glish a. a Second Language:
(ESfb

Equal Employment Opportunity:

00) -
0

"'ESARS,

ESL

' ETA

the effort to provide training
and, other services to people
in Order to enhnce their
employability or their marketable
skills and apititudes c

a division of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor, that is tpe
administering agericy,fOr CETA
programson a nationwide basis
'operating through 10 regional
offices

series of reports produced by
the State employment Security
Agencies which give labor market
information and breakdown of
characteristics of people being
'served by the Erployment Service

a CETA program activity which
provides'classroom training -

to teach CETA''clients with 'a
native language other than English
an.abilitytb use the English
language

theprovision of equal opportunities
for employment without regard to

,race, creed, color, handicap,
nationa origin, sex, age politicalipolitcal

affiliation or beliefs
,

imployment Security Automated
Reporting System

English as a second language
0

Employment and Training
Administration

-111 'External tabbr Marketie. that market lying outside 'the

, no

..
.

643 particular firm or craft. It' '''

.

is relatively free of- administrativetive

/-- 1\ rules governing the pricing and
allocation of labor/ports:of entry

. .
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Federal Representative
Fed Rep (FR):

4

Fed Rep:

I

individual from a regional
U. S. Department of Labor office
assigned responsibility for
employment'and training programs
Within'a defined geographic area

Federal Representative

Federal Assistance Program: a.term used to refer to the
variety of federal programs
available to state and local
governemnts including counties,
"cities, metropolitan and regional

.

governments; schools, colleges,
and universities; health .

4 institutions, non-profit and for
profit organizations; and to
individuals 'and families,. Current
federal assistance'progiams'are
listed in the annual C4alogue
of Federal Domestic Assistance.
Federal assistance programs,provide
assistance through grant or con-

_ tractual arrangements and-Include
technical assistance prOgrams or
programs providing assistance in
the forms of loans. CETAis one
of these programs

Federal Managemitnt Circular: a directive issued by the federal
(FMC) General.-Services Administration

4 Federal Regiiter:,
(FR)

1.

Federal Regulations:

Field Memorandum (FM):4
s

6

publication which carries the text
of federal regulations as they are .

issued by federal agencies: Often.
draft regulations appear for com-
ment and review,' then final or
"implementing regulations" appear

0
operating' procedures for federal:
programs based on federalqegislation
issued by the appropriate federal
agency. Agencies receiving federal
grants are required to comply witit,
the appropriate regulations

national directive issued by
p.,S.-Depaitment of Labor

4

a
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Fiscal Year (FY):

FM:

FMC:_

Follow-u
--.4,rw

FY:

General Educational Develop-
ment (GED):

'Hands-on-Ekperience:

Ihdirect Placement:

Intake:

IAernal Labor Market:

,. Job Development:

Job Plaberdent:

1.4

year for financial reporting
purposes (not the calendar year).
The federal governthent and all
CETA funded programs operate
on October 1 through September 30

fiscal year

Field Memorandum

Federal Management Circular

contacts roadie by representative
of a service delivery agency with
former clients to determine
additional services needed by
the client or to collect infor-

, mation on the client's current
status for evaluative purposes

Fiscal Year

qualifying test for high school

diploma equivalent 4

work exreience where one uses
actual eqUipmest normally used

on the job; also may mean close
simulation of tasks as a training

method

the placement of a CETA client ,

by a CETA prime sponsor, PIC

or chntractor,into unsubsidized
employment after the client has

been provided a,program activity

or supportive service

the process of bringing clients
into the CETA system

that labor market within a parti-,

cular industry, firm'or plant
in which the pricing and allocation

of labor are governed by admifii-

strative rules.and procedures

the process of developing or finding

jobs for CETA clients

the process of placing CETA clients

in jobs

645
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Job Related Education (JRE):

JRE,

Labor Market:

Labor Market Area (LMA):

LMA:

LMI:

Low Income:

a

refers to the education necessary
to enable a worker to assimilate
OJT. JRE 'may include basic
remedial education in mathematics
and language skills needed to
perform job duties. Technical
information may be included.'

job related education

for purposes of state or local
manpower planning, the geographical
area within which, most workers are
secured; the geographical area_/
over which a worker can roam in
search of a 'ob, within reasonable
commuting dis ce of his place
or residence

definable a a in which there is
bonsiderable conomic integration
and within wh h workers can and
do readily cue jobs without
changing their es of residence
usually' a, central city or cities
and the surrounding commuting area

labor market area

labor market information

income in relatiom to family size,
determined by BLS fdr farm and
non-farm-families

Lower Living, Standard Ancome
revel:

income level i1 relation to family
size, determined by the BLS 16r_
farm and non-farm families

. -

Maintenance of.Effort:

Manpower:

r I

a requirement undbr CETA'that
CETA funda-nqt be used to displac
currently employed workers or to
replace existing services funded
from non-CETA sources

activities- designed to place
people in jobs or to improve their
employability and the job opportunities
available to them: The terms
"Employment' and Training" have
generallyjeplaced the term "Mat's -
power"
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NAB

National Alliance of Business

ft

OEDP

Overall Economic Development
Plan

OJT

On-the-Job Training

Participant

PTC (PSIP) Annual,Plan

PPS'

4.

National Alliance of Business

a busineiss-led, non-profit
corporation working in pirtner-
ship with business, labor,
government, eduction anal
community groups to reduce
4iinemployment problems of eco-
nomically disadvantaged. youths
and adults

Overall Economic Development Plan

plan required by the federal
Economic Development,Administration
in order for municipalities to
receive fundinprfor public works .

projects and other grants from EDA

on-thejob training

CETA program activity in which a
participant is actively employed,
at a normal wage, by a subsidized
contractor -and is trained at the
work site tojperform certain jobs.
The employer contracts with CETA
to train the participant and CETA.
reimburse's the employer for the
training costs

an individual who is enrolled into
CETA and is receivinigservices or
taking part in program activities.

o
the Title VII' supart to the CETA
prime sponsor's omprehensive
Employment and Training Plan which
must,havelconcurrenCe of both the
PIC chairperson And Chief Elected
Official of the.CETA prime sponsor
in order to be approved by the_
Department of Labor (20 CFR 679.5)

9,1
Program Planning Summary

64z r
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Prograni,PlanningSuMmary

Program Status Summary

PS

PSE

PSS - c

I

a CETAreport which shows the
prime sponsor's planned enroll-
ments by program activities; the

PPS is part df the annual plan

a CETA report which shows the
prime sponsor's-actual enroll-
ments by program activities,
compared to its planned enroll-
ments (as shown on the Program
Planning Summary)

prime sponsor

public service employment

program status summary

Public/Private Partnership

Public.Service Employment

RA

Regional Administrator

Regs

RegulationS

Request for Proposal'

RFP

SESA

. . SIC

s

a formal or informal agreement
between two sectors to define
and resolve community problems
for their mutual benefit

CETA program activity which f ds
subsidized employment for CE
participants to work with public

employers (governmentiyand private
non-profit employers providing
public services (Titles II-D

and IV)

Regional Administrator

the chief regional administrative
officer of'the U.S. department of

Labor. There is on Regional
Administrator per federal region

see Federal Regulations

see /ederal Regulations

formal process of soliciting
proposals for a project, program
or contract

request for proposal

State Employment Security Agency

Stan rd Industrial Classification
Code;

.6,13
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4111Significant Segments
those groups of people characterized

by racial, ethnic, sex, age,

occupational or veteran status,

which causes them to experience
unusual difficulty in obtaining
employment andtherefore are most

In need of serves. DOL or the

prime sponsor may designate a
significant segment as a target

group to receive priority

SMSA.
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area

Standard Industrial a system foi the classification and

4assification Code (SIC) description of employers by type of

industrial activity in-which their

are engaged. The SIC is published

by the federal Office of Management

a and Budget and regularly updated

Starard Metropolitan
Statistical Area (SMSA)

W.

State Employment Security
Agency (SESA)

Supportive Services

a widely used concept, developed .

jointly'by the federal Departments

of Labor, Commerce and Health and
Human Services for defining labor
market areas for the zrpose of
compiling statistics. SMSAs are
definable areas in which there is

considerable economic integration
and within which workers can and do.;,

-readily change jobs without changing

their places of residence. The

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), $

. establishes loiter living standard

income levels by SMSAs

a state administered agency funded

through the Department of Labor

'which offers jqb service, placement

and counseling,Nprovides labor

market,information,_and,administera
Unemployment Insurance; coordinates
other progrgas such as Job Corp,

Work Incentive Training (WIN) and

apprenticeship training programs

services provided to participants

which are not manpower-related but
which are necessary to enable

individuals to participate including
-health care and medical services,

child care, transportation, resi-

dential assistance, assistance in
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TA

I

securing bonds, legal services
and family planning services
(Provided-such services are made
available to4a participaht only
on a voluntary basis'and a not
a prerequisite for particip tioni
in or receipt of any service or
.benefit from the program)

tedhpical assistance

Targeted Jobe Demonstration grants from DOL made on a selective
Program (TJDP) ' bass to units of local government

to promote employment opportunities
for the economically disadvantaged
through funding of eco,12pmic and

/ community development projects

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
:(TJTC)

Target Groups

an elective tax credit that applies'
to wage costs-of eligible-employees
between January 1, .1979 and
December 31, 1981, and is equal to
50% of the first year wages up to
$3,000 and 25% of second year wages
up to $1,500. Youth, ex-offenders
and the economically disadvantaged
are eligible, in addition to other
groups as determined by the State
Employment Service

population groups identified as
having special barriers to employ-
ment and therefore given priority.
to receive services.- See Significant
Segments

Technical Assistance a term used to refer to the programs,
activities, and services provided by
the federal gpvernment, a public
interest group, or another third
party to strengthen the capacity of
program operators (PICs, prime
tponsors,'contractors, etc.) to
improve their performance. The
delivery of technical assistance
requires serving one or more of
three functions: (1) transferring
information; (2) develop ng skills;
and (3) transferring proalcts. The
tools of TA include counseling,,

L

training, giving expert information,
providing equipment, goods or services"
including advisory. Technical
assistance maybe provided onsite
or in a training session

65o

'
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Underemployed

Unemployed

Unemployment Insurance
(UI)

Unemployment Rate

Unsubsidized Employment

Vocational Education

A

WE

Work Experience

a

Work Force

Targeted Jobs Demonstration Program

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

unemployment insurance

persons working full or part-tiMe
with inadequate .incomes,. Ibit
includes those, working part-time
because full-tibe work is unavail-
able, those working full time with
earnings that dO not raise family
income- above 'the poverty or near-,
poverty level, and those whose
abilities would qualify them for
higher jobs when such are available

a person who is without a job and
wants, and is available for 4,Ork

a program of cash benefits available
to insured unemployed workers through .

the State gmployment Security Agencies

the number of people unemployed,
expressed'as a percentage of the
civilian rlbor force

jobs ghich.are not subsidized by
government manpower funding.

training is specific skilled
fields, usually through an
accredited vocational educational
institution, such-as vocational
high school

work experience

a CETA program activity designed
to provide a familiarization period
for those new to or re-entering the

labor market. Activities, include
pert-time work, and exposure,to
work habits and career possibilities'

total number of persons employed,

,based on establishment data rather

than census data. Because these
statistics are derived from surveys

',of employment establishments, they
differ from labor force statistics

/

651 lbw
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Youth Work Experience

YWE

that are based on household data.
The diffe ence between work foe
and labor force statistics is
particuAr y significant when
data are be'ng compared for places
where works commute between areas

a CETA progrm activity for
youth designee to provide a
familiarization period for
those new to the labor market.
Activities include part -time
work and'exposure to work habits
-and career possibilities

youth work experience
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APPENDIX is

This Appendix preSents a selected bibl graphy
of references which you might refer to elp

you in implementing your PIC'i pME,process.
It lists all of the references cited
in Section.pTI of the Gkit e.

--...

'h

4
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